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Concern with and the search for •.individual (personal, group and state) 

security within.a collectivity or community (group, state and international) 

are probably coterminous with the founding of. the collectivity: at least that 

is the implication of the Hobbesian perception of society. Even those who do 

not go as far as Hobbes still agTee ·that one of- the raisone d 1 etre of· any 

government is the need to establish and then to maintain security. Therefore, 

on one level of analysis, a "discussion of the interface of the cOnflicts of 

the Third ~lorld and general international security is to be. expected whenever 

there_ls general concern with international security. 

However, on another level ·of analysis, it can be argued ·that, outside 

diplomatic niceties .or the dictates of scholastic inclusivity, there are cogent 

reasons why the concept of regional security has become of strategic signific

ance. These reasons all centre around the fact that ccinfticts on the periphery 

are posing a direct and increasing threat to the stability of the. centre of the 

international system. 

First, conflicts between states in the Third ~lorld often attract support 

from competing superp01-1ers and, at times, this competing support develops to 

an intensity sufficient to generate direct confrontation bet\tsen them. 

l)eoond, security crises in the Third \lorld often arise from direct super

power or major POI-Ier ·intervention. This kind of interv'ention is often anti

cipatorY or pre-emptive in the sense that one power sometimes intervenes for 
. . 

fear that another may intervene and thereby reap what it deems to be the 

benefits of· intervention. r!hile this kind of intervention has ideological 

overtones - as in Shaba I and Shaba II - it could also occur within the same 

ideological camp- as in Gabon (1964) and the Ne1-1 Hebrides (1980). 

Third, access to resources is more often than not used a.S a justificat

ion for intervention even though the justification is based on false premises 

as was shown by the United States policy towards Angola. -This policy- part 

of the general US policy towards Southern Africa"' was.(and still is) based on 

the premise that African radical regimes in Southern Africa will be inimical 

to tlestern strategic interests. Yet Cuban troops are guarding Mobil -Corp

oration Oil e~-ploration from U8-backed insurgents - oil meant for the United 
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States market. d:his need for access to resources, cheap· or othendse, and 

hence intervention ae a means to secure or maintain that access, is likely to 

become more dominant as the international system becomes more dominated by the 

politiCS Of the SCarcity Of ra~T materials. 

In essence then, the intern~tional system is confronted with conflict and 

instabill ty on the periphery that threatens the whole system and not· just the 

sub-system of the periphery as Henry Kissinger believed or would have liked. 1) 

From ·the .above, one coitld easily conclude that conflict and instability in 

the Third ~lorld are the creation of the superpowers. That 1~euld be wrong. All 

.that is implied above is. that superpower intervention exacerbates existing or · 

incipient conflicts with the result that they come to pose security threats to 

the stability of the international system. That adversaries in Third Vorld 

conflicts have cogent rea.Sons of their awn, no more or less ·irrational than 

those in the First and Second 1tlorlds, should be conceded. 

Should we then be concerned with only a reliional security system designed 

to prevent or contain the spillover effect to the international system of Third 

Horld conflicts? Or should the concern be extended ·to securing security 

systems that 11ill resolve the Third 1:!orld conflicts? 

In assessing the performance of Third \Jorld regional security systems, 

one should guard against using different yardsticks from those applied' to 

security systems in the core of the international system. Obvieusly it is 

relevant to enquire whether the various security systems of the First and 

· Second Horlds have solved or have only contained the conflicts of. those uorlds. 

The ideological and power confrontation between the East and the 1tlest in Europe 

remains unresolved. The British Ulster problem, the Canad~Quebec.problem, 

and the \·!alloon/French conflict in Belgium all repw.in unresolved. Of course, 

one is not insinuating that the three worlds have .. identical problems although 

the external factor fuelling these crises makes them similar to ~~ose in the 

Third liforld in lliBllY essential details. 

Be that as it may, the fact remains that, whether in order to :prevent the 

spillover effect or out of genuine concern to deal 11ith Third l'!orld conflicts, 

there is a proposition that regional security· systems msy serve a useful role 

in achieving these objectives. This will be discussed at greater length 

later~ 

At this staga the followirig questions arise: Uhat kind of regional 

security systems have the Third 1·.'orld experimented with? · H01~ successful have 

these experiments been? And how relevant to the strategic problems of the 

1980s are these security systems? 
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.. 
Concern for regional security in the .Americas and the idea for some 

kind of a regional military force d~te back to the independence of several of 

these .American states from Spain. 'ihis is perfectly understandable since 

commitment t~ the deVelopment of Pan-l!D!ericanism featUred as a plank in the 
drive for' independence. ( 2) · · · .· · · · · · 

.Concrtrl~·· steps ~mrds the institutionalization of security· arrange

ments were taken at the 1945 Pan-.American Conference at t.rhich the Act of 

Chapultepec was signed. This spel~ out measures to be taken to repel an 

aggressor: 

"Recall of chiefs of diplomatic missions, break:i:ng .of diplomatic 
relations, breaking of coneU.lar relatione, breaking of postal, 
telegraphic, telephone, radio telephoning relations, interruption 
of economic, commercial .and financial relations. Use of armed 
force to prevent or repel aggression". (3) 

At ·the same Conference, there was also a call for a treaty t.rhich would embody 

the measures t.rhich were put into the Act. This Treaty was signed in 1947 in 

. Rio de Janeiro and became the Inter-.American Treaty for Reciprocal Assistance. 

This Treaty is basically military in nature in the sense that it embodies the 

concept of individual and collective self-defence by the .Americ&n States. 

It therefore comes .as no surprise that the member states of the Inter

.American system thought they needed to establish another organization to 

.. complement the military nature of the Rio Treaty. This was the Organization 

• of American States ( OAS) whose Charter was signed at Bogota on April ;o, 1948. 

The OAS is basically non-military im. character and is more ·comprehensive in 

the sense that it embodies the principles and the values .t.rhich the .American 

states feel ought to govern their relationship._ In fact, so complementary is 

the Charter of the OAS to the Rio Treaty that the Charter has only a single 

provision (in Article 44) for the establishment of military machinery. An 

advisory defence t:ommittee ttas established to advise the organ of consul

tation on prol:llems of militarJ co-operation that could arise in. connection 

with the application of existing special treaties on collective security. . . -.. _· - . . . / . 

Otl1er organizations set up under the Charter. t.rhich are relevant are: 

- . The Inter-.American Peace Committee; 

-. The Council of the OAS; . . . 

- The meetings of consultation of !llinisters of Foreign Affairs 

~Thioh serve as the organ of consultation ~thioh was established 

under the Rio Treaty. 
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In essence then, these two documents, the.Rio Treaty and the Charter of 
·, ' ... ' . 

the OAS, together embody the political, economic and security values of the 

.Inter-American system, 

The Rio Treaty embodies basical~ the two concepts of self-defence: the 

individual and the collective. In fact, the Rio concept of collective selfr 

defence could also be .further sub-divided into t\~o parts in .the sense that the 

Rio Treaty does not define collective self-defence on~ in the sense of 

. security measures taken by the Organization. The Rio Treaty allows signatories 

to the T't'eaty to 'pick which . of the other· signa.to:i:ies to the Treaty may be 

called upon to help them in moments of aggression, In other words, collective 

is defined in two senses: collective taken to mean acts under the Rio Treaty 

by the signatories as a collectivity to repel aggression on one of the sign-

. atories; and acts taken by acy combination of the signatories to repel 

aggression on one of the member states. The Rio Treaty ~1as built around the 

concept that an armed attack against one American state ~ould be considered an 

attack against all American states. 

The totality of these provisions may of course g!ve the impression· of a 

tight regional security system but in fact Article 20 of the Rio Treaty, by 

.making it non-obligate~ for acy state to contribute troops in any collective 

security ·action, basical~ reduces the security aspect to a volunt~ one. 

It thereby weakens the s;1stem in that a decision of the Organ' of Consultation 

that an attack on one of its members requires collective milit~ action by 

the Organization, even though taken by a 2/~ds majority as demanded by the 

Treaty, is not binding on acy state, Any state could legal~ therefore refuse 

to c~ out such an obligation. 

The non-obligate~ nature of the Rio Treaty and the essenti~ pe,o1!1c 

nature of the Charter of the OAS reflect by and large the lack of consensus 

among members states of the Inter-American system as J;"egards three security 

iSsues. The first is whether a distinction should be mad~ be~reen aggression 

from within the system and aggression from outside, In other 1'/0rds, there 

were. some who believed· that conflicts within the Inter-American system should 

not be regarded as aggression since it ~ras felt that the use of force to 

defeat aggression within the system may in fact create more problems than it 

would solve ~rhereas aggression by a state outside the system could be dealt 

with more easi~ on mili~ terms. 
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·Others felt that there was no reason to make auch a·distinction, This 

lack of consensus during the negotiations over the Rio Treaty led to the com

prOmise that the sec'urity obligations ofthe Treaty were in fact non-obligatory, 

and that there ~ras to be no distinction between aggression from outside or in

side the system. Secondly, there was another division as' to \~hether ·there 

shouid be apermanent military organization or whether it should be ad hoo, 

Those ~/ho favoured a permanent militaxy organiEation were influenced by the . . 

success of the Inter-American Defence Board ~lhich had no legislative· authority 

bu.t was simpl;ir an adViser on security matters to the OAS, Ho~iever, this Board, 

set up in 1942, performed ~rell precisely because of' the nature of the . inter

national environment; namely the Second ~!orld ~lar, At the Inter-.American 

Conference on Problems of \·Tar and Peace. in -1945, there were proposals from 

several states that the Board should be made permanent. However; this was 

opposed for fear that a permanent organ would tend to militarise the Inter

.American system. 4) The colliPromise betl-reen these two schoolS of thought · 

resulted in the designing of an Organic Pact which provided for an Inter

.American Defence Council to advise on inilitaxy cooperation as well as ·on any 

collective measures contemplated under· the Rio TreatY. 

Holt \·rell~has this S:f'stem fared?5) 

First, the Organization has been ,rather creative and. flexible in the use 

of.militaxy personnel for activities ranging from observation through peace

keeping to _somethfncr close to-enforcement in the cases of the Dominican 

Republic and the CUban crisis. Second, at each stage the-Organization has 

alw~s shied a~rey from any legal interpretation of. the kind of mili tta.:cy 

operation \1hich ·it was undertaking, Underli.nins' this has been the volunt!l.'cy 

!ll[lture ·of the contributions to the forces involved and the fact that .. the fo:~~c.es 

\tere supposed to operate in consultation and in. conjunction \ti th either the . . - . . . 
. parties to the dispute or, in the c.ase of the. Dominican Republic,. with the 

s_emblance of a centJ:"al authority, In other ~rords 1 apart .from the case o.f, 

Cuba, the Organi!l~tion has been very careful. to. en~ that operati~ns did not 
. - . . .'; 

really amount to a violation of the territorial integrity or the sovereignty 
.. ' . . . . . - . . . 

of the parties to the dispute. Third, with the exception of the Cuban case, 

the parties to dispute.s had been prepared to cooperate with the OrganiEation 

in implementing the objectives of any o.f the operations. FoUrth: as the· example 

of Cuha ·sh~red, the success. of the OAS ~tas due at least in part to the 

ideological consensus that has operated \1/i thin the system. It was also due -

and this the Cuban case shmred clearly ~ to the fact that tlie looming presence 

of the US ~Tith sufficient capability to impose its will on the Int~r-.American 
system probably circumscribed effectively the readiness of any of the member 
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states· to prove obstinate within the conflict resolution procedure laid do~m: 

by the Organillation. Cuba, 1dth a different ideological system and with the. 

backing of another superpo1~er; was .the closest that an .American state has come 

to defying the Organization. Fifth, although it has been. suggested that the 

presence of the US within the Inter-1\merican systemyith ~e ability to pro

tect the region militarily is perhaps the realilon ~my the American states them

selves are not too keen on setting up a fixed and permanent military instrument 

for conflict resolutio~, 6) ~ additional explanation could be that' it is the 

fear that the US may not only. dominate the permanent organization but in fact 

may use it in ~rays which the Latin American States may. not like that has led · 

them to oppose the setting up of a permanent security. organization. That is 

~my they ah~ays resorted to ad hoc military instruments in order to resolve 

their conflicts. It also may explain ,m;y- even the military instrument 11hich· 

they use lacks compulsion, Finally, attention should be dra1m to the fact 

that, apart from the Dominican crisis which perhaps should be.distinguished 

from others on the grounds that. the US intervened unilaterally to curtail 

coiDIIIllnist influence, the Inter-1\merican security system deals nei:tbsr 1~ith 

civil 1·1ar nor ~~ith domestic insurrection. Recent events in El Salvador, 

Bolivia and Nicaragua seem to confirm the vie1~ that the inter-American system, 

1mile not totally oblivious to the problems created by insurrection and civil 

wars, has taken the position that, unless there axe charges that these axe 

externally instigated, they axe internal affairs of member states and there., 

fore norie of the business of the Organization itself. An exception to this .is 

the issue of human rights. The OAS has, as one of its speCialized· agencies, 

a seven-man Inter-American commission which reports on violations of HUman 
Rights. Again this has been· done under pressure from the US ·and it·· cannot 

therefore be reg8i-ded as a consensual value of the Inter-Americari system. 

There axe tl~o categOries of conflicts 1·1hich axe likely to ·create 

instability in the region which the OJ\..S has not coped ~rith. The first category 

is essentially domestic but has uiternstional ramifications. ~is is the 

formation of national liberation movements or gue=illa movements tmich are 

committed to the overthr011 of Central· Governinents through revol,;tionary . . . 

violence. ¥mny of them.derive support from one another and from other rev

olutionary groups in other parts. ~f the ltorld.7) Their strength, ,.,hether 

they succeed in overthr01·1ing governments or not, constitutes a trend that is 

tending to undermine one of the factors identified . earlier as contribUting to 

the success of conflict resolution in the. inter-American system: ideological 

COllSe~sus. ~lith this consensus undermined, there is no guarantee that the 

system uill be able to produce positive results. 
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The second category of conflict concerns confrontation over disputed 

territories s:uch as Argentina-Chile, Peru~Bolivia, Peru-Chile, Bolivia-Chile · 

and Peru-Ecuador. These disputes date back to the independence of these 

states :from Spain. Several of the states involved in the.se disputes have 

chronic economic problems which could easilY tempt the governments into 

military confrontation as a wa1 of diverting attention from serious domestic 

problems. 

Reference has already been made to the pecUliar status of the US in the 

inter-American system. It is a member of the OAS, a sisna~ry to most of the 

regional .Agreements and an active participant in, if not the instigator of, 

most of the security operations carried out in the Americas. And yet, up to 

the 1970s, the threat of external intervention was synoizylllOUs with the US iJt 
the minds of most of the eli tee in the region - a reputation that was t·rell- ' 

deserved. Ho~rever, in the aftermath of Vietnam, the US has withdra~rn from 

direct military intervention in the affairs of the other American States; 

But it lrould be wrong to regard this new posture as being entirelY due to the 

post-Vietnam syndrome. Other regional centres of polrar - Brazil, l>!exico an4 

Argentina - have ehown a t1illingness to defy the US over certain issues. 

Braz.il has refused to defer to the US over its llllclear .deal t1ith \-Jest Germany . . 8) . . . 
and over domestic human rights. If this emergence: C)f regional po~rers is 

coupled with the recent couv d'etat in Bolivia, carried out against the exp;ess 
• • . r 

wishes of the US ,then US intervention in Latin America mey be becoming a thing 

of. the past. This conclusion is strengthened by another factor: as the Soviet 

Union has matched the strategic capability of'.the.US, arzy act. of US intervent

ion in the American region can be matched by Soviet intervention elsewhere in 
the world - a development which the US would not wish to encourage.9) · i 

The gradual evolution of regional powers in the inter-American system pas 

not been without benefit. A recent study has suggested that "the major inh'ib

i ting factor to conflict in the region is Brazilian hegemony •• l•1 0 ) and ,that 

it is the uninstitutionalized presSure f'rom Brazil that has prevented the 

territorial dispUtes identified above from boiling over. 

This. development is not taking place in isolation. Along tdth it is the 

development of llllClear teohnolo&r in the region. 

The Treaty of Tlateloco provides for the prohibition of llllclear t'1eapons 

in Latin America. It t1as signed by ~renty nations in 1967 after intensive 

negotiations lasting just over three years.· Its objective is the ·comPlete 

·military dellllclearization of the Latin limerican area, and its provisions are 

much more extensive than those embodied in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 

Treaty adopted by the mq General AssemblY tlhioh came into force in 1970. 
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Important in this regard is the expressly stated intention that no.permission 
' . 

ltill be granted for nuclear weapon bases, One of the accomp~ing protocols 

. to the Treaty ell)bodied in it a pledge by nuclear 11eapon states not to use 

nuclear lreapons against parties to the Treaty, a pledge which the Soviet 
. ' 

Union has refused to sign. Argentina, Brazil and Chile have so far .refused ' 

to be .parties ... to. the Treaty, 

THE ASIAN EXPERIENCE 

Of all the Regions. in the Third 1-!orld, no .region is more varied in term~ 

of culture, population ana political development than Asia, Also none are more 

bedevilled by the rivalry among the US, the Sovie,t Union and the People 1s 

Republic of China, 

The region is a group of distinct and heterogeneous communi ties, character

ised by great differences in political, social and economic structures, 

cultural ethos and ruling elite philosophies, Regional cooperation is in

herently determined by (and affected by) the fundamental splits betueen 

communism and capitalism and be~1een pro-Chinese and pro-Soviet communists, 

Internally the states in this region are plagued by rampant religious and 

ethnic conflicts, Furthermore, the smaller states fear the larger, 

India, Pakistan and Indonesia are not only jealous of their independence 

but also seek to exclude at least the wo superpo11ers who are not indigenous 

to the area -.the Soviet Union and the US, The former indigenous powers 

could then be in a position to·exercise regional leadership, One therefore 

begins to understand why it has not been possible to .set up a regional organ~ 

ization whether with political or seCurity objectives. The differences in. 

ideology and foreign policy objectives· are so wide that no single regional 

organization can be prescribed for the whole of Asia. 

The Historical Bacmound 

In .19441 Australia llnd i~e~r Zeal~d . signed an ~eel!IElnt (AN"'L.AC) £or the . . . 

defence. of the Southi1est Pacific region. In 1951,. the same wo countries 

joined the US in a Pacific Security Treaty (the Al'lZUS Pact) llhich was•basically 

a II!1ltual defence pact.· in 1954, the US, Britain, France, Uew Zealand, 

Australia, Pakistan, Philippines and Thailand formed the Southeast Asia Treaty 

Organization (SEATO) as a collective defence treaty against "communist 

aggression". 11 ) In 1966, 9 non-Communist States - Australia, Japan, South 

Korea, }'faleysia," New Zealand, .Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand and South Vietnam -

formed The Asian and Pacific Council to foster "greater cooperation and 

solidarity among the free Asian end Pacific countries", 12) However, by 1969, 

thE) Council had started to face the real! ties of palter in Asia by dropping 

its confrontational attitude towards the Communist countries, 
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In 1961, l!Jaleysia, Philippines and Thailand formed the Association of 

Southeast Asia (ASA) for economic, anm1nistrative and cultural cooperation. 

Differences between Philippines and Maleysi~ led to the dissolution of that 

Association. in .1967, 

r!Japhilindo, a confederation·of r!Jaleya, the Philippines· and Indonesia, on 

1mioh agreement ~ras reached in 1963, foundered in the confrontations betl~een . . . 

r!Jaleya and Indonesi;l and benreen ~1aleya and the Philippines, .. . . . ' 

In ·1967; Indonesia,· Haleysia, Philippines·, Singapore and Thailand formed 

the Association of Southeast Asian i:Tations (.ASEAN) primarily to increase 

regional cooperation •. Even though ASEAN set its objectives as economic,·the 

intrusion of security matters uas evident from the very. beginning in its 

reference to the temporary nature of all foreign bases .in .Southeast Asia in . . . . . . . . . . ~ ·~ . 

. the BangkokDeclaration ,that established A~~. That security considerations 

~r.ere just belo1~. the surface in the minds of some of its members, especially · 

N~leya, i~ evident in the various . pr~n~cemants of r1~layan l7aders. 13) 

. Under the !ISEAN Pact, .the emphasis is on bilateral arrangements to deal 

with the problems .of subversion, and foreign infiltration according to sect~on 

E of.the Declaration of the ASEA!i Concord, 

·Some of the most notable bilateral seouri ty. arrangements among member 

states include: 

- !!he 'Sa\'rasdi-Salam Agreement of 1965 between Haleysia and Thailand, 

In this the right of hot pursuit was granted to ea.ch other's forces 
. . . • .. •. -to ... • .· ~ .:· • . 

to chase COIDIIIUnist insurgents aCroSS borders for no. more than five 

miles; 

- the Indonesia and Philippines Border Patrol Agreement in November 

1974, an agreement which included provision for combined naval 

exercises, 

- The Indonesia-l!Jalaysia Agreement to cooperate on arms production 

\'rith the objective of standardizing the ai'maments o:f' AflEAN countries. 

- The security agreement between Singapore and Maleysia, 

The Present Confusion in Southee.st Asia 

There are four operative factors that can be distilled from the e~erience 

in collectivity in SE Asia. First, the post-1·lorld trar II security perceptions 

of Asia can be divided into two phases: 
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- A phase of containment of Sino-Soviet ·influence ~then curtailing 

communism ~ras the objective; 

- a phase of coming to terms ~tith the reality of Chinese pot~er and 

status in Asia when most of the existing security/political 

organizations faded into irrelevance• . 

Second, just as in the Inter-Ame:dcan system, the US at times alone and 

at times in conjunction ~rifu other llestern European po~ter~, was the prime 

mover behind most of the Organizations. By the middle of the 1960s, ~then the 

experience of . the Vietnam war had started to demonstrate the 'limit to US po~ter 

in Asia, the US became less visible and less directly involve.d in establishing 

these organizations. 

Third, India has not been involved in arry of these organizations. Even 

if the absence of China ~tere Understandable, in the sense that some of the 

organizations were directed against her, the absence ·of' India denies them 

credibility. 

Fourth, none of these organizations is representative of the region in 

the sense of covering the totality of the interests in it. There are t\io 

reasons for this. The first is a problem of definition. i·Jhat constitutes a 

region? · The tdlole of ·Asia or part of it? Even the outer boundary of t-rhat 

constitutes Southeast Asia is not definite. SEATO and ASE1iN both used the 

same geographical expression and yet do not cover the same area. The second 

problem is that there are four distinct interests Which cannot be accommodated 

under the same security umbrella: 

- Pro-Vest interests; 

- pro-Soviet interests;. 

- :pro-Chinese · interests; 

the Neutralist interests. 

Since. at the moment there is a Va{\'Ue understanding that. to be pro-Vestern 

is to be pro-Chinese, there are still three more or less irreconcilable groups. 

On present evidence, A~Jl will probably continue to function as .a p~ 

~lestern organization ~rhich may eventually include Australia· and ·New Zealimd. 

It tdll continue to .be tolerated by the Chinese as long as the Chinese

American understanding lasts •. 
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By contrast, the Soviet Union is trying to set up an nAsia.n Collective 
. . ' . . . - . 

. Security Axrangement" to curtail llestern _and Chinese intexests in Asi!L. 

Su,perimposed on all of these is. the nuclear fa,ctor.. At present, Asia has 

one nuclear power, China, and two .nuclear-threshold powers, Indi!L and Pakistan. 

India represents .the neutralist tendencies in Asia - a posture that might be. 

strengthened rather ·:than weakened by the acquisition of the nuclear ·bomb. 

Pakistan is more likely to team up 11;lth .the loose Chinese/VTestern alliance. 

The enigma is Japan, a powerful economic force that has so far shied 

awey troui any political involvement in Asia.· Beyond developing a l~ted 
military capability to defend herself, there is no evidence yet to suggest 

that Japan is ready to beoome involved a€afn in the quicksands of Asian 

politics. 

· THE AmiCAlT El::PEROO!CE 

Pa.n-Africanism, the prevailing ideology embodying African continental 

consciousness, has gone· through three phases. The first 11as when Africans in 

the diaspora developed "Black Consciousness" vhich excluded the Arab North 

Africans. The second 1·1as the Ai'ricanization of Pan:..Africanism l·rhen the Blacks 

in the diaspora l·rere excluded and the llorth Afi.ican .A:rabs were included~ Pan

Africanism then became a value system for African inter-state relations. The 

third phase, which is nmr emerging, is almost a return. to the firs.t phase 11i th 

modifications. 14) . 

The second phase of Pa.n-Afrlcanism, the one that is relevant for the 

purposes of this paper> led to the' Orgahlzation of ·lliican Unity ( OAU) in· 
· 1963, ·the 'Cha:rter of which enjoined member states to' ·settle their disputes 

through peaceful negotiation. Article 2a of the Cha:rter provided for a 

COilllliissi6n for :1-'Iediation, Conciliation and Arbitration 1mich is charged 11ith 

··the reeponsibility for settling inter-:.state disputes but the Commi~sion hSd 

no automatic jurisdiction over state dispiltes. Parties to the dlsputes must 

submit voluntarily to OAU jurisdictiem. ·· African states shawed a preference 

for an ad hoc Peace Committee made ·up ofa ntimber of Heads of State ~rith the 

result that the Commission is now defutict~ 15) 

Article 20 of the Charter provides for a Defence Commissi.on wich was 

supposed to plan for cooperation among African States for the defence of the 

continent. This was the watered-dotm compromise arising out of deep and wide

spread opposition to I~'s proposal for an African High COIIIIDBlld. This 

Commission, ho~rever, has been dorniant until quite recently:· 
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Africa, in the post-independence period, has been faced by "t1-1o kinds of 

conflicts •. The first is that of boundary disPutes, and the second is that of 

civil wars. · It is a generally mistaken belief that llf'rica is bursting with • 

territorial disputes and one 'of the soCial science clioh~s is the artificial

ity of llf'rican ·boundaries. Yet,. apart from Australia and New Zealand; there 

is no boundar,y in the world that is not artificial, FUrthermore, out of a 

possible one hundred and fifty potential boundary'di8putes in A.t'rica, less 

than ten have resulted in military conflicts· and, of these ten, only two are 

South of the Sahara, The OAU's position has been the adoption of the legal 

doctrine, uti possidites - the inviolability of colonial boundaries, 

The second set of .problems has been ~Tith civil t·rars, sometimes involving 

seccessionist tendencies, There have been six of these: Zaire, Nigeria, Chaa, 
Allgola, Sudan and Ethiopia, out of the 49 members of the OAU, Superimposed on 

these ti'/O problems has been the problem of intervention by e~rt.ernal forces. 

In assessing the performance of the OAU ~ a machinery to promote the 

security interests of.A.t'rican states, the impression is generally held that 

the.Organization has. been ineffective •. It has not prevented interstate die~ 

putes erupting (especially disputes affecting boundaries) and, because the 

Organization lacks the .machinery for enforcement,. interstate disputes are 

allot·red to drag on, thus leaving room for foreign intervention • 

. . Hot'lever, the greatest strength of the OAU has been :i.ts abilitY to contain 

territorial disputes and civil ~Tars through the articulation of· an llf'rican 

posi "!;ion. Hhen the . OAU recognized the li!PLA government in Angola, a'upported 
. ' . . . 

Nigeria in the Nigerian/B~afran war, supported Ethiopia in the Ogaden and 

Eri trean t1ars, sUpported VJa:Uri tania against .. the irredentist claime of V10rocoo 

and refused to condemn the Soviet.Union·.in Allgola,, the. OAU wa.S not able to 

convince the.non-A.t'rican pot'lers ~!ho .were opposed to these decisions. Yet the 

OAU denied ~ legi t'imaoy to the . policies of: non-A.t'rican po)rers since the O~U 
could claim tlia:t it .did indeed represent ~ lU'rican point of view aild hence 

that any anti-OAU position was anti-:-A.t'rican. This denied legitimacy to the. 

attempts to transfer East-1-lest conflict151 t() llf'rica. \lithout the OAU, it is 

quite possible that the 1-lestern po~1ers might have intervened directly· and 

openly in the Allgolan, IUgerian and Ethiopian crises under the guise of con

taining communism. 

The OAU will nevertheless remain largely ineffective as a security 

organization so long as it cannot enforce its ·decisions and so long as it is 
; 

unable to prevent foreign po~1ers. from intervening in A.t'rican· problems at t·Till. 

The ability of the OAU to provide adequate security arrangements for the 

continent is further eroded by the allegiances of member states to foreign 
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military p01·1ers. Ai'rican countries do not share a common concern for the 

activities of outside military powers in Africa, Those countries that do 
" . 

accept de.f'ence arrangements ~rith vlestern poliers consic1er. the presence of 

Cuban force~ in Angola· ana Ethiopia as constituting a serious threat to peace 

in .Africa, Others believe, as aptly put by President Nyerere of Tanzania, 

that the Cuban troops are in those countries "at the request of the legitimate 

and recognised governments concerned for reasons ~rhich are well kno~m and 

completeJ.ir understandable 11 ,
16)· 

general 
How then is the OAU.to reconcile these two attitudes? There/is consensus 

that foreign intervention of any kind. should be discouraged but .:that 1~hen ~eh 

intervention.is. at the invitation of a legitimate government and in the abs~nce 

of an .African defence arrangement, it must be tolerated. Ho11ever immediate · 

withdrawal of outside .f'orces must b.e demanded as soon as they have. served 

their. purpose. 17 ) .The ideal would be the creation of an .African defence 

force and there .has been a great deal of discussion on the formation of 

various types of security arrangements in Africa, The OAU has indeed a 

Defence Commission but it .does not meet regularly and, ~rhile proposals for the 

formation of an African High Collll!land have been bandied around .f'or a long time, 

nothing has come of them, 

The matter came to a head at the OAU meeting of Heads of State .in Liberia 

when the Organization charged the Council of P1inisters and the Elxec:11tive 

Secretary to convene. a mee.ting .of the Technical Commission composed of Foreign, 

Defence, Finance and Economic ~'linisters as 1·rell as the Chiefs of Staff to 

examine the proposals which 1orere tabled by Senegal and Toga on a Pan-African 

Defence Force. The Assembly of Heads. of States further accepted .in principle 

the establishment of a joint .African Defence.Force, The call for this was 

made primarily :to counter an initiative uhich 1ms launched by France in 1977 
after the first Shaba invasion and the ensuing French Noroccan intervention, 

A .Franco-African summit ~ras held in Dakar l·lhich. ~ras attended by all the 

Franco-phone African countries, except the Cameroons, and by other non

.f'rancophone countries like Mauritius and the Seychelles, . This meeting . 

wo=ied most Africans both because it. endorsed .the :French/Moroccan inter

vention in.Shaba and because President Senghor of Sene~l submitted to it a 

proposal for .the establishment of a Common African Military force; designed 

specifically to bloCk Soviet intervention in .Africa, France was to pr.ovide 

the logistic backing for such a force. In rw 1978, another Franco-African 

summit (held in Paris) ~ve priority to security problems in Africa.. This 

time endorsement was. given to the secol:ld French intervention in Shal:la, At 
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the UH Special Session on Disarmament, France again called for the creation 

of an /lfrican Peacekeeping. Corps and iildicated her ~1illingness to train sue!). 

a force. .In June 1978 France called a five-nation meeting, attended by 

France,. the US, Belgium, Great Britain and Germany-, to discuss African 

security and economic relations. It ~~as as a reactionto this sustained 

French propaganda offensive to develop a Hestern-inspired intervention forqe 

that the OAU, meeting in Khartoum in 1978, rejected the idea of any Africal). 

intervention force not formed by the OAU and called for the reactivation of 

the OAU Defence Commission to consider the establishment of a force under the 

direction of the OAU. The then Nigerian Head of State, General Obasanjo, 

described the concept of collective security directed from outside ·Africa· 

as "an instrument of nee-colonialism .and an insult to the dignity and spirit 

of Africans."18) The Assistant Secretary General of the OAU h.i;tted tha.t . 

the proposed Pan-African force 1~ould not be a standing force, but ~rould 

consist of an arrangement ~~hereby threatened states could call for the 

assistance of the troops of OAU member states similar to the-bilateral 

arrangements that already exist betl-reen some of them. 

In spite of the apparent unanimity on the need for some form of Pan

African defence arrangement, there remains a lack of consensus both as to 

the enemies against 1·1hom the force might be used and also as to the uses to 

uhich the force uill. be put. The questions posed are usually whether the 

force will be a Peacekeeping force fashioned along UN lines or something ~re 

positive and ~.rhether the force will be permanent or not. There are 

certainly problems attending the setting up of such a force. Because the 

armed forces of the African countries are established on different patterns, 

any joint venture might fail as a resu1 t of. confusion. Furthermore there is 

no "dominant power" militarily and economically po~1erful enOUgh to lead, 

yet without clear leadership there is no certainty that most countries 

~~d meet their obligations.l9) Judging from the poor response of most 

African countries to, .for example, the Liberation Committee Fund, one can 

predict that, unless their interests are directly affected, most countries 

will not in the event respond positively;· Lastly, the supply of arms to 

member states contributing to a defence force could .be cut off and the 

operation sabotaged if it was not seen to be acting in the interests of the 

supplier. This is most pe_rtinent since no black African country produces 

arms and Africans remember the refusal of Great Britain and the US to 

supply the arms uhich had been ordered by Nigeria during her civil ~1ar> 

However, in spite of these· probl~, the decade of· the 1980s is likely to 
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tdtness more serious efforts designed to set up some form of Pan-Af'rican 

security force, especially since most African· countries feel: very exposed to 

the dangers of foreign intervention. Even at the sub-regional level, the 

:member ·states of' ECO\vAS (Economic Co-operative Organization of v!est African 

States) have been· actively discussing the formation of an EcrOWAS defence force. 

The meeting of defence ministers of ECOUAS, held· earlier this year in Lo!OO, 

Togo, coul.d not ~ee whether to recommend a·titanding i'orce or one to be 

formed on demsnd. Despite this, agreement is probably not far a1iay. · 

COIIJCLUSIOH 

Regional security systems in the. Third \iorld vary from the institutional

ized forms found in PJmerica and Africa to the very loose and partial arrano~ 

menta of' South-East Asia, 

. The Am~rican and .. African experiences have been relatively more successful 

than the Asian. All three regions are now in a state of transition within 

.an international BYI!tem that is also in a state of transition. 20) All have 

been the victims of intervention. However, after the Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan, it is conceivable that a practical code of· conduct against 

intervention by major powers might be developed. In the case of America and 

Africa, the middle p~tfers .:.. Brazil, Argentina and Nig~ria - may have the 

military and economic capability to raise the costs of intervention from 

outside to unacceptable levels. This is to be ~relcomed. France, for example, 

has sh01m more readiness than other major po1rers to intervene. in Africa to 

prote~t her economic interests. Yet ·Nigeria, 1~ch is opposed to such 
now . . .. ·. . . 

intervention/ has French funds invested in the Nigerian econoley' greater than 

the total of all Fren~h investments in her former territories. A threat to 

these investments in Nigeria could hB.ve a salutary effect on French inter

ventionist tendencies. 

In Asia, the regional consensus found in America and Africa is absent, 

China and the Soviet Union have llllltually exclusive regional interests. 

Vietnam, India, Pakistan ·and Indonesia are ·all . middle po1·rers which have 

seriously to be reckoned with ~!hile Japan remains an enigma. The 1980s .are 

likely to see. the continuance of conflicts in Asia· and there is no prosi>ect 

of a regional seouri ty system to cope ~ri th them. 

v~ile there ·are factors common to all three regions, it is clear.f'rom 

this brief' survey that there are·sufficient dif'f'erences to caution against 

generalizations. Conflict within the inter-American system arose through the 

intervention of the US, Yet, paradoxically,. it has been this intervention, 

coupled with ideological consensus, ~eh has prOIIided some measure of 

stability on the continent. 
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In M'rica, on the other hand, there has bee.n ·no dominant regional p011rer. 

~lith the exception of France, the former colonial.pouers have reconciled 

themselves to the independence of the .Af'rican states. The interventionist 

activities of France have not led to major conflicts because they have for 

the most paxt been geaxed towaxds maintaining existing regimes· in pouer. 

Instability has b_een minimized by the OAU and its ·readiness to legitimize 

positions based on the principles of its Charter as evidenced by its opposition 

to Morocco over the l•lestem Sahara, and to Somalia over the Ogaden, by its 

support frr Nigeria during the Nigerian-Biafran civil ~1ar and its recog- . 

· ni tion of the I~ LA iri Angola. The OAU has also supported Ethiopia against 

·Eritrean demands for independence. 

In Asia, the interests of the US, the Soviet Union and Chins interact 

and the readiness of these powers to intervene ·m:f.litarily (1</hether directly 

or thrOugh intermediaries) has been a source of instability. Lack of an 

ideological consensus ru3.s been another factor contributing to instability. 

There are changes taking place in all three regions. One is the lessen

ing of US militaxy influence in Asia and America. Another is the develop-
. . . . 

· ment of regional pm1ers which may lead to a diminution of foreign inter-

vention - as in .Af'rica and South America. Both Africa and South America axe 

also involved in establishing regional security systems of a kind around 

their respective middle powers- Brazil and, at least in the·case of the 

ECQelAS sub-region, Higeria. The ideological consensus · iri South America is 

tending to break do~m. In Pfrica, unity, fostered by the · struggle against 

apartheid coupl~d \1ith 1·1idespread pragmatism, is lik~ly to diminish ideo

logical struggle in Africa s1;ill further. The struggle for influence in Asia 

has not reached its peak ·although the 1980s mey ~1itn:ess the Asian states 

coming to terms with the dominant presence of China; 

Aey system in transition tends to create some measure of instability 

as individuals and states react to ne\•1 Uncertainties. These three regional 

systems aie no~l in transition as they try to evolve new instJi tutione to oope 

1d .. i1h the _in.ile1t-state problems. · Some measure of instability is therefore to 

be e:i::Pected but instability uill not be resolved by external. intervention. 

On the contraxy, the cost of external intervention is likely to be raised 

substantially {if not to prohibitive levels) by the development of regional 

securl.ty systems.; 
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· Assessing the utility of mill ta.ey power· in the third . world is compli

cated by a number of-.fa6torsi Uilcertai.il data, vague public statements of 

. objectives, methodological shortcomings are all debilitating •. Most 

importantly, however, we lack a oommonly understood standard by which to 

measure. 

One could assess utility narrowly on the basis of the immediate 

. operational. objectives of the'decisi~makers who chose to make use of 

milita.ey strength. Take the Sovtet intervention in Angola in 1975, for 

. example. With the aid of naval forces, Cuban combat troops, and their own 

.. logistioal services, Soviet decision-makers sought to insure the victory 

of the MPLA in the then-raging-~Angolan civil war, to defeat the factions 

backed· by the West, and to . cause the' South African troops that· had inte:r:-

vened in the conflict to withdraw. On the basis of these operational 

objectives, one would conclude that Soviet milita.ey power had been usefUl -
. '' . ' 

the Westem-supported UNITA and FNL factions were defea.~ed, the South .· 

Africsns retreated, and the MPLA now constitutes the official Angolan 

government. or course; such il.ssessments··a.re perishable with time; there 

continues to be lively oonni~t in Angola, at least in the s~uth, in which 
. . . . . . . - l ' . j i . ' 

South African forces at times interV-ene, and which reqUires the continuing 

presence of Cuban troaps and Soviet B.d,_,is~~s 'to insure .the MPLA's continued 
·. ' ~cceas~ 'se), Soviet operational objectives ~e~· atttdned, but for how long? 

.. ~- t . 

Moreover, in judging the utility of milita.ey power, one should pass 

beyond the strictly aubjecti~ criteria. ·or the deoisi~n-::mak~rs' own purposes 
to· a more comprehensive and obj~ctive ,. ~s~ssment. Interventions, like the 

. ' ~- ' . "' . - • f ' 

Sc>Viet intervention in Angola., have consequences which should influence 

judgements, 1i ilot of the i.Jmil~di~te utility of milita.ey power, at least of 

·the ltinge:r:--term wisdom of its use. 

For eXample, 'io6!d.ng agSfu lit the ·so.iiets' ·Angolan ~ven~, 
might list the· .roll.oring con:sequence~ ~n the posi ti~ ~iile: 

one 

- pontinued _Angoll!fl depEI!ldenoe on Soviet. _and. Cuban mili ta.ey assistance 
' ' . ' ' ~ •' . - . 

for .its se~_ty has resulted in :the accretion of .Soviet political . ~ .. ·• . . - . . ' . 

infiuence with _the Angolan government •. For example, Angola was . ' . ' 
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one of the very fe~ non-Warsaw Pact nations. to vote against UN 

condemnation of the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. ·-- ~ ~ - .. ~--· - .. , .... ---~ " .. - .. .. " ..,,.,. -

- This influence has resulted in more tangible benefits as well, 

including, 'intel.'!!iittently, staging rights for Soviet reconnaissance 

aircraft flying between bases in the Murmlmsk area and Cuba. 

- More broadly, Soviet .willi.nineas·. to aid a nationalist movement 

under attack by South African forces seems·to have· had certain 

positive .benefits .in terms of. African perceptions of the Soviets• 

~rillingness and capability. to aid in the continuing struggle for 

African liberation. 

- Less tangibly and even more broadly, Angola was the first of several 

incidents that helped to ·create perceptions among political leaders 

throughout the world. of .S.oviet. military competence, and decisiveness 

which, over the long term, could cause some individuals to think 

twice before taking positions that conceivably could precipitate 

new Soviet intervJmtions.. This reputation for mill tary competence 

could·be a decisive factor in crises; perhaps more importantly, 

some beLieve, it could sUbtly influence countless decisions of a 

more routine character. · 

The Soviet intervention in:Angola-was not without fts negative con-

sequences, however. Among them: 
. ~- · .. 

- Soviet political influence in Angola. has not.been.sufficient to 

,prevent sporadic political flirtations between Angola and the West, 
' ., . -- ·_ ·• - ,.•. 

nor mutually beneficial economic relations. To take the most - . ~ .. ' -

obvious example, among their other chores, Cuban troops help to - . . ' ' . ' . . . . . ' - . 

protect the Gulf Oil Company's efforts to exploit Angola's petroleum 
.. - ' ,, . - . . : . 

resources in the Cabinda area • 
. _,.-

- As for t~ible . Soviet military gains in Angola, these have been 

rather limited and compare unfavourably even to only the direct .· . -~ ·. . .·· . . . 
costs of the oPeration. This ma;v change, and ma;v .have as much to 

- • '• ' .l .-· 

do with Soviet preferences as Angolan choices, but so far the Soviet 
. - . ':• ., . . ' . 

armed forces have given far more than they have received in Angola. 
. ' - - . . 

- In Africa more generally, the influence acquired by opposing South . ' ' . -~- . ' . 

Afric~ forces _ma;y have been offset, to a certain extent, by . ' . . ' - ' . . ' 

concems raised as to Soviet interventionary propenaities. Much 

as mcist African leaders ma;v haw ·applauded Soviet assistance to 

defeat South Afrlcan forces, :this demonstration of 'the new global 

reach of Soviet armed forces coUld only have raised' trepidation in 

the hearts of many. 
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- Finally, looking at thlil global arena, it seems evident that the 

· Soviet· intervention iri Angola had a marked.· negative · effect on us-

Soviet relations and· initiated a political process·in the United 

States which has all but destroyed any hopes Soviet leaders might 

have.harboured for economic and political gains as a.result of.US.. 

Soviet cooperation. It will be recalled that the .Angolan inter

vention, because of its effect on Republican party politics in 

1976, caused the then-Ford Administration to defer conclusion·· ot 
the Vladivastok strategic arms limitation' accord •. ·· This process 

was repla¥ed among a bi~partisan politic~ constituency later in 

the 1970s, causing the ·carter Administraticin to oontin~e to del~cy" 
the conclusiOn. of SALT, and otherwise contributing to a broad 

deterioration in us-Soviet _relations. 

~ other costs and benefits of the Angolan intervention could be 

described ... How does one assess the balance? On the whole, was it "useful" 

for the Soviets to make use of their military power in Angola in 1975?. · 

The answer, .. of course, depends on the. relative value assigned to eaCh conse

quence~:. 'vas the Soviets' greater reputation for military ccirilpetence more 

.or less important tlian the incremental 'degradation in Us-Soviet relations? 

Obviously,· individuBJ.s differ in ·such judgements. 
c 

Moreover, any such jUdgement is susceptible to change as events 

continue to unfold, and is coloured vividly by events that already have. 

ensued. Isolating the consequences for US..Soviet relations of the Angolan 

intervention alone, abstracting its effects from subsequent Soviet inter

venticins, like that on the Hom of Africa, is an extraord:i.narily difficult 

task, In essence, one must look at the stream of history and ask, if this 

~>ne incident had not occ'urred, what might have ensued? · And would that 

alternative. fUture have _been better or worse, both from the perspective of 

the nation Diaking use of military power, and from the perspective of the 

overall interests of mankind? 

These obviously are not questions that I would propose to addre.ss 

todlcy'; we -~11 have to settle for something less. Within the past several 

years, a number of empirical studies have been completed Which described 
. . . . . . . . . . 

and assessed the post-war history of US and Soviet military operations. 

* Barry M. Blechman and Stephen S. Kaplan, Force Without War (The Brookings 
Institution, 1978); Bradford Dim:nukes and James McConnell (ede.), Soviet 
Naval Diplomacy (Pergsmon Press, 1979); and Stephen s. KRplan, Mailed 
Fist, Velvet Glove (The Brookings Institution, forthcoming). All three 
studies owe a considerable debt to the pioneering work of Alexander 
George. See: Alexander L; George and Richard Smoke, Deterrence in American 
Forei.gn Policy (Columbia University Press, 1974); and Alexander L. George, 
David K. Hall, and William E. Simons, The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy 
(Little Brown, 1971). 
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Among other issues, these studies have addressed the qUestion of the utility 

of ll)ili tary power in the third world. \1/hat ·I propose is to briefly highlight 

the .major features of these military operations, to. discuss what seem to 

have been the determinants of their Blicoesses and failures, and to draw 

some implications of these findings for fUture policies of the Westexn 

alliance. 

THE RECORD 

There, literally have. been hundreds of incidents since 1945 in which 

extsxnal powers sought to influence the outcomes of events in what we now 

call the third world through. the use of military power. T\le history of these 

incidents seems to divide. rather neatly into three phases. 

From 1945 through 1956, relatively few slich incidents occu=ed, but 

often involved sizeable military operations. The 1950 invasion of South 
. . . 

Korea, for example, prompted a significant use of American armed forces, 

but ·led to a . decline in American involvements elsewhere as b.oth the demands 

of the war on military reso~ces and the subsequent adverse political 

reaction caused US decision-makers . to consider new commitments only reluc

tantly. :Britain, .France, and other Westexn nations also contributed • 

military units to the Korean .conflict, of course,. and, in addition, utilized 

their armed forces in various colonial wars in Southeast Asia and Africa. 

Soviet armed forces, on the other hand, were only rarely seen outside of 

Europe during this period. A few incidents in China soon after the war, a 

.possible supporting ·role in the Korean conflict, and the brief occupation 

of Azerbaijan were the only incidents of Soviet military deploymehts in 

what is now the third world until the late-1950s. 

DUring. the second phase, from 1957 through 1966, there was both a 

sharp rise in Westexn activism and the first sti=ings of Soviet involvement. 

US armed forces figured in· a· sharply rising .number ,of incidents, each year, 

particularly in Southeast Asia and the Caribpean •. This trend peaked in 1965 

when, repeating the pattexn of the 1950s, the beginnings of a massive 

American military involvement - this time in Indochina- re'suited first in 

a reluctance to commit military resources elsewhere and, subs.e.quently, in 

a political.dete=ent against new involvements overseas. 

The armed. forces of .the· other .Westexn powers were al.so heavily involved 

in the third world .. for most of this phase. To name only a few. examples, 

·the French fought in North Africa until 19G~, the British (and Du:~oh) 
confronted Mr Sukamo's Indonesia until 1965; and l!ritish:fore'es· ~re seen 

.fairly often in support of various regimes in the Middle East. Even after 
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independence was granted to many nations in Africa, B:i-i tish, French and 

Belgian troops were used to influepce, .and sometimes to determine the 

outcome of local politicBl conflicts. The French, particularly, seem to 
' . 

have defined a special role for themselves in this regard. According to 
' . . . 

then-Information Minister Alain Peyrefitte, French armed forces intervened 

in Africa on twelve occasions, between 1960 and 1964, .a trend which seemed 

to be gathering momentum until an awkward _incidant in Gabon led to 

* temporar,y respite in French activism. 

The Soviets experimented with the use of military power in the third 

world during this phase. The Kaplan study identified sixteen incidents 

during the period, in such widely disparate locations as the Congo, the 

Levant, and Southeast Asia. No real muscle was applied in these incidents, 

however, and for the most part the activity constituted futile attempts to 

demonstrate that, like the United States, tne Soviet Union was a great 

power to be reckoned ~rith throughout. the globe. 

The post-1966 phase _has· been marked by a relative· decline in American 

and other Western intervel_ltions in the third world, and a much greater 

frequency of Soviet military activity. The United States, of course, was 

not· entirely ·quiescent during this period; aside from the war in Southeast 

Asia, there were several major deployments of US military forces, parti

cularly in connection with events in the Middle East. US armed forces also 

were used in less dramatic weys to underscore changing American relations 

with a -number of states in Africa and Southwest Asia, particularly in the 

vicinity of the Persian Gulf. Still, it was not until 1976 that the 

Vietnam-induced restraint on American military activism began to ease, and 

then only grad~ly until the twin _shocks of Teheran and Kabul in late 1979. 

Other Western powers also tended to remain aloof militarily from events 

in the third wor1d. There were .isolated incidents, such as the use of 

Belgian troopers in Zaire's shaba Province in 1978, or Germal1 commandos to 

rescue a hijacked Lufthansa aircraft in Mogadiscio in 1977, but such events 

provide little more than interesting footnotes. The one exception remains 

the French, particularly in Africa. Since the mid-1960s, French forces have 

been involved in actions to maintain order in Chad, to restore order in 

Shaba, to preserve political authority in Mauretania, and, most recently, 

to install a new government in the ·Central African Empire. The French 

have made plain that they intend to continue such activities as necessary 

* Cited in l':te~re Leilouche and Domini que Moisi, "French Policy in Africa: 
A Lonely Be;ttle Against Destabilization", INTERNATIONAl. SECURITY, III 
(Spring 1979), pp. 108-33.. · 
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to protect French interests and the interests of the friends of France. 

The Soviets, too, have ·made it clear that they perceive continuing 

utility in the use of mili ta.ry" power in the third world. The June 1967 

Middle East War seems to have marked a turning point in Soviet policy; 

Ka.plan identifies more than 50 incidents of Soviet military involvement 

in the third world since that date. Initiation of this new activism 

coincided.with a. significant change in Soviet politico-military doctrine. 

It is a.t roughly this time that the Sovie.ts seem to have concluded that 

superpower.military competition,.confronta.tion, and even conflict was 

possible in the third world without excessive danger of escalation to 

nuclear war. 

Afghanistan aside, 'the Soviets have concentrated their military activity 

in two. areas~ They have been heavily involved in the Middle East, parti

cularly a.s concerns the Arab-Israeli conflict, and those dispute$ amoog 

Arab nations and sub-national groups in which there appeared to be signifi

cant risk that the United States might become involved, such as the 1970 

Jordanian Civil War. The Soviets also have been .quite active in Africa. 

In addition to their· substantial operations in Angola and Ethiopia., they 

have utilized na.va.l ship visits an.d other forms of seemingly benevolent 

military activity to influence political developments and military conflicts 

in the Western Sahara., Somalia., Sudan, Sierra. Leone, Guinea, Ghana, and 

elsewhere. The deployment of some Soviet forces to Cuba., a.t least.on an 

intermittent basis, and Soviet support for Vietnamese operations against 

Cambodia and China, round out the picture. 

A new interventionist power also emerged during this period. Cuban 

. military forces continue to be heavily· engaged in the Angolan and Ethiopian 

conflicts and, at various.times, have been reported to have been deployed 

on the Golan Heights in support of. Syria and. on the Arabian peninsula in 

support of South Yemen. The Cubans also maintain advisory military missions 

in .many addi tiona.l nations. The Cuban presence in Africa dates back to 

the earliest days of the revolutionary regime, and .results at least as much 

from their. own revolutionary fervour as from Soviet attempts to use Cuban 

troops for Soviet purposes; it is mialeading to term the Cubans "Soviet 

proxies". Indeed, a case can be made that Fidel Castro led, rather than 

followed, the Soviets into a policy of military activism in Africa. 

What did the external powers hope to accomplish in these incidents? 

.Typically, several specific· objectives at once, which generally oouid be 

catalogued as either to influ~ce the outcome of political conflict within 

a target nation, to protect the interests of a client state in conflict 
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with a local rival, or to signal an interest in a local situation for the . . 
purpose of inflUencing the' global ooliipetitiori among the great powers. 

,· .. 
Importantly,_ orily _in ve'r3 few incidents, such as the April 1980 American 

. . ,• . ' .... ·. •: ;- . . ; . . .. 
attempt to free the hostages. in Teheran, could the objectiyes of the military 

, - • ._;.I • • 

operation be secured direct:Ly by the ar!!led force itself. In most of .the ... . " 

incidents, the purposes of the extemal power's military activity could 

only be served indirectly;_ that il[l, the C)perational goal of the use of. 

military power was to persuade a foreign decision-maker to take some action 

(or net to. take some action) wlrl.ch, in turn, would result in achievement 

of the external power''s fundamental objective. We refer to these indirect 

applications of militky power all "political" uses of force. In these 

"political" inoid.ents, ·armies. may have mai-ched, and· fleets may have sailed, 

but when all was said arid done> the utility of the entire enterprise . 

depended on. the impact· of the military-operation on the minds of very few 

individuals.· This is a key point''iD. d~te~ the utiiity of military 

power in the thiro world. It means; of CoUrse, that the individual 

psychology or the targeted 'ciecision:..maker(s) - his or her goals, prejudices, 

and ·values, to sS¥ nothing of :strength of characiter - will have major effect 

on the consequences of the entire operation. 

What tYPes of military forces are most often used in these incidents? 

Generally, they involve orily small units of military force; major deployments 

· are rare. Most often, the forces involved ar~ naval forces. The NaVY took 

part in four out of every five incidents in l<ihich the United States inter

vened in the third world since 1945, for ewple; The naVY has been the 

pre-eminent instrument of Moscow' a military diplomacy in the third world 

as well. Indeed, it was orily after a continuous Soviet naval presence had 

been established in the Mediterranean, the Indian Ocean, and the South. Atlantic 

that relatively frequent Soviet military involvement in these regions began 

to take place. 

This reliance on naval forces results from several factors. For one, 

ships can be moved at less cost and with less logistical difficulty than can 

ground-based units. _Additionally, of the- mili ta.ry services, only navies 

traditionally thinl!: of diplomatic operations as part ·or their mission, and 

thus train for such contingencies. And, most importantly, the employment 

of naval forces in these situations is less difficult politically than · 

would be the movement. o:f ground-based :forces, as it implies less. o:f a 

commitment. This is al,!!o: a· key :factor which bears significantly on· the 

question o:f utility •. 
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. '. 
vntat did the armed forces of externa~ powers.aotually do in these 

situations? Very little. In most oases, they established a presence -. ' . . . '- ., . I.., . . . 
moved closer to the scene· of conflict or increased their alert status-

as to inject the fact of.the external power's interest and potential 

capability into the deliberations· of local policy makers; Only in 

proportionately few incidents did the exterrial power's armed forces 

actually engage in combat or fbrms of military aoti~ity other th~ manoeuvre, 

Finally, we might note that, on the ~Thole, the United States and the 

Soviet Union have tended to st~ out of each other's w~ in these incidents; 

confrontations were. rare. Of the several hundred. incidents in which US 

military forces pl~ed some role since 1945, the Soviets were·involved in 

only one-third. More often than not, when they did become involved, it 

took the form of diplomacy and political rhetoric. Soviet military forces -. . : . . - . 
even only the threat of Soviet military intervention -was a factor in less 

.• . 
than one-half of the incidents with any Soviet involvement, or one-sixth of 

the total US incidents. Of the far fewer number of incidents in which 

Soviet military.foroes were involved, the United States pl~ed some part in 

two-thirds. 

Most importantly, with the exception of the "Linebaoker" operation in 

Vietnam in 1972, every major confrontation be~~een the. United States and 

the Soviet Union in the third world has resulted from their. mutual entrapment 

in situations initiated by others. Although in each of these oases both 

superpowers made sizeable military deployments, the probability of delib3rate, 

violent conflict between them,.was probably never very great. Each has 

seemed to recognize that although they were involved in an intricate and 

significant minuet, it could be extremely dangerous directly to provoke· 

the other, and that it was alw~s important to retain the flexibility to 

permit each other a graceful exit. This fact, too, bears importantly on 

the question of utility. 

DETERMINANTS OF SUCCESS 

It i's evident that decision-makers in many nations believe that military 

power is often an effective w~ to secure their objectives in the third world. 

This perception is supported by the findings of the three studies mentioned 

previously. ·It Should be emphasised, however,: that it is also evident that 

the payoff from these military activities tends to decline over time. Even 

vieWed from the narrow perspective of the decision-makers' own operational 

objectives, favourable outcomes become less likely as time passes beyond 

the initial application of military power. 
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·Moreover, the relative ·effectiveness of militaJ:Y power in the third 

world varies markedly with a·variety of'factors. For one, it is essential 

to distingtlish between ,inCidents in which militaJ:Y power is applied primarily 

to seeure objectives 'directly throUgh militaJ:Y means and those "political" 

incidents in which the operational objective of the mili taJ:Y activity is to 

cause others to take decisions 'that, in turn, would secure the mission's 

primaJ:Y purposes • 
.. ' . .· . 

It· seems clear that in incidents involving the direct application of 

Dli.litaJ:Y power, the decisive :t'actor is the sufficiency of the quantity, and . '· .... 
aJ:lPropriateness of the character of the armed forces applied to the problem. 

If the forces used by the external power are adequate to the task in sheer 

· ~iiitaJ:Y te~~. if they ar~ applied with some finesse, and if luck doesn't 

intervene significantly on the other side, then the immediate obj_ectives of 

the nation intervening in this wey are likely to be obtained. As a general 

rule, this would see~ to mean that the direct mili taJ:Y operations whi~h are 

most likely to succeed are those with narrowly defined objectives that can 

be accol!lplished _rapidly and decisively with relatively small forces. 

There. are longer-term consequences of such direct military operations 

as well, which, on the whole, are probably beneficial. In an anarchic 

international system such as ours, a reputation for military competence 

and decisiveness is an important good. Not that such a reputation will 

deter all assaults on a nation's interests, but, to some extent, such a 

repU:tati;ri can causa r~SJlonsible decision~m8kers in opposing nations to 

think ·twice before tak~. actions which they believe may provoke a· new use 

of'military power. One need not belaboUr-the complement of this rule: 

Continued evidence of military incompetence or indecisiveness can result 

in others. taking' liberties· with the interests of the faltering military 

power. 

Of course, one cannot wield m:i.litar:Y power indefinitely, even success

fUl~, without sufferi.Dg- some' adverse consequences. Profligate uses of 

milit~ power, unjustified by reasonable assessments of r~;u interests, 

can create adverse. political effects;· as the French discovered after a 

- number of succ~~s:t'ul. interventions ill Africa in the 1960s and as the 

Soviets may now be learning. Stili, on the whole, assuming that military 

interventions are not. too frequent, and 

applied; it wotild seem to be b~n~ficial 

. 
that minimum necessary force is 

in 'the long term, as well as in 

terms 'or the operational objectives of decision-makers, to be able to· 

utilise mdlitar,i power in the third world in direct defence of legitimate 

interests~· 

'' 
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As noted, however, the more common interventionary incident is of 

the "political" type. This means that the utility: of whatever military 

activity is undertaken, in the first .instance, ~1ill be determined by the 

judgments of one, or at most a handful of individuals. · Let us sey, for 

example, that instead of seeking to free the: hostages directly-through a 

commando raid_, the United States had decided to use military power .against 

Iran in April 1980, but chose to apply it indirectly- .to threaten, or 

actually to inflict punishment on Iran so as to persuade the. Iranian 

authorities to release the hostages •.. Assuming that the Soviet Union 

steered clear of the situation militarily, the US clearly ~1ould ll.ave had 

little difficulty applying sufficient military power to destroy whatever 

it believed to be necessezy in Iran. But a question would still remain, 

quite apart from the potential longer-term consequences of such.an action: . . 
\vould such military activity have been successful when judged by the 

operational objective of American decision-makers (i.e., to free the 

hostages)? Would the Ayatollah Khomeini have been persuaded to release 

the hostages if Iran's petroleum industry had been destroyed? If Iranian 

ports had been blockaded? If the Iranian armed forces had been decimated? 

If Iranian holy places had been targeted? If his own life and the lives 

of his closest associates had been jeopardised? These are imponderables; 

yet, it is obvious that the character of the particular individual in 

authority can have a major impact on the utility of military force when 

applied indirectly, for "political" purposes. · 

These idiosyncrasies aside, there are certain broad generalisations 

concerning the utility of military power_in the third world which, while 

not necessarily valid in any particular situation, do provi~e some guidance 

as to likely outcomes. 

1. Indirect applications of military power are more likely to be 

effective when the specific operatione~ objectives of the external power 

fit closely with previously established patterns of policy •. ~lhen the 

objectives deviate significantly from h~storic expressions of the intervenor's 

interests, "political" applications_ of military force are less likely to be 

successful; prior expressions of interests include formal treaty commitments, 

statements by high-level officials over considerable periods of continuous, 

routine deployments of military forces, and prior applications of military 

po\ter in similar situations. Essentially, what seems to happen is that 

the messages meant to be transmitted through the activity of military 

forces will be received with more. or less credibility depending on the 

policy context from which they_arise. When the military activity seeks 

to articulate a new commitment, for example, there mey be a tendency on 

the part of its targets to be sceptical of the external power's seriousness 
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end,- therefore; -a._greater reluctance on· their part to take the desired 

actions. On the·other•hend, when the external power's military activity 

seeks only· to signal a reminder of historic commitments, targets are more 

likely to :find.the tlu:eatened action credible end, therefore, the military 

demonstration is more likely to achieve its purpose. For -example, all 

other things being equal, reinforcement of ·the US Sixth· Fleet to deter a 

tlu:eat posed :t;o Israel is more likely_to_achiev:e its desired end that 
~ ' ' ' . ' . . . ' ' •· . .. , 

would such a reinforcement to deter a threat.posed, s8f, .to _Egypt. Such . . . ' . . ' •' 

US.actions in !JUpport of.Israel are well-rehearsed and therefor~ credible, 
! . . ·' 

while Egypt is only recently .en ally. This is not. to SS¥ that it .. would be . . ' . 
impossible for the United States to utilise military power effectively, 

. . . . . ; . 

end indirectly, in defence of Egypt ~--only that it would _be more difficult . ' 

!lJld therefore would require mo~e drematio military actions. 

, 2. Credibility of transmitted-messages can also be lesser or greater 

depending on the character .of the military· action itself - what Thomas 
{~ 

Schelling has called "the idiom of action." All else being·equal, the 

more firm .the commitment. eXPressed by the military activity, the more 

likely is the activity_ to··be effective. For example, the insertion of 

ground forces (or lend-based .air uni:ts) into a situation,. which is more 

.difficult politically for an external power, would be more likely to lead 

to the achi.evement of the external power's operation objectives than would 

be·the movement of _naval forces alone. The fact.that the.external decision

maker is willing to bear: the _political. -costs :associated with putting troops 

on the ground in an area of conflict .indicates the seriouaness with which 

he views the situation and thus strengthens the credibility of the· commit

ments which the "political'' use of military force ·is designed to signal. 

Conversely, in other situations. the external power may not value the stakes 

high enough to warrant such politioaLcosts, in which .case the application 

of naval power makes perfect sense.· T 

Similarly, when the military forces of the external 'power actually 

do something beyond establishing a .presence; they are more. likely to be 

effective •. Engagement· ·in operations of ·one sort or· another seem to eXPress 

·firmer commitments.than do-military preparations without specific purposes. 

An implication that' the external power might be willing to run the 

risk of nuclear war may also help to establish credibility. Historically, 

'in those cases when US strategic nuclear .forces-·were involved in third world 

··operations, lmerioan operational.objectives have been more likely to be 

achieved. It would appear that a willingness to imply ·a risk of nuclear 

war-signals that .. a greater .seriousne'ss is attached to the situation .and 

thus strengthens the credibility of the messages. being transmitted.· 

* Thomas C. Sehelling, Arms and Influence (Yale University Press, 1966), 
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However, most of· these incidents occurred during the period of American 

nuclear superiority; the potential utility of·a ·demonstrated willingness 

to manipulate nuclear risks in ·an age of strategic parity requires further 

consideration. Moreover, the longer term consequences of sUch actions, to 

say nothing of the risks involved,· should contain enthusiasm for use ·of 

this means of strengthening oredibili ty. · · · 

:5. · Fin91ly, utility ·seems to be related to the nature of the 

objectives of tlie intervening power. There is ·a ver,y·simple rule to keep 

· in mind. · All other thinis being· equai, when: the :objective :i.s to . alter a 

target nation's existing behaviour,. a "political" use of military power is 

less likely to b~+ effective than when the objective is to reinforce existing 
.~ ,. . 

behaviour. · This is true whether the military a~tivi ty is coercive in 

nature (i.e., whether it is designed to compel a real change in the target's 

behaviour. or .to deter a threatened change) or supportive in··nature (i.e., 

whether it is designed to induce a new action by an ally or to persuade 

the ally to continue some existing activity)~ The reasons for this sh6uld 

be clear;· First, individuals, in both their personal and public lives, 

typically face the .knolm risks and benefits of existing behaviour with 

greater equanimity thari they view the'uncertain risks and benefits of an 

altered state of affairs; "political" uses of military power, in the end, 

succeed or fail depending on the "decisions of few individuals. Second, 

political leaders cannot afford to be seen to be·responding.to·the desires 

of foreign powers, particularly when the blandishments of that power take 

. the form of military threats. Few, if any political leaders,. whether in 

authoritarian or democratic political aystems, can long survive when they 

must moderate their nation's behaviour in response to the public demands 

of external powers. Thus;. in one sense, at least as concerns indirect 

·. applications of mil:i.tary power; utility oan be strengthened to the degree 

that the external power's objectives .are congruent with preservation cif 

the status quo. ':: 

This brings us to a special subset ·of ·these indirect, . or ·"political" 

applications of military power.in the·third world- the incidents in which 

both superpowers have intervened in third li'orld conflict situations. In 

some ways these are the most interesting incidents, just as they appear to 

be the most ~roue. _ 

Over the years, the armed forces of the United States and the Soviet 

Union have been involved. simultaneously in a sufficient number of. incidents 

in the third world; that certain patterns of behaviour are· now clear. While 

their military .activities in these local conflicts· ostensibly were · ciirected 

at one another and, .perhaps to a somewhat lesser extent, at their respective 
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clients and clients' adversaries, in a sense they played to a much· larger 

gallery. Both superp~wers, at. times, see~ to ~~ve. felt compelled to take 

pert in situations iri ~thich they perceived very little in the ~~ay of 

substantive interest 'because of their belief that to behave ·otherwise could . ' ' 

have had adverse political impact on their relations and standings with 

nations throughout the world. In ehort, .there. is a presumed consequence of 

inaction in certain situations on the global competition for political 

influence be~een the United States and the USSR. As a result, quite apart . ., . 
from whatever specific operational objectives each ~ have harboured 

vis-~vis the participants in the local situation, in these incidents both 

the United States and the Soviet Union also had to avoid threatening three 

overriding objectives: 

- to avoid the development 9f situations in which the risk of 

nuclear war might become significant; 

- to avoid the appearance of being limited significantly by 

the. actions of its rival; 

- to appear successful in defence of its own client's 

interests. 

More often than not; both superpot~ers seem to have .been able to emerge 

from these incidents with each of these fUndamental interests secured, a 
' ' 

fact which attests to their complementary perspectives as ·well as to the 

existence. of certain tacit miituai understandings about appropriate behaviour. 

James M. McConnell has termed these understand~, which he has 

inferred from the empirical. behaviour of the United States and the Soviet 
' .. . . 

Union in a large number. of incidents, "the rules of. the game". Adherence 
• l -." • . 

to these "rules" makes it possible for. each superpower to make its necessary 

political impact without e~cessive risk: Most importantly, the "rules" 

determine for ~ specific situation the latitude .which each nation will 
. ' - '. . ' . . . - ' 

have for military _action, or to ~eaten military action. 

1</hile commonly cited, neither overall military capabilities not 

tactically-relevant military strength account for the actual .outcomes of 

these superpower confrontations; latitude is not .determined by the military 

balance. Indeed, for the most pert, at least in_ their third world naval 

·confrontations, the US and the .USSR seem to have deployed, forces which, 

considering their differing missions, had roughly equivalent capabilities. 
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As McConnell puts it, 

"The proper forces deployed in the proper' place at the proper 

times are a necessary but not a sufficient. condition for. 

["succesiJ ••• and beyond a certain level -:- the level it turns 
out, of mutual credibility- force comJ;ietition at the local 

.· . . * 
level does not drive the competition as a lthole." 

This. squares with the findings (or non-findings) of ~ey own study that 

there is no significant relationship between relative effectiveness in 

these types of situations and either the overall strategic nuclear. balance 

or the size of the forces explicitly deployed to the scene of the conflict. 

A second factor commonly cited,. native resolve, also fails upon close 

examination to explain why in one situation the United States will act 

with greater latitude while in another the Soviets will dominate, 

Historically, the achievement of dominance is too inconsistent to be 

related to the native resolve or toughness of Ameri.can and Russian leaders. 

Rather, a third factor appears to be decisive - each superpower's 

perception of·the stakes involved in.the situation. In turn, this seems 

to consist of two components: The inherent value ascribed to the specific 

interests in question, .and the fact of possession. A close study of 

actual confrontat;ions in .the third world shows that time after time the 

superpower which dominated the situation, the one which assumed the . ; ' 

greatest latitude in its behaviour, was the one whose client was defending 

the strategic status quo, the one whose client was on the strategic 

defensive because ·interests iri its possession were being challenged, 

Thus, for example, in the 1970 Jordanian crisis; ·the Soviets deployed 

substantial forces in the Mediterranean in support of Syria, but mor~ or 

less stood by while the United States - together with I~rael - dominated 

the situation in ·defence of Jordan, whiCh had been· attacked~ Conversely, 

during the 1969/70 war of attrition· on the Suez Canal, the· United States 

acquiesced to the deployment of major ·Soviet air defence units in defence 

of Egyptian territory against Israeli· incursions, limiting its support 

of Israel to fierce rhetoric, naval. gestures, and aircraft sales. 

This is not to· say that the more passive superpower, the one whose 

·client· is· attempting to breach the strategic status quo, plays no meaning-

ful role in the situation; the fact of the second superpower's invol~ement 

tends to limit the ·freedom-of-action of the first superpower's armed forces. 

* Dismukes and McConnell, op.cit., p. 243. 
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When the US and the USSR have both deployed· ·forces in third world 

situations, they alwa;rs have played ·these qUite distinct roles. . 'l'he 

intervenor'whose client was on the'strategio·defensive·ba;s tended to 

dominate the situation, as its: client was in possession· oi' the interests 

being challenged, and it thus perceived a much·greater latitude for 

action. 'l'he second superpower ser1red as an armed bystander, to: limit 

the threat thereby posed to its own client, Which otherwise would be 

open-ended, and thus to prevent a reversal of the situation. such that the 

status. quo ante ,.,ould theJ;l be threatened from, the previously de~~nsive 

position~ . In this sense,.: both ~perpowers have , acted ~s guarantors , of 

the status quo, mu;tually_ assuring .that neither was in .. a position to 
. ' . ~' - . . . ; . . ' . •, . . 

breach previous understandings of.international equilibrium. 
. l . . . 

Obviously, all this is too orderly, rational, and statio; reality 

is more·oomplicated. · Reapeotive definitions of what actUally constitutes 

the status quo ma;r change either as a result of small· acts .. of·looal origin 

that do not precipitate confrontations or because of more decisive actions; 

thus, at times there ma;r be uncertainty as to ·what constitutes proper 

behaviour by each of the guarantors of the status quo. Moreover, numerous 

factors - including . the misperoeptions ·.of decision-makers ·in. ~lashing-ton 

and Moscow, to sa;r nothing of those in looal.oapitals, can complicate 

decisions. There are dangers in these situations, as well a:s opportunities 

for political impact. . 

Still, there does appear to be a mutually acceptable definition of 

··what is, and What is· not appr~priate superpowe~ behaviour in third world - . 
confrontations.Which has stood substantial tests. McConnell sums up the 

situation well, 

. The realistic aim of both sides, then, is not to maximize gains. 

but to reduce losses. The Patron threatening intervention is 

limi.ting the losses of his own client 138ainst the other client; 
.. '· . . . ··... .· .- " 

the countering patron is limiting the scope of the threat to . 

his client by the other patron. The patrons do not neutralize 

each other; either politically or militarily ••• e~ch has a rol~ 
to pla;y ••• and each makes a political impact; this is no zero-sum 

* game. 

The uUlity, then, of the superpowers' military activity in third 

world, situa~ions .in which both participate, simply put, can be seen to 

exist on two levels:. First, such activity can serve to protect the 
' . ' . ' -.· 

specific interests of .client states ... and, presumably, thereby, whatever 

values caused. the suPerpower to seek or :to accept such a patron/client 

relationship to begin with. Second, use of the armed forces serves to 

* Dismukes and McConnell, p. 277. 
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demonstrate to a glopal audience ·the strength and resolve of each super

power, and thus the value of their patronship, thereby contributing to 

their continuing quest for political influence throughout the world. So 

long as the United States and the Soviet Union continue· to attribute great 

importance :to this competition,, then the use of· their military forces in 

the ... third world will continue to be -seen as_ inherently important, regard

less of the substantive interests at stake in specific situations• 

·Indeed; there. recently has been an empirical test of this proposition. 

For ·much of its first term, the Carter Administration deliberil.tely 

refrained from military confrontations' with the Soviet Union in ':Africa, 

not so ~eh 'because of moraiistic concerns, as has s6 often - if erroneously .,.. 

been noted, as because of a belief that it was a serious mistake to permit 

the dictates of East-,vlest competition to dominate US policies vis-a-vis 

the third- world, Take the Soviet· and Cuban intervention on the Horn of 

Africa in 1977.,.-78; ·for example. In this case, ·the Soviet client-

Ethiopia- was on the strategic defensive; the USSR clearly had the-

greater latitude for action. In·a pure competitive model, the US would 

· have come to. the .aid of- Somalia. The standard response which· the US 

.could have made, would -have been to deploy naval forces to the region, 

but to stand by: passively, thus appearing to have been preventing the 

Soviets and their client, once defended·successfully, from reversing· 

the situation and threatening Somalia. However, t 0 have done so would 

have peen to place the United States in association with a nation whose . . . . 
actions had been strongly condemned by virtually all other African e~tates, 

Moreover, this rould have occurred at a time of, and \~ould have adversely 

affected, delicate, secret negotiations through which the US was seeking, 

with the cooperation of the front-line states, to bring about a peaceful 

resolution of the Rhodesian situation. Thus, a deliberate decision was 

made to -decline the ~tandard superpm~er role, with the expectation of 

thus strengthening the US position vis-8.-vis other African issues. 

Similar decisions were. taken at other times, as concerns military 

sales, _for example. In the end, though, the political consequence~ of 

this refusal to play the superpo~rer. game overwhelmed such a deliberate 
. . . . . . ' -. . - . 

reordering of priorities. Domestically, the Administration· came under 

heavy fire for not "standing up" to the Soviets. And internationally, 

non-African nations with whoin the. United States valued close relations, 

such as China, Israeli and Saudi Arabia, expressed concern. about the 

apparent free hand thus given to Soviet military power in the third 
world. ·As a result; well before the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, 

the US was· Eihiftmg back toward 'a more active confrontational stance. 

·'-
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This experience thus confirms .the basic judgment that situations 

like the conflict on the.Hom constitute necessary opportunities to make 

local end global.political impacts; and that a refusal to participate 

can have. significant adverse political consequences, ~lhether this 

confirmation resulted from immutable factors intrinsic to the internat

ional g,ystem or from specific debilities· of the Carter ~dministration is 

a moot point, The fact remains that the experiment has been tried and, 

having been tried once and failed, is unlikely to be tried again soon, 

In the future, b_oth superpowers will continue not only to see utility in 

the exercise of.mili~ary power in the third world for direct purposes 
-

but, additionallY, will perceive the necessity of mutual participation 
' with armed force in a ~ride range of situations for .indirect, or political 

objectives. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The West brings considerable advantages to the continuing struggle 

with the Soviet Union: for influence in the third world, ~lhether as a 

model for economic development or as an ideal of how to organise society, 

the Soviet Union has failed; the inh'lllllanity, inefficiency, and stultifying 

.bureaucracy of the Soviet state is widely recognised, The 1vest, on the 

other hand, has much to offer the people .of the third world: Automobiles, 

electronics, markets, capital, dynamic political models, organisational 

skills, blue. jeans, TV progTammes, music, technology, agTicultural knOI1-

how; whatever people of the third world need or crave, is more likely to 

be ,f.ound, in g.t"eater quantity and higher quality, in the vlest. 

There is but one instrument of policy in which the Soviet Union· has 

a comparative advantage, the acquisition and utilisation of militar,t power. 

In the contemporary world, only an authoritarian society like that oi the 

USSR can allocate resources 'to the armed forces 1d th contempt for the 

competing needs of its people; and only an authoritarian society ca:ri make 

U!Je of that power 1dthout taking careful account of the desires of its 

own citizens, 

Tt is, thus, to the ~lest's adv~tage to seek· to define the terms of 

competition such that its military aspects are' de-emphasised. This is 

··not always possible, and when such occasions arise, the West. can and must 

compete effectively. It 'is crucial to maintain at least a rough l:iillance 

of military 'power, And, at times, it is necessary for Western nations to 

employ their military forces in confrontations with the USSR or to defend 

interests in third world situations unrelated to the competition ~rith the 

Soviet Union. Still, . to rely too heavily on military power in the third 
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world, to permit the Soviet Union ~? define the terms of the competition 

such that the armed forces gain an increasingly important role, would be 

a strategic blunder that pleyed to '(;he Soviets' one· comparative strength. 

Neither in abstract terms nor -in terms of the relative advantages of 

Western societies, ca:n Western armed forces be expected to serve more 

than temporaxy, marginal, and largely cost-minimising functions in the 

third world. 

The exercise of Western mili tari power in the third world cannot 

substitute for the development and implementation of broader and longer

term strategies, strategie·s which orchestrate a variety of policy 

ins~ruments in weys that both take ·M.vantage of the strengths of the 

industrial demo'craciies and reflect realistic assessments of contemporaxy 

political and economic conditions in the developing world. The West must 

come to a hard-headed understanding of what its real interests are in 

the third world,_ and then arti~ulate those interests with sufficient 

credibility, backed up with sufficient militaxy strength in-being, so 

that situations which mey re~uire the actual exercise of military power 

arise more and more infrequently. 

Obviously, this is not alweys possible. The world is not orderly. 
~-

At-times, perceptions of interests change. At other times, local political 

and economic realities are transformed. At times, great po~rers neglect 

their military strength. At other times, villains or, worse, fools rise 

to high office and pointlessely challenge existing arrangements. Any of 

these can lead to situations which demand the exercise of military power; 

the fact that such a situation has arisen, though, signifies a failure of 

policy, l1ilitary power can be used to attain certain specific operational 

objectives in these situations but, in effect, .the exercise of military 
' . . 

po1~er can only buy time such- that the problems which led to the policy 

failure can be understood and solved, and new policies adopted which can 

lead to renewed security for ~Jestern interests over. the longer term• 

In utilising military strength, decision-makers should be quite 

clear about .these limitations •. l1ilitary strength can be used directly 

by external powers to accomplish certain specific operational objectives -

to recover seized assets, for .example, or to topple tyrannical governments. 

In _general, however, external military power cannot maintain unpopular 

gov~rnments in office in the third world over sustained periods of time. 

~lili tary po~rer can also be used indirectly to persuade third world 

policy makers to take steps which lead to the .achievement of certain 

operational objectives. But here, too, what can be accomplished is 

generally limited in scope and perishable with time. Mili.tary power can 
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be used to remind third world polic,y makers of historic Western interests 

and commitments relatively easily, but only with difficultY can it be 
. . . 

. used to articulate and make creaible new commitments. Military power can 
. . 

be used relatively easily to defend the status quo and retard change in 

existing patterns of behaviour, but only with difficulty can it be used 

to compel sustained or significant changes in the behaviour of nations~ 

Military po111er can also be used as part of the competi t:i.on with the 

Soviet Union in the third world, bufhere, for the most part, its objectives, 

realistically, can only be to avoid the adverse consequences o{ unrestricted 

Soviet activity. In the continuing minuet of superpo14er competition, 

confrontations in the third world raise plenty of risks.but'few opportunities. 

Neither the Soviets' nor the West's' basic positions vis.o.~vis the third 

world have been permanently affected by the controntations which have 

punctuated post-war history~ 

Whatever its objectives, the exercise of military power in the third 

world can be done with greater or lesser skill. It is exceedingly · 

important that the character of the action taken f1 t the character of the 

objective and the importance of the interests involved. If,· for example, 

~!astern decision-makers see no real gain in a situation, but merely wish 

to avoid the appearance ·of a: free hand :for the USSR, then the military 

operation in question should be· quite ambiguous. In such a situation, 

one can afford to PBU' greater attention to minimising the risks implicit 

in any East-~!est confrontation and, thus, should tailor the military 

operation to· maintain maximum flexibility. In other circumstances, 

however, the West's interest may be compelling. In these cases, the 

idiom of the military action itself Should aim to remove any possible 

ambiguity about the seriousness of· the commitments made. 
.. 

.. O:ne'wey to signal resolve, 'o:f course, is 'to stress the risk o:f 
' .. ·· 

nuclear war, as was done by the United States during the 1973 Middie 

East crisis. ·![here will be more and more temptation to take this route, 

so long as the balance of conventional military power continues to erode. 

!Ibis is a temptation to avoid; the risks are great, and there are 

alternative ways to make commitments credible. Greater attention might 

be paid to the use of land-based air power as an instrument of diplomacy, 

for example, as the United ·sta'tes has done recently in deploying squadrons 

o:f F-4 Phantoms to Egypt for temporary "training" missions. Moreover, 

the actual operations undertaken by the military forces intervening in a 

situation can have much to Sa¥ about the credibility of the positions 

taken. More care might be taken to insure that these activities reflect 

a certain seriousness of purpose. 
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A final word-- The preceding has referred to the- "\vest", which raises 

a number Qf interesting points. It has been suggested, for example, that 

the members of NATO coordinate their policies in the third-world more 

closely_and, specifically, that they undertake to cooperate to a greater 

extent in the _exercise of_ military power in the third world. \~ilea 

respectable argument can be made for this position, in mw view it would 

be a mistake. ~le we remain close allies, and have much to gain by 

mutual cooperation in many areas, the industrialised democracies remain 

sovereign nations with differing perspectives on the ~rorld and, at times, 

differing interests. These differences have, perhaps, _become all too 

apparent in recent years. NATO faces many problems in coordinating its 

policies in its central zone of responsibility; to expand that zone can 

only place undue burdens on the alliance, making more difficult those 

things that need doing in Europe and the North Atlantic. 

Rather, it is probably wise to re-emphasise the benefits of 

specialised areas of interest. The former colonial powers have residual 

ties of various sorts with many nations in the third world. If they are 

willing to assume special responsibilities for the protection of "\Vestern" 

interests in these areas, they would. have the advantage of being able to 

coordinate potential military operations with their many political and 

economic levers of influence. The United States also has special ties 

with a great many nations throughout the third world and in these areas 

the US can· be expected to assume a preeminent role, as it also can be 

expected to do in those situations which require significant military 

deployments to counter Soviet military activity. 

In short, the members of NATO of course should avoid stepping on . 

each other's interests, should keep one _another well .informed, and should 

loosely coordinate on an ad hoc basis as appropriate, but they should not 

seek to extend to the rest of the globe the type of close cooperation 

that characterises their political and military relations pertaining to 

Europe. 

-. 
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It would be convenient if the persistent debate after Vietnam as to US 

policy towards the Third World could be summarized into two schools, It 

cannot, Books with titles like "Nation or Empire", <,-,Primacy or World Order" 

capture the flavour of the debate but only that, For-while the former 

argues for military power and limdted involvement, the latter depreciates 

the centrality of military power and remains broadly internationalist, It 

would also be easy to argue that the US iEi in a transition from uncertainty 

after a military defeat to a more traditional crusading activism, But this . . . 
too would be an over-simplification,·. · Elements of the historical experience 

remain, seen in an occasional burst of mission, of optimism, but gone are 

the days when the US believed itself impervious to developments elsewhere, 

and was convinced of the automatic relevance of its values, of its model, 

for other states, Gone too is the desire to remake the world in its own 

image; damage;...limitation now prevails over universalism, . Entangling 

alliances are now shunned not merely because of the risks of all alliances, 

but also because of' doubts whether the US in fact has anything to contribute 

in regions which it finds complicated to understand and onerous to deal with. 

Thls self-doubt extends to the use of military force, to the widespread 
' 

nagging doubt as to whether it can in fact wield it at all - particularly in 

Situations of ambiguity where goals are uncl~ar, victory hard to define 

and· success elueive,· It is supremely ironi~al that. the uS \,a~ endowed in . . 
the early post-war period with a nuclear supericrity (and, putatively, 

. extended deterrence)' with. pacts and with allies' bases ahd ~ce~s at a 

time w~n the USSR had only a primitive d'sterrent, . udnimal global reach 

·and fe'w allie~· in the Third World. In tha 1970s, by contraet, when Us 
(Western) vulnerability in the Third Worldis substantial, it finds its 

nuclear· superiority negated, its base-structure ~hrunk, the Third World 

restive and conflict-prone and the USSR able to project power globally, 

Nov at a time of reai vulnerability and global interdependence the 

environment is both more complex and threatening. The choice between a 

global policy and a more limi:!;!i!.\1. policy. remains b\lt the .. ].attar c~ot 

. now (as earlier) be· confined t_()jJilurope and Japan (as Kerman woUld lil.ke) or 

merely add Israel and the Gulf to Europe and Japan (ae Tucker would' like), 

It now requires a much clearer definition of US interests short- and

long-term, a more differentiated set of responses and an avoidance of the 
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ubiquitous "either/or" ·a~ .• c~oterietic of the highly ch!lrged US political 

(and acaaemic) debate. ce~~~l~~ this is a recognition of the continuing 

(though limited) role . ~f ~~we;: -~ -~ccurate assessment of the USSR, definition 

of key interests and regions (and a recognition of important linkages amongst 

them), and a sense of what is expected of allies and sought_ in the Third 

World or hoped for from it. 

The Poet-War Experience 

The US first real encounter with the Third World came at a time when 

its perspective waa shaped .. by. rivalry with the USSR. This influenced 

American response to developments in _what quickly became both the stake 

and the arena of the competition •. Also. influential were.American ideals 

and values which the US cher:i.ehed and wished to impart to the world community. 

The continuing interaction between these ideals and the poll tical realities 

of the cold. war forms a skein in US policies toward the Third World which is 

not easy to place in neat phases. In common with all major declarations of 

US foreign policy, the Truman.Doctrine reflected "the inherent rationale 

and tne tendency to offer an all-inclusive explanation and justification 

for a single fixed course of action ... ( 1) President Truman declared "It 

must be the policy of the US to support free peoples who are resisting 

attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures ••• to 

work out their own ·destinies in their own way. I believe that our help 

should be primarily through economic and financial aid which is ess.ential 

to economic etabili ty and orderly" poll tical processes." (2 ) The Truman 

Doctrine came to be.viewed as an American commitment to the 'defence of 

freedom' throughout the world. But, cast iri universalietic .mould, it • 

••• 

"made flexibi~ity difficult fo~ subeequentcrisee."O) Yet if_it was rigid 

in its rhE;~toric it was surely- not necessarily eo in its practice •. There 

. ~ ~othing i)lherently indiso:drilinate· or mili t~istic al!o~~ . its application . . ' ' ' . . . 
in policy •. ~t in .its translation to the Tlli.rd World it fail,ed •. Partly 

no doubt _this was due to the inappli~ability of the European model (on 

which it was based) to developing areas which lacked cohesion, identity 

and often indigenous political· traditions. Partly also the concept of 

"free peoples" was ambiguous in areas where there was no tradition of 

free expreeeion .. o11 assembly.· Inevitably choices had to be made betwee.n. 

(1) Kenneth Thompson, British Journal of International Studies,·1980, p.122. · 

(2) Truman Doctrine, March 12, 1947. 

(3) Thompsbn; ;PP• 121-122. 
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_ idea.l_s and interes_ts, -~etween support for free regimes and support for anti

Communi!!t. regimes, and inevitably the eym~plism of the latter could be 

manipulated by a.uthori taria.n regimes to a.ttra.ot US attention a.nd aid_. A 

furthe_r ambiguity la.y within the Doctrine itself: _did SJ,lppol."t for "free 

peoples to work out their own destinies in their own wa.•!" (emphasis added) 

include the right to revolution, to adopt ra.dic!U regimes a.nd even Marxist 

governments? An extraordinary mixture of optimism, naivete a.nd arrogance 

underlay the American approach to the Third World.- These e1ements were 

· - compounded ln the belief that American- Va.lues and experience could be 

transplanted to other countries, that economic and political development 

were mutually supportive and would lead to democracy, stability (and hence 

security) a.nd that with this benign view of modernization there would 

arise no real tension-between ·ideals and self-interest. The belief that 

"allc good things go together" ( 1) was tested early and often. The myth 

of the American "revolutionary" · experience in practice was reflected in 

a. bias for·_l,'E!form and gradua.lism over revolutionary cli8nge -"-which · _: 

incidentally found echoes in the cold-war interest in the status· quo and 

orderly change. The preference for regimes that dispersed rather than 

concentrated power (again· reflecting its ·own model) clashed with the 

needs of these states to accumulate and create cent~lized power: the 

outcome was o'ften a choice ·between authoritarian ··regimes· of the left or 

-the right. Again the exigencies of the cold··wa.r, of the zero-sum·· 

competition, tilted toward the non-Marxist. 

This over-simplifies the period for what is striking about it in 

retrospect is how multidimensional US policies were in practice. The 

competition and -altemat:lron:·between the 'cold war' approach to the Third 

World and the 'explicitly democratic 1 - whioh sought to foster ·democratic 

regimes· rather than anti'-Communist regimes ~and•punished military coups 

in Latin America, for example, in the Kenneey era J · is striking. · So too 

in the light . of post-Vietnam revisionism is the US non-:iiitervention policy 

in the 1960s .towards a number of regimes that were Marxist -or anti-Westem 

starting with China, Sekou Tol1t'e in Guinea, Nasser1s Egypt, and Tito 1s 

YugoslaVia. ( 2) ·. There was nothing inevitably indiscriminate about the 

application of the· Truma.n doctrine in policy. ·.The limit's to US power also 

were· a.-lrea~ appreciated: "there cannot be· a.n American ablution to· every 

p;,qP.lsm" .(3 The reo!)gni tion that democracy could not. flourish. without 
_ .... ,. 

( 1 ) See Thomas Pa.-okeliha.m 1 a excellent study, Liberal America imd the 
Third World. Prinoeton University Press, N.J., 1973. 

(2) Even in the case of Castro, President Kenneey was ambivalent, seeing 
him at times in the Boliva.r tradition. 

(3) John F. Kennedy, November 1961 speeoh in Seattle. 
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indigenous rdots, that develojlment Wa.s a complex process'·tha.t entailed 

. regression as• weil as advances and that it' might well accentuate instability 

end inseclirtty, end tha.t us preferences for liberal domooratid regimes 

might often have 'to be subbrdinated to geopolitical necessities (and that 

.· -·- .. in theae circilmstailoes· the ,us shoUld promote a tolerance for divelisity) 

' .· . were all ideas fai" advanced by the mid-1960s. 

From Vietnam to Carter· 
·.:_::-

. :: ::. 
Containment in F~c-t;~pa if not il)._ tMoey. was expande!i J.ntQ;:a:-doctrine 

of. international orAAf ~Jlich led in: turn to imperial and impe;rialiBtiC 

intervention.(1) .The "Free World" came to mean not 1free.l but those states 
- ' ,; . . 

open to_US influence, re~resenting a 'degeneration of the crusading_spirit 

into imperial realism' (2 . with a resUltant .uneasy conscience among Americans, 

Nevertheless, although. it was globalized (by KOrea) _and militarized (after 

European rearmament),. it was universal more .in rhetoric than in application, 

It remained defensive,_accep-t;ing spheres of influence, faits accomplis, 

_and, gre~ areas, Certainly i1; did not merely constitute a military concept, 

, the as.surance of physical security, s_o D!llCh as an approach that sought to 

maintain. as wide an area as open as possible to US influence, :But it did 

. requj,re-.. disc;rimination in a.ppl:j.cation and ~;~ot the acceptance of custodian

ship eveJ:YW}lere, ::Vietnam, as ~9,ll observe~ represented ''the .growing 

tendency .to substitute syml!ol fin- reality in the discrimination. •of interests 

and issues,"(3) Vie~nam ot; course fed this 'uneasy conscience' and it 

shattered a. consensus on foreign policy wh;ich IW-B yet ~-~ be rebuilt. 

In its aftermath t~J,~;~ crisi,s of conscience was aggravated; defeat 

fed doubts -.about. the morality of US int_entiops, and _about the universal 

applicability of. Lts. ValUeBj_ ~d. trj!.dd. ~one, . a.Jld .. the validity of its 

. glob!ill role. Th,e trend ·toward wi:thdra,wal,. already evident. in declining 
,. '. ' -· '·' . ... . .. ,, - ..... ' ' . . . ... 

_involvement and al:istenticm rather,, than. activism, accelerated. }'Come . . . . :. . .:. . . ' ' . - " . 

home AD!erical" was a cry which reflected this; and_ lil wide var;iety of 

disti.ngl,lished scholars ~ for example Robert TUcker, George Kennan, 

and Arthur Schlesinger Jr,-argued for '.selective involvement' to: reduce 

interests to a centz:al core and for a more detached interna;tional posture, 

,.,, A weariness stemming_from_ carrying; the common burdens that had been . 

, assumed and the risks that -ha<i Peel:l, 'icicepted, prevailed together with a 

( 1) Ra.ymond Aron, The Imperial Republic, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London 
··· · ·· -·1975, p.302 (on whom I lean in this sec'!;iori) ~ · --· 

(2) :rbi:d..' p. 306. ' ' .' ': ~ 
-~ . 

(3) _Ibid., P• 312. 
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sense of unrequited effort. A determination arose never to repeat this 

mistake, Not surprisingly the unattractiveness of many of the regimes 

being defended looked more stark in this perspective; they appeared hardly 

worth the effort. Diversity nw became an escape from commitment. Only 

the obvious, natural, allies coUld henceforth expect assistance. In the 

Third vlorld these were Israel, Japan and possibly Australia. Henceforth 

contingencies niust be 1pure '• Vietnam also widely called int~ que~tion 
other assumptions: ·it demonstrated the strength of indigenous nationalisms, 

the relevance of factors other than raw military power, the dangers of 

putting 1local 1 issues into East/West matrices and the d.angers of incremental 

involvement. It ·is small wonder then that, in the aftermath of Vietnam, 

the US attitude toward the Third World was conditioned by ~ debate that 

bore its scars, and thB.t generated much fervour but little clarity as to 

this core of" strategic interest and the criteria for and scope of involvement, 
' . 

or the approPriate instruments for influence. 

Reinforcing an inclination to interpret the world through the Vietnam 

analogy ( 1) ["which saw. the emergence of such reassuring phrases as "they 

can't drink it". (the oil): and "t'hey have nowhere else to go,"J ~as the 

emergence of world order theorists. ( 2) These scholars., gen:erally 

internationalists 0 argiled for global involvement but a prudent acceptance 

of set-backs; and an acceptance of power as entanglement, as bargaining. 

They noted that the new international system was characterized by less 

hierarchy and more complexity and by the prevaience of denials over gains. 

They questioned the centrality of military p6wer, noting how the traditional 

agenda of security had na=owed, while the. larger 1 securi ty1 issues of 

global management had expanded requiring other instruments of influence, 

By poi~ting to the increasing complexity of the global agenda, _in which 

multiple and shifting coalitions formed according to the i issue area1 

(e.g. the Law of the Sea and nuclear proliferati~n), they undere~ored the 

blu=ing of traditional distinctions between ally and foe •. Their distinctive 

contribution to policy was to indicate a conception of world order not 

merely dependent ·on a balance of power but on a discrete evaluation' of' 

events divorced from the centrality of the East/West rivalry, Their 

failure was to.indicate in any precise ·fashion how choices between the 

longer-run systemic goals could be reconciled with pressing short-term needs, 

( 1) As indeed the Truman. Doctrine. ref111cted. the belief stemming from 
the 1930s that aggression must be stopped in its tracks lest its 
hinger grow by what :it feeds on.. · 

:.~·: . ' 

'(2) Particularly Stanley Hoffmann, Joseph Nye and Robert .l{eoh!irie. 
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how the two agendas in practice could be divorced, and how manageable such 

concepts were for policy. ( 1 ) · · · · · · ·· · . . 

They were nonetheiess extremely influential because they reinforced a 

tendency to interpret the international system in a novel way - one that 

subordinated the requirements of military power and the importance of the 
' 

rivalry with the USSR to a vision of world order that called for the 

American strength in ideals,purpose, and restraint. Like the world order 

theorists, the Carter Administration sought to distinguish itself from 

its predecessors. Where Kissineer had sought balance of power, the Carter 

Administration sought 'world order'; where KissiDgsr emphasized the East/ 

West conflict and loyalty to .allies u;. the 'lhird World, they would emphasize 

diversity, pluralism and human rights: Where Kissinger had used flattery, 

·arms sales and the eo-option of regi'a~l 1influentials 1, the Carter 

Administration would eschew these instruments iri favour of a policy more 

'responsive' to regional concerns. 

Kissinger,while presiding over the recession. of American absolute 

power had sought to use detente and linkage to induce restraint on the . ~ ' ' 

part of the USSR in third areas and to reassure allies by providing arms. 

He judged regional developments (whether in the Middle East in 1969-1970 
or in 197~, or in the Indian Subcontinent in 1971) by their impact on the 

international balance of power and on maintaining the credibility of the 
' . . . . 

US as a. major power. In this framework, Third World allies were important 

and should be cultivated by providing them with incentives for identification 

with the West; adversaries .should be punished to reduce their incentives 

for repeating hostile acts. In the Nixon-Kissinger era there was no doubt 

which came first as between immediate security concerris and world_;order 

goal~ or between close alip~ht on security question~ and on the type of 

government the ally represented.. When their were clashes, security.· 

interest prevailed over ideals. 

The Carter Administration came to office convinced anew of the 

relevance of the American experience. Confusing moral posturing with 

policy, it identified a. "tide of freedom'' moving in the direction of 

democracy and human rights. Determined not to be ·"irrelevant", it sought 

to align itself with this benign wave and to adjust to it. Whether 

there is in fact such a. tide .is immaterial for what became clear was that 

(1) Sta.nley Hoffma.nn 1 s criticism of the Carter Administration on the 
first points (New York Review of Books) Jan. ~0, 1980. p.24 and of 
Kissinger on the complexity of his .foreign policy, in Primacy or 
World Order, McCga.w Hill, NY, 1978 p. 79, therefore seemscurious. 
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little thought had been given to the possibility that conflicts could emerge 

not only between US security and world-order interests, but Also between 

US interests and the Third World~. Freedom from "an inordinate fear of 

Communism" did not guarantee· freedom from claShes of !ilterest. Adjustments 

between ideals and self-interest might still be necessary. In practice 

the Carter Administration has turned out to be the mirror image of its 

predecessor: where the latter had sought substance, the Carter Ad!Diiustration 

has stress/r~toric (in Africa and in the North..South dialogue); where its 

predecessor detected "linkage" e've:cywhere and saw security threats in the 

most remote regions (for example in Chile or Angola), the Carter 

Administration denies that 'credibility' is ever llffected; where their 

predecessors emphasized consistency and nuii.nce ,' the Carter· Administration 

has made a fetish of incoherence and oscillation. 

· Geopolitics and Regionalism as Approache~ to the. Third World 

The differences between the Carter Administration and·the preceding 

Republican Administration were perhaps less basic than often appeared but, 

like the parallel polarization.in academia between geopolitical and 

regionalist approaches to the Third World, the emphases were quite 

different~ The 1debate 1 .about the merits of these two approaches is · 

important because it contains what promises to be a continuiilg divergence 

in perspective about the sources of Third World instability and the 

. appropriate responees to that inetabili ty. ( 1) 

· The primary difference between the two schools lies in their differing 

· assessments of the centrality of the competition with the USSR and the 

role of force. While the geopoliticians cont~ue to see the world in 

· these terms, the regionalists point· to ·the ·expanded 'agenda of world.· 

affairs and to multipolarity, complexity and diversity. The one there'

fore focuses' oh Soviet power0 the importance of regional balances and . 

allies and on immediate US interests. The other, more: relaxed abaut 

military p<iwer1 seeks to avoid open-ended involvements while pursuing· 

long-run world-order interests. The geopolitician seekS to cultivate and 

reWI!Xd all.ies, stressing American dependability· and credibility, the . . ' - . 

regipnalist emphasizes the comPatibility of allies with US values 

( 1) 

:--:· ... 

TllEl I schools I being discussed subsume. a wide variety of views ... but. 
they seem to fall essentially irito ·two groups - those that emphasize 
t.ht(:competition with the USSR and the role of militarr PQlller, and 
those who argue that regional politics condition the local environment 
and stress the existence of factors other than military power· and ' 
rivalry with the USSR. 
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(or lack of compatibility), an~ advocates diseoc;tat~on.( 1) The former 

.fears an .eroding balance,. divided allies.and a,et-b~cks that reverberate 

to its global disadvantage, the latter.fears entanglement; irrelevance 

and unthinking linkage. The geopolitician sees the risks of war 

increasing because of uncertainties created. by regional retreat; the 

regionalist, seeking a more limited definition of security, cringes .at 

machismo and at indiscriminate talk of I credibility 1 • The one looks to 

military security, strong leadershil> and .resilience as the key to world 

order, the other sees it nurtured by adjustment, restraint, bargaining, 

and moral example. These views lead to quite different assessments. of 

the function of militar,y power and of its .relationship to the exploitation 

of Third World conflicts. The geopolitici~s assert the continuing and 

inescapable centrality of military power and they stress its importance 
' . 

in deterring the USSR. · They demand American leadership of the· allies . 

. and seek to reassure friendly states in the Third World,· It follows that 

regional military balances are therefore seen as especially critical both 

because· strategic parity encourages probing( 2) and because the US is 

reluctant to become directly. involved in defending her interests. In 

short, military power still dete:rmines the risk calcUlus of opportunistic 

·exploitation of Third World instabilities. The regionalists on' the contrary 

are impressed by the limited utility of military power (which . they expect 

that the USSR too will also eventually understand), ·and they·see regional 

succeesee.ae determined less. b~ power than by local political conditione. 

The "prevailing .local winde"(3J are the principal determinant of infl1J.ence; 

the trick of diplomacy is to adj11et ·to: them and thus inhibit Soviet· 

advances. The. regionalists focus ,on .the constraints .. operating on Soviet : :. - . ,: - .. ' ' . ' . ' . . .. 

power (which, they emphasil1;e, is one-dimensional), on the intractability . . . • ' . '· . ·. ,; . ' <" . . . . - .. -· 

of. many problems to sqlution by .military power, on· the strength of 

indigenou11 nation~isms and on the costs of alignment w;i th Third World 

states which, face unAtiple threats and invariably fail ~o m,eet minill!al 

standards on human rights. 

If the geopoliticians fear disorder arising· from American ambivalence 

toward power, the· regionalists are anxious not to seek military sciiutions 

to political problems. The willingness of the regionalists to recognize 

··-diversity ·and complexity allow them ·to be more deta:clfed about regi6fi8.1 
. . . . . . . .. ,... ::--. 

(1)~~g.,Peter Jf!¥: "Regional:i.sm as Geopolitics," in :fi'oreip;n Afftiirs 
. • ( 11Ame:d0a and the World 1979" ed), 1980. p. 488. , . .. . ·. 

(2) See Kis:singer, Dallas speech, March 22, 1976. 

(3) Jf!¥, op. cit. p. 511. 
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disorder and they argue that one must learn·to understand the causes of 

radical anti-Westernism lest reflexively it be· equated with ~onmn•nist 

or pro-Soviet,{ 1) A corollary of this is the quest for the 'pure' ·· 
contingency • Sirice ao ·many issues in the third world have historical or 

local· causes, only the most massive, blatant, 'purely external' and 

tangible threats shoUld, according tci them, be inet by military responses 

and then preferably by regional states acting collectively, The regional 

approach of this school· emphasizes the multilateral over the bilateral, 

the. longer-term oyer the immediate, In ita view, for example, arms sales 

should be seen in this perspective rather than as a tool of bilateral 

relations.· Negotiations with the Soviet Union.on restricting conventional 

arms sales (CALT) or on limiting naval deployments in the Indian Ocean 

should be ~udged not by their effect on !tllies, access, or balances but 

on atmosphere. 

The Strengths and Weaknesses of the Two Approaches . 
; 

The geopolitical school {with its emphasis on power and on the 

centrality of rivalry with the USSR) has justly been accused of excessive 

simplification of a complicated set of international relationships •. Its 

most indefatigable critic has noted that it "neglects local circumstance", 

makes each crisis a test of resolve, sees ~redibility in the most. limited 
. ' . . . . 

stake, counts on a linkage which cannot work, and has no "substantial 

. c~nception of world order'' other than a military balance. ( 2) It follows 

that this sohool.tends.to ignore the.widening agenda of issues on 

international affairs and "to see in the West's relations with the South 

a particular theatre of struggle with the East".(:~) Its strengths 

however are equaliy clear. By defining aecurity'na.Jirowly, it concentrates 

atte~tion on interests and threats to those interests. It·views the 

relationship with the USSR as central and foresees no eariy release from 

a sW!taU:,.ed global competition for influence. It therefore values its 

allies and seeks to ·reward both them and those.states in the Third.World 

which are inclined toward the West while puniahirig those that are hostile. 

Without rejecting the new hierarchies, it chooses as its priority the 

politioai-security area in which military.power is the abiding dominant 

(1) · Curiously this sensible attitude sometimes becomes transformed into 
a masochism that sees a correlation between the "authentic nationalism" 
of a group and the degr(!e to which it is anti-Western. This lack of 
faith in Western values has often been evinced by. liberals who 
~fer not to support "moderates" in the Third World because they are 
bnrepresentative'. 

(2) Stanley Hoffma.nn, Primacy or World Order, op cit, PP• 14-28, 

(3) Hedley Bull, "Kissingerl The PrimaCy of Geopolitics", International 
Affairs, Summer 1980, p, 486. 
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!eature, It is there!ore less concerned with the values of its partners in 

the Third World than with their orientations, It is more sensitive to 

the limited range of choice ·in this respect, recognizing that authoritarian 
.·i. . 

regimes _are_not always able to be improved.upon, It does not equate change 

with progress,- In a .choice between immediate interests and abstract values, 

the former predominate, In its concept of international relations this 

school provides the basis for a consistent policy, 
·.-···!. 

The regionalist is usually allied with the world-order school, Their 

important contribution has been in sensitizing policy-makers to the fact 

that interdependence has made more difficult the achievement of clear-out 

solutions, that bargaining based on a variety of forms of power is the 

prevalent form of negotiation, that, leadership requires consensus, and 

that long-term interests and values need to be integrated· into today's 

policies, In noting that traditional,distinctions between ally an~. 

adversary have been blurred by shifting' ooaliti.o~s (so ~at today' a 

partner can be tomorrow's competitor), the world-order school has warned 

against undifferentiated or over-simple responses, By refusing always to 

view regional disputes in East/West terms, and by espousing a positive 

political philosophy to combat both Marxism and the stigma of colonialism, 

the West, with its tolerance for diversity and its multiple sources of 

power, will _be (in this-view) in a stronger positicin.in the Third World, 

Rather than reliance solely cin a' balance of military power, this argues 

for a global engagement that is at once tolerant, multi-levelled and 

humane, 

The palpable weakness of this line of thinking.is in its consequences 

not in its intentions, In seeking to avoid the automatic absorption of 

issues into the East/West matrix, it provides little illumination as to 

the range of -choice or the bargains to be struo)!, Foreign policy ideally 

al~ refleQtS 'values' but the issue often is how far values should 

dictate policy, The high level of generality of this school, while 

~elpful in desoribing'the system and its constituent parts, the new 

structural dimensions, and in its sensitivity to trends, furnishes no 

guide to policy, no criteria for discriminating among ~n~erests. _when 

they clash, or for.seleoting·time-frames in response, For example, when 

do regional issues become global issues? When Western issues are 

directly or tangibly ~ffeoted? Or by the degree of outside power 

involvement? All regional conflicts are not tests of.Superpower 

credibility and strength but some are - was the Middle East in 1973? 

Was Angola in 1975? Was Ethiopia in 1977?. Few issues are purely 
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regional (witness Afgha.nj.stan and the Gulf, the Middle East and the Gulf, 

or the Horn and the Gulf) - hOw then can responses be 'regional'? Whi.ch 

.. "prevailing winds" should the West catch in areas where there are several 

and where ·no· dominant conflict exists (a.s in Southern Africa and Palestine)? 

How does 1disoociution' affect a great power's reputation in a region 

(as in Iran in 1978) a.nd how can influence be furthered without involvement? 

Is the challenge from the Third World primarily one tha.t can be rectified 

by policy (a.s some ha.ve argued (1)) or is it a. traditional claim for a 

redistribution of power and status in the international system which 

should be met as such?(2) There is Uttle allowance in this school for 

the possibiU ty of a. direct clash of interest with the Thlrd World itself, 

While so richly evoking the mixed relations of today, the factor of military 

power, a. basic ingredient of those relations, ha.s been systematically 

under-estimated by this school,' The residual value of power, of the 

'traditional agenda' is starkly .evident, The relationship between the 

Soviet exploitation of regional opportunities, their incidence, and the 

military balance. persists and ma.y grow, If outside powers cannot appreciably 

reduce the~e opportunities within various regions (as seems likely}, one 

response is to increase the risks and costs of such exploitation, B,y under

·St~ting the importance of military power in the Third World- both for the 

loca.l state and its outside partners (}) - this school ha.s contributed to a. 

basic confusion in which issues are put in 1either/or1 terms in which 

diplomacy and force are treated a.s sepa.rable/p~iicy is seen as either 

geopolitical or regional, The result ha.s been to provide the United States 

with equally reckless choices - abstention i:often with the alibi tha.t 

regional conditions are murky J or threats of massive intervention Which are 

neither credible nor - in most cases - useful, 

(1) See for example Tom Fa.rer, "The US and the Third World: A Basis for 
Accomoda.tion", Foreign Affairs, October 1975, 

(2) 

(}) 

See Robert Tucker, "America in Decline: The Foreign Policy of 'Maturity'" 
in Foreign Affairs, (America. and the World 1979 ed), Jan 1980,, and 
The Inegua.litv of Nations, Basic Books, NY, 1977, 

For example by supporting restrictions on the sales of a.rms, by arguing 
against Western involvement, by arguing against interventiona.ry forces, 
by denying the need for proximate bases, and by urging regional a.rms 
control agreements tha.t in the case of the Indian Ocean inhibit the sea-
power of the distant state - the US - while preserving Soviet la.nd•ba.sed 
air superiority, 
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In the final analysis however the differences of the two schools relate 

to their assessment of the Soviet Union. Divorced from Soviet power and 

intervention, most of the issues. in the !lhird World would be manageable and 

shifts in internal politics or even alignments would .then be marginal to the 

real world balance of power - or so argues the geopolitician. The careful 

balancing of Soviet power, the containment of Soviet influence, and the 

nurturing of Soviet restraint in these areas therefore become critical lest 

a shift in a key area like the Gulf tilt the world balance in a direction 

adverse to the West. Third World policy can therefore never lose sight of 

.the East-West competition. The regionalist is less dramatic; he argues for 

looking.at issues in third areas on their own merits; he has more confidence 

in the West's inherent strengths and ~ more attention to Soviet vulner

abilities. Mistaken Western policies rather than Soviet opportunism is the 

principal danger seen by the regionalist. A more benign and comprehensive 

View of the West's loQg-term interests .in world order encourages him to 

advocate benevolent global engagement. 

The Carter Administration came· to office with a desire to forge a new 

consensus in American foreigri policy and to infuse it with new values for a 

new era. It failed to do so because it neglected to identify or elaborate 

any core of security interests. In place of anti-Communism, it emphasized 

functional issues but in the process it failed to elucidate any conception of 

·the role of the USSR (and East/West rivalry) in Third World affairs. Thus 

liberated from power politics f:"we have rejected the proposition that 

L power7 ought· to be the central dimension of American foreign policy" ( 1) J 
it understated the conditione under which military power remained central or 

even pertinent to the conduct of diplomacy outside of Europe. It also over

estimated the degree to which: a generalized approach to the Third World could 
yield specific dividends in terms of concrete intere.ata (e.g. access). :By 

seeking to avoid indiscriminate activism, it under.atated the occasional risks 

of inaction. 

The Environment of the 1980s 

The testa of the US leadership in ita policies toward the Third World in 

the 1980s will be to reconcile the tendencies toward universal formulae with 

the inevitable ad hoc responses, and to integrate responses .which incorporate 

both immediate considerations of power politics (where appropriate) with more 

diffuse (though real) interests in world order. The primary requisites for 

this are, first, the restoration of Conaenaua on core security interests, 

next a sense of realism as to what to expect in the Third World and finally 

( 1) Z.:Srzezinski: Address to the :Baltimore Council on Foreign Relatione, 
May 9, 1980. 
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an understaniing of what can be done to advance .American (and Western} 

interests, No simple formulae are useful here. Some. reg"ions are plainly 

·more. 'strategic' than others •. In some of these .. the milit8rf instrument will 

remain an extremely important tool of influence (whether to deter, to reas

sure or to buy time), Doctrinaire reg'ionalism that seeks to disaggregate 

the world into 'reg"ions ' ·- not because they are in fact 'autonomous but 

because they would relieve the 'burdensOf empire' - i~e. regionalism as a 

convenience - is unproductive. Even if possible theoretically in practice it 

would ·be impossible to pursue a series of divergent or contradictory· regional 

· policies. A g"lobal 'policy' (or overali strategy) is a prerequisite both in 

the sense of an appeal to certain principles £not simplyas .American ideal

ists from Wilson to Carter ha've recognized ae a means of achieving a domestic 

consensus i'or·us world involvementJ and als'o beoause·the.security and 

military infrastructure required in an interdependent world must be global. 

Military capabilities including interventioilary forces and seapower are 

essential. There is thus a need for'a global policy which allows for 

differentiation among regions and between issues. This woUld take into 

account both the United States stake in a world order·which she is determined 

to influence and variations in the intensity of her interests in different 

regions. 

The advent of strategic nuclear parity ended any possibility of extending 

nuclear deterrence beyond.Europe and Japan, It may have made the world safe 

for conventional wars in third areas but it was the combination of lengthened 

·Soviet military reach and instabilities in these regions that made outside 

intervention feasible. In the next decade it appears increasingly likely 

that crises between the superpowers in the Third World will turn in the 

final analysis on perceptions of the state of the central strateg'ic balance 

obtaining at the time. ( 1) In areas adjacent to the USSR the diViderids 

accruing to perceptions of its power will yield· dividends. As Defense 

Secretary Brown recently a:cknowledged"Everi when Soviet ·pressure ·is political, 

its foundation is Soviet milita.iy pciwer". ( 2) Proximity, persistence and 

power tailored to local ci~ums.tano~ (together with f~wE!r domestic ~onstraints) 
enhance SoViet diplomacy iri. may parts of Asia, and may substitute for its 

liabilities .in other 'spheres. At.a minimulli, improved mobility proVides the 

Soviet Union 'with options that it has 'increasingly exElroised thus ending a 

( 1) For Some renexions on this theme, see Phi lip Windsor, "The Future of 
Strategic Studies" (unpublished) 1980. · . 

(2) Secretary Brown's remarks at the West Point Graduation Ceremony, 28 
May, 1980. 
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monopoly of two decades of uninhibited US intervention. The continuing 

deterioration of East/West relations will lead to more extensive competit~ 

Greater capabilities for intervention ~ increase the opportunities for 

intervention but in an environment incre~eingly complex and demanding. 

For a variety of reasons, the Third World( 1) states are undergoing and 

will continue to undergo a series of pressures, shocks and challenges that 

will test both their capabilities to survive as nation-states and to do so 

effectively in the face of popular demands. Crises of identity, integration, 

legitimacy, and the redistribution of wealth (within and among states), 

sectarian disputes, secessionist movements and regional conflicts will all 

test fragile state structures and regional stability. h~n with its many 

differences, the Third World has demonstrated great solidarity in its 

attitude toward the richer states. Partly from a sense of sheer frustration 

at the intractability of their own problems, partly at annoyance at the 

power, privilege and often perceived hypocrisy of the Western states, a 

degree of basic anti-~lesternism exists in these states. ( 2) Envy mingles 

with contempt as they survey, for example, Western technology and the 

breakdown of the family. The upshot of this is an unwillingness to choose 

between the West and East, and a rather strict evaluation of both blocs by 

reference to their own priori ties and values (whether with regard to a 

settlement of Palestine, the issue of apartheid, less restrictive tariff 

barriers or a desire to be "taken seriously''). 

Their foreign policy too is dictated by their own concerns; they may be 

_ status-quo or revisionist with reference to specific regional issuesyet this 

is bound to affect the judgement (and interests) of. the two rival superpowers. 

With intensified rivalr.y between the two blocs, the pressures on these states 

for alignment may increase yet their own prevailing inclination increasingly 

is to escape such a characterization. Even where the. trend toward non-

. alignment if latent is genuine, as in the Persian Gulf, its impact on the 

. two superpowers' interests is_ unlikely to be the same. 

( 1 ) Of course this disc'Ussion homogenizes a highly variegated group of 
-states., Some are new, others are old. Some are. city-states, others of 
continantal dimension. Some were colonized, others remained independent; 
some are well-integrated, others heterogeneous. They var.y in levels of 
economic development and differ in foreign orientation and strategic 
significance. What they have in common are economies that are not yet 
well. diversified, weak political institutions and, usually, non-democratic 
politicd ey!'ltems. They share however an antipathy to ~olonialiem and 
a desire for reform of 1;1:.9 :in-~arna:aonal economic order. 

(2) Witnees for example the contempt most of these states have for Khomeini 
but the relish with which they watch the US humiliated. 
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·· .. The::dUfusion of ·weapons to the Third World has enlarged the scope of 

regional· wars. A mwTiad of existing tensions, historical rivalries, specific 

territorial' disputes, tribal aniuiosities·imd·resource conflicts have resulted 

in persistent conflicts. in Africa and Asia in particular. In the past five 

years these .conflicts have become increasingly internationalized (for example, 

in Cyprus,· Angola, Lebanon,· Ethiopia, North· and S.outh Yemen, Namibia and 

Cambodia-Vietnam). There .ts· every reason to expect these conflicts to persist 

in the· 1980s providing pretexts for.intervention and opportunities to score 

marginal unilateral gains~ There is no clear evidence either that a refusal 

·to sell arms to countries in these regions would substantially affect the 

. incidence. of conflict,. or tpat the suppliers .of arms gain any material 

leverage by providing them •. 

In the early post-war era it was commonly supposed that the fragile 

international.system could not withstand the shocks of war in.the. nuclear 

· ·· age, ·This· supposition turned out not ·to be true. Global securi.ty has turned 

.out· to be less brittle than was once believed. Yet int.ensified competition, 
I 

global mili ta.ry capabilities and be.cls;onir:~ocal circumstances provide 
' .opportunities for gain and raise the spectre that heightened.risks·of nuclear 

confrontation might. originate in a crisis in the Third Worl11 •. T.o avoid the 

risks· of. competitive intervention or inadvertent involvement £being pulled 

into local crises b:y regional partners J will require .both. a· careful 

delineation of core interests and their 'clear .communicat.ion to·. the other side. 

The Superpowers and the Third World 

For t:W;, d$oa:atiif'every us President has sought a diai'ogue 'with the USS.R 

· to lilriit the risks. of: competition in the Third World and to broaden areas of 
' 

coi:Dinort agreement in this regard •. Both powers have n~verthJless risked 

extending their competition irito regions which they thUs corisequeritl.y 

· poiafizea;and tlien became coinmitted to 'mafnt~ining or defend!~ the allies 

. 'thus' aoqulre'd'.w·:s:iinilarly local conflicts have tende'd' 'to ln-.tolve them' when 

· regional states appealed to them for assistance to redress an iinbalance. In 

...... the ··1960s·· this· competition was limited - there ·was little polarization in 

: cri's~s which arose theri in Ari-ica or the Indiart Subcontihent or in the .. 
Middle East. By the 1970s·the issues could no longer be decided by the 

local.. state acting aione;, in 1971 (iri i;he Subcontinent) il,nd 1973 {in the 

Middle .East) superpower int~sts became involved but·,. alth~ they could 

not prevent war, they could still contain it.and assist_ in its termination. 

The increased involvement of the superpowers in these conflicts superimposed 
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·a set of new considerations on them which complicated their settlement.(1) 

In the Middle East the contrast was stark between the degree of superpower 

involvement in 1973 and in 1956, 1967 and 1970. In the Subc·ontinent, the US 

attitude toward India in 1971 inevitably took into account both its Friend

ship Treaty with the USSR and tl:.e impact on Sine-US relations. But while 

these two regions have now lost their autonomy and must interact both with 

the interests of the superpowers and China, they have at least furnished the 

superpowers with some valuable experience in communicating during crises and 

certain minimal rules of behaviour have emerged. This is not yet· the case 

in other regions, most notably in the Persian Gulf where interests overlap. 

· The desire to encourage Soviet co-operation in third areas has led to 

two approaches which are not mutually exclusive. The first, linkage, which 

sought to induce acceptance of US rules as to what constitutes acceptable 

behaviour, has largely failed. ~lhether it was conceptually flawed or 

operationally impossible is beside the point. Perhaps it was both, '].'here is 

some truth in the argument that it was sought as a soft means of covering up 

the decline in US military power and willingness to take risks.(2) A second 

approach, favoured by some, is to invite Soviet restraint by ackncn>~ledging 

its interests and giving it a stake in peace through participation iri eo~ 

management of regions. An advocate of this in the Persi.a.n Gulf has blithely 

equated. US-Soviet interests in the region and argued that Soviet inclusion 

there .and recognition of .its 'legitimate' interests will diminish its 

incent~ves 'to act. as the 'spoiler' from outside. (3) . 

The difficulty with regional security as a me~s. of· mallaging great power 

competition in a sensitive zone like the Gulf is that there exist asymmetrical 

.vulnerabilities and military capabilities in a .region' which is ~tself 

unstable and hence exploitable, As a substitute for a superpower military 

balance it is seri.ously flawed, Yet the creation of a milita:rY balance 

requires a rectification of the asymmetries which currently,· exist, This i~ 

turn argues against 1 including' the USSR equally as Iiio. partner before her 

( 1) Kissinger 1 s perspective was almost totally East/West on the .fl#.ddle· East 
issue, quite divorced from the merits of the case. He wished to·reward 
pro-Western states and give others inQlntives for imitating tllem~· He 
interpreted regional outcomes purely in terms of the res:PecHve credib
ilities of the superpowers, He thus could not tolerate 'a victory for 
Soviet arms'. Whether this is a valid approaohhere remains doubtful •. 

(2) See Robert Tucker, "The Crisis in the West", op. ·cit., 

(3) Stanley Hoffmann, New York Review of Books, 17 July, 1980. l 
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-· ·demonstrable advantages have been offset, . In short, if it is not to ratify 

Soviet preponderance (as in the "Soviet Asi'an Security" formula), regional 

security on the Asian periphery must be based on military power and not act 

as a substitute for it, 

Another variant of regional security would seek agreement among local 
I . . ' . • . . 

states to conform· to certain minimal· standards of co';!duct .{'non-subversion, 

and the denial to outsiders of military.bases_7 or to co-operation in areas 

of common concern, This seeks to address the local pressures that might 

stimulate invitations to great powers to intervene: This approach is useful 

in areas such as ·ASEAN where superpower rivalry is minimal, and could be 

extended to parts ·of Africa, In contested areas however its value is limited 

for its success is ultimately dependent on· a balance of power between the 

blocs, and the willingness of one to check an' infringement by the other, 

Regional security as an approach to keep local conflicts local is likely 

to work best in areas marginal to great power competition, in areas of 

intense rivalry its value will.be in providing a forum for settlement of 

minor disputes which do not infringe outside powers 1 interest, (1 ) Military 

co-operation between states with complementary assets (one perhaps having 

money, the other manpower) cari be useful in meeting local security threats 

directly without ·involving outside powers, But regional security as an 

alt.ernative to a military balance of power in'orcl.er to secure Soviet restraint 

appears least productive in contested areas precisely because it is based on 

the view that revisionist states can be made conservative by acknowledging 

rather than inhibiting their.goals, ·Particularly in Asia where Soviet 

proximity enhances access and claims to ·•legitimate' interests, it will be 

. difficult to disentangle regional events from the broader competition or to 

divorce these· from the prevailing balance(s) of power, 

. Nothing in the record of Soviet foreign policy to date indicates an 

acceptance of Western notions of orderly change and non-exploitation of 
. . -. 

instabilities. The la~k of consensus both among Western allies and within 
the United-States ~a to the core of i~educibl~· interests in the Third World 

a.nd a.s to the nature of the appropriate responses to the murky_ nature of 

instabilities there (and to Soviet behaviour towards them) is unlikely to 

change in the 1980s, United Sta.1;es policy therefore must be to intensify 
·clliuogt1e.~d consultations with the USSR while~ quite clear by actions 

the extent to which America. is prepared to enforce _the_ rules it advocates, 

The achievement of agreements with her allies both with regard to goals and 

to the division of responsibilities for their ·attainment would greatly reduce 

(1) Such a.s the minor rectification of a border dispute_ in the Persian Gulf, 
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.th~ American sense of weariness and provide alternative means of response 

,which. would be at once less disruptive and less likely to stimulate escalation. 

US Policy in the 1980s 

(a) The Differentiation of Regions 

This paper has so far arS1;1ed that the US has been torn between doctrines 

of universalist involvement and reliance on narrow security interests served 

by military power' on the one hand and abstention, value judgements and world 

order on the other. 

It will not,be easy in the 1980s to bring together these strands, to 

reconcile values and security interests, to defend without entering open

ended far-flung commitments, to shape the environment without indiscriminate 

involvement and to influence without becoming entangled, 

. What should be the criteria by which the US assesses developments in 

the Third W~rld? No particularly original suggestions are here put forward, 

As noted earlier, some consensus on a core ot'·vital interests is important, 

Differentiation of interests among regions may be the most simple approach 

bearing in mind that no region will remain unimportant in an interdependent 

world, that no regions will be alike and that the question of degree will be 

important, e,g, massive genocide or Soviet intervention in the most peripheral 

region will dictate interest, while much .smaller tremors in more strategic 

regions will excit.e similar concern. By delineating those regions in which 

US (and allied) security interests are most directly involved, it will be 

much easier to formulate appropriat~ responses, In the cass of choice between 

a· direc.t security interest (for example strengthening a partner's defence) 

and contributing to a more general interest (preventing the proliferation of 

arms) the latter would have to take second place. In the most sensitive 

regions the presumption must be that the US will respond if necessary 

militarily - in the event of a direct threat to its interests. The sensitivity 

of the region would determine the threshold of us •tolerance,' of instability 

and external intervention. Yet it has to be admitted that ~erican 
1 credibillty' will continue to matter for· a reputation. for loyalty and 

steadfastness is far cheaper to maintain than to restore. Willingness to 

commit limited forces early may well postpone or obviate entirely the 

requirement for larger forces. Symbolic commitment, such as.the deployment 

of seapower or diplomatic decisiveness, may go a long way but only as far as 

the resolve they are.intended to communicate is believed. 

Responses to developments should be based on the following criteria: 

. The degree to which important US interests are directly threatened (this 

allows for non-communist threats). 
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The impact on US credibility (a derivative interest) and this would have 

-to include various factors such as the degree of US commitment to a state 

(or region) and the historical relationship. 

The degFee of Soviet involvement (treaty commitment, financial assistance, 
· arms supplies, airlift, advisers etc'.) 

Differentiation by region does not argue for a doctrinaire regionalism that 

treats regions discretely in an era of increasing interconnections and 

decreasing,autono~. It does however. seek to identify those few regions (the 

~ulf, the Middle East and. Korea). where US seouri ty is directly affected, and 

those where, whether due_ to distance or to· lack of interest.or to relative 
. - -

disconnection from the-strategic_ balance (for example Latin America or 

Southern Africa), interests are less vital and less immediately subject to 

threat. This approach facilitates the choice .of response to another_dilemma-
. . . ' 

.the t.ension that often arises between security interests which require allies, 

bases and access, /:often with regional states that are pariahs such as South 

Africa or Israel and, now~ Somalia and Oman J and America's more general 

interests in North-south dialogue.· In supporting South Africa as an anti-

. Soviet force it has in facit facilitated So;iet-Cuban advances in Africa. In 

cases of terision between these two sets of interests, an approach that 

. recognises Southern Africa as a theatre of secondary security interest would 

argUe for a more relaxea approach to Soviet military threats and the cultivation 

cif regional states and the OAU. Orily in the case of massive Soviet involvement 

here· would. a US response be necessary, otherwise treating the issue on its 

merits rather than in East/West terms would make sense. The policy instruments 

too would be different. There would need to be more emphasis on economic 

assistance to ease the problems of adjustment. The situation is quite different 

in the Persian Gulf. To treat Afghanistan as a South-East Asia dispute and 

to wait fo~ regiona.'l states to take the lead would be folly •. Direct US 

interests are potentially at risk and only concrete responses will communioaDe 

the seriousness of the us on this issue. 

In this case, the unwillingness to counter the Soviet invasion with 

substantial military assistance to the Afghan guerrillas suggests a desire to 

avoid taking risks. There are a number of arguments why a:ming ·.the 

guerrillas would be unwise (Pakistan is too fragile, India matters, this is 

not the place to draw the line etc) but America's unwillingness to act 

makes one wonder whether she can ever pose as a credible ally in the future 

and whether any regional context will be so 'pure' that it does not provide 

an alibi for inaction. Commitment has not in this case been persuasively 

communicated. 
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Clearly interests in the Gulf are of such sensitivity that all three of 

the criteria noted above come into play •. A threat·to US interests does not 

have to come from the USSR. Regional states are quite capable. of creating an 

atmosphere .or turmoil, instability and crisis. The tolerance for the export 

of revolutions or the practice of brinkmanship is necessarily limited in a 

region where a superpower collision is always possible. In less delicate 

regions coups, changes in foreign orientations, and :i.nter-state conflicts 

might affect US interests without directly constituting a threat to American 

security. This may be due to distance, to substantial regional autonomy or 

to a history of disconnection from the main area of superpower competition. 

It is for example difficult to imagine large-scale Soviet involvement in 

Latin America or South Africa that would not elicit a locai response before 

it affected US interests. To be effective at this distance such interventions 

have to be on a scale that are· virtually self~defeating. Here there is a 

de facto decoupling rather than decoupling reached by agreement between the 

superpowers. 

Direct, vital interests need not mean direct involvement. In the Persian 

Gulf Kissinger argued that the risks of selling arms t.o Qtrengthen regional 

allies were less than the risks of regional turmoil requiring but not 

facilitating a US presence. He was also correct in noting that in this part 

of the world perceptions of power matter and that military force remains an 

instrument indispensable to the defence of nati.onal interests. In the Gulf 

and the Middle East in particular, military interventions may .become necessary 

to maintain or restore regional balances. These interventions cannot create 
political stability, build institutions or enhance the legitimacy of the 

rulers; but they can deny a "free ridei• to forces opposed to US interests • . partners . · · · 
They can also reassure/and deter the USSR. Force will buy time but. not 
much else. Preventive diplomacy and involvement will b~ needed. to e~sure 
that the time is well used. Aithough US interests will require more 

involvement than many would like, this need not mean unilateralism. There 

is much to be said for the multilateralizing presence of the Western 

alliance to demonstrate shared interests. Encouraging'regional co-operation 
. between Egypt, Turkey, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia ie also important not only 

because of its potential contribution to meet local security threats but 

also because such co-operation could reduce the escalatory risks inherent 

in interventionary responses from outside the region. 

Vital interests cannot be defended by detachment and dissociation 

but nor should they be defended by embracing the status quo or unattractive 

regimes. What is required is an enhanced reputation for decisiveness and 
credibility in defence of the region and the sense of a diplomacy that is 
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persistent, selective and modulated.· Style is important here. Fluctuations 

are unhelpful, news-leaks are damaging to local "partners and 1:-hetorical 

doctrines are uninspiring •. Against -the plethora o£ potential threats to US 

interests (invasions, subversion, coups or defence treaties with the USSR), 

the US has no tidy prescription but it should seek to make clear what it will 

find unacceptable and what it ·will do when American interests are seen to be 

at risk. 

The Persian Gulf has merited the most discussion because it is the mbst 

obvious c~se even if it is. the least typical of US iliterests in the Third 

World. As argued here, in Latin. and Central Ainerica(1.) and Southern Central 

Africa the us can aftord a much more relaxed approach to ~velopnients. in 

North Africa, US and allied interests are virtually indistinguishable and so 

require no particular US involvement~ Even in the Caribbean an epidemic of 

internal political transformations does not imply any shift in-the :immediacy 

of a threat to US security, although it is politically distasteful.: The 

proximity and overwhelming power 'or the US in the region should allow much 

greater tolerance of uncertainty than ·in regions where power is more distant, 

fragile and dependent more on will than. on circumstances. ·In this region (as 

in others) the United States' inclination to encourage the formation of 

contra-parties may prove to be a chimera. ( 2) A sense of what is ·practically 

possible in the existing political context rather·. than fanciful idealism 

is required. Rolf Dahrendorf's distinction between the promotion of the role 

of law and minimum human rights on the one hand and political democracy on 

the other (the latter being hard to promote in countries with no tradition 

of democracy) has much to recommend it as an operational principle. · .;rn 

this connection a Diore realistic means of differentiating among Third World 

leaders is essential. :There are some who hold genuine grievancies againeit 

the West for specific Western policies. There are others who, as Kissinger · 

has remarked, dsri ve their legitimacy from their anti-Westernism; Mugabe 

should not. be confused with I<homeini. 

(1) In Latin America the·us can accept a Brazil-Argentina preponderance-and 
the continued imulation of the continent from the strategic balanc.e . 
(despite growing political and economic ties with Africa and EUrope). 
Due to the region's autonomy, the longer period of independent statehood 
and mutual interaction and the relative paucity of contemporary inter
state ·conflicts·, South America appears somewhat detached from the forces 
affecting other parts of the Third World. 

(2) On the difficulties in El Salvador see: "Oligarchs and officers" 
William Leo Grande, .and Carla Anne Robbins, Foreign Affairs, Summer 1980. 
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The most Qifficult cases in the Third World will be those in which US 

interests are involved only indirectly but in which decoupling is difficult. 

The Indian Subcontinent, where. a regionally preponderant state is in competition 

with a Communist neighbour (China) that continues its rivalry with the USSR, 

raises several types of problems, Should the US in seeking to take India 

seriously welcome its regional hegemony even if that is followed by policies 

that complicate US access to the Indian Ocean? Should promotion of India 

to the Security Council or an embargo on nucle.ar materials .be the response to 

her nuclear status? Should the US differentiate between her policies towards 

India and Pakistan on·nuclear proliferation and on arms sales? If regionalism 

is in fact good geopolitics, how should US policies treat the. India-China 

rivalry? The relationship between the international policies of the 

Subcontinent and the Gulf f~her complicates the issue of good regionalism • 

. , In South-East Asia the US shift in the 1970s from imperial power to an 

offshore presence and subdued diplomacy saw a parallel interest in the opening 

of ties with the ASF..AN states, Yet Vietnam.1s regional ambitions and its 

alliance with the USSR (together· with large-scale economic assistance) have, 

by bringing in China and raising the possibility of a Sine-Soviet clash, 

transformed a purely regional issue into one affecting international security. 

The degree of involvement and the timing of the Soviet commitment to Vietnam 

have all the. markings of a proxy war although Vietnam (like Cuba) clearly 

has its own motives, To what extent the US can rely on the regional responses 

of China and the ASEAN states to deter Vietnam and the Soviet· Union is 

unclear, At some point America's interests become involved not due. in this 

case to a question of credibility vis-&-vis Thailand· or ASEAN but due to the 

consequences of allowing large-scale Soviet supported military actions to 

occur unchallenged, There. is not all that much that the US can do to 

'encourage' regional co-operation within ASEAN, The .ASEAN states have 

certain interests in oODDDon but retain their individual priorities whioh tend 

to prevent a common military response, Encouragement by the US will only 

add credibility to. c;harges by ~oi and Moscow that ASEAN is a US-sponsored 

pact, Detachment in this part of the world has been practi sad; whether it · 

can be continued depends on the course of relations between the major 

Communist powers, 

US interests are entangled in South Korea at least in part due to 

Japanese security perceptions, To a surprising degree, the Carter Administr

ation has pursued its commitment to human rights and political liberalization 

even at a ·time of future political uncertainty in the Korean·peninsula, 

American leverage over Seoul is strong both because of a large military 
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presence and because. of an assessment that South Korea has 'nowhere ··eise to go'. 

This pressure hall yet to ;y:ield tangible results but recent events may briilg · 

things to a head •. The best. that can. be expected is the exchange· of one 
;.. .·-. ' . ·. 

authoritarian regime .for another, but os leverage. in this instance would 

hive be~n appreciably diminished if the initial inclination to withdraw tis 
troops had been acted upon. Here involvement yields some leverage but with 

unc~rtai~ ~sults. In the future Jap;m 1s slow military build-up and increasing 

influence in. the Korean peninsula may come to substitute for that of the trs; 
allowing for ~ acaling-down of the US presence and a more indirect commitment. 

China's influence on North,Korea will be important. Here, too, the. possibility 

of multilateralization is worth exploring. 

Finally .the case of the Micfdle East. There are no good reasons for. 

assuming that the inclusion of the USSR in negotiations on a settlement would 

generate reasonableness or compromiae, unless it is first demonstrated that 

an arrangement can be arrived at without Soviet participation. Where the 

"hard-nosed" approach· is weakest h6wever is in aasuming that the vicious 

circle can. be broken only by Soviet or Arab.;.rejectionist compromise. US 

pressure on Israel will be necessary as will American inducements, security 

assistance and guarantees. Greater Soviet involvement at that juncture would 

proj)ably be necessary. Appropriate outside power guarantees should be no 

more risky than continued .stalemate and oco.asional wars. ·· s·ince there is a. • 
• . I , ' 

substantial consensus.on continued US interest in the issue,· US gUarantees 

appear qudte feasible here. While a 'reasonable' settlement of the issue of 

Palestine would undoubtedly improve US relations with the Arab world, it :i.e 

not. a panacea fo-z; stability in the Gulf. Those who advocate it as part of a 

Gulf policy are correct; those who. see in it a substitute or pre~requisite 

for a Gulf policy are deluding themselves. Nevertheless the interconnections 

betw_~en the .two regions a;-e marked and must be taken into account. Kissinger1s 

attempts ,to separate the issu~ of Palestine .from Gulf seouri ty - initially 

suoces~f;u - foundered .. with .the Saudi rejection of the Camp David formula 

put forward by the Carter Administration. This was in part a reaction to the 

Iranian Revolution. Whether making a virtue out of necessity or not, some· 

in the West now advocate a positive diplomacy which uses this interconnection. 

(b) The Pursuit of an Overarching Policy 
.... ~ 

The emphasis on key regions derives from an acceptance of their 

importance to US security. The containment of Soviet power and; anti-Western 

radicalism .and the shoring up of militarY balances will here as~ume prio;r:ity. 

Yet although the dispersal of power to new· states has increased the att~ct~ 
. , .. 

iveness of regionil.l approaches 'to secu.iity, interdependence has at the same 
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time created new links between ·regions thus decreasing their a11.tonomy or 

isolation. A US policy· that focl1.Bes on only one· or two key ... regions is 

11.1ilikely to work. Regional security, like the protection solely of physical 

sec11-rity, cannot be a sl1-i'i'icient goal for a great power. The development of 

an environment that is moderate and favo11.rable to diversity will be an 

essential ingredient of uS security policies towards the Third World. The . 

exercise· Of influence. and. the allocation of resources will. be essential for 

world order precisely becal1.Be the international system cannot ultimately 

remain unaffected by- persistent conflicts, growing radicalism or the recourse 

to the nuclear option. Whether one foresees 'chaotic fragmentation' in the 

Third-World or 'transitional crises1 bordering on anarchy (combined with a 

North-South str11-ggle) or a widening agenda of world-order issues of . . . 

increasing complexity, the US will hold aloof only at the cost of diminished . . 

influence in affecting the kind of milieu in which she has .to exist. Those 

who argue for.limited commitments or fo~ confrontation or for 1opposition 1 

to the Third World:cannot escape the. fact that the days of continental, 

hemispheric or even Atlantic security have passed. The choice is between 

influencing an. interdependent environment or adjusting to it. 

·Yet there is a strong current· in the US which, for various. reasons; 

seeks to limit commitments and undertake minimal expenditures abroad. Some 

urge domestic priorities, seeing little 11.Beful in what the US, even with the 

best of intentions, can actually accomplish abroad. Some see the challenge 

of the South as political and urge a· response in traditional tel.'IIIS where. 

appropriate. but others prefer the US to affect a studied indifference to .the 

South as a whole. (Many of the latter are also sceptical about the optimism 

of the Pearsori and Brandt Commission reports which·concluded.that the 

interest's of the West and the Third World are in fact reconcilable if not. 

identical). · Some ·within the US argue for an insulation of US-Soviet. re.lations 

:troni the turmoil 'of' the Third. World. They (like many Europeans) fear that 

the linkage of' instabilities will tend to·jeopardize progress in concrete 

areas of mutual interest {such as detente in Europe or arms control). Yet 

linkage, whether specifically invoked or not, exists. Unrestrained 

c~tition in third areas is bound to affect the climate of' domestic opinion 

and consequently US-Soviet relations. It ill unavoidable that connections 

will be .made between detente and actions in regions which are re~ded as 

contrary to.American interests. 

The· mood within the US is one of' frl1.Btration expressed in occasional 
rhetorical militance combine.d with a continuing and deep antipathy to 

interventions that might repeat the Vietnam. experience, and a reluctance 
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to invest resources in an 'ungrateful' and even· competitive Third' World. 

This makes the achievement of a consensus on what less ta.ngible:.goals to 

promote even harder. Contradictions abound. The Carter Administration ·h8.e 
self-consciously both promoted the idea of basic reform of the international 

economic order and followed its predecessors' attempts at eo-opting the 

potentially influential through a 'graduation' strategy. ( 1) Neither ha-v:e 

succeeded ana ·a concrete policy toward the South has still to emerge from a 

government that is ostensibly sympathetic to fundamental rather than to 

cosmetic changes. The declining contribution of American official foreign 

aid (0.19't6 of GNP compared with 0.52% for the UK) is indicative as is the 

concentration of 6~ of its total security assistance to the states of the 

eastern ·Mediterranean. It renects not a declining concern for the South 

but the pressure of competing demands. It also renects pessimism ~~:bout the • 

scope of influence and a belief that, if there are problems, they stem not 

from an unequal international economy but from the domestic structure of 

states unwilling to make the necessary reforms. This in turn has led to a 

"basic human needs" approach. There is little enthusiasm for trade 

liberalization and commodity agreements, and considerable resentment that 

past US contributions have been construed by some dependencia theorists ·as 

selfish attempts by the. United States to perpetuate its hegemony and to 

distort economies of the recipient countries. BUt there is even less enthusiasm 

for intervention to secure access to resources - with the exception of oil •. 

only to secure oil could intervention realistically be contemplated and · 

then not to affect prioe.but to prevent complete, irreversible, denial~ 

presumed to be .through Soviet· control.· 

Torn between the facta of interdepen~ (and .the c~sts ~d trus~tione 
of . invoivement) on the orie mmd~ atld . tbS desiioe to . attend to dOmestic . 

prioritiEIS and to gain breathillg SPace on the othe;, the US ia 131'18b1e either 

to opt out or to fashion an effective pc;iicy for pUticipation. The passing . 

of an international order 'based on us Ddlltary and political prima.cy( 2) ~ . 

been paralieled in the economic arena. Economi~lly, Third World states can 
' . 

now assert their independence, and they can bargain for capital, technology 

and expertise elsewhere (from Japan or from Europe and from ~ithin the Third 

World itseli). The potential' disequilibrium between US global p.olitioal 

commitments and her economic resource base which was obscured in the 1960s 

( 1) For various ·approaches see· Roger D. Hansen Beyond the ·North::.South 
Stalemate. N.Y. MoGrsw Bill: (Council on Foreign Relations), 1979. 
See also hie "North-South Policy- What's the Problem," Foreign 
Affairs, Summer 1960. 

(2) For a discussion of the inter-relationship between US political supremacy 
and its economic position see Robert Gilpin, US Power and the Multinational 
Corporation, Macmillan, London, 1976. 
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(by the growth of multinatio!lll.l coDoraticins and the posi~ion of the dollar 

as the world's reserve currency)( became all too evident by the 1970s. In 

different tiit.ys 'botli'"'tlie USSR ~ OPEC raised' the price of· 'the· ina.ini:aining . 

couiDdtments while competition :troin Japan and Europe decreased the us' 
capacity to pay. ( 2) · 

In the Thlrd World; development has brought neither stability nor order~ 
. ' ,• . - ' . - . . - . . ' . . . 

It may, on the contrary have brought America more assertive neighbours, 
•·• '. . ••. ' . . • ' . ' ·. l 

commeroial competitors and states which in time will directly affect American .. . ' . . -~ : ,. 

secur:!,ty :I-nterests thr~ tP,e acquisition. of nuclear weapons. Far .from .· -: . . .- . . . . . . . ' 

allowing a decrease in US responsibilities and_a respite from a troublesome . . . . . . . . - . . 

world, development has made it a more complex world where the simple verities 

no ~onger hold, ,where the lines of partner ~d adversary' relatlonships --~ . 

ill-:-defined and where the demands for inv~lve~~nt have grown more imperative. 

While the costs of involvement have in~reased those of non-involvement have 

done so even more. . ' . ' 

Conclusion 

US policy ·towards_, _th~. Third World will have to accept both limits on its 

ability. to determine or !mpose o11tcomes and _the necessity for seeking to 

influence them. The extrao~inary diversity of the countries _in _the Third 

World (a label which itself reflects an East-West bias) will ensure that any, 

policies which assume any great uniformity amonget its members will fail.

The one exception to this is _in the reform of the international. economic 

order where even limited gestures far outw<'ligh rhetoric. The US will not 

find any convenient universal doctrine to replace that of anti-Communism. 

Policy toward the Third World will ·inevitably differ from region to region • 
."l' ~ :. ' • ., . 

But the principles on which it shoulcl be based - respect for diversity, 
' ,_ . . . ' . . ~ . . -. : . 

compassion for suffering 'and a reputation for steadfastness -_should inform 

policy eve~he;e.'' ~Qe it is recognized that the aim ~f policy is the. defence 
' ' ' 

of interest and that respect not popularity will be conducive to this, it 

may become clear that there is no need for a particularly positive doctrine 

at all. The ~eduction of security interests to an irreducible core should· 

facilitate the creation of a consensus behind them~ But without a sustained 

commitment to issues that do not yet constitute direct threats, that core 

will tend to increase. 

(1) ~p. 150. 
(2) !MAp. 218. 

' . 
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Three explicit propositions should guide us: 

(1) There is no prospect_that over the.next twenty years oil will be 

si~ificantly less importa.nt,a ~ommercial fud than it is tod~;- access to 

oil will remain a vital interest of industrial and developing societies 

generally, 

(2) It. is highly probable that over that same period most of the· 

industrial world, at .least, will still lack domestic oil resources 

sufficient to meet demand, Hence, industrial-nations and many LDCs will 

continue to require imported oil. 

(3) ,It is likely that the ~'fiddle East will rema4Lthe most prolific 

oil exporting region of the world. While opinions differ as to the 

prospect of .finding elsewhere. additional, immense reserves, nothing 

presently discussed will rival the role of the Middle East. 

lvith these propositions in mind, the two critical questions facirig 

present and prospeCtive oil importers are: ( 1) 1qhat is likely to be the 

volume of oil plHced in international trade by ·the producers? · ~lill it be 

adequate? (2) ~rill ·that oil be S".:tppiied continuously and at a price within 

the capacity of importing countries to pey througb the cV.stamar;f processes 

of international trade? 

As for the first, until recent years there was a widely held belief 

that a rising demand for oil could be met by increasing production-'-· it -

alwey-s had been; it always would, We know no'" that there axe most serious 

doubts about this .assumption. We cannot be _certain hOli· much oil can yet · 

be produced from existing fields or their possible extensions, We have , 

not been discovering very large fields outside the Middle Ea~;t.. We have .- · 

not seen a .massive effort launched to exploit the unconventiqna1 .crude 

deposits of Canada and Venezuela nor the shale of the United States, In 

recent years, we have been dra~ling do~m upon oil _capital 0 withd:ra:ling more 

o_il than we have been discovering,. If there -is no present nor near-term 

need to panic, we ~t to ~ deepening apprehension. 

.-
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lve cannot trUst· the beBulltng. concept of vast "undiscovered" reserves; 

we do not know enough to do so, If only because we can't afford to be 

i.mPrudent about the fUture~ ~ie muirf be concerned abOut the suf.ficiericy and 

continuity of supply; 1\.dditionally, of course, We have reason to be 

~rorried because the oil producers sicy' we ah6uld be, 

Our concern is greater because we have not exploited alternative 

energy options - coal, gas, nuclear - on such a scale and pace as to 

suggest the eventual transition from oil can be orderly or, if not that, 

then at least capable of being dealt ~ri th and accomplished without alarm. 

Moreover, we are confronted by a ne\~ phenomenon in international oil 

eupply. The volume of oil to be made available will be determined to som~ 
extent by technical considerations (a conservative extraction rate) and 

partly by a producer's decision as to whether its domestic and foreign 

political, economic and security objectives are ·best met by producing at 

what is called the "maximum sustainable capacity" or at something less·

the "preferred producing rate". 

The latter will be defined by a mix of interests and concerns including 

a· producer's conclusion as :to \~hether oil should be "banked" - left in the 

ground- in anticipation of a later.higher value. Not all producers will 

have the option to choose be~teen these two rates. Those desperate for 

revenue will have no alternative. Interestingly, those producers ~rhioh · 

can choose to limit production drastically are mainly in the Gulf ""' and 

are the largest contributors to oil in world trade: Iraq, Ku\mit, Saudi 

Arabia and, eventually, again Iran, \ve are uneasy as to how these 

producers will come. to-decide on the volume, individually or perhaps even 

collectively, and whether the objectives they pursue may complicate importers' 

crucial needs for continuous supply, in dependable volume, at what we still 

describe as a "reasonable price", 

Future Requirements 

International oil is· currently suppli~d (one-half from the Gulf) at 

about 29 MMB/D. A number of observers warn that this voltime is unlikely 

to be much larger in the years to come even though the volumetric needs of 

importers will grow (while the percentage share of oil in their national 

energy budgets lney be declining). We list among them present importers 

and those other countries, such as the producers themselves \mose own oil 

needs will grow, the USSR, probably China and, of course, the non-oil LDCs. 

If supply is to be short - for whatever reasons - then competition for oil, 

especially ~!iddle East oil, can only become more intense. 
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What we ought to anticipate_ is a moderate, ris_i.ng _GNP, and an increas.!"d 

minimum oil reqiliem~!lt, over the next dec;w_e, of imports frop~ 29~-MMB/D to 
' . '. ·,, I' . . •. , ' , _., ' • . , ' 

a possible 36-36. 'Ibis assumes an OECD GNP annual S'f'OWth rate of .. some 2.5 

percent and a non-oil LCD growth rate of _around 5 perc.ent. It ;aiiows for. 
. .. . ·.' . . . ~ ~ . . . . . . . i . ~-~ ·. ' . . . : . . . . . . ·. . 

the U.SSR ·to be importing about 1 MMB/D by the mid-ei~ties. Higher growth 

rates (with a ~7 GNP/energy ~;tio)~d a higher USSR impor't level ~OU.ld . 
.. • . r .·· J ··;· • • •• • ••• • ' • 

quickly raise the requirement possibly td a range putting international oil 
• . '~ -~ ,. . r ~": •' . , . . . : " . . . . ., . ' ' . , 

demand between 39 MMB/D and the low forties. 

~f we find. the preferred production rate is stil:l at 29..:30 Mrlj]/D, the, 
' importers and the producers will lie in deep trouble. 

f . . . . 

Threats and Uncertainties ,-;: 

. One aspect. of sUpply which is centrB:l to our concerns is t!le possibility 

that through the use of the "oil weapon". imports to a:· o"ountry or' group of 

COuntrieS ~1oulif. .be reduced· belOW that miriJ.mum level essential to the 
functiotling of· their societies. What this level is for a particular·· '· 

countrY' is difficult to def'ine·bUt in te:rllis of general world sUpply, my 

guess is that 26 MMB/D represents· the· "crisis zone". · trnless. there ·were 

compelling reasons to. bel.ieve reduced supply was a short-term phenomenon, 

an importing gove:rrlJl)ent or governments might.conclude it had no alternative 

but to use force to restore suppl_y. 

· What do we mean? Who 1zi the alliances would have the requisite · 

political will 'to act, and the military means to accomplish the pUrpose?' 

Would damage to oil· facilities likely be so extensive as to negate the 

effort? What if the USSR were to· react with a move of 1 ts own iioiltronting 

the alliance member or members ~Tith an ultimatum? ife have no convincirig 

answers to these questions - but still might not be dissuaded from action 

if the emergency were of compelling. proportions. .'!be point 1s. that 

producers ought not to believe their actions would, in the. end, be . 

unopposed militarily because we did not find sufficient prospect for. 

success to just:j.fy the use of force. · We might conc:J.ude there was no .· 

al. ternative, 

We do not need to dwell further on this extreille case of 'conflict Md . 
. access to .oil •........ · 
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While ~le can avoid these 11\~orst case" scenarios, the observation 

holds that competition for available oil is certain to be the most likely 

condition. The competition is far more than commercial for governments 

of both e~~~ting ~d importing countries . aJ'.'e now fully .involved ~d 
. -. . .. ' - . . 

are engag~ DlBllY of the instruments and powers avaiiable to them to 
,. ' ~ 

secure supply. The involvement of governments insUres the "politicisation" 

of oU; their intervention is due also to the inability of most industrial 

states 'and many LDCs to pay for oil thrOugh the ordinary processes of trade. 

'Special deals are struck, special arrangements concl11ded. 
' 

The uneasiness in world oil today stems in large part from this 

,;politicioation" of oil, but also fu large measure because the observance 

of contracts is no longer believed by producers to be a necessary condition 

to the sale of oil. The importing nations, severally. ·and collectively are 

to blame for not having insisted all along that the altogether peaceful 

transfer of power .from the .companies. to .the producing governments- itself 

an extraordinary circumstances.-. still implied assurance of performance 

under agreements freely concluded. We are paying a hideous price. for that 

lapse in.rectitude;. it corrodes all relationships and \fill be all the more 

likely to end in a confrontation the longer it is allowed to be ignored. 

These· are several· of the causes of the tension found in international 

oil. There are DlBllY others, but those which might involve conflict are 
l> 

usually found in the Middle East, in the actions of regional states whose 

difficulties with each other may have very little to do with oil per se 

but ~ome to involve it, or .in the actions of external powers in the region 

for which access to oil may be the prime cause for conflict. What might 

be the caus.es of .such conflict? How might they come to a head and to ~That 

effect? 

Foremost among these is the Arab~Israeli dispute. While.Arab hostility 

toward Israel seems unremitting and general, we think we can sometimes 

distinguish between Arab states' rhetoric and comm!tments and willingness 

to act. ~le can, however, take little comfort from these distinctions 

because there is probabi;v no other issue so likely to inflame the region 

than that of the issue of Israel. Yet we need not assume that eaCh producer 

would use its oil weapons uniformly; the record suggests this will not be so. 

* Confrontation between Malaysia and Indonesia, or eventually between 
Japan and China for access to Southeast Asia oil, are other possible 
causes for conflict. Another example is the possibility of a Norwegian
USSR confrontation over petroleum resources off the Norwegian northern 
coast. 
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What makes the current situatio.rtJll.Ore dj,;f;(i.c.ult .t.o. de<il:.w:ith ... - as, compared 

to 1967 and 1973-74- is.I~ra.eli and Arab.p9~session of a medi~range 

.missile capability.which permits either side a pre-emptive attack; in the .·- . _. . . .. _- ··: .. . -. . -·' . 

. case of J;sra.el, 'l;he question alweys arises as to t:rhe1;her .its targets would 
. . ' . ' . ' " . . - ' . 

,. now: include the truly vital gathering facilities .and .terminals through 
. •. . ' ' ., 

. Which Gulf supply passes, However desul to:cy some producers 1 use of the . .~ 

"oil \1eapon" might be, an Israeli attack on the_se crucial installations 

could precipitate. a most significant. crisis. in. oil. supply. 

These facilities are, of course, liable to terrorist·attack from 

a.lmost acy direction (even to be -made to appear as an Israeli initiative) 

and are .vulnerable to J,ocal di~sidents 1 act;l.o.n. Or the terrorists could 

so~r confusion and great uncertainty by mining only a few VLCCs, On - ,._ ' 

balance, however, it seems less likely - but never too difficult - for 

Arab terrorists to· ma.!Di their· o\m ·side, eo to speak. 

O:t;her .causes of conflict would ~elude Iran and Iraq, whose deeply

see.te.d antipathy to each other raises the. spectre of e. .modern form of 
' . ' ' ' ,: . . . 

tribal \1arfare which cares little for boundaries and for .whom the cost 
'·. . . ' . , I,. . 

mey not be in oil but the .. territorial e~ansion of one at the expense of 

the other. Whatever injury might be .visited upon oil facilities would be 

accidental,. as it were, not necessarily. del~bere.te. Its cos.t to importing 

nations. would be, no less, But it seems possible tha.t such coni'~icts, 

including Iraq and Kuwait, Bahrein, Iraq and Syria, etc.,. need no~ l?e 

considered as having the same near-certain effect upon supply of an .Arab-

Israeli exchange. 

Similarly, the use Of surrogate forces by the Soviet Union (or the 

use of them by an Arab state acting against another). need. not involve the 

destruction of key facilities; in fact, there would .probably be considerable 

restraint to see this did not happen, A coup within an Arab state would 

also not necessarily' endanger facilities and thus reduce supply; the oil 

policies of a ne11 regime might well have that effect. 

In short, if one can set aside the wild, emotional response which 

could Wreck ~ost -~ facility, ~e possibility of armed contlict. ~eatly 
ia.ffecting supplY seems less than that the political oil policies of e. key 

producer, such a~ Saudi Arabi~, might cut back on exports and th~~ be the 

~ause of ver:r considerable concer~ ove~ supply. tt is to this latter cause 

of oil shortage that our greater attention should be.given. 
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_Soviet Requirements and the Consequences-

' 
There are other· actors.: in this drama· than the states of the region; 

'most particularly, ·there is the Scviet Union~ Ho~r ma;y· :i.ts own approaching 

·need for imports' (either for its owri account or for'East·EUrope) affect 

Soviet policies and actions· in the Middle East? ¥!ill· its need$ increase 

· the probabilitY of conflict? ·. ~le· know much less about the ·extent and timing 

of Soviet needs-for im!)orted oii than::fuose who argue' for one assessment 

or another are likely to admit.· Hevertheless, 11e have to asB1lllie certain 

matters, as a matter of prudence. 

First, any Soviet leadership would be'greatly disturbed by its loss 

of energy autarchy; the implications for· strategic vulnerability would be 

assessed with great care. 

Second, the Soviets will have time within which to make their moves. 

Imported oil m~ not be a crucial need for some years to come. 

Precipitate ac'tion to secure supply would seem to be a relatively 

unattractive option at this tillie. This does not preclude the USSR taking 

advantage of the confUsion in Iran for reasons other.than the Soviet's 

anticipated. oil needs. The· point that the impo:rt:i.ng industrial l'lorld 

has managed without Iralll.an supply ( th!Ulks. in· part to sau'di Arabia) ma;y 

persuade the Kremlin that· it could ·move in Iran with less· risk than 

before. The difficulty 1'/hich the United States would have in projecting 

military power into 'the region, is alw~ey"s the unknown. But in terins of 

access to someone else's oil as distinct from improving upon the USSRis 

vantage point to influence world supply, the USSR ma;y not believe it must 

act-in a-confrontational manner for the former reason alone. 

There are three main options· open -to the USsR - each with its 

particular advantages s.b.d disadvantages: 

" 
( 1) Intensify efforts to dev~lop domestic energy: resources; limit 

the internal consumption of oil; 

(2) Forge a "special relationship" witp a produce_r _state, comparable 

to 1'/hat it m~ey" have hoped to obtain with Iraq and Libya, which would give .. . ·.•' . . . ' •' . ' '. . ' . 
. the USSR preferential access to oil (there are possibil,i ties outside the 

Middle East for 1¥1-ditional supply: Mexico, Non'l~ey"). The USSR could employ 
I • • • • 

political and economic 

aid or military_ force. 

tactics to ,!'lecure such arrangements, ~ use military 

(3) Obtain its needs from the international "market" despite the 

foreign exchange costs involved. 
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· Only Option (2) ~rould ·raise the possibility of conflict, but unless 

there was strong armed opposition-to a USSR move, damage to facilities 

would seem not to-be a primary concern. The effect- of Option (2) or (3) 

on international supply might be the same - in: either case we have to 

adjust, and/or producers have to reckon in. setting their preferred 

production rates on a certain Soviet claim for a ehare of foreign oil. 

There m;zy, therefore,- b'e less potential for actuai cOnflict ·over 

oil as a result. of ne\>/ Soviet needs unless the obtaining of supply is 

associated with.a great strategic interest (such as a.Soviet presence at 

the Hormuz Strait or keeping the United States out of Iran, etc. )• The 

chance may be slim that Soviet import needs will in thems_elves generate 

conflict. 

Relations Among Allies 

Access to oil will, as noted, profoundly affect the.relationship 

among allies as each importer seeks to obtain its no~l supply. These 

are not likely to result in conflict - except perhaps between Greece and 

Turkey. The United States may not have been among the first to acknowledge 

the extraordinaxy importance of adequate and continuous supply to allies. 

But the centrality of this matter ought to be evident by now. No European 

state,· save the-United Kingdom and NorwaY, can accept a major;· sustained 

'loss in SU:pply. However unlikely it may seem that supply could be cut 

·for more than a month by reason of concerted producers' actions, the 

appallmg consequences, if it should last longer, cause importing states 
. - -

to ·look to their energy defences, especially as they also anticipate a 

general situation of tight supply. 

The International Energy Agency, created in large part to help 

member nations _cope ~rith emergency shortfalls, is a distinct imProvement 

over its predecessor: the OECD Oil Committee. But the same lack of 

political will and discipline which enervated the Oil Committee may haunt 

the IEA if a crisis occurs. Too many of its key mambers already speak as 

if this ~rere the case, and, in suspecting, they 'rob the :rEA of its 

potential. Additionally, however, the loss in flexibility of the inter

national oil giants to "manage" sUpply. in an emergency is a riew and troubling 

factor for which there is no remedy. Nor has the IEA yet been fully 

charged to examine the steps necessaxy whereby available' oil' can be 

allocated in a general situation in which supply is inadequate without its 

cause being a producer's use of oil as a "weapon". 
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ibe IEA carmot deal with ·the propensity of importing states to try 

and ·arrange for preferential access ·to another's oil (although in a. sense 

it was created;to'help avoid the necessity of importers following the US 

. example with Saudi Arabia and Iran). ·It is the unrelenting search for 

assured :supply. which characterises so -much of the Oil strategies of France, 

Germa,ny, · Italy ·and Japan. vle have· no apparent means for coping with this 

. phenomenon, and are greatly in need of them • . ' . . ' . 

With these tendencies in mind; is there something too· facile in 

European discussions of the-need to become more involved with Arab. 

producers .as a whole, tlith the implication that something can be agreed 

to which improves upon Europe's Sllpply? · Is it the view that the CoiiDIIUllity 

can so order its oil affairs as to make unnecessary the search 'for · 

preferential arrangements by its leading importers? lofill a European 

"initiative" proceed without careful regard for the oil needs of the 

United States or Japan? Is it Europe's view that these initiatives can 

take pla:c~ and ~ot risk impairing its alliance: relationship with the 

United states? 

' Conclusion 

Conflict within the Third ~!orld is not a cause .. of major concern about 

adequate and continuous oil supply - or so this author would contend. 

Supply is most likely to be at stake in the Arab~Israeli dispute. Nor is 

armed conflict likely to be a consequence of a Soviet purSilit of oil for 

its own or Eas.tern Europe's account; but Sllpply could quickly be .a caSilalty 

if some great strategic interest were engaged - such as a projection of 

Soviet power into a position controlling Sllpply to the industrial ~rorld. 

Nor is conflict ·likely to be a feature of the competition for access to 

oil waged b;V- importing states . (with the previdusly mentioned exce~tion 
of Greece and Turkey), Competition? Yes. Divisive in 'its effects? 

· Certainly, Conflict? Improbable. 
. ' 

ibe United States, and its 1'1.1\,TO allies and Japan, are alert now to 

the stress 1dthin their relationship of their different degrees of . . ' . . ' 

. .. dependence upon. imported oil, in general and from the Middle East in 

particular, The United States relies upon imported oil to a leaser extent . \ . . 

than almost e,n;r, ()f. its allies: Norwey, the United Kingdom and Canada being 

the fortunate e;ceptiona. 
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Because·we cannot afford another spectacle of some EUropean members 

of NATO forbidding the United States overflight rights as in 1973-74, 

largely because of their genuine concern over Arab. resentment leading 

probably to lower supply, it is not~ urgent that members of NATO and 

Japan reshape their defence commitments, re-define their roles and 

responsibilities and agree as to what each expects of the other in the 

matter of defence of oil supply, especially in the Middle East and its 

approaches. In doing eo, the competition amongst them for supply might 

moderate. 

If the most likely pervasive and subversive consequences of 

competition- not conflict - will come within NATO and will include 

Japan, they could gravely impair confidence in our mutual political, 

economic, financial and military relationships. Hot'/ mey this situation 

be addressed? Only by ceasing to append to "oil" a discrete significance 

which causes its pursuit to be considered an action outside the basic 

purposes and institutions of free world alliances can the present 

disarrey be dealt ~ri th. Once oil is placed within the context of a 

nation's overall foreign policy, it will then be considered in the 

totality of that nation's relationships with others. Only three oil 

importing nations need to act in this manner - GeriDallY, Japan and the 

United States (they import one half of all oil in world trade)- to 

help alley competition amongst EUropean importers and Japanese and thereby 

moderate the race for preferential supply. 

In short, we should probably be particularly 1'/0rried about the 

corrosive effects upon our alliances of the competition amongst us for 

supply. 
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CiurSIDE ·. GUARANTEES AND . RmiONAL . sn:lURITY 
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This paper ad.dresses the likely effects of superpower security 
' guaran.tees to 'l'hird, World countries in the 1980s •. Our main focus will 

be on. the desirability of such guarantees from. t~e standpoint of over

all system and subsystem stability in the Third World. The paper is . . . . . . . ' ~ . 

intended as a "think. piece" about the .near future, .. rather than an 

extensive historical survey of past experiences •. we. shall deduce from 

the past .about the future; .our focus, however, is on. the ways to 
~ . ' ., . . 

address the problems confronting us today - problems that are likely 

to appear and reappear with greater urgency in the coming decade. 

A final introductory note concerns the definition of. the problem. 
' . . . . . . . 

The questions stated above involv~ some narrowing-down of the more 

general question of the likely effect~ of acy "outside", or "third

party'' guarantees on regional, stability. , The amendment will be 

justified later. We .will see why only the Superpowers are likely to 

meet the prerequisites of credible and effective guarantees to ~d 

World countries. However, we shall also address the desirable division 
. ,. . . - . ' . - - . . . 
~f labour between the Superpowers and other medium powers. in the 

operationalization of such guarantees. 
. . .. ~ - . 

, Our .inquiry will begin with a theoretical discussion of. the 

likely !lffeots ·of superpower guarantees; assuming that they are 

perfectly credible. We shall then proceed to qualify our propositions 

by considering.the causes and extent to which "in the real world" such 

guarantees are likely to deviate from this perfect model. ·we .shall 

then discuss the effects of such deviations on.the ability.to.attain -:. ' ._. . . ' . . . -. ' . . .. 
regional stability. through external guarantees. 
. i ·. . ... . ' . . . . 

The. Function of Guarantees 

·The texm "security guarantee" implies a foxm of politico-military 

alliance •. · Security iua.Xantees ·a.re a subset of alliance~ •. The former 
. ' . . . . . -

are distiJlot priinarily in two manners: First whereas an alliance can 

be fo~d between two or more states irrespective of the distribution 

· of po*er' between them, a guarantee implies an asyuimetry in capabilities 

between the parties. The guarantor will invariably be more powerful 

than its clients and .will sometimes beu a disproportionate part' of 

the costs of ·the alliance. This led Robert Rothstein to note that 
1'in substance, m1lltilatera:l e.llianoes like the Southeast Asia Treaty 
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Organization (SEATO) ~d the Central·TNaty Organization (CENTO) really 

constitute unilateral ~eat-power gua.2:an~ees" (Rothstein, 70:354). The 

second distinct c~teristic of guarantees is that whereas alliances 

may be both def'enaive a.lid offeneiire i1l p:ls' ~ character, a guarantee 

clearly implies a defensiVe· alliance. The guarantor promises to come 

to its client's rescue only in the event that the latter is attacked. 

Often, however, the object of the guarantee is not the inte~ity of a 

specific client state, but rather the tulfillment or a peace treaty, 

international qreement, or some other form or regional accommodation. 

(Dowty, 74.:19). In this latter case, the guarantee retains an equally 

defensive character: the guarantor appears 8.s the guardian of the 

statue quo by promising to utilize his caJilibilities against· whoe\rer is 

found in violation of the terms of the treaty, agreement, or regional 

accommodation. 

Superpower security guarantees to regional clients should increase 

regional stability and reduce the likelihood of regional·wars by both 

deterring potential viol&tors of the peace and mitigating various 

causes of regional ware. The deterrent role of guarantees' requires 

11 ttle . elaboration. From the standpOint . of the client state. the 

main purpose of the exe~ise is to combine its power with that or the 

guarantor "in order to deter actual or potential enemies~ or to defeat 

actual attacks" (Evron, 80:4). If the gUarantees are credible, regional 

rivals will have to think more than twice before attacking the client 

state. Fear that the attack will force the guarantor to intervene on 

his client' a· behalf is likely to deter the potential offender from 

embarking upon such an enterprise. Thus guarantees cars likely ·to ·have 

.a dampening effect on regional violence: many a war. which could not 

otherwise be deterred is averted because of the deterrent ·eff'ect:of' 

external guarantees. 

External guarantees ~ reduce the likelihood of' war not only by 

deterring potential viola to~ directly. but also 1li , mitigating various 

causes of' war. The latter connection requires _greater l!la,borati.on •. 

Kenneth Waltz, in a landmark .inquiry, found war to be caused primarily 

by' the ~c nature of the international system. Anarchy causes war 

due to its permissive aspect, as will as to its insecurity.,.breeding 

aspect. \faltz stressed the permissive aspect by pointing out that 

_since the international system is composed of' many soveref8n states and 

lacks a superior agent capable of' enforcing laws among them, war is 

alWays possible. ilecaus~ the condition of anarchy allows each state 

to jud8e its "~ievances and ambiti~s" according to the dictates of 

its own objective and subjective interests, "conflict, sometimes leading 
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to war, is bound. to occur" (Waltz, 54: 159) • In a state of anarchy, 
' .. . . . . . ·. ~ 

Waltz further points out, there is no automatic harmony. A state ma.y 
. . • . . - I . • - . 

use force to attain its goals "if, after assessing the prospects of 
. ' . ·. ' ' . :-

success, it values these goals more than it. values the pleasures of 

peace." Since in anarchy each state is the fina.l judge of its own 
. -. . ' - . . 

cause, any state ma.y at any time use force to implement i.ts policies, 

The injection of superpower security guarantees into Third World 
,. - . . - . . . 

. regions ca.n be expected, to .mitigate the effects of this cause of war. 

With the .introduction of such guarantees and the capabilities needed 

t~ ~e them credible, various regio~l subsystems are tJ;a.neformed 

. into lees anarchic and more hierarchic structures. :Before initiating 

a. war, a. local state has to .do more than simply "j~ its own grievances 

~ambitions." It must also take into account the desires of its 
. ' 
guarantors. Thus, Egypt in the early 70s and Syria today must ta.ke into 

account the Soviet Union 1 e reluctance to endorse a. mill tary solution 

to the Arab-Israeli conflict, Israel was unable to brillg about the 
-~--- ~ . . 

surrender of the Egyptian Third A:rar:f a:t the end of the 19.73 war 
. } . 

because the United States would not let -~er, Not surprisillgly, the . . " ' . . 

present regime in Somalia. calculates that a.cceptillg a strong km6rica.n 
~ ' ' . - . . . 

milita.r,y presence would limit her ability to pursue a military effort 

in the Oga.den (:Burt, July 17, 1980). Superpower presence leaves local 

rivals less freedom to initi&te war. ·Thus, ·from the standpoint of 

regional: etabili ty' eupe.rpower guarantees ca.n be expected to have a 

positive wa.r•limiting effect. 

The second consequence of interna.tiona.l anarchy is that states 

are in a constant state of insecurity beoa.use they fear that .war may 

be waged against them a.t any time, Fear of war confronts states with 

wha.t Johrl Herz calls a."security dilemma." {Herz, 1950), As Waltz 

points out, since in the anarchic realm any state ma.y a.t any time use 

force, "all states JI!UIIt Cl')netantly be ready either to c('unter force 

with force or to pay the CI')Ste of weakness" (Waltz, 54s159-160). 

Onoe awarded security guaran1;eee, states ca.n be expected to 

;t.'eel more secure •. Knowledge that a. Superpower would come to their 

aid if a.ttacke<J, provides them with an assurance that they will .be·· 

bet.ter able to defeat attackers. Assessillg the deterrent effect of 

the guarantee upon potential challengers has the ~her effect or 

persuading the _client state that it is less likely to be attacked •. 

As security is less. threatened, states feel lees propelled to fight 

wars with the aim or impro~ng their security: "As states. become safer, 
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international conflict diminishes dramatically'''(Van Evera, 79:4). 

Another cause ' of war has been the period!~ advantages of ~
emption, prevention and the oi'i'ence over the·. dei'en~e ~ In the absence 

of a single authority with a ~onopoly of force and capable of. prOViding 

and gUa.rS.nteeing security, each state is moved to take self-help 

measures to enhance its security. The launching of pre-e!!lptive and 

preventive wars is among subh measures. 

In turn, whether or not states will either fear pre-emption or 

decide to·embark upon such a strategy themselves is largely a function 

of the relative attractiVeness of the offence over the defence. The 

greater the advantages of offence over defence~ the more likelyare 
. ' 

states to feel insecure and'initiate offensive action~ When the defence 

has the advantage, the opposite is the case. 'I£ the defence has· 

enough of an advantage "not only will the security dilemma cease to 

inhibit status quo 'states from ·cooperating, but aggression will be · 

next to imposSible, thW! rendering· international anarchy relatively 

unimportant. If'states cannot conquer·eaoh other, .then the lack of 

sovereignty, a.lthough it presents problems of collective g~ods, rio 
•·. j 

longer forces· states to devote their primary attention to self-

preservation" (Jervis, 78:187-188). 

Local rivals will be less inclined.to preempt each.other once 

they are protected by external guarantees. Under su.ch conditions . 

pre-emption will not make much sense because even if,_ .ll: ,temporary 

advantage over the local rival is gained, one remains vulnerable to 

intervention by the latter's external guarantor. In·a similar fashion, 

superpewer security guarantees reduce the incentives for preventive war. 

Since th8 likelihood of both are a i'uncti~~ of the ·adVantage of the 

' ofi'enc"e over the defence, and sine's superpower secut:l.ty gUarantees 

essentially constitute the advantBge of "dei'en~e thro~ diplomacy" 

(Van Eivera, 79 :2), ~e odds that. either type of w"ar would bE! iru. tiated 

in a region tied by a network of effective external guarantees is much 

reduced. 

Another frequent cause of war has been the face that security is 

often mutually exclusive. The capability of other states tc:". Project 

threats also serves to provide them With security~ Hen~e, "many of the 

means by which a state tries to increase its security decrease the 

security of others. (Thus) ••• one state's gain in security often 

inadvertently threatens others" (jerVis, 71 :169-170)~ Since this is 

true· for each state from its own perspective, ·and since· all states 

resist' ariy effort to diminish their security, it is almost inevitable 

t 
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that the general quest for security often leads to war. Thus war 

beo~s more' likely to the ~xtent that security is mutually exclusive. 

As Heilry Kissinger pointed out with respect to the nineteenth century, 

$bsolute' s~~urity'for one state' implied absolute insecurity for its 

adversaries (Kissinger 73:2). Aron's view is similar: "Security 

based on strength is a mirage; if one side feels safe from attack, the 

other will feel at the mercy of the eneuw''. (Aron, 65:212). 

llecaus~ def~nsive capability can be e~ily converted to offensive . . . ~ ' . . 

capapility, the gene:l:a.l quest for security increases eB.ch particular 

state's "security· dilemma"~ To the extent "that what states do to 

increase their security is additive (e.g., if two' armoured divisl(lllS · 

provide tWice . as much security as . one does) and to the extent that 

these achievements ~ convertible (~.g.; ta:ilk: divisions ca.n have an 
,_ I " .. , . •. , .· ' .. 

offensive as well as a defensive role,) each state's quest for security 

presents its neighbours with grave threats. Since the latter are likely 

to resist such threats, the veey quest for security may lead to war • 

. Incised, when~ resources are· additive and convertible, war often 

takes place not o\rer security itself, but rather over those resources 

that add to security. As l3Rodie has pointed out, states often 

interpret "their reqUirements for security expanSively, and the objects 

sought in ita·name often become in themselves the causes of conflict" 

(Brodie,· 59:224) •. For example, "In order to protect themselves, states 

often seek to·c~ntrol, or at least to_n~utraiiz~, ·areas on their 

borders. But attempts to. establish-buffer zones can alarm others who 

-have stakes there~ who fear that undesirable precedents will be set, 

or who believe that their own VUlnerability will be increased. vlben 

buffers are sought in areas eli\pty of great powers, expansion tends to 

feed on itself in order to protect what is acquired; as was often 

noted by those who opposed colonial expansion" (Jems, 78:169)• 

Expanding one's buffer zones necessarily places· one's forces in 

greater proximity to other states' centres, thus threatening. them. 

Threatened states -take preventive action and· this may lead to war. 

External sectirity guarantees ~ decrease the odds of wa.r by 

making regional security less mutually exclusive. When a. state 1 s 

security is based on indigenous ~litaey capabilities that can have 

both defensive and offeMive 'roles, it often threatens the security of 

others." However, when its security is based instead on externa.l 

~te~s, ft does not pose such atnrea.t to others. When states are 

less dependent for their security-on their own deeds, and are ·similarly 

less affected by the deeds of their regional rivals, they become less 
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inclined to take· self-help measures to improve their security. The 

odds that wars will be fought over resources tha..t may add. to security 

are hence lower in a region whose states base their aaf'ety on external 

gus.rantees. War caused by attempts to escape the "security dilemma" are 

thus less likely to occur. 

A final cause llf war mitigated by. external security. guarantees is 

the effect of optimistic misperceptions. Within the realm of systemic 

pessimism injected by the anarchic nature of the international system, 

states are. often driven to momentary optimistic mispercieptiona of tll.e 

distribution of power. They may perceive what seems to be an opportunity 

to increase their security by expansion or defeat of the ~neuQr and rush 
' . - . . . ·, . 

to exploit it before the distribution alters to their disadvantage. Thus 

many preemptive or preventive wars are.the outcomes of momentary 

miscalculations of the distribution of power. 

Formal and perfectly credible external guarantees lower the odds 

of war by reducing the likelihood that the behaviour of third parties 

will be optimistically misperceived. As the obligations of the external 

powers are stipulated in the terms of the_ guarantees, there is less room 

for imagination as to what they are likely to do or avoid doing in the 

event that war erupts. The likelihood that one regional rival will 

attack the other, basing hie expectations of victory on the assessment 

that his victim's allies would not become involved, is far lower when 

the defensive alliance is formalized and well-publicized. 

The stabilizing effect of reduced uncertainty through the formalization 

of external obligations is felt far beyond the· regions and states to 

which these obligations apply. .Reduced c;dds that external powers' . 

behaviour in different regions be misper!)eived. is beneficial also from 

the standpoint of great-power relations·, and.hence, from·that of the 

entire international system. . An external power may move to affect 

outcomes in a. region under the assumption that. other external powers 

would not be significantly affected and would therefore refrain from 

intervening. The assumption may turn out to be mistaken, leading to a 

direct clash between the great powers over regional outcomes. Indeed, 

this may occur even if the power conducting the in1 tial intervention 

has onl;y limited interests in the region and would have avoided 

intervening if_it had calculated beforehand that its interventi~n 

would lead others to intervene as well. Thus, an unintended confrontation 

between the powers, with possible adverse consequences throughout the 

International syst~m, may. occur despite both powers' beet wishes. When. 

sufficient. uncertainty ~urrounds their regional interests and obligations, 
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a bloody great-power feud may reeult from their respective roles in 

distant and relatively unimportant :regions. In our own era, when 

suoh feuds may theoretically escalate to the unleashing of areenals of 

unlimited destructive capabilities, it becomes imperative that miscal

culations of this type be avoided. When· external obligationS are 

formalized, thus delineating clearly the regional responsibilities and 

interests of the external powers, the odds· of such miscalcUlations· 

occurring are significantly :reduced.· 

The discussion so far . has revel ved. around th~ theoretical role of 

external gu8:rantees in maintaining regia~ security. Howeve;, juat as . . 
important is their role in achieving peace. Security guarantees may be 

more important as bargaining chips in the negotiations leading to 

regional accommodations than in maintaining regional stability once 

such accommodations are rea"ched. As external guarantees make states · 

feel more secure and hence less in need ·of initiating war to improve 

their .security, they also make states more forthcoming in the establishment 

of the initial state·of peace.: By providing states with alternative modes 

of security, external guarantees may allow for greater flexibility on 

issues that require compromise for-regional accommodation to _be. reached. 

For example, since 1967, external·guarantees of Israel's security have 

often been proposed as an alternative to the security provided by the 

occupiedterritories as buffers (Evron, 80:4, 6). Indeed, it was in 

the process· of negotiating the. Israeli-Egyptian Peace Treaty and in· 

order to propel Israel's withdrawal from its southern buffer (Sinai} 

that the United States agreed. to provide her client with a quasi-

guarantee in .the form of "The American-Israeli Memorandum· of Agreement" 

of l'la.rch .1979. The Memorandum does not include an una.inbiguous under«

ta.king to actually intervene militarily in case of an attack on· 

Israel, as is included. in other defence treaties. However,' it does 

refer obliquely to. such a possibility in the statement that "• •• if a 

violation of the Treaty. of Peace is deemed to threaten the security of 

Israel •• ~ the United States will be prepared to consider, on an ur~nt 

basis, such measures as the . strengthening of the United States presence . . - - . 

in the. area, the providing. of emergency supplies to Israel, and the 
' . ' 

exercise of mar! time rights in order. t_o put an end to the violation" 

(Evron, 80:}1). As such, the .Memorandum may s~rve as a possible model 

for superpower guarantees in the 1980s •. 
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The Reality of Guaranties 

Ths preceeding analysis mtJ.Y lead one to conclude that superpower 

security guarantees to Third World regions are highly desirable. Such 

a c_onclusion, however, would be premature. VerT rarely do external 

guarantees -conform to our theoretical assumption of perfect reliability 

and credibility. "There is· only one chalice in .three that the .protector 

will come to the aid of --its ally in wartime, and then .only at the 

discretioiJ.of the protector"·(Pelcovits,-76:21). More often than not, 

outside guarantees fall short of expectations, -thus leaving both 

guarantor a,nd clients extremely discontented. The !JhortcQJDings of 

external guarantees "in the real world" .will be examined with special 
. . . ., . . . . . ' . . . 

emphasis on those that may plague superpower guarantees in the 1980s. . . . . . . . . ' . . 

The deterrent . effect . of superpower guarantees is a 'function of · 

their credipility. The threa,t to interve~:Je in the event that the client 

is attacked must be perceived $8 credible it_. a client's local rival .. or 

another external pawer is to be deterred from attacking. Ths 

credibility of guarantees, in turn, is a function pf the guarantor's. 

capability and.will. I£ the guarantee is to provide effective 

deterrence by either denial or punishment, the. -guarantor must be able . 

. · to muster the forces required. to punish the: violator or deny him his 

objectives. In other. words,- the guarantor must either be able to 

station sufficient forces in whatever regions .or states are placed 

under his security umbrella, or he muilt. have impressive "force 

projection capabilities''. Intentions are no less important. The 

guarantor mUi'lt demonstrate not. only that he is capable or effective 

denial and punishment, but also that he is willing to bear· the costs 

and. consequences of fulfilling his obliga.tions. or course, intentions 

and the availability or appropriate inatruments interact. The 

acquisition of·. tools for effective action signals intentions; the · · 

two reinfo1'9e each other to produce credibility.-

, Why has the real.i ty. of external ~tees so often fallen short 

of expectations? Why h&ve they turned out so frequentiy to lack 

credibility?: There are a number of reasons for such periodic disap.. 

pointments: First, not always are exterrial guarantees backed up with 

the capabilities required' to make them credible. Aian Dowty stresses 

that in ~ c$Ses or guarantees- that failed to meet expectations 

"the weli.kness of the guarantor as against the threatening state was the 
cause of failure" (Dowty, 74:13) •. This problem hS.s always plagued the 

credibility of big pawere' guarantees against possible aggressive action 

by other big powers. However, the Superpowers now face unprecedented 



problems. in trying to meet threats ·presented by their clients' local 

rivals as well. Only a .. century ago, some regions 'of the world were 

sufficiently unarmed that the .mere appearance of a foreign gunboat 

could tip the local balance decisively, This is no longer the case, 

States in various .regions are now armed to their teeth. Therefore, 

a guarantor's attempt to intervene against a client's local rival, let 

. ·-alone an· attempt to halt an attack by another power, requires that 

the guarantor be able to project enormous forces over a ·great distance, 

For example, an American effort to intervene against an Iraqi attack 

on Saudi Arabia now requires that the potent armed forces of rcaq 

be countered, ,The latter comprise 12 ground forces divisions, of which 

four. are armoured divisions and two are mechanized, They include 2,200 

tanks, of which 1,000 are of very high quality; 2 1 500 armoured personnel 

carriers; 1,700 pieces of artillery; 12 surface-to-surface ('Scud') 

missile· launchers; 450 combat aircraft; 40 attack helicopters; 185 

transport helicopters; and a Navy consisting of 31 ships, of which 26 

are missile or torpedo boats (Raviv, 79:15-16), Likewise, an American 

guarantee to Somalia would require that American forces be capable of 

confronting the armed forces of Ethiopia which now comprise 14 infantry 
' 

divisions, including 12 tank battalions; two paratroop brigades; and 
' ' ' 

30 artillery battalions, These units utilize over 700 tanks, over 600 

armoured personnel carriers, hundreds or. artillery pieces, anti-tank 

and anti-air defi;mce systems, etc, (IISS, 79:49-50), Far more than a 

gunboat would now be needed in order to tip a local balance, Moreover, 

the high attrition rates involved in current weapon technology is 

likely to present a particular strain· on the long logistics tail of the 

intervening guarantor, As modern forceshhave become increasingly dependent 

upon logistics, the vulnerability of the guarantor multiplies, In addition, 

the modern battle-field iii armour intensive, Consequently, the guarantor's 

· intei'vention requires the transport of extremely heavy equipment, The 

difficulties of effective force projection are thus multiplied, The 

credibility of the guarantor is significantly affected if he is unable 

to meet the demands of a modern battle ~onducted in distant lands, The 

ability to stabilize various regions with credible external guarantees 

is thus reduced, 

The prognosis in this sphere for cr~dible American guarantees in 

the early 1980s· is not encouraging, After many dela;ys, the United States 

seems to have finally launched the construction of a 100,00Q...man Rapid 

Depioyment For~e (Newswe~k, July 14, 1980), However, it remains to be 

seen what precise composition this force will assume, The American Navy, 

neglected for many years, now finds itself unable to sustain a large-scale 
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t:ran!JliC)rt operation of the kind required for intervent"ion in distant regions 

It lacks over-all toiillaBS and is short on manpower (Schiff, July 25, 1980). 

In addition, it remains to be seen whether the R.D.F. 1s order-of-battle 

will be suited for armour-intensive warfare. Currently, American carrier 

air power is not configured with anti-tank weapons. Anti-ermour. ordnance 

must become standard .Navy and Marine equipment if intervention forces are 

to i'uli'ill their expected role. In 1971. America's quick intervention forces, 

the Marine Division as well as the 82nd Airborne Division, were still entireJ.¥ 

lacking in tanks, A.P.C.s, and heavy artillery (Nunn, 78:12). As such, they· 

were unsuitable for the kind of amour-intensive battle one could expect in 

various regions. Since 1978, some steps have been taken to remedy this 

deficiency, but not enough. It is not expected that before the second hali' 

of the 1980s America will be able to project a. mechanized division into the 

Guli' within one week (Newsweek, July 14, 1980). Until her capabilities 

correspond more closely to the expected threats, the credibility of America's 

guarantees is likely to suffer. 

A second problem that has often pla.gu.ed the credibility of guarantees is 

that of will. Guarantors have not always demonstrated the necessary will

ingness to bear the costs involved in i'uli'illing their obligations under 

various treaties of guarantees. Consequently, their threats were not 

believed and the guarantees failed in both their deterrent and denial roles. 

The problem of establishing credibility through the demonstration of 

will_has two facets. The first is related to capabilities. The development 

of capabilities that closely correspond to the requirements of a guarantee 

signals an intention to meet its obligations. Thus, an American base in 

Oman will clearly signal an intention to fuli'ill a. possible_gua.rantee of 

free navigation through the Strait of Hormuz. The connection between . 
capabilities and will ma.y also take on a more general character. The over

all willingness to invest in developing capabilities is an over-a.llindicator 

of will. Thus, for example, the current opposition within the United States 

to support ~ beyond registration for possible conscription and the 

unwillingness of all three presidential candidates to support a general 

draft may very well be read by potential challengers, as indicating a general 

lack of will to bear the costs of obligations abroad,_ Thus,_ its effects on 

America's capabilities notwithstanding, the lack of enthusiasm for the 

reinstitution of the draft is likely to adversely a.i'feot the credibility of 

American guarantees. 

In democracies, will can be measured by opinion polls which, in turn, 
can be either ignored or over-interpreted, Consider the data relevant to a 

possible American guarantee to Israel. N,A. Pelcovits reports that "Opinion 

surveys since the Yom Kippur War reveal that the American public strongly 
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opposes any commitment that risks direct American troop involvement in the 

Middie East. Harris Poil data for Spring 1975 show that while more than 

half of the public supports· arms aid to Israel, oiuy half that number is 

pre'pared to send troops .to save Israel, even if she appears in ~r of 

destruction. Only twelve percent of Gallop Poll respondents favoured 

sending troops :i.n such circumstances" (Pelcovits, 76:28). 

Will should also be communicated by diplomacy. The guarantor must tell 

potential cha.ller~gSrs what he considers important, and what not. The United 

States was apparently willirlg to tolerat~ Soviet direct or indirect advance

ments in Angola, Ethiopia., and South Yemen, and to observe passively the 

downfall of the Shah of .Iran. It was not willing similarly to tolerate a. 

direct and overt Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. However, if the Soviets were 

to be deterred from this invasion, America should have clearly communicated to 

. them by diplomacy that she considers an overt invasion fundamentally different . . ' . . . 

from indirect Soviet advancement. Likewise, guarantees require constant 

attention. They are unlikely to. deter cha.],ler~gSrs simply by being there. The 

continued commitment to carry out obliga.tion.s.must be. constantly collllllimicated 

to potential challengers if the latter are. to be deterred. 

A third problem that often plagues the· credibility of guarantees is over

commitment. No power is likely ·to have either the capability or the will to 

meet obligations everywhere. By declaring all regions as vital, even a 

Superpower. faces the problem of spreading its capabilities and will too thin. 

The ability to fulfill obligations suffers, and consequently, so does the 

credibility of guarantees. Many Europeans !>bjected to America's involvement 

in Vietnam for fear that it might weaken her abili.ty. to re.act to threats in 
-· , , • L ~-

Europe. Indeed, when Egypt's President Nasser blockad:ed the Straits of Tira.n 

(Sharm el-Sheikh) in May 1967, America's. involvement in Southeast Asia 

p~d some role in weakening her ability and will to fulfill her pledge to 

Israel, of February, 1957, "to exercise the right of free and innocent 

passage" in Sharm el-Sheikh (Pelcovits, 76:14) •. The American "guarantee" 

turned out to lack credibility and Is~l was forced. to take self-help 

measures. Every power must determine its priorities and act in accordance 

with them. In some regions, guarantees will not be credible because others 

)~fill judge that the region is of insufficient impcrtanoe to the guarantor 

and will expect him to ignore the obligations he assumed. Consequently, 

it should not be expected that superpower guara.ntees.oou1d stabilize all 

regions, but rather - if at all - only those regions that are of sufficient 

importance to them. Only in the latter instance are the powers likely to 

'support their gu&rantees with sufficient will. 
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·A fc11rth problem involves the nature of the challenges to regional 

stability. External guarantees often fail to secure regional stabiiity 

when the threats to stability are a regional rival or domes.tio upheavals 

among the region's states, A Superpower is less likely to be concerned 

about regional outcomes if they do not affect the global balance, Conversely, 

if a rival Superpower attacks the guarantor's local client in an attempt 

to affect the regional balance to its benefit, the guarantor is likely to 

fulfill hi_s obligations, Indeed, most big power guarantees were awarded 

for precisely such contingencies, Fully 87 of the 104 oases of great 

power guarantees since 1815, exSmined by Alan Dowty, were directed at 

Great Powers; in only 17 oases was the guarantee aimed at a local rival 

(Dowty, 74:17), A Superp'ower may also make good on guarantees aimed at 

a local :rival, but this will occur only if the latter is perceived to be 

closely associated with the rival Superpower or as posing a direct threat 

to the guarantor's interests. An example of the fanner occurred in 1950 

when the United States identified North Korea with the Soviet Union and 

China, The ineffectiveness of superpower guarantees when the local 

violator is neither associated with thS rival superpower nor perceived as 

a direct threat to the guarantor's interests results from the likely lack 

of will. The odds are that, under such circumstances, the guarantor will 

be unwilling to bear the costs involved in meeting his obligations, Even 

greater reluctance can be expected in cases in which both the local client 

and the local violator are closely associated with the guarantor. In such 

oases, the latter will do his best to avoid difficult choices. 

The ineffectiveness of external guarantees a6ai~st d~mestic SOUrceS of 

instability is likely to result fr0m la.ck of capabilittes, not of will. 

F?r example, the United States probably does not lack the will to prevent 

realization of domestic threats· to the present regime in Saudi Arabia. 

However, it capability tf) a.ct efficiently to meet such threats is probably 

quite limited, In such cases, the question ~f timing is crucial, If the 

guarantor waits too long, intervention becomes either impractical or too 

expensive. America's behavioUr in the case cf Iran is a case in point. 

Once domestic rivals establish themselves fixmly in command, external 

intervention involves prohibitive costs, However, proper understanding 

as to when external intervention might be effective requires accurate 

"real. time" intelligence regarding the domestic scenes iil distant regions. 

Neither the Soviet ·union in the case of Egypt, nor the United States in 

the case ·of Iran, has demonstrated .tinpressive capabilities in this sphere. 

The preceding analysis constitutes. a mixed blessing for the future. 

The United States is unlikely to provide effective guarantees against dcmestic 

instabilities in client states. However, once fcrmally awarded, American 
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guarantees against Soviet direct attacks are likely to stabilize regions in 

which the possibility or such attacks may be relevant, This is particularly 

the case it American vital interests are involved in that region, The 

Persian Gulf is a case in point, Conversely, external guarantees are unlikely 

. to stabilize regions in which the interests of the Superpowers are more 

limited, such as in central Africa, At the s~e time, even in regions that 

are of considerable importance,. American guarantees are unlikely to be 

credible if the local offenders are sufficiently dissociated· from the 

Soviet Union. As relations between EQpt and the United States improve, 

the credibility er American guarantees to Israel against EQptian violations 

. or the 1979 .. peace treaty will diminish, Should Iraq dissociate herself from 

the Soviet Unil)n, America may become. somewhat less likely to respond to 

Iraqi aoti vi ties in the Gulf • Likewise, American guarantees to Pakistan 

are likely to be effective against the Soviet Union, but not against India 

(Hale and Bharier, 72:220), 

A fifth problem likely to interfere with the effectiveness of guarantees 

involves the ·possible ·existence oi OQIIIPeting superpower interests, Guarantees 

are designed to make local clients secure, ThUs, various activities designed 

t~ enhance·the client's power are consistent with the purpose of the guarantee. 

However, some of the Superpowers'. other foreign policy goals may require quite 

the opppsite, One such competing interest involves the ccmtrol of nuclear 

proliferation, Efforts tQ halt proliferation may propel the guarantor to 

punish local clients who attempt to develop indigenous nuclear capabilities, 

These ·may take the form of bans on military and economic aid, However, 

such bans contradict the purposes of security guarantees by making the client 

less· secure, In addition, the ban may be dangerously misread by p~tential 

challengers, The guarantor's willingness to permit the deterioration of . .. . . ' . . 

his relations with .the client may be read by others to indicate a loss of . . . . . . 
. interest in the region, They may conclude that they can conduct aggression 

. with fairly high odds that the guarantor will not react, Thus, it would 

not be unreasonable to suggest that the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan may 

have had something to do with America's decision to ban all military and 

economic aid to Pakistan. The ban was imposed in April 1979 when Pakistan 

was discovered to have acquired a 'uranium enrichment plant,· America's 

willingness to permit her relationship with.Pakistan to deteriorate over the 

nuclear issue may have been read by s~viet analysts to indicate that America 

· has lost interest iii that region, and consequently, is unlikely to respond 

vigorously to Soviet aggressi'l;e acts there, Thus, the goals embodied in 

superpawer guarantees may collide''with other foreign policy goals to the 

extent that the latter may seriously damage the effectiveness or the 

guarantees. 
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An additional cause of diminished credibility involves the nature of 

_the guarantor/a, The odds are that joint bilateral and multilateral 

guarantees will not be-effective, Bilateral guarantees, such as those 

that could be provided by the two Superpowers in concert, .would lack 

credibility for two reasons: First, their functioning would depend not 

only on an enduring superpower consensus to the effect that cooperation 

between them on regional affairs is preferable to confrontation, but also 

· on __ an enduring cnmmon perception and interpretation of regional. events, If 

the former condition is not.met, cooperation between the powers will not 

survive in the face of their conflicting interests; if the latter condition 

is not met, the guarantees will be meaningless because the-guarantors will 

never .be able to agree that a. situation· warrants the. activation of the 

guarantee,· Furthermore, the .coordinatinn and consUltation mechanisms that 

joint bilateral guarantees ·.require would make. their fulfillment a slow and 

inefficient process, Each gua.rantnr would retain a. veto-power nver the 

other's decision to meet its obligations. Such a. system can neither be . . 
effective in time_ of need, nor inspire credibility in times of tranquility, 

A second reason wny-joint bilateral guarantees would be unreliable is 

that Great Powers demonstrate the requisite will for the fulfillment of 

guarantees only when they confront one another, Big Powers' interests in 

various regions are likely to be a. function of the extent to which developments 

there threaten to affect the global distribution of power, Regions that 

are important enough for events there to affect the global balance are likely 

to be arenas of big-power competition and conflict, not cooperation. The 

stakes in such regions would be very high and each power would fear that 

cooperation could result in a relatively greater gain for the other power/s. 

Only in regions that are of secondary importance are the big powers 

likely to cooperate to the point of awarding joint gtiara.ntees, However, in 

suchregions the reliability of the guarantee shoul.d be held suspect because 

the Superpowers are less likely to bear the costs of meeting obligations in 

regions that are' relati~ely unimportant, 

Multilateral guarantees such as those that .could be provided ~y_the 

United Nat.ions. are even less reliable, As Aharon Klieman has point~;d out, 

"a broad international framework of guarantees is objectionable oh_ two 

counts. It would be too unwieldy an instrument; and it fails to. take into 

account _the shortcomings of the U,N, organization. The U,N,, like its 

League of Nations prede_cessor, is too cumbersome to offer aid rapidly, 

It lacks coercive machinery; its process of decision-making is de-centraliz_ed 

and is also subject to great power rivalry ••• " (Klieman, 76:11), The 

e~llective will of a body as diffuse as the United Nations can hardly provide 
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reliable guarantees"~ · A body both lacking in capabilities and imstable in 

·its collective intentions cannot serve as an effectiVe guarantor. Thus, only 

.Unilateral guarantees m&¥ hold the hope of. providing credible sectirity. 

In order to secure Westem interests world-wide in the ~uture, s~curity 
guarantees woUld have to be provided principiuly by the United States. 

Guarantees provided instead by Europeans are unlikely to be credible. If 

they are provided jointly by a number Of Westem' European powers; they are 

likely to be 'plagued with the' problems normally affecting multilateral 

guarantees. In addition·; sUcili Buara.ntees woUld. probably reqUire that NATO be 

somehow 'involved in ass1lllling responsibilities beyond the Europaan theatre -

·an 1iillikely prospect. Individual European nations are unlikely to provide 

ef:fective guarantees because they are increasingly'vulnerable to Soviet 

. pressure, .. as well as to pressure exerted by oil-producing countries. 

Therefore, cli,ent states that are threatened either by the Soviet Union 

(directly or by proxy) or by the ,armed forces of a major oil .producer, woUld 

not be.able to re;Ly on European guarantees. 

· The preceding comments are not meant to imply that European nations 

should have no· role in providing security guarantees. On the contrary, it 

is· difficUlt to believe that the United States woUld forever be willing to 

shoUlder all of the costs of securing Western interests in the Third World 

'·through guarantees or otherwise; The guarantor shoUld continue to be the 

·least vulnerable unitary actor, i.e., the United-States. However, the 

European nations woUld have to play a gxeater·role in both funds and labor. 

,.otherwise, Alilericans woUld increasingly come to believe that Europe is 

getting a "free ride", a perception that may lead the US to abandon her 

responsibilities abroad li.nd retreat to "Fortress America". 

The Consequences of Guarantees 

The deficient credibility of external guarantees also affects their 

capacity to mitigate. various causes of war. Due to this deficiency, . 

guarantees woUld not diminish Third World conflict to the .. extent that 

our. theor.etical analysis has led us to expect. 

First,with respect to mitigating the effects of regional an8rchy: 

Increased limitations on the ability of the big powers to tip local' balances 

· rapidly, affect their political influence. :Being increasingly armed them

selves, clients more frequently feel that they can ignore the expressed 

desires of ;their prime contributors and guarantors. In 1973 Syria ignored 

Soviet dista13te for a military solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict, and 

in .1976 .she ignored .an explicit Soviet request -a plea by Gromyko, who 

made a special trip to Damascus for ;that purpose - that Syria avoid 

intervention in the Lebanon. For some time now, Israel has ignored clearly 
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communicated American, preferences on .the questions. of the Lebanon, the 

Palestinians, Jerusalem, and Jewish se.ttlements· in the West :Bank and- the 

Gaza .Strip., The guarantor's ability to control his clients is more limited 

today, and so is his ability. to prevent his clients from waging war against 
~- . . . ~ ' . . . . - ' 

()ne~ another. As a result, the peaceful_ effects of external guarantees are 

limited. 

Similarly, the :gWj.rantees· have only a moderate impaoe on the insecurity

_breeding aspect of international. anarchy. Since, under a .variety of 

circumstances,.external guarantees are likely_ to be incredible, tl:ley do 

not provide a solution to .the local clients' .. ,"security dilemma". Consequently, 
' ~ 

. these clients .would need to take self-l:lelp .measures, including the initiation 

of war, to increase their chanc;es of survival. 

The incentive to wage pre-emptive war 'would be lower for local rivals 

tied by a network of :external guarantees, but would be higher for the 

guarantors themselvss. Consider, for example 0 possible US gU&rantees to 

the Gulf. America's deficient 'force ·projection capabilities is leading 

her .to develop a pre-emptive-tripwire .strategy •. Should the initiation of a 

Soviet move towards the. oilfields be detected,. token American forces are 

to be flown in. Their. !Jurvoae would be "getting there firstest with the 

leastest", thus forcing the Soviets to decide whether tl:leir goals are 

worth the risks involved in a direct a.xmed cJ.a sl~. with the. United States 

(Newsweek,July 14, 1980). Irrespec:oive of whcther.or not the strategy 

could succeed, it is bound to introduce a consiua;.:aqle degree of instability. 

The temptation on both sides to pre-empt each other would be enorm0us. :Both 

sides are likely to lean towards. worst-.case analysis: ambiguous changes in 

Soviet disposition of forces along its southern border might be misinter

preted by the CIA to indicate a coming invasion; this, in turn, might lead 

to a. pre-emptive launching of the Rapid Deployment Forcei the Soviets would 

then be forced· to counter th~· AriiEirican interveritlon by moVing southward; 

both parties' 'capacities to avoid a direct clash wotiJ.d be stretched to the 

limits. Thus,· instead of enhancing regional stability by reducing the 

local rivals' incentives to pre-empt, thegua.ra.ritor's weak "force projection 

capabilities" might lead them to employ a pre-emptive strategy of their 

own, thereby causing a possibly fatal level of regional instability. 

Deficiencies in the credibility of external Su&rantees are also likely 

to affect the odds that regional "ware through misunderstanding" will 

occur. Credible guarantees reduce the odds of such wars by mak!ng it less 

likely that third-party behaviour will be mis-asseseed. Hoi.re'Ver, guarantees 

that lack credibility become insufficient indicators of what the guarantors 

are likely to do in the event tr.at clients are attacked. trndsr such 

conditions, local ·rivals as well as the opposing SuperPower may· calculate 
' 
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that the guarantor will avoid implementing the guarantee. The calculation 

.may well. turn out to 'tle in error, but meanwhile, war will have already been 

initiated. 

However, the }.ireceding analysis should not lead one to despair with 

respect to the desirability of superpower guarantees~ Despite their 

somewhat deficient credibill ty, such guarantees do have a significant· . 

deterrent effect upon potential violators of the peace, Neither is 

the1r effect in mitigating various causes of war inconsequential. · Finally, 

external guarantees can play a significant role in· negotiating regional 

accommod.S.tions: when offered: as alternative' sources of security, guarantees 

may allow local rivals to be more flexible on other issues involving 

their national def~mce. 

· Beyond these justifications, there is an additional compelling reason 
to support the awarding of superpower. guarantees in the early 1980s, For 

some time now, the 'Superpowers have demonstrated an increasing inability 

to read correctly each ·other's foreign and defence policy. The fault lies 

less in Moscow than in Washington. The Carter Administration seems to have 

established a record for inconsistent conduct in foreign affairs, This 

was demonstrated in its treatment of various issues such as the US defence 

budget, the deployment of the "Neutron Bomb", the pursuit of "Human Rights" 

abroad, the proliferation of nuclear capabilities to India, Pakistan and 

elsewhere, the Soviet "brigade" in Cuba, the downfall of the Shah of Iran, 

the "hostage" crisis, and, finally, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, 

When one Superpower demonstrates a continuous inability to establish its 

OWil priorities, the other is bound to find it difficult to "read" these 

altering priorities correctly, The result is that the Soviets are 

increasingly incapable of predicting what America's next move may be. 

In the nuclear era, the Superpowers' inability to "read" each other's 

foreign and defence policy may have detrimental consequences, not only 

for the powers themselves, but for innocent Third World bystanders as 

well, The era is characterized by extremely low odds of a premeditated 

direct clash between the nuclear powers. However, a nuclear confrontation 

may well develop through an unintended escalation of conflicts in 

"grey areas". If the big powers are increasingly unable to predict each 
other's moves, there is a chance that one of them will base its initiation 

of regional activities on the mistaken assessment that the other power will 

not react. The opposing Superpower may, in turn, react forcefully, thereby, 

throwing both powers into a spiral of reactions and counter-actions. The 

process may have frightening consequences. 
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A decision on the Part of both Superpowers to grant ·security guarantees. 

in various parte of the Third World may seem an anachronism. · It would 

· .iinply the ·establishment of: fairly static "spheres of influence" and would 

therefore be reminiscent of the Cold War. On the other hand, a major 

decision to aWard such guarantees would force: both powers to establish 

their priorities, and, once established, to·communicate them to each other. 
. ' . 

In effect, the powers will be induced to: conduct a !Ull-scale strategic 

dialogue . between them·. This would increase their ability. to read each 

other's intentions and preferences and would reduce the odds that they 

would clash unintentionally. Since, for the moment, the subject of SALT 

cannot provide a focus for a Superpower dialogue,· it becomes particularly 

·important that an alternative focus for such a dialogue is provided. An 

ef.fort by both Superp'owers to redefine their responsibilities in the 

Third World - for themselves and for each other - may provide a useful 

alternative focus for this much needed dialogue. 

.. 
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The reduction to acceptable li.mi ts of the. uncertainties inherent in 

continuing reliance upon Gulf oil to meet minimal Western .and Japanese require

ments is a clear need. The best means of meeting this need are by no means so 

clear. Options under study include mili ta.r,y' action. This paper now looks at 

the military option, chiefly in respect of the. Middle East. That area, however, 

is not the only one of' interest in the study of' military possibilities and some 

reference will be made to others. 

Though this paper was drawn to a requirement to study mili ta;cy means it 

cannot be too strongly emphasised that military action can never be rationally 

undertaken except .to identifiable political ends and in an environment in tibich 

political factors are of paramount importance. The world has paid dearly for 

adherence up to the end of' Vorld lvar II to the view. then dominant in the major 

partner of' the lrlestern Allianc~, that :wars are to be won by the military, to 

tm<ise interests all else must be subordinate, and the resultant situation 

handed over to the politicians f'or resolution. At the cost of negligible 

casualties the Allies could easily have been izi Berlin and Pr88Ue before the 

Russians (a Presidential ruling was that Eisenhower must stop on the Elbe and 

Patton a d~1 s march from Prague and let the Russians in firet, since this 

.. trould bring the fighting in Europe to. the earliest end at minimal cost) tihile 

.. Al.e;xsnder in Italy, with .rather. more fighting, could. have been in Vienna 

before the Russians if'. his forces had not been bled for a virtually. worthless . . ' . . . ' - . . 
operation on the P~viera • .; . . 

·p!nc illae ladrimae, and much else besidesJ 

' ' ft Would now be difficult to imagine a.situation in which the possible 

military options are more highly charged with politicai complexities than 

that otu•rently pNvalling fu the Persian Gulf • . 
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I. THE GENERA.L ASPECT 

Oil as a Source o£ Enew . 

'lhe importance o£ oil as a source .o£ energy- £or the United States, Western 

Europe and Japan is shown~ ill-the fo11ciw:llli table. 

United ~le stern 
1977 -States Europe Janan 

Oil as percent of 
total energy- consumed 47 55 7~ 

Percent o£ oil imported 49 96 100 

Percent of oil imported 
£rom Persian Gulf ~4 61 72 

Persian Gulf-. oil as percent ~: 

to total energy consumed 8 ~2 5~ ( 1) 
. 

It will be seen :that nearly half o£ all energy consumed in the United 

States comes f'rom oil. Fifty percent· of this is imported and one-third of the 

whole (eight percent of the tot~l energy- consumed) is brought f'rom the Persian 

Gull. 'lhe European need for petroleum from the Middle _East is even more pro

nounced. Most of uhat is consumed in Europe comes £rom there. _ Japan and . . 
other industrial centres of East Asia depend more heavily still upon the same 

source. S~viet Russi~ currently ;roduces a surplus but in the later eighties 

she is quite likelY to join the customers for Middle East oil. 

US Wbreat Analysis 

In his State o£ the Union speech on 2~ January 1980 President Carter 

declared that the United States would be prepared to use £ores if necessary to 

protect its vital interests, including the- supply of petroleum. 'lhe so-called 

Carter doctrine (which- was backed by the President 1 s Chief Security Adviser) 

identi£ied the greatest threat to peace in Southwest Aoia, and· thus to the oil 

flow, as Soviet military ~dventurism• On 28 January~1980 Secretary _o£ Defense 

Brown produced a variant. He saw a greater and possibly more realistic danger 
. . - . - - - . 

in regional turbulence. ~Jhether the USSR was likely to intervene or not, "the 

~eat of violence and. the us~. of force remain widespread. 11 (
2 ) Ac~o;ding to 

this argument the USSR will "certainly foment, and ~ even cause, destabilis

ation in the area generally but is unlikely to undertake direct military 

intervention in the Gull if this would lead to a major military conf'rontation 

with the United States. 

( 1) "Petroleum imports from the Persian Gull; use of US armed force to ensure 
supplies". Issue Brief No. 1B 79046, last updated 8 Jan. 1980. Authors: 
John M. Collins and Clyde R. Hark, page 2. 

(2) Brown, quoted Klare, 'lhe Nation, 8 Iwch 1980. 
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Til.ss reported- Geor&r Arbatav as ·saying on·7 April 1980 ''••. despite the 

'pi!hic-mongeri.ng allegations o£ US propaganda, no one will see -Sov-iet tanks and 

soldiers on the shores o:r the Persian Gul:t: er other warm seas", !this oan be 

- · taken with .a pinch o:f salt, A:t:ter all, the Pi>RY took in the gre~ter part o:f a 

Soviet division air-li:fted there ill 1978, Nonetheless it can probably be 

.. -. 

, < apcepted, th~t smong _possible threats to stabil4.ty in the Persian Guli' area 

d;J.rect-Russian military intervention is- not the most likely, 

· 'llPes ·o:r !threat 

·!the maini~e ~d duration o:f Jrllitary operations to secure the oil :t:lo~r, 
- wherever these might take place, -and the size and natUre o:f the :forces necessary 

to undertake thsm would. depend upbn, smong other considerations, the choice o:f 

areas Within which they I{OUld be carried out and the types O:f threat 11hich 

- _~rould be thought to make them necessary •. --- ' ' -.. - .. 

!!hree types o:f threat are distingilishablei domestic disorder; blockade; 

and intrusion (1mether by an independent local pen·rer, by a· Soviet pro:x;y or by 

the Sov-iet Union ·itself).- Under the llrowli variant o:r the Carter doctrine the 

last would probably be considered the least likely. 

ulu.ted States policy, logically en~, aqcep-t;s that rapid reaqtion 

. :roi'ces mai be used to deter action by ~there and not merely to respond to it. . . . . 
In ~cember 1979 Brzezinski referred, in a 'little _noticed address to the 

· Chicago Economic Club, to the desirability o:t: being able to respond "quickly, 
' . . ' . . 

ef:fectively and~ preemptive].y" (11\Y' emphasis). 

Choice o:f Objective Area 

In choosing an axea o:t: operations it would :first be_ necessary very- clearly 

to specify the requirement. !!his can be identi:t:ied in :four_ degrees, 

1. 

2. 

To supply United States needs alone, 

To eupply United States needs plus -those_ o:t: Japen. 
. f . -· . 

To silppJY United States needs plus those o:f lii'ATO allies. 

To supply Unit~d States needs plus ~ose o:t: lii'ATO allies and Japan. 

In_ order to supply US needs' alone, 1fi thout regaxd to those o:f Japan or 

allies, there are several options open to_ the us, by no means all o:r 1mich 

concern the Persian Gulf. 

_ Venezu~la, (Ma.rMaibo) and Nigeria. could between them meet United States 

demands (1ib.ich can be currently estimated as some _7 million barrels a dey) if 

strict conservation were to reduce demand by rather more than one-sixth. Both 
- ' -

axeas are much closer than the Middle East, and transport does-not need to go 

th:i.-ough chcike..;p~~t~- like the Straits o:f Ho:ciru.z. In neither area c~d more 

than token resistance· be offered by local forces. Threats o:r Sov-iet military 
. . . • ! . . . • . . 

intervention would be negligible in both, 
... ·.· 
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~ the other hand, action here to. assure. oil supplies would necessitate 

separate operations 4,500 miles apart, with serious strains_ on resources and 

very hea~ costs. ~o explore the political repercussions _of any such move lies 

outside the scope of this paper but these 11ould certainly b~. ·severe. Venezuela, 

. for example, is an ally of the 1!~ in the Organisation of American. States. 

Msracaibo and LibYa (vlhose production· is one-third B:reater· than that of 

Nigeria) could satisfy the requirements of the US and some of it'i:~ allies in 

addition. Intervention by Soviet naval elements would n011 be!)~e.l!:_possibilit,y 

and there are choke-points at Gibraltar and in the Sicilian narr011s. 
. ' .. . . ' '. • • • ! ' .; 

Politically it may j~t be possible to extract advantage from Libya's 

equivocal position in the,Arab lfOrld, especially 1'/here relations with Egypt 

are ooncemed. 
'' 

To guarantee to meet all·United States needs plus those of NA1'0 ·allies 

and Japan, by US military me~, must. be .regarded as impracticable. To supply 

US needs together with those of. NATO allies or Japan would double the demands 
' ,. -

on the United States. To _supply all three would treble it. Japan might be in 

a position to help itself by action in.,In«j.onesia, for lfhich the .US would have 

to fUrniSh an impressive degree of sea-lift and logistical support. In that 

e~ent Maracaibo, l~igeria and Libya could meet ell us and .the balance. of . . . 

Japanese ·needs, under conditions of strict conservation •. The addition of even 

some of the needs cir NATO allies inevitably directs attention to the.l1iddle . ' 

East, 1'/here alone can be found supplies in sufficient quanti t,y to meet all 
' 

requirements. Here, however, choice of target areas demands very careful 

thOU{lbt. •. 

Ob.1ect of Ooerations · 

Such operations could only be said to have succeeded if they satisfied 

five requirements: 

1. To seize the vi tal oil installations virtually intact. . . . .., . 

2. To secure ·them for vreeks, months. and even years. 

3. To restore 11recked resources rapidly. 

4. To operate installations vrith little or no· cooperation rrtim the mmers. 

5· To guarantee safe passage of petroleum products ouhrards from the area 

and supplies inwards to it. 

It 11ould be idle to pretend that there are no~ truly formidable difficul

ties to be faced here. 

For the purpose of ·this study _it is a.E!sumed that . the ground and air 

forces actively engaged in the area of operations will be ~xolusively those of 

the United States and that the ~aval forces will be largely so •. It can, of 

course, be assumed that allies will do what they can to help, j,f only because 

their own interests are concemed. The assistance of allies, however, is 
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likely to be offered more by wey of taking up the slack in other areas than by 

furnishing forces in the .actual area of operations itself. Nevertheless, some 
. ' 

active intervention can be expec~ed, for eX81J!llle. from the Uni te_d Kingdom and 

probably France and perhaps.from .other interested countries such as Australia. . . ' - ' . 

Allied naval . assis.tance would be indispensable to guarantee l!lafe passge and 

could .almost certainly be counted on. It simPlifies this study1 however, and 

is by .no means unrealistic, to consider the mission, as far .as .ground forces . . . . - . . 
and air operations are conceme~, in terms of United States. forces alone. 

For the seizure and securing of vital installations US airborne_ troops 

are too few to cover all essential objectives, if_ there is ~thing like 

effective opposition, even with surprise. Amphib-ious forces are slow, while 

opportunities for demolition before any forces ~ould arrive would be extensive • 

. 'lhe pl'ligg:i.ng of one hundred ~;ells (there are 775 in 'saudi ArBllia and 1,040 in 

Kuwait and the Neutral_ Zone) would take out more than a million b~els a day, 

Pipelines {of which there' are,' for example, some 2,000 or more miles in the 

Sandi core area) offer relatively unrewarding targets for sabotage, \vell

heads, pumping stations, refineries and transshipment points are more promis

~. partic~arly where facilities depend on central installations, Taking 

the Persian Gulf again, as an example, siXty percent of all oil passes thrOU8h . . ' 

. three facilities - those at Ras Tanura and JuayD~eh in Saudi Arabia and at 

Kharg Island 'off Iran, Eighty pex-'cent of all Gulf oil passes thrOU8h five 

facilities. 'lhe vulnerability of oilfield installations is high, particularly 

where vi tal links such as pumping stations are concerned, One electrical 

' pOl1er plant supports all pumping operations in S!Uldi Arabia. ID. addition, the 

fire· risk is serious~ A well-blown pumping station· has been known to shut 

. down a pipeline for ninety dey-s with a ·repair cost of '10Qm,. (Abqaiqi 1977); 
light oils mixed with volatile materials (in separators or stabilisers, for 

example) are easy to ignite and hard to extinguish. A big fire in Kuwait's 

Burgen field bUrned for two months·before being brought under control in the 

sUmmer of 1978. Burning oil- could-block beaches and port facilities needed by 

assault forces. Explosions in loading areas could devastate shore installat

ions.·_ One super-tanker carrying liquified. natural gas (LNG) or naphtha, set 

on fire at a jetty, could do ·immense damage, 

It is, however, possible to exaggerate the dangers and difficulties 

arisiilg aut of demolition, Demolition is an expert's job, demanding special

ised personnel and material, neither of which is currently· in' plentiful supply. 

It also demands careful planning and early decision-making, Inadequately 

·· planned or insufficiently prepared ·demolition, as every specialist operator 

(a member of special forces like the SAS; for example) 1dll know~ can be 

abortive or cause only sli8ht and short term damage, Special operations to 

prevent damage, undertaken in good time by the US, could be of immense value. 
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Saudi wells; moreover, are mostly of moderate depth and redrilling would not 

be unsuperably difficult. ( 1) Damage, nonetheless, cannot .tail to be consid

erable end· restoration is likely to be costly and time-conBi.Uning. It should 

be saidhe:re that success in an operation to assure the flow of oil would 

depend above Sll on.two conditions: slight damage to key installations and 

abstinenc;e by the other superpower from direct armed interference. Neither 

of these two conditions is impossible. 

Structure of an Operation 

United States force structure is intended to be capable of meeting one 

major crisi~ (s~ in the NATO area) and one mino; crisis at the same time. 

This is somewhat loosely known as the "w!U'-and-a.-half" concept. lrlhatever 

forces are to be employed in an operation of the sort considered here will 

have to be found from those already in being. The force to be used must be 

tailored to the requirements, from the resources likely to be available at 

the time, in the .context of the "w!U'-and-a.-half" concept. This \iould be the 

"half" war. Escalation out o:f it into full and unrestricted war with the 

Soviet Union is outside the scope o:f this paper. It should alw~s be promin

ently borne in mind, however, that the Soviet Union is unlikely to regard 

escalation into total world conflict with any more enthusiasm than. the United 

States. 

The operation wailld fall into three phases, not ahr~s sharply dieting-

. uishable one from another but differing in essence. There is, :first, pre

hostilities action. This would be intended to bring about the prior creation 

o:f an appropriate infra-structure in the theatre to allow rapid deployment 

:from home bases. Under present circumstances the size and nature o:f the 

available li:ft is more important than the size and even the availability of 

:forces and deserves more urgent attention. A demonstrable ability to deploy 

United Sta~es :forces rapidly and then sustain them ~ prove to be the most 

effective stabilising :factor and the best. deterrent to intrusion by others. 

This depends more than anything on pre-hostilities preparation and a demon

stable strategic li:fe adequate for the forces required. It will mean also a 

high degree o:f preposi tioning of equipment. 

Phase Two would see_the actual. establishment o:f a force in the chosen 

area, with :forward operating bases and assembly and logistical support areas 

in the region in question. 

( 1) "Oil imports: ~ range of policy options". Congressional Research 
Service, Committee Print 96 IFC ,6, 1979. 
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. , In Phase :'lbree there would be the ·requirement for the establishment and 

condu~t of an area ,rl9fence as-.fsr--f01'W$rd:ras, tactically feasible and for the 

maintenance of the o,il flow. !Ibis. ·last ·is. likely to be difficult.· It will 

almost certainly involve the reppening,of facilities blocked or destroyed or 

in other w~s rendered inpperative. It will also necessitate the securi~ of 

maritime movement. 

' 'lbe . reopening of facilities will· make hea'?3' and unusual demands upon US 
. . ' " . ' ' . 

resources, which certamly cannot be met out of those at present available to 

the militaJ::y. It is difficult to see how the draftin8 of conscript civilian 

personnel from oil producing operations in the United States can be avoided. 

Moreover, the· personnel and ·material required for reopening obstructed or 

. Vitiated facilities, even ~Then th~Se are icnind will take up· a good deal Of 

the maritime transportation 'also needed for' 'the support of the nulitsry 

operation~ .: i .. 

'!!be Three Phases 

Phase One, initially, is an almost entirely political pperation. !!he 

seoorid" part of Phase One (the setting' ~P of the lift oapabili ty) will take 
time and be oo~t~. ( 1) ' . ' . . . . 

!!he force wilLolesrly have to be tailored to the requirement. There is ·- ·. . - . . . . . . 

no such thing as a rapid deployment force sui table for any and every task. 

What is presently. available can _be quickly summarised. !!here is the 82nd . . - . 

Airborne Division (strength 15,200); the 101st Airmobile Division (17,900); . ; . . . 

two Marine Divisions ( 19,800 each); 600 - 1, 000 combat aircraft ·.- fighters, 

. grouncJ..,at.taok aircraft, bombers and other types; 700 cargo-carrying aircraft, 

including tankers and tropp carriers; and two to four aircraft ·carrier groups, 

with a command vessel and destroyer escorts. The .U:qited _States naval presence 

~ the Pe~sian Gulf &rea has, until last year, c~1:1sisted 'af a command and 

support vessel' and tl~o ·destroyers, though ocoas,ional visits were paid by air-
• , . . .. I ' . , . : . . ' . •·- ·. . ' 

craft o_arriers fr_om the Pacific. It has .recently been very considerably 

1ncre~ed. !!here is also a French naval :toroe in the. Indian Ocean and a 

· " lb;Hish force has conducted visits to th/region. Again untii ~eoently these . . . . . . . . ' . 

\~e:rie. together oonsiderahly greater than the United States presence, though 
- '· . '' 

th~ lat~r. can be more re~ily increased than the others, or that of the 

Soviet.Union, 
' '. 

In Phase Tlio, flii.S~. deployment is essential •. ·Indeed it is upon speed 

that the success or failure of the mission is likely to hang. The meeting of 

_this_ requirement depends, as.alread;y noted, on-pre-hostilit±es activi~ to 

secure . the required presence ·and ·facilities in the Chosen area to allow a 

rapid build-up and on the bringing into being of the sea.- and air-lift which 

(1) See appended Uotes 1 and 2. 
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will be necessary tO deploy an adequate .foree. Of this more will be said 

later.· At .this point it· is.only worth noting that Phase Two 'mey easily merge 

into Phase Three, with the initial deployment to secure the oil ~ in 

parallel with subsequent reinforcement. 

II. 'A TEST CASE 

It is now important to the argument to be more precise in the indication 

of a possible mission, in order to apply userui quantities to its considerat

ion. 

A relatively recent study U, the US Congressional Research Service chose, 

.for in-depth analysis, what is known as the "Saudi Core" as the most prom

ising target area. ''Results reveal the .feasibility of applying US armed .force 

in that speoi.fio area but readers should recognise that companion studies of 

alternatives might reach quite different conclusions in lll!ley regards". ( 1) 

!!he Saudi Core, as a target area, offers advantages as a .focal point of study, 

and trill be so used in this paper. 

!!he Saudi Core consists of .four on-shore .fieids .:. Abqaiq, :pammsm, Gha.war 

and Qati.f- together with Berri, a big o.f.f-shore'produoer. No other complex 

of comparable size has comparable capabilities. These .fields would satisfY 

all us and most allied requirements .from a single' centre in a single country. 

A tight perimeter around all of the vital area would take in about 10,000 

. square miles, rOUG!ily the size of Yorkshire !Uld Lincolnshire together, or 

twice the size of· Connecticut. This would present Uriited States military 

.forces with ·a not imposSible problem, though the occupation of such ·an area 

would tie up certainly not less than two and probably .four diVisions .for as 

long as it was needed. 

Crude petroleum i'roDi all .fields converges on Ras Tanura through a pipe 

system containing well aver two thousand miles of pipe. !!he area is mostly 

desert, with ~irtuallf non-existent water supplies (though deep drilling 

would almost certainly yield water), sparse population and climatic conditions . . . . ' 

which, especially in ~r, would tax United States or ~ean troops to 

the utmost. A military occupation Ddght well also have to take in the Saudi 

-Arabian capital Riyadh~ which could be expected to be a souro~ at least of 
,. 

dissidence and perhaps of forceful opposition. !!he two oil ports at Ras 

Tanura and JUBWmeh constitute the world's .foremost oil port .facilities. 

Between them the;Y have a throughput capacity of some 12 million barrels per 

dq. 

( 1) Committee on International Relations. US· Government· Print.-
21 Aug 1975• Page 42. 
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To operate successfUlly in the Saudi Core area, the United States forces 

would-need to seize, or at least control, in· addition to Riyadh, the follow

ing elements: · 

'\'/ell-heads and associated facilities in four widely-separated oil 

fields, some situated off-shore, 

Choke-points ·at Ain Tar, Abqaiq, "llhabran and Qatif, 
. . 

!the Ras Tenura complex. 

The JuaJmeh complex. 

Dammam port~ 

Dhabran· airbase. 

Hormuz Strait. 

US Mili ta.ry Resources 

It must be emphasised that the Rapid Depl~nt Force.has created no new 
troop resources. It is. in essence a reorganisation of forces already avail

able. 

Of the seven divisions available in CONUS, after the deduction. of forces 

with NATO (or other) strings attached to them (such as'the requirement in arry 

situation short of all-out war of a workable rotation base) planners could 

use for operations in the Persian Gulf: 

82nd Airborne Division 

101st Airmobile Division 
. 1 light axmoured. division 

· 25 · Infant:t"y Division, t~hich is the Pacific Reserve in Hati'aii. 

If ~JATO needed all those force_s l'lhich are not only assigned but also 
e~ked, .and the Pacific Command (PACOM) had to deal with a crisis in, s~, 
Korea, the US A:rmy could furnish n() more than one contingency division. The 

favourable case is considered here as the only feasible one for the carr,ring 
out of an operation of this sort. 

. ' . ' 

Marines 

Of the existing Marine Amphibious Forces (MAFs), either I (in California), 

or II (in North Carolina) but not both could.be committed in Southwest Asia . . . . ; .. ·' .. - ;. 

without Presidential and Congressional_ declaration of a state of emergency 
which would enable the activation of IV (Reserve) MAF. The division known as 
III MAF with its associated air wing, logistic support and _c~ element, is 
the only flexible US ground :ro:rce in the ~lestern Pacific, Neither I nor II 
MAF would be available for sustained operations in the Persian Gulf if trouble . ·.·-



in Europe demanded a division/wing force; c•r a second division/wing contingent 

1·1ere required in the vlest Pacific. This paper assumes the continued avail-, 

ability of at least one Marine Division/Wing force for sustained operations 

in the Persian Gulf, tho:ugh in the best case a sec.ond Should be available. 

Of the.US·Air Force·81 fighter-attack squadrons, after subtracting 26 

assigned to the European command, the 10 supporting US forces in the Pacific, . ' 

the two earmarked (but not assigned) to NATO, the three with strings on them 

to support the permanent squadron in Alaska and'the requirement for a rotat

ional base, Tactical Air Force Command (TAFC) could dispose of a:bout 31 

squadrone for tasks in the Persian Gulf. !!his assumes no cal:). on reserves 

earmarked for EUrope and Alaska and no major crisis in Korea. 

Naval Forces 

!!he critical operation element in the naval component of a' force for the 

Persian Gulf would be aircraft carriers. Fast patrol boats', minesweepers and 

anti-submarine resources ,.,oUJ.d be important but the carrier fo:::-ces would be 

critical. Requirements for a maritime lift are referred to later. 

Of the twelve fully equipped US carriers (the 13th, the USS Coral Sea, 

:has at. present no air 1-1ing) · seven· are assigned to the ·Atlantic and five to 

the Pacific. ·. 'l'wo of the. Atlantic carriers are coimnitted to the 6th Fleet in 

the Mediterranean although one ·of these is temporarily in ·the Indian Ocean. 

TI-To carriers operate with PACOI1 in the 7th Fleet .along the Shores of East 

Asia. One of these periodically reinforces. the American. naval presence in 

the Indian Ocean and is currently on patrol in those waters. A Fifth Fleet is 

a possibility, though this would affect only the distribution and not the 
. ' . ' . 

total number of carriers availa~le. A Fifth Fleet could include the two 

carriers now in the Indian Ocean supported from Subic B~ in the Philippines 

with orie depioyed forWard with facilities at Diego Garoia (which is more than 

2,000 miles, it shauld be remembered, from the head of 1-he Persian Gulf) and 

the other held baek. A contingency force could under, favourable conditions 

be raised to the 'level of three carrier task forces if another were taken 

from the vlestern Pacific. A fourth lilight be mede available if the USS Coral 

Sea could be f'urniShed with an air wing. 

Fgctors Affecting the Operation 

!!he chances of achieving surprise, in view of the distances involved and 

the certainty that preparations for an assault could not be concealed, IDilSt 

be reckoned as low. One airborne division would be inB'lifficient to seize all 

key points, though the main choke-points in the collecting system - the Ras 

Tanura and J~eh complexes, Dammam port and Dhahran airfield - could 

:Probably be secured~ The closest l'larine Division at okinawa would take 
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12 to 14 d93"S to reach Ras Tanura after emba.rking on amphibious vessels. 

Halt the required sea-lift is normally stationed somewheli~ in"the Pacific but 

only ·one,•squadron ot 8 ships with the 7th Fleet is readily available. The 

balance ot the 48 ships required tor ·a divisional lift are scattered from the 

Msrianas to the Mediterranean.. The time required to assemble, load and move 

a division-sized assault force to the Middle East could be about two months. 

As a measure ot what is required ( thQU€,b it would be misleading to apply 

this as a precise template) the security ot one oil well-head would perhaps 

be furnished by a five-man tire-team. ·There are 24:5 eleven-man rifle squads 

in the 82nd Airborne Divisi~n. Each contains two such tire-teams. 82nd 

could therefore cO"rer 486 ot the 544 oil-producing ~Jells in the Saudi Core 

area. Fire-teams from the· US . .IJrr~t' s sole separate airborne battalion, if 

this trere detached from duty with NATO, could probably secure 54 more. !Ibis 

11ould bring the total to 540. These figures a.re only quoted to show how 

tight initial airborne troop 13ecurity cover ~rould be, with nothing in hand 
' -·: . '- . . . i. . . 

for mo.re active operations or as a reserve. 

Combat r.Iobilit.v 

It has to be conceded at once that the ~trategio airlift and sea-lift 

forces which have been until· very recently available ( thouish urgent steps a.re 

now being taken to improve this. capability) a.re barely adequate• to support 

division-sized airborne and amphibious assaults in the ·Saudi Core area. 

Assault Airlift 

To move the essential combat elements of the 82nd Airborne Division 

(roughly ~1,000 man cut of the to.tal of 15,200) the required distance (that is 

to.sey, h&lf trey round the t·JOrld) with a basio load of ammunition and five 

d93"S oi; rations and fuel ~1ouH, it is thought, use up more than 700 G-141 
' . . . 

"equi~ent sorties".. 'Ihc operation ,.,ould take ten to fifteen deys from a 

standing start although this could be reduced to under seven ,da;re if it were 

possible to make certain prior preparations. If a parachute assault were 

iiltended the requirement would be for nearly 1, 200 equivalent sorties, 

iriciluding. aircraft for heavy dropping. The United States:· has some 70 G-5As 

and 2~4 G-1418 in operational squadrons. tt is difficult to ~stimate what 

force would be available for an assault as opposed tO a strategic liit. 

Some of the 500 G-1:50 tactical tranllport ·aircraft in the regular Air Force 

and Nati~na1 Guard. ~ould participate in parachute asse.Uits provided. the troops 

t.,ere moved overseas by other means. They trould then board the C.:.1:50s at 

forwaid moimting bases. !"lost of the Airborne Di:Vision would in any case have 

to be airlanded, which means that the Ilhahran Air Base, the only suitable 

entr:r point, would have to be seized and secured early on. This should not 

however present insuperable difficulties in the face of light opposition. 
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Assault Sea-Li.ft . ·~ : ,..· . 

Mention has been made of the. requirement for ·48 ship~ . to lift one .Marine _ .· 

Amphibious Force. · 'lhese aJ:e made up as follOI'Is: 

Command/control ship (LCC) 

:&nphibious a.Ssault ship (LPH) · 

Allqlhibious transport (LPA) 

Allqlhibious transport dock (LPD) 

Landing ship dock (LSD) 

Allqlhibious cargo ship (LKA) 

Landing ship tank (1ST) 

Allqlhibious transport subma:dne (LPSS) 

" ' 

1 
' 5 
2 

10 

9 

5 
15 

1 

-
48 

' ( 1) 

Meeting this requirement would certainly strain US amphibious capabili t-
. I • 

ies, even though these are now being improved. 'lhe 48-ship requirement set 

out above constitutes more than three-quarters of the whole operational 

inventory of suitable ships available. 

Certain elements of heavy non-divisional troops normally expected to 

operate with an independent corps could be thinned out considerably. In an 

operation of thi.s sort, for example, heavy armour would not be a critical 

requirement. To take an even more obvious example, bridge companies would 

hardly be required. On the other hand construction resources needed for roads 

and airfields and for other communication requirements would be considerable. 

Ammunition would probably not be needed to aJJYthing like the extent that it 

1'/as in Vietnam, 1dth a very great saving in cargo weights and bulk •. Petrol 

·and water hOI'Iever l'lould be more important. Tt'lelve gallons of l'later a day per 

man, for . all; purposes, I'IOUld be required and roughly the same quantity Of 

fuel. 'lhe climate can be expected to cause a high level of medical casual ties. 

It can be assumed that a ~to-division corps set up .under considerations 

such as these ~tould total nearly 80,000 men. If four divisions 1'/ere to be 

deployed, the total would double. 'lhis assumes, of course, that security 

.could be maintained on a routine basis. Military operations of higher 

intensity would generate greater requirements. 

( 1) "Oil fields as aili tary objectives; a Feasibility Study", prepaJ:ed for 
the Special Sub-'Commi ttee o:rc1. 'J~J.,res";:l.,:sation of the Co:nmi ttee on 

. Internstiona1.Re1ations by.tlle Congressional Research Service. 
Presented 21 Aug 1975. Page 61. · 
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Air Cover and Air Support 

The closest land bases suitable for US Air Force· figb:t:~· 

conceivably be available (though this can by no means be guaranteed) are in 

Israel, 1, 000 miles from the Saudi core area. That is double the nomal 

unrefuelled 5oo-mile combat radius of F-4s ciarr,r~ two 370-gallon wing tanks 

and typical ordnance loads. Any additional fuel carri~d extematly would 

reduce payload and loiter time over target areas. Refuelling from aerial 

tankers is feasible but, to give an idea of the size of this problem, a strike 
. . . . . . . ( . . . 

wave of 40 F-4s tlould take ten tankers to serve them outbound; ten more on 

their retum. Backup to account for aborts and other abnomalities would run 

the total up to two fUll squadrons of.25 to 30 tankers •. Tankers, moreover, 

might need· fighter cover themselves •. · 

Conditions for aircraft operating from carriers t~uld also be difficult. 

The Persian Gulf is too congested for carrier operations and it is assumed 

that the carrier: force would have to operate no closer than the Gulf of Oman, 

some 1, 000 miles South-East o'i Ras Tanura. 'Ibls would involve iil:flfeht 

refUelling requirements similar to those for aircraft operating from Israel. 

Most of these difficulties could disappear, or at least diminish, following 

the establishment of a firm foothold. and provision of forward airfields in 

the area of operations. 

Air Defens~ Forces 

On the basis of an allocation of one Hawk surface-to-air missile battal

ion to each division, 'with another'to cover corps units, bettteen three and 

five Hatik battalions would be required~ There would be further requirement 

for Vulcan battalions for point defence at the rate of one for ever,y three 

critical targets; plus one for general support. 'This 'would suggest that 

:four Vuloan battalions would be needed for the operation. The main air 

defence task would be to deter (and if'necessary defeat) Soviet and outside 

Arab air threats. Unless Soviet fighters tlere moved forttard, ·they ttTould be 

at the limit of range. 

Taking a position some~1here between an optimistic and a pessimistic 

Outlook, it would seem that the requirement for Air Force F-4 aircraft would 

be two wings of three squadrons each, with ~10 other tlines on call. 

Currently 16 F-4 squadrons are assigned to TAC •. 'Ibis mission t~ould take up 

12 of these. .Taking rotat}.:mal <m~ r::<a:'ntenance requirements into considerat-

ion, this (75%) is a dangerously high level of employment. 
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Logistic Air- and Se~Lift 

l"iilitary Airlift Command's.a.ctive force of C-5s and C-141s, backed up 

be the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF), would be tied up from D-dq to D + 10 

or D + 15 delivE1ring parachute and. airlanded assault echelons of one airborne 

oivision, ~gather with some corps level support and Air Force elements. No 

additional division could even begin to deploy by air until at least D + 15, 

perhaps even later. An Airmobile Division with top priority would take about 

20 dqs thereafter to deploy to the operational area 11ith its organic equip

ment. This. move might be completed by D + 35. The follow-on infantry 

division liOUld need another 27 dqs (assuming the aircraft were still 

available) and so could be fully deployed some time after D + 62. 

A F~ine Amphibious Force, embarked j~ the Amphibious Task Force ship

ping, could begin marshalling in advance of the order to commit the force. 

Transit time for the lead elements of the force would be about 30 dqs from 

the East Coast of the US, .or about 21 dqs from the r!est Coast. Final 

elements of the IW could close the area about six weeks after the alert. 

Essential. back-up for all supporting requirements additional to these assault 

elements could be expected to be available by about D + 60. 

Cargo Requirements 

A force of "tl-ro divisions (one airborne, one marine) on an austere scale 

would need about 11760 short tons of supplies daily for its maintenance. 

The Xli.ilitary Sea-Lift Command (J.'iiSC) inventory at present includes six 

government-owned and 25 government-chartered dry cargo ships, the latter 

including 14 fast breakbulk ships. The cargo capacity of 5,215 short tons 

each of these 14 fast breakbulk ships ~rould be inadequate to meet the demands 

of two divisions. Assuming an aver9€e speed of 21 knots it would take 53 

dqs to make the 23,000 mile round trip from l~orfolk to Ras Tanura and back, 

with four dqs for turnaround at either end. Eighteen such ships would be 

required to sustain the .force. 

It is not necessary to take this analysis further (more details can be 

found in sources referred to) to demonstrate that shipping would be tight. 

Charter ships from the· US Herchant Narine would be essential but it is ~rorth 

noting that the US Merchant F~ine is now half the size it was in the late 

1960s and is facing increasing obsolescence. 

Protection of Sea L:l:nes of Collll!\'z,icati.on 

Although shipping would be at peak wlnerabil.ity in the Persian Gulf and 

adjacent narrow seas, its protection would be less difficult here, where it 

would be concentrated, than during the long haul (11 1000 miles) from the 

Straits of Hormuz around the Cape of Good Hope to the East Coast of the United 

States or Europe. 
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It t'/ould not be as easy to block the Straits of Hormuz as is often 

claimed. The actual Strait itself in terms of navigable water is some 50 km 

wide. This is t'lider than the English Channel between Cap Gris Nez and 

Folkestone. It is not feasible to obstruct this passage by sinking shipping 

(as it is, for example, in the Suez Cailal). The most favourable area for 

lsy~ mines shows a depth of water between 60 and 60 metres. Elsewhere, in 

the most commonly USed channels, depths are CODDDOnly nearer 100 metres. 

There are alternative channels which could be· used by shipping in the event 

of blockage. 1Hning would have to be kept topped up and does not in any case 
. ' 

present an insuperable problem to available mine-detection and minesweeping 

equipment. Shore batteries (except in c~nditions ~f hostile air dominance 

which would render them superfluous and the whole operaiion impossible) 

could. be suppressed with no great diffiCulty by ,Fast Patrol Boat and air 

action. 

In 1977,2,500 HBD, or ~2.~% of all US oil imports, travelled around 

South Africa, t'/ith 266 t~ers (average size ao,ooo mJT) at sea at any time. 

It is outside the constricted areas in the Gulf itself and its vicinity that . . . . . . . . . . 
attrition could be very great, unless convoy protection were provided. The 

provision of adequate convoy protection from US naval and.air resources 
~ . - ... 

unaided is impracticable. It is here that allied resources would be indis-

pensable and even then there would be very great difficulties in the face of 

Soviet submarine or air atteck. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

It is not proposed to pursue further, from the Diass of material now 

available in open sources, the illustration of the considerable difficulties 

that would attend military intervention in the Persian Gulf. The assertion 
. . 

by Secretary of Deferise Schlesinger that "it is indeed feasible to conduct 

military operations in the Persian Gulf". mi{#lt be thousnt to have been 

based·on somewhat optimistic assumptions at the time it was.made, in January 

·~975. 

. Improvements to the posture of readiness have been made. since then. 

Imitime .mobilitY has improved in some respects (for. example, the provision 

of net'/ dry cargo tonnage) but not in others (for example, the decline in 

l'lWilbers and the ageing of the US Nerchant Fleet); improvement in forward 

base facilities and in prepositioning has taken place but the level of 

forces to be drawn on has not increased. 

This is no place for the exploration of political implications. It 

must be pointed out, hot'lever, that the ability .of the United States, even 

with allied support, to intervene in the Persian Gulf for the securing of 
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oil supplies depends in the very highest degree upon two closely inter

related factors. The first is that timely action is scarcely possible 

tfithout the willingness of countries in the area either, at best, to 

accept the basing of American forces on their territories or, as a second 

best, to accept the presence in the vicinity of prepositioned material and 
. ' . . . 

amphibious base resources which could be brought into use ~li thout the long 

del~s involved in bringing them from their normBl deployment areas. The 

key country, of course, is Saudi Arabia. There is little doubt that there 

is here a tangible awareness of the value of American support, coupled with 

a deep reluctance to ask for it. This reluctance ~r.ill certainly continue -

and ~ increase - so long as United States policy is deemed in the Arab 

world to be hostile to the interests of the Palestinians. Perhaps after 

the Presidential elections in November a more realistic note ~ creep 

into the attitude taken by the US to Arab-Israeli relations. 

The second factor is the vital need for the prepositioning, with 

appropriate facilities, of troops for early action, and of equipment for 

the follow on, together tfith the provision of adequate air and sea mobility 

for the rapid deployment of a main force. Action is proceeding in the 

United States :for the expeditious creation o:f an adequate sea-lift, though 

whether this is being given the political support which, in the national 

interest, it would appear to deserve is questionable. Closetr allied to this 

consideration is the high importance of the maintenance of a presence in or 

close to the Persian Gulf area sufficient to demonstrate the ability and 

willingness of the United States and her allies to contribute in an effective 

and acceptable fashion to the maintenance of stability in the area. It 

cannot be too strongly emphasized that the presence o:f naval and amphibious 

forces in the vicinity is of the utmost importance. It would be wrong to 

suggest that nothing is happening in this respect. The United States naval 

:force which has been maintained in the area since the 1940s and amounted 

last year to no more than tt~o destroyers and an amphibious transport dock 

ship the "La. Salle", converted as a flagship, to which has been added from 

time to time a carrier task force from the 7th Fleet for a one month 

cruise in the Indian Ocean, has been recently considerably increased. Of 

friendly countries it is important to recognize that the French have 

clocked up more ship-d~s of deployment in the Indian Ocean in recent 

years than either the United States or the USSR. With base facilities at 

Reunion, Nayotte and especially at Djibouti (where there are also 4,500 

illfEJ:try troops) French naval forces in the Indian Ocean usually consist 

of a helicopte~carrier with marines embarked, two or three destroyers and 

an occasional subrilarine, together with assorted minesweepers, landing 

craft and support ships. The British squadron of up to four frigates 
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which deploys to the region periodically is a very \telcome and valuable . I 
contribution. 'lhe Australian Government has also bean taking an increasing 

. I 
interest in the maintenance of a naval presence in the area and has been 

I holding joint naval exercises 1dth the United States, France and the United 

Kingdom. Australia lll!ey' make naval facilit~es available to the United States 

at Cockburn Sound, in South i'lest Australia!! and airfields at Learmouth, 

Pea.rce and Cocoa, of which the last is near enough to b.e of considerable 

value. 

Finally it should be emphasized that distance is the real eneJey". 

Subic Bey is 6,000 miles from the entrance to the Persian Gulf. Gaam is 

1, 500 miles f'urther off. Norfolk in Virginia, via the Cape of Good Hope, is 

11,000 miles awey. On Diego Garcia the improvements first proposed in 1972, 
I 

lfhich made mo more than slow proeress until 1976, have now progressed so far 

that most of tlhat is required is operationsh.. Diego Garcia,however, is 
. I 

2,300 miles from the head of the Gulf. There is still some possibility of 

the use of facilities on a visiting basis ~t Bahrain and United States 

patrol aircraft now use with advantage the lold RAF station on the Omani 

island of ri/asirah. Negotiations have been ]concluded for US facilities in 

Kenya, in Oman and at Berbera in Somalia. <Egypt too will be very important 

and the acquisition of US base facilities Jn Egyptian soil cannot be ruled 
I 

out, though much here will depend on the us
1 

attitude to Iarael. There are 

reports that airborne early-warning aircraft have already exercised from 

Egyptian bases. 

There can be no substitute in an emergency ,for the very early arrival 

of a military force, even if this were to be no more than relatively small 

and li8htly armed. As General Volney F. rlJ.mer, Commander of the United 

States Readiness Command (of which the Rap~d Deployment Joint Task Foroe, 

or RDJTF, at McDill is a part) puts it, thJ important thing is to get 
I 

''US combat boots on the ground" - and get them there first. This depends 
I . 

upon being able to get them to where they are wanted very early and as 
I 

fast as possible. To be able to· do this depends upon political considerations 

which it is not the purpose of this paper tb explore. 
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Note 1 

Background to US Rapid Reaction Planning 

·. ' ·The Kenneey .tullrii.nistration:, in which McNIIIIii!.ia Was Seoretacy for 
' - : ~ ,, ' . :- . 

Defsnse, faced with a choice on the one hand between stationing forces 

and cmaterlal mere or~ le's's permen:\\mtly overseas' in areas. where national . 

interests might, be threat.snsd, or .·maintaining, on the .other, a mobile 
·' ,- ' '' ' <' '• • 'n.., ~ " • - ( ,• ' • • •' • 

fire-brigade to be sent to trouble spots as required, opted for the 

latter •. Globa1-mobilit,y was to. be assured.by the provision. of the new 
. . . -~ . ' . ..... . - . 

c-5A t~sport'iiiroratt and Fast Deployment LOiP,stics {FDL) __ ships. 

Involvement in Vietnsm dsmped down enthusiasm for distant :interventions 

in the years that followed, returned' the emphil.sis in 'us defence 

preocoupati<?Jls t.o·NATO l!hrope; and .incre.ased US dependence,oh allies (e.g.· 

·,Iran) for regional securitY> Brown's ''Rapid DeployiD.~t 'FOree" (RDF) oan 
' . 

now be seen as a resurrection of MCNsmara's fire-brigade. The new 

monster transport aircraft (as·it is popUlarly desorlb'~d) 'the e-x, is 

only an updated ,version :of. the c-5A; ~ 1 ) the Maritime ~positioning 
Ships· (MPS), upon ·which' the mobili t,y' of eqUipment' depends; 'are· little 

more than facsimiles of McNamara' s FDL vessels. 

The scenario, too is similar. The fire-brigade troops would be 

nown in C-5As, (or, when they are in service, c-xs), to friendly ail.'

ports near the combat zone, where they would pick up their equipment 

from the FDL ships (or MPSs) and move to the battlefield. ( 2) What has 

changed radically is US Government support. A special defense vote of 

some $580 billion has been provided to establish the American military 

base system in the Indian Ocean. US Assistant Secretary of Defense 

Cl~or is reported to have said that the US naval supply shipping at 

present afloat there ''would provide for in-theatre unit equipment and 

supplies to support a marine brigade of about 12,000 men and several air 

force fighter squadrons". (3) · 

The US Navy has also now coming into service new amphibious assault 

ships (LHA) upon which would be embarked Marines and Harrier VTOL aircraft, 

The forces available, out of which the fire-brigade in the early 

version and the Rapid Deployment Force in the later would be found, have 

changed little ever th') years. A reoapi tulation, in SUIIIII1aey, lll8iY be 

helpful. They comprise: 

( 1) According to !!'.!Jlt, July 1980, p. 19, the e-x, even if fully funded, 
will not be deployable before 1987. 

(2) ''Have RDF, will travel", Klare, The Nation, 8 March 1980. 

(3) The Observer, 17 August 1980. 
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82nd Airbome .Division at Fort Bragg, NC (15,200: · air assault 
element, 11,000) 

101st Airmobile Division at Fort Campbell,. Kentucky {17,900) · 

'One or tWo Light Divisions· ( 10,000 to 15,00(f each, depending on 
task ar.d make-up) · . . . · 

· One or two Marine Divisions ( 190800 each, with its own Fighter/ 
Attack Aircrai't Wing, each i'orming part oi' a Marine Amphibious 
Force) 

' • r . · .. · • 

600 to 1,000 Combat Aircrai't 

700 (approximately) cargo airorai't: there are 70 C-5As and 234 
smaller C-141 transports, plus several hun~d KC-.134 tsnke;r:s i'or 
in-i'light refuelling 

~o to i'our aircrai't carrier <lToups . 

Fast Patrol Boats, Minesweepers, snti-subma.ririe warfare crai't 
and a coiiiii!Bnd vessel with an escort oi', ~. three destroyers. 
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Note 2 
·: "'(;. 

Constraints on us Force Rea.diriess · 
:. f! I ' :.. •.! 

Probably the most serious ove~l problem currently ~acing US 
. . ' • . • : . . . ' :.. . • . ... ' •. • . ! -, . . ~ . . . - :.. 

def~ce _forces is in respect of manpower:, · particularly in the Reserves. 

A principal (though not the oilly') cause is poor p~. Buying power of 

military famili~s has siltce 1973 fallen at' ie~~t 14% below that of 

civilian counterparts. Some estimates ptit tha shortfall at between 15% 
. . . ;. ' . 

and 25%. There are over' 400,000 US Service people md th~ir families 

. whose p~ falls belaw the Federal Minimum ~!age. Acceptance standards in 
' . ' . 1- . • •• ' -:i '. .. .. ·-... 

recruiting have had in consequen~e to be_ reduced but undermanning remains . .• ·'· . . ' ' . 
a serious and growing problem. An amendment to the. First Concurrent 

Budset Resolutio~ before C~ss tor FY 81 pro:Pos~d the transfer of 

some $5~1- billion from-non-military administrative overheads and the 

needs of other Departments (this would require nO overall increase in the 

Federal Budget though some redistribution within it) to personnel support 

for Armed Forces. . The. President i!l reported to have told the Speaker 

that he was strongl.y'opposed to the amenmnent as "providing for more 

defense spending than is needed or advis_able". The ~endment was 

defeated. President Carter had already twice previously placed limi ta.-
. : . ' 

tions on military p~ adjustments. ID. a hand-written note, widely quoted 

in the Press, the President asked Defense Secretary Brown to stop 

criticism by top defense men of inadequate p~ and lagging readiness. 

''When I was in the Navy" the note said ;;~ was not the ~jor factor''. 

When the President was in ·the Navy_ inflation had ~ot been running for 

some time at about 16%. · Meanwhile, strengths continue to fall, particu

larly in Reserve compcinents~ 

The US has announced its intention to increase defense spe[lding, in 

reaL· terms', by · 5"t6~ Defense budseting for· FY . 81 . was done <m ·an assumed 
. - . ' . . 

inflation rate of 9.3"/o. The rate at which it has recently been running 

means that the inc:rease in US mili t~ ca~·abili ties ln FY . 81 , . far from 

reaching 5%~ looks like' being little more ·then 1%. 

(Sources:. AUSA News, ~-and June ·issue&·, 1980) 
'' V• -



Note 3 

Sources 

- iv!. 

In a very wide range or unolassitied material or which use has been 

made in drai'ting this paper the !ollowirig -de'serve especial mention: 

(1) ·"Oilfields as military objectives: a Feasibility Study", 
prepared tor the Special SUb-Committee on Investigation or 
the Comm1 ttee _on IntematiOnal Relations by the Congressional 
ResearCh- Service, Presents~ 21 ~~et 1975, 

This document,_ though_!ar from up-to-date, is basic to 
the study or this topic end quite invaluable_, 

. ..: i . . "l . 

(2) ''Petroleum imports from ;the Persian Gult:: use or--us armed !oroe · 
to ensure supplies", Issue Brier No IB 79046, last updated 
8 January 1980, Authors: John M, Coliins and Clyde'R, Mark, 

This otters a SUIIIIIIar,Y_ and considerable updating or source No 1, 

(3) . Aviation ~Teek, 14 ~ 1979. "Assuring Mideast oil flow seen 
di!tioul t". 

This orr~rs a shorter- summary or item 1. 

· (4) US Naval \far College~ Naval Missions Study on StrateSio Mobility 
(NM 15) by Capt,-R, D, Grady, .USN. -October 1979.-

This valuable analysis is a usetul supplement to 1 and 2. 

There has been heavy reliance on sources 1-4 in the drafting o! this . . -. . . 

paper. They are sometimes quoted verbatim in the text but without refer-

ence to avoid-overloading. 

Other usetul texts have been: 

"Oil imports: a range or policy options". CongressiOnal ResearCh 
Service, Committee Print 96 IFC 36, 1979. 

' ' 
"US oil: sea routes and minor naval powers", De!ense. and Foreign 
At:!airs Digest, August 1979. 

- "Seapower in the Indian Ocean", Lacouture. Proneedings ot US 
Naval Inst., August 1979,-

"Have RDF, will travel", Klare._ The Nation, 8 MarCh 1980. 

''US rapid strike force". Cooley. :Christian ,Science Monitor, 
11 April 1980, 

"US power and Mideast oil". Interview with Secretary or De!ense 
Brown, US News and ~Torld Report, 30 July 1979~ -

"The oil crisis: is there a military option?" Defense Monitor, 
December 1979. 

"The case against a. rapid deployment force". Forsberg. £§!, 
3 June 1980, 



"Die Strasse von Hormuz ist nur. schwer zu sperren". G11nther 
Gillessen. Frank!urter Allgemeine Zeitung, 20 December 1979. 

Statement of Secretary of Defense Brown to the Council on Foreign 
.. Relations, New York, Department of Defense News Release, 

6 March 1980, 

''Threatened US lifeline". George W. Ball. International Herald 
Tribune, 25 January 1980, 

"On Gunboat Diplomacy in the Mideast". Willism Pfs.f£. 
International Herald Tribune, 12 July 1979, 

"Trouble in the Atlantic Alliance". Jsmes Reston. International 
Herald Tribune, 28 June 1979. 

"US military presence in the Indian Ocean area". Under Secretary 
Newsom, Department of State Bulletin, April 1980, 

"The strategic tremors of upheaval in Iran". Cottrell and Hanks. 
Strategic Review of US Strategic Institute, Spring 1979. 

"Our ~Jha.t-If strategy for Mideast trouble spots". Csmeron. 
Fortune, 7 Mey 1979. 

''Why the new US 'go anywhere' army can't". Mather. Observer, 
3 August 1980. 

Two important papers on the general threat from Soviet. capabilities 

for military power projection, both by Captain Jsmes G. Roche, USN, ares 

·~e Soviets• Growing Reach: Implications of Comparative 
Capabilities to Project Military Power". Presented before the 
European-American Workshop, 25-27 Mey 1977; and 

"Emerging Soviet Global Military Capabilities". 16 June 1980. 

They contain useful correctives to widespread tendencies either to 

over- or to under-estimate, or to mistake the nature of, the threat from 

the USSR, 
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_-... l"··,- =-·: "'~~~ • "~---~ ~ - • .... ,·r·· ... ~- , .. ·--·-
: c • Interne. 'tiona.l' seouri ty is both a. rela.ti ve and an urtev'en notion. · In 

1 • , ._.., ., •••;• ~· t,, .-'j , 1,, ,.,, '• , .-. ...... , • , f, .' 

an "a.na.rchical society" of states that live in a. oondi tion of troubled 
~ ... ~; ... ' .. r' • 0 • o OF 0 ,.. j •• O o r .. • 0 

·peace or' in a' "state of t.mr" - depending on whether one' takes· a more 
r ~ - • • "'·... • ' • • ' •! ' ~- ... ' ·o' o '""> • .. \ ~ ~ 

Lockian or ·a. 'more Hobbesian view of world affairs ;..· there will alweys be a. 

modicum of insecurity, since not all the actors can be-~i~taneously 
r:• • • 'I' ' • . ; • _.... ' 'rr ' ._,. , . • • [ ,r 
• secure - as long as ·we have net reached· the unlikely stage of a. world with-
n • -~ • • · r . ·- - .... ·., . • . ~ !' .,_. ~ _ , _ ..... - ·- - ~. t 

out threats and enmities, 'or the distant stage of a. t1orld ·so well organized 
~ •• , • ~- ·- ;· •• . - ~ ' ' j .-,: - • L.,.._ - _, 

~that its members·are·both deprived 'of and saved from self-help. Moreover, 
. r • • 

the scope of insecurity is not fixed; the security of the world as a whole 
'""'\ ••.. •- t • ~, ,. •.•.. . ... - ... --
is threate~ed oru;Y'by some perils, whereas certain regions, or in'divid\ll!!., 

iiiembers, can ·be encl.an€;ered' illso ·'6y threats ·that do. not affect the security 

of the' other's. ' ' 
., 

.... ~ • • . -. ~" .. · \ ... • "'t~ . • : ~ • ,..:_, ; .' ... ~ 

For the. purposes of this paper, I t-lill define. international insecurity 
~- J•..l.. '··-· .,,_··-

as the sum of all the factors that can lead to serious confrontations 
I ,LJ, • ' ..1 

between the major powers (those whose resources and policies are such as to 

shape the fate of a large ~ber of other actors), to 'increases in the 
• ~ , , '! 0 , • 'ol ~·"\.•'• ... • l' I r 10 . , -. 

threat or in the reality of contagious or uncontrollable violence, and to 
" ·~ + · • • r ._'l ' • ,...,. I f • • ·• , 

such a.' deterioration of, or such an increase in the 'unpredictabili ty of, 
..... '""':"·.··~,.... ·'' .. .-~.- .. ~ .· . 

international economic transactions as to threaten the economic hves of 
..... • .. ..,i"r •- ' ; .· • •···'~ ... 

large numbers of countries; I will. argue here that' there is a likelihood 
.. r ; ~- . . .. - . f ' - r' . 

··of considerable international insecuri~ in the 19..!!Ql!, for reasons described 

lletow. I" Wii'fi!iiifilille a.fterWa.rde the gen~ra.l problem' ~f hm~ to cope with 
(f •• ' ,..... • .. r-··~ ':t 

it; and· finally discuss specific means of response. 
1 j -r· .. · '· '11, -~ -~~.. • j ... 
The major factors of insecurity in the 1980s are not new. For ma.ny 

1 • w•: ' ..1 - ' 0. ~ ; . r , --· .., ' .• • ' •· ·. '• · t L .' 

years now, the intema.tiona+ system l:la.s been. cha.rac~erized by. three contra.-
- • . • • ' 1 ,_ -' • 6 ... J'• .. ~ ..L .c. - ~..... .J ' 

.i , Q,!.cJ;!.pns .that ,b:r;eed ~~',11-~nce. The fir~t ,1~ :::h::e._c;:o:::n::t:::ra.:::::.:di=,::c:.:t:::i"'o.,n""b::ce=ctw=e:.:en:::.._.. 

.... r ~ 

the universal .. cold war and the growing comP.!exi;cy-_gJ th~~J!tem. It creates 
• - ~-.. • ; ... • .... - ~ J' 

a serious dilemma for the superpowers. HOl>t far should they,go in injecting 
.. , • , ~ , • ~: _ • 1 t f .... • ' ·-· !.o, ' • .;; t • ..; • . ~ 

their rivalry into a region? Non-involvement spares one the risks of con-
•• '•: ; .&. _,. ._ • ._. '- j • J' ' ... JY ,.. • . : • ~ •. :-r;; ''·' 

fron~ation and the c?~t.~ o.f ero_no:m-c. or ~p~~: p~s~nc~. 1 ~volvement, 
however, yields opportunities for influence •. ,The dilemma creates uncertainty-

:.. 4 ., J 1 , I o ~·· 0 
•• 0 0 J \ ' ( •- .. ~ 

especially as.local circumstances or domestic factors. may, at times, facili-
.. ~ • .. ' -• : • . J~ .' '. •. . ... J. '" - •. , .... L .. J... ~ 

.... tate,or in~'!;e the involvement. of one superpower~ inhibit .that of the 
- . . • . . ' \ ,. • ., L '""' t 

other. The American attempt, in the '70s, to find a middle wey by relying 
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on regional influentials has been disappointing - they tumed out to have 

clq feet, ;Like ·the Shah, !l;t"_ tO pursue. their OM!). ini<~.re13ts .•. 

The second is the contradictio~~_etween, what Raymond Aron once called 

the "unity .of the diplomatic field" - the existence of a single international 
~~---- ' -- ---- --· ~--------

system -and the pml.tip},~e.het.ero~.l}~iti!(!E!~Of.th~-fi!'tl~ These relate to: 
m * . . , . . .... 

· a) the type .of actors - they range, from people. in. search of a nation-.. . . . ... . - . 
state.{Palestinians, Kurds) to states in quest of a nation (Africa), 

' . ·. . . - -·· . . 

to nation states, to empires: pence inn1!Jilf!rahle opportunities for . . .. -. . ··-· . 

conflict;. 

b) the regimes and ideo~ogies,.despite upive~sal lip service to two 

principles - self-go:vemment end self-determination .,. which tum 

out.both to ~ve multiple interpretations, and to create_insoluble 

. problems; . 

c) t?e economic and soc.ial systems end levels of economic development 

(here, hetf!rogeneity has been and will keep Srowfng); 

d) the nature of power: one observes a functional fragmentation of 

international politics, with different games pleyed not only in . . 
different regions, but. over different "issue-areas" (to borrol{ the 

lingo ~f Nye and. Keohsne) ~ 

As a result, we live in a world marked:. 

a) by cons~derable asymmetry betweep the actors. _Very few can be 

considered "full. powers", f!ndowed with a complete panoply o.f power; 
I, . ' '- ' -

many ac~ors have onlY, one ~ension of power,{for example economic 

but not military: Saudi. Arabia, or vice-versa:. Vietnam), or no 

other p011er then a good geographical location, .or ,a po:f;entia:qy 
. ( .. . .. . . 

. usable vote in an. international or regional organization. .Even 

the two superpowers are asymmetric~, given both the weaknesses of 

the Soviet econo~ (despite huge resources) and the USSRts absence 

(on the ~rhoie) from· the. open inte~tiorlal econo~; 

b) b;r a. double transformation of the 1nt'emational hierarchy.· It is 

being 'iiubverted, insofar as the' su:fjerpowers' are' often uihi1lited in 

the full use of their power by ,;, ·..;ariety of factois (risks of 

• 

.,; . 

. coilision,' i.Dabili ty to ~eve c~husion, in'adequacy 'of' their forms 

or' power to lo~al circumstances, ability of their clients to inani

iJUla'te them)' and insofar as states ;,ith limited p~e±-· (ci~· Sa:udi 
Arabia;· or' even' \~est Germany) csn·'achie..;e· i:o~siderable influence in 

certain· issue-~ae." · ·i'be interziati.onai hie~archy is iu.so · b~ing fl'a€

mented, . since the "pec~. order;,- va,i:i~s· ·.from issue-area to' issue-area, 



• 

... t 

.. ~ ~ > ... . , .... . ·' 

. . -

-o ! ' • • c) :.:· by. a. coriti-adiction betWeen· the prlrtciple-oi'. sove~igrit;/, • :m:ich"' 
"" t, • - •; ~ ,• ~ .., .. t y .··~ ~- •,fi,.. I "• • ~ 

·, · - ... ,. ·· remains•'the~be.sis or international' law arid international order, and 

..• ·': "~ the' restraiilts which weigh' ori all the 'actors and'prortd~ the 0~ 
•• r... o'· _ , ; .... t _ . I ~ I - "' • ·" , .,.,....,, .,. ' 

t ·' . "''s8.i'e'ty nets iil a very dangerous system"devoid of common'values: the 
. ' ;i. .. concel:riro!r survival'end'th'e'quest'for''cievelo~ent ~d w7il!are: In 

.. 
· •· · ~ ,. : ·. r • ~ r- ~ ~., - . - ,.._ · ~ · , .' , 

the realm· of s'ecuri ty, this contradiction· takes the forin of another 

. ' ~ pa.radox:"'the coexistetice o£1 stable deterrence 'at' the. globa.J.·i~~el 
(despite the difference in military arsenals and st~teeic 'dOctrines 

;:.· between·the US.and ·the•USSR),. and of the·search.forr.!'usable" nuclear 

--strategies, .i.e.· for w~fightingJrather than purely deterrent 

, .strategies,· as well as .a continuing drift to~tard~nuclear prolifera.-

·: · 1, t·', tion,.• .In the,realm of development and welfare;. the contradiction 

,_ ·creates two acute problems: .the .problem of inequality, or the'revolt 

--. •. against. the international economiclsystem largely created by .the 

( leading· ca.pi talist powers," and. particularly by the us;: and. the problem 

of;monopoly;,or.the.attempt by developing·states endowed with· key 

t resources to-.exploit their.advantages. ~.In:other words, the'intel.'-

., . :- , national system ,is. characterized by the constant manipulation' of the 

. <:· .... ·~,two restraints: it :is a permanent;and multiple·game of chicken; 
.. " • ~ ; -~ . . - -~ •. .;:- l • f • - , ~ -

,·Until now, international insecurity has been'kept at tolerable levels by 
• _. •-_ • • .. r • r- ·., · ·+ - , ;• • .., •• -

different factors which have had· the seme result:· to keep separate causes of 
• ' • .. • ...... ' , - + ' . ' . • ~ • + 

turbulence from joining, ·or to prevent trouble in one region or issue-e.rea from 
••• •+· .... ~-~·- .~ .. -f •• ·,,.,,., .... 

'· spreading'·to the others: ·Fragmentation orvdissocation prevailed. First, in 

the supe:i:poWers' ·coliipetition this hae•taken the'·form of a s~rf·or·division of 

the' wcirld 'into' relatively 'autoriomeus:"subsystemii; eaeh ·one Wi-th 'its own ,;rules 

of 'the game" •. which depend oii. the configUration of ·locSJ. forces 'arid on 'the con-
' - . - - - . - --. ~ . • ~- "" r -r ....__,.,. ~ • 

figuration of the superpowers' forces' in· the region.' The lilili ts of Soviet 

.. "• power, both in. the economic. realm and ·.=til recent years in. the military domain, 
I' , - . ~ 

,and·_the_~stability of the .. ''balance of.terror'' provided:by the.chief.'rivals' 

· strategic nuclear wea,pons contributed. tQ. this. fragmentation. ,, · . - ~- ·-
: .·, "! 

• I , _. . · o ' ' - • t ' · -~ 

A second·kind·of'dissociation was alwa¥s more fragile. The' distinction 

r betwee1i'·domestic -politics end 'foreign'•poiicy hB.s"~ever been rigid in p:i-actice, 
- ' .... • f' .... • . • ·, ... ~ 

and throughout'tlie 1950s; •6os and '70s, tre h!iire lfitnessed interstate conflicts 
' • -.., < -~- •• , • • ( ~ • • - ~ • ' • t" • ; 

·over a regime; or over the' application of self-determination, or over ·the com-

biD.ation of tiie two·:... this is what the 'wars in Korea and Vietnam t1ere" 'a.l>out -

as well'as domestic revolutions with intemati.onBl rep~rt:ussioris '(Ciiba, China). 
' . . ~ - . - . - • - • • - ... ~ .. - -~ • ~ .- ..... ' • . I. 

'llut, again, these explosions 'have been kept separate, and a great deal 'of 
... ~r . ,~ -~ . "- '"" 

domestic turbulence did not provoke international involvelilent or· conflict. 
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A third dissociation, which lasted through the 1960s, was that betl'reen the 

open_ interrlB:tionaJ. econo!ll¥1 and .. the s~rategic-cl.i.plomati!' chessboard;:. the "ti'TO

track" system !jlla].yzed some ye~s ago by Richard Cooper. It aJ.lowed for a 
. . . .... - . . 

, reasonably successful IIISilB€ement of the worl?- -~con?.I!W - brilliantly indeed in 

~elations.between advanced capitaJ.ist states, less so in North-South relations; 

• 

. . - . . - • . • . in 
Deterioration, whose .causes began to operate in the late,j960s, set in/the 1970s. 

• I • , • l,. J, > I ... - ~ 

HOiiever, despite inflation,. recessio_n, and the multiple. ramifications of the 
• ' j ~ ~- •• • • - •• 

!• 170s oil crises_, a major di~aster,comp~le to ~he dep;-ession:of the 1930s has 

been avoided. . . 
The problem of the·1980s is the risk of an end of' dissociation or fragmen

tation, for reasons _that can· be- found.' within ·each" of, thi-ee realms just mentioned, 

'In the first ;place,· the. factors of regional. fragmentation of the superpo~1ers' 

contest are weakening. 

mili t~ pol{er abroad; 

·The key development here is the Soviet· ability to project 
' 

and. the Soviet· determination to • exploit rfestem weaknesliJes 

. in the Third ~lorld in ways· different from· and more effective than the earlier 

Soviet methods that led to serious reversaJ.s not~orily'in the Congo in 1960 

but later in the Sudan, in Egypt or in SomaJ.ia - not to mention China. The 

Soviet Union, 1·1hile continuing to suppc)rt forces more promising than subse~ 

vient ·Communist parties in· places where· these . are' ;insigzlifioant, now prefers 

to help· movements whose social. goaJ.s and methOd fit 1~i thin Marxist-Leninist 

orthodoxy;. and the Soviets see to it, llhen their client gets to ·po~rer, that his 
w - . . ' -

dependence is great enough, and their own presence weighty enough, to prevent 
..;. . - - . --

a repetition of .what had,happened in ~t in July., _1972. r~oreover; for 

re~ons best anaJ.yzed by S~eryn BiaJ.er, 1) the -~vi~t Union 1118\Yo--in· the '80s, . . .... . . ' - . 

't!e increasingly tempted to compensate abroad for ~mes.tic ,~reaknesses and. ten-

. sions: declining growth, serious economic inefficiencies, one or. two succession 
I • - . 

periods, a growing need for.oil from .the outside, changes in the demographic - . - . - -

composition of the USSR, 1118\Y lead .. to a quest for_ extemaJ. triumphs, - . . . - - . -

Another development dangerous 'for regional.' disconnection is the activity 

of.Soviet client states with important military mearis and ambitions·of tneir 

own: Cuba, in Africa, and Vietnam, in Southeast Asia. A thirdrdeVelopment is 

.the new American determination to contain more vigorously than in recent years . . . - - - -
such advances by Soviet !'proxies" and by .the ·Soviet Union. The final. threat 

')-~. ~ ' • ' • • •• - w 

, comes from strategic considerations. ,-Regional. .fragmentation presupposes 
• ... . • -· 1 • - .... 

either a milit~ baJ.ance (as in Europe), or .. such an imbaJ.ance that (as in 
..... ,., • - .. -- 7 ' ... • - ~ - • - - ' 

Latin America) one superpotier actually has the field .to itself, or a, willing-' .. . -

ness on the part of the rivaJ.s to compete.primarily,by means.other than _ . . - - . 

military (or merely by providing arms to local. clients) •. But when_ both sups~ - - . . . . .. - . -

po~1ers - or one superpower and the_ close aJ.lies of Lthe othez:.- decide to • 
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compete.·more vigorously and with armed: forces; t and~ wlfeh-;··=·izi: addi tibrt~· 'there 

' .is· a: regionw::imbrllimce in conventional. i'orce·s; .. the'-ten'uptati'on ·for-the loser to 

· .: co~rtsate·. either· by.• exploi ti.ng.· his superior! tf 'elsewhere, or by •eJlploi ting 

· whatev'er·:advilntages he'•mey have '(or believe he':ha.S) hi:· the ·strat&gib':nuclear 

,·realm will:be great~· "In:this reepect';'the gradusl 'shi'ft"froin' the staoility of 

... mutusl aseured:destructioil,-. .-plus .. •some arms control, to tbe'instability of 

- counterforce, ·war-;fighting strategies --likely to be detrilliental- botli to 

·- ·:deterrence:: and to crisis·· stability .:. 'minus arms control, is· a 'last rllrll 'in 

·:· the .coffin· of regionii.l· fragmentation~' ... ' ' · ·;· · ·· '" !. · ·r .. 
f,' ,· • 0 ' 0 _ ,•, f. 0 • ~ : ,"'• 

0
, , 0 or•, ~- • ,...,, 

0
' •·., ... , 0 ~~~ 'l"l

0

• '·i·'" • 
.' . . :m' the s~cond place, ~he' collapse ·or the 'distinction berhreeii' dOmestic and 

·d, • ...• , . -, , .• ,~ .. ,.; , ··-_ ··l·-·:··~-: •• -.·-· ._- .. -- _ .. :· •·,I", ~ _r~": , _-:.-· ... - · 
roreigjl · Bffa:irs is ·likelj' 'to become uni verilal; · To put 1 t as bluntly as 

,.. .,...., __ .,._,. -~~ ' .. :· •rr:.i.:- ., ... --!.: .. : •-,{: .• e- .... -.-~-
. . possible; dOmestic affairs are likely to become the stake of international. 

. ' -.~.-·..-.. -:·.-._.;. ;,_ •:!·-·-1 •. ,;., -~"'··· ;-. _ .. ·;.'!-, .. _-~' . 
politics,· lizid intervention the empirical norm. ~le have almost reached the end 

of the protracted period:- of decoloni~tion. ( oiil.Y Southertl Af;ici 'i~· left). 
~ ''< • •, ' • ••" ;,,. ~·'o••••'• ·, .':·•, • ~· • ;. r '.; 

.. 1-/hat l-ie nOl-i find is a scene marked by 'the follo~ririg .. featUres. Many states are 
• - . ' • . .• ' . . ·- l'.' . ' ' . . ' -,. . . •< :- ' • 

. endowed with artificial borders;· and racke'd by d!iatructive interruil. 'comniunal 
'. ' ' . ·- . ' .. · ,.. . . ~ ~- . . . . \ . : . . .. . . . . . . . .- . 

conflicts betWeen tribes, ethnic groups, religious sects, cultural _factions, 
'. I' ' . . · ' ' ; · : ·- 1-''' .• -· • ' ' ! '' . · l· ' ' · - ,. . , 

or by violent clAshes ·between: ideological· opponents or rivaJ. ·arrey cliques -
- r •• · • . . • ; . •. .. · .. , : -:: . ,, • • '· , . , ... , : ; 1:.: : : ~ ~ · ..._·. - ; · 

· or a ·combination of illl"of· these. ·In ·recent l·reeks, Iran~ India, Burma, Zimbabwe, 
.• 'r,. J'. .l~--- ,. -.•. _·. ·--~-. --~ . . •... ,;-· -j; r:·.; . .:· .. 
·El 'Salvador, Bollvi.S.; Soutl:i Korea 'have been in ·the nei"s for silch reasons. A 

state· with a. ba.a.J.Y or oiiiy £a:tti'a.iiY uitegratea' 'so.oietY' cii' a. -tYrandical regime 
... _ - f' . • .. . - . . •. , . . , , . . • '•I . ,._ ' ., ,·, , 

iS' likely to bea target 'for'meddling, ·either by a greatpOlier; or by a neigh-

', -; bo~ int~rit' ori' e~~ing hi~. a~duri ty ~r bn 'expanctlng his lnhuence' by .removing 
, ' • ' . ' , '' ; • ,· '. ' . ,. .. • +'. ' , , . . • ,. , .. ,,._ ' . I ;,J • • '• • . .- • . 

.· .. 

a·hostile regime,· or by exploiting internal' dissensions next door. In recent 

years'; vi~·trum;it;'IDove int<', c~boaia:,' T~z~a:i·~ o~~rtliroi(~.f:·I~ ~. Somalia•s 

1:re.r in Ethr~Pia,' Iraqis ope~~tions ~et Iz.ari ~a_·-~i:a, 'i:.ibY-a•s probes in 
.. · ' ,.'- -~; ·:• .... ·· \•[• . .-_,, ·:~·-···_ - :: _, .... -.~ ::. "~ :· .. :., :;; . .. . . . ·.·· 
Chad, give· us a taste· of ·things to ·come. Finally, revolutions are likely in 

ma,ey· pl~es ·:. it is tlirou8-h f~:;;~~ that. ~v~riim~rits ~ci ~Si-mea tend to change 
• l''t •• '· ,, ...... '• .,J• ., ••,);. ··-- .,•• c'.i •.·,; • .. •, • ::• ;, • •' '•; • 

· in ·the Third ~lorld - and many of these carry a risk of: either. realignment in . .. . ~ ' .. . . . . . . . . . ; . : ,- .' . . ~~ ,. - : . . . . . . 
. the global cold wax or of '~ri thdrawal. from a present pro-rle'stern alignment, as 
izi the ~a.ee of ':ti-an in 1979;:•.· .. ·' :· . , . ; . 

'· ~ ·,.1 \ .. _ -.tr..:·· 
. ,, 

. . _ 1'1!Jy sho~d the thJ:.:eat of _greater .. in'ternal fragmentation in ,Third ~lorld 
• ,,' > ' ~ ~, • ~· , • ' • • - I' • •' , • •~ ',, "' • , • ' I. ' ••, -' 

.countries, and of more inte~stat~ conflicts resulti.ng.from it,- lead to.inter-
___ ~-~--';,_-_'';''· .• ···.:~ :. ,··~-·:'·le.,:. r ._. · ·,•· .• · ··-·-·· · -' 

nat;i~nal- rather, tt)an to ;me,~ ;:.;egionaJ. insecurity?. P~ly be~~use B<?_!lle _of the 
. cou'rl~z:i.es that _could 'tie in tro)lble. OCC).lpy impoJ,';t;!lJlt strategic positions (Egypt) . -~- -'· ,· -·· "'. •· .. -. ... . .-.... _ ···-· -. - .... 
or provide vital resources (Saudi _Arabia); partly. because ;internal. factions or 

'• ~ '•. < '• , •-:-•. •:o·" • ·~ . .' ·. ' ~- ,· J ·- '.. ', • . • , - ' , • •· • ' ' 

external. meddlers. se~k ,and o)lt,$ out~ide supPQrt (think .of the J'?lisario case: 
.._,f ~ .. ··!·:'· )·. ·: . ·. •'-' ·-~·. . .. :; .. ·-·. . •. . - . 

_the suer;:il,la~ _hay;e,Al.geri!ln and Libyan_help, Mq~cco has ~erican,assistance); 
' • ' : " • !. •,; • • ·• • _. ',, ~· • • ·' '' "• .,,, ' '-'• r • -

partly because of the w~ generalized turbulence .. affects· the great -powers• . . .. -: ' . : ·-... ' ' . . . ', ~ ' (' •. :; ,'_, :- '· :·: .. --.. . . . ·' . _. . .. - . : . . . . . - - -
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definition of their eecuri ty. They alwa¥e tend to oscillate· bet1reen two poles. 

The narrow definition practi~aJ.ly· equates_ security with sUrvival: national 

security means the protection of the nation (il.ild of nationals abroad:) Bga.inst 

·physical attack, and the safeguarding of its economic activities from devasta-

ting outside blows .•. This broad definition tends to equate national eecuri ty 

and forei~ policy, or national interests.·· This is excessive (and dangerous, 

either when such interests vastly outrun the .nation's power, ·or 11hen they lead 

to so formidable an expansion of that power-. in order that they match the 

interests - as to frighten or threaten other states). And yet an expansive 

definition, beyond the narrow one, is inevitable, for t\-ro reasons •. The first 

is valid for all states, major or not: since the state is represented in world 
' -

affairs by its regime, the latter will consider its 01·m self-preservation as a 

matter of national security- a f~tor that tends. to be neglecte~ by authors 

11ho write in _countries with legitimate and stable governments. Secondly, major 

actors, almost by definition, project their power abroad in order to provide 

their physical and economic security witha kind of glacie, an~ they do eo in 

the ti-ro modes distinguished by Arnold Holfere, 1men he wrote about possession 

and ll!ilieu goals. ( 2) They ~rill tend to equate their own national se?urity ~Titl). 
that of close _allies - of states 11hose physical and economic survival. is ·deemed 

indiepens'able to' their own, And they ~rill define as essential to the~r national 

security the preservation either of a clientele of s_tates (without 11hose 

physical and economic survival they could most probably live), or of inte:t'-
' - . 

national rUles and regimes, whose loss 1rould markedly affect their influence 

and their statue. In a sense, the_ scope of a major actor's definition of his 

national security depends o~ t\-ro factors •. One is his power - the greater it is, 
' ' . . . " . _., ' . . 

the more ~ridel.y he \·rill throw the net, the. more interests ~rill be equated with 
. • . . I 

security, and national security with foreign policy. The oth~r factor is 

external threats: when they multiply or become sharper, and even if national 
' '. . . . . 

power is limited, the more extensive the notion _of national eecuri ty tends 

to become; it expands to meet the threat, rather than the other.wa¥ round. If 

we l6ok at the post-war United States, we find that the first half of. the 1970s . . ' 

were a kind of golden period in ~rhich the definition of the scope of national . 

security relaxed a bit (riot 'all th~t ~eh, ail -Allende found out). Earlier, the 

'scope ~rae huge because of American power. No~i, it grows ~. beciaus:e· of the' 

rise of threats. And also because o£ the recent dynamics of the supe~wers' 
contest. Nany Americans beli~e that tiie till-oulen~e in the 'J:'hird ~Torl4·, . and 

. . . .· . 
the rise of radical movements hostile to the ~lest there, are_ partly due to a 

pe'rception of declining American power or· ;dll; and they ~- 'determined to 
. . . . . . ( ' ~ . 

reverse the trend. But in the meantime,· the Soviet Union has deepened its o~m 
. \ . . ' . ' . 

involvement, and has to· protect its own investment, or act in such a We¥ as to 
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b.ecome a·· necessary, ·fa.Ctor in most important dispu"tes •and''an ;tinavoid!i.bie counter-

. pa:r:t .for ,the .. US.> • : ... - _ . ' '•,• '' . 
-, -··· ~ ·r·· ·•- · ···.•· : .. -,..~-./ ... :., t;-,- .·; -;~ • .!·_.• ~·c."!·· .. <.: -~ ~ · 

. . . The 'thiro disscic'iation· that iS vanishing is that between the ·economic and 
.-, •• •. ,•, . , .· 1 . ::' , ._. • :."· . ·::, · .• :._ ', ~ 1 :: ... · • ··i.· .. · r··,'l :;. 

the l'Qlitical track. Here agaln, there are several reasons. The most obvious 
. . . . . '· .... t •. : •. _:-:_ _,. . ,· ~-·· - : .. . ; ' ... ~. ~--. -• ... -·. "'f'(\',·' ' 

is the in'teiilational economic crisi·s; International insecurity is· ·increased 
: .... . '·· ... :. . . ' .. (·. . ... ·.-· .- · .... ~- . ,'. ·,_· _.~ ~-: .... 
by tlie persiStence of iilflation and recession in major industrial countries; 

. . . . , • • • . , . ~ ' . • • • .: .• , . .. , • , r ~- _. ~:.·· , • - . • • • . • . 
· ·by the brutal-politics of.oil, which; through the complicated bargains· of OPEC, 

. ~ebl t tn hlghe;.'pi-lo~S (pa,;tlj M a: reply to. th~ in~ti~triai ~OW~rs I. inflation) 
' 

0 
' • ' ••f ' •·: ' ,· • 

0 
n , 

0 
~ • • 

0 

, • •• ,1, • •• 
0 

' :••, ,,( 

as well a.S in uncertalnty about leVels of production; . and by the enormous 

't~e.t which· th~ \iisi.rlg 'ci~b·t of. the· oh.;.im~rliilg ~eir~.i~~ii;g 'co~tries .c~eates 
. . • .. ·;.. -.;. ·):' ~': ,._., •.. : .·• ;'f,f_.;:-. . . -~·-.. . . . ·. _.· 

for the international financial system. The outcome is_ domestic tension 
, , , , , . • , , , " · . · : •' ;. • r~ :,. - · ' . .::0 • '• ,_ . 9ri.f 1, ' '-~- •' '" . . 

evel:ywhe·re: a we&k:Eihl.rig- of the· governments • ability to meet the demands or needs 
,., ;~ •• ~ '·•_ • • ;~ <' ~r.· • ,· ·u -.·, ';~ .... ,,. \ ',•-r,f•,'·•; ;:.·.: 1 •· _;·: 

of ci'tizens, 'the rise of pretectiomst pressures, the necessity for many_ 
• ... • : ••. •;•• •• · •• , •. ;,· - : ~- \·~·;- •. ··:• .•. • __ .. _.:;. ,;';" .'. ···.:.·:· •. ,· ,1:,., ._. 

goveminents in p6cir countries to cut back on social expenditures .li!lld. develop-

"'; _-., 

.~·>"I ; ' .. ; ~-; •,," : · .. r:, -- ;·,. ·:: . . -,' 
ment plans. Another factor is the contribution made by economic development 

·itself to·internations.J.·disruption,~soci81 dislobatione ariG politicS! 

· turbulence .. in'many .. Tlii:rd ·l·lorld countries·..; parti6ularl.Y ·in 'the"oil;:.prodticing 

: · ·ones; where sudden· wealth·.nas. sprE!ad corruption, arid heightened· the· tensions 

.. between a· crumbling tradi.tions.J.·ord.er on ·one-·side,·-and its nio·veey:·auferent 

kind~ of foes - modernizers whi> often 'tU.rn to 'Socialist oi- Coiiiinurlist·'madels, 

. ··:and tradi tions.J.ists ·intent. on. restoring thrEiatEmed -Values'i · ' ' · · 
• • • •• •• .> : f • ''''1· ... . ' ~.- •.•. _ -· .... -; . rr·-;,~; _._· -·_r ! ···:·;. "' •.• ·' .: 

If there ever was a line separating economic from political affairs, it 
. • ' . . . • ,····· .. ·> •. :' . . . . . ... '• • : • ·• ~ ·. _.; . . .. ' . '- : "·, - .. ,. ...-:-. . ... 

has now been crossed on all sides, and this is likely to continue. Economics 
. '· ~- .f~- 1 ~ .---~ ·, r· ·· .,.. : · ... ·. ... .. '· l •• ··•: , • ~ :· •••• _ .. _"· · 

'has become S: p6Utical. ·weapon ;;.: not onlj for those oil-producing ~~~~al 
· ...• ·. ·,.t-·. ·~:. ;['' .• ·.··:~· .• ·• .: ;· .. ··-: ·-... ·'· .. -~···J.'·.·'"'. -~-

regimes" tlla.t want to ·uee higher prl.ces and cuts in production as weapons 
• ', • - '> ' .. :.·· ~.: •i:•• '' ':- •·,. ·:' ~ ~ , ·:_.,_ (le' • · · ' 

against the us· or' Israel because of the Palestinian issue, but also for the US, 
': ; 0 , f 0

' 0 • ' ' r " _, J • ~ ('"• • • •' 0 .• ,< ~ 0 ' , 

1 
: 0 • ·, , 

·which has resorted to economic warfare 'both against Idi Amin and, aft!"~ the 
0 • ," • • r 0 i- • ' •: 0 • ," \"j' ' '' ; - :•' o' . • ~! " I, ~:' 0 "• •' I.;~ : .. '' _.' _. (' 

. invasi'on or A£ghan:istilz1;' e.g8.1rist the Soviet Union, and for the international 
'·.... ,., . •.• . •• : .• .. , .-.• -- •. l'• ·;:···. ~ ·,. '";'• _.f._,". . . ••• , -~--~·· 

90mmunity as a whole, which ueed economic sanctions against Ian Smith and m~ 
0 

', 0 0 0 
, •.:, 0 , • 

0
, ~ , • .-, 0 ," 

0 
n ~ ,• 0.) I " 0 0 '."•', 

0 0 
f 

0
' 

0 
° ~ 

'do so again against South Africa. And ·economic frustration can have pplitical 
: . .. . . ·_. _:: .. . . . · .• -.-; ~ 't ..... . - • ' .· - •. ,-! ' - ' •• ! . • 

· ·' consequences: we have seen it;· on a smilll scale, in Britain's crecurrent _ 
.. · .· .. · .... - .. ~·.:···.,,: .. _ ... - .... ·-~·.· '~·r··:r~·.:···~ ~ 

' ultimatums to the EEC,· but illso on a much more disturbing one, in the Havana 
, , ,. '· ' . r ..&.. ;•. • ' • '• ' , ' •• • " " ' ~ "!I • '.' '._ I .: ' ' ;. ' •, . J: • 

Conference of the non-aligned, and· in. the success of Castro t s. speech :... centred 
•. • ' .,, . • • • . r•· ·. -' ,; ',., ' ;· '.,- ,- '' •' •, • • ' ~·.' • ,. ' . • ' ..,_ 

on North-South. iliaues - at the ·mrGeii.eral.· Assembly in 1979. 
-::.;; ·:' . ·:· .. :.. . • .. . . . . .···;· . ..: ~ '.!.·--····· • ·-~· 

Let us combine these different.trende.-.,1-/e obtaln-the. i!nage,of ·a,world . ·· .. ·:·.: ·. ,., ·.' . ---- -·-. ·--·.-~ .. '·' ... - -

that is becoming much mo;re dangerous and tmmanageable, bf!'cause of the inter-
• •. • .. ...... <_-•• "'-r: f.-,.- ";: l .'·"\_~----, •.• · ." .. ~- --"_··-~·· •• .. • ~- •.. ' 'f .. "::.· .-~ ,' • 

action of two contradictory trende. One is the renewed commitment of the super-
•• -~ . ,., •• '. ·'-<•. ;,•.-·.-; .,.:: c. ''·"'• ': ..... _ .. • •. i'· .:·.:' .. ' ' . ,· f ,,.: ~:··.1 
" J.)owers' tci. global ·eompeti tion.- 'There are serious disagreements about the nature 

6f s<irte't slobititin~,-,btit the~-can beiii~i~ .. doubt ~ut Mosc~w;s dete~tion 
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to b~ a world powf1r, . about .its accumulation of military means (whether .for 

actual use, or , money in the bsnk, e.s e. guarantee of influence); ·about its 

determination to exploit - albeit at low risks .. - promising oppo~ties, and 

. about the de.cli~e ~f the inhibit!~~~ ~~.the ,hop~· f~r detente 1.s :benefits had 
• • ,. '· • ' ' .. • . ' ' .. • t ·~' ·:. • '- . < •• • 

temporarily induced. And in the .Third World, the Soviets have. important assets: 

~he ability to ~ against ihe ~les(~e very. st~ng :~~i-racist and. anti

,imp~rl~i~t resen.tments, ~d to prortde. liberation u!o~eme):lt~ or national leaders 

or both with ~terial .. help and with ~_lg.nd of(ads~~~le).model o~ political 
; ~ . ' . - . ' . ' ,_ -· . . . . 

control. As for the US, not only does. it still have yast asse~s of its.own-
' . . -. . _, . . ~ 

in the realm of, public and. above all private econo~c ~ssistance to states, most 
t. . ' . . . . ' . < • - • • 

of which cannot e.!ford self-reliance and find the. Soviet economic model 
' •.· ' . ' . . .· ., ·:. ,_-: . . - . : ' 

unattractive -·but the cumulative effect of a stripg of.Soviet .. successes (almost 
' . . i . . . ' ' . ' ' . ~ . 

none of which e.!fected by itself the . hard core, or the. narrow definition, of 

American national seCurity) has led to the.return to a more expansive definition 
. • • • . ' •• :· • ., r .• _ -

· and to· th~. new. militancy mentioned above. 
. . . ·. . .. 

The other trend-.is both e. kind -of diffusion and· pulverization of power. . . -- . 

Many_ states- including-Third World ones- are. beComing important economic 

actors, _produce and export. their own weapons, and in some cases,· move toward 

_t~e·produotion of·nucle~ weapons. And yet, they suffer~from the internal weak

nesses already discussed •. The collision ·of the two trende gives one a ·major 

reason for pessimism (in. e.ddi tion to _:the reason provided by mutual· miepercep- · 

tions and interne.l developments in the two superpowers, both of which are on 

th~ v~rge of trouble.some. ~~~e~sion ~eriods) :t~e ability 0~. clients .or proxies 

· to manipulate mip~~wers or .to. pro~oke · confront~t~ons •. ·, Th~. biggest . pe;il lies 
. '. ••. '· • ',1' ' I, . ' .' .. ... ..l'• - ' 

in "grey areas". in which uncertainty exists about thf1 eJC't~n:t of .e. .superpower's, 

cooimitment to azi ally or .friend, and aboUt the other's ~kely. r_esponse. There, 

tbe diversity or' the 'vitai -~tional int~rests of. the local pllcy'B~s and the . . . . . . '', . . . . ' ' . 

existence' of the oold war can combine to produce serious miscalculations and 
., . - . ,. . . . . . . ,· " 

'"misescale.tions". And the. superpo)<Fers, concerned. with. ,their credibility, have 
r , I . • • • ' . ~ 

not sufficiently developed means of avoiding these through consultation and 
' .. . ,- . '' '. ··, . . 

"crisis manageme~t". Three parts of the world are .!Jandidstes for such. dangers: 
' • r: .· , . .. . ' . ·' • . . . • -

the.Middle East,- where the effects of a protracted political crisis .in Iran and 

'or ~ ~deci~iye war, in Mgha.nistan have: ~o~ ~een added·. to.· all the. other ferme~ts, 
• ' •• ' ,. " J •• ::: • • ·- '. ' ' • ~ ' • •. • 

Southern Africa and East Asia. The combination of antagonistic .nationalisms, 

rival ideologies, imperatives of "fS.Ce•; (or allianc~ p~se~atiori; or bal~ce 
. of power), ·and domestic instabilities is fri~tenin€ ;ln a.i1 three ~as. 

. ~. - . . 

To be ·su:re, the danger 'of: "~e-connecti~n" is not of the same order.all over 

· the· world. A ma~ detailed anal~si~ would have to. ~e diet~ctions b~tween . . . ' ~ .. ' . - . -- . .~ .. . : ; . . ·, . 
different areas. There will still be e. number of sub-eystems, _each one_ with 

. ·- ' t ' 



., .. , 

its own .. dynamics - in Europe, ·.the· Americas; AfHca, .. the ll!iddle -East, East Asia. 

But· all the. signs· point to _greater-turbulence iri all -of .them,:. except·· l~pe 

, {wbich:.-does.not mean· that ·there ~Till not .be- seriowr instabilit{withiii each 

hal~,of the __ Con~inent); end 'j;o ~.greate:r; dskof escalation of insecurity from 

one area :to others. . . -: , ' :; ~ .. ... ' .... ·.. . 

< ••• '. il · ... 

There is'another' di~~bing eiem~t: we have little to l~arn from' past 

· · periods of turbul~nce, I' have~ e.-t· a·ome lerigth; tried to. e~l~n · eisewhe~ ~/by 
. " . ' I". '. ,_ ,· • • -: • ·' ~- .. • , " ' 

previoue methods of coping with"internatiorial insecurity are of littie use now, 

and eha.J.i not; repeat tiie' ir.J:,gum~nts he~~(3) .. But it 'mey be ·,rorlh loo~ briefly 
at ·two specific p~riods, :· · · ' · · . · '· . 

. . -· ... 
.. The fiz:st one \BB ~he period of 1870-1914,, when tlle great-powers indulged 

in .the. scramble for colonies and frequently clashed in w~?at -~s nmr ca1led the · . · ... _ " ' . . . . .. 
Thi;-d World. ~spite. J;.jmin Is bias!Jed _analysis . of imperialism, it was not . . . - . . 

bec9¥se. of th?-~e expeditions .al?-~ conflicts that the First ~-Torld ~Tar broke out. 

France had frequent:j.y opposed England and Italy, England -had opposed Russia, 
. •;, . ., : .·.. . ',, ' . .• . I. . . . . . 

. and yet they _e,nded up _allies, . It W¥l not Franco-Germa,n· conflicts over Morocco · 
• - ' • • • oY • • -

that led to the war, It began at the very core of the European state system, . . . . . . 

because of the fatal weakness of Austria-Hungary, and of. its- vulnerability to '.. . . : ' . . . . - . ~ . 
Slav nationaiism, But the precedent of that period .does not suggest that Third 

. . . ~ ' . ' . 
World .turbulence to~ can. be -t;reated lightly. With .the exception of a few 

' . -. . '. . . . . - . . . . . - . ' . 

· a:i:eas (that were not immediately. threateneil by the great powers I rivalry in 

:Efu."opfi!f~ the e~~~~udc and, strategi~ i!nportence of the Empires: was limited (to 
,· •. . ' _, ': . . ~ . . 

be sure, Ti:r;P_itzl naval. policy WOr:J;'ied Britain, but~ race was over several 

years before the .war began) •. To~ •. ~e~eral parts of, the. Third \iorld are. very 

closely tied~ ~e- ~tional sec~i,~ (~~n ~wly ,defined) of one or the 
. . ' . 

oth~i- BU~rPowers, o~ both: obvioilsly, .the Middle EaSt ~d Persian Gulf regions 
. . . . - .• '. _. : ' : ' . . . .· ...... "} .. _:-· : . :. -

are areas which, in hostile harid.S·; could threaten the vi tal interests of the 
•, ' ., •. . . I • ' '- ,,, . • 

West (and Japan), and \ihich the Soviet Union'has a· 1ri:tiil' interest i.il keeping 

from' being entirelY- controlled by;' or'friendiY to~ its chlef -~ivals; . There 
~ ' • - • ' • : '· • • • • ' • t • ' ' • • • • • • ' ' - • • • • 

are lliajdr Amerii::en interests in Central ·~erica ~rs.W materials, communi_cations 

end the··conta.inmiint of CUban influ~mce)i end veri ··~imilar ones iil mineral-rich 

.. parts of Africa •. While South~~t lsia niey'not be intrinsicaiiY more -~rtant 
to the Superpawer's' 'tl'ian the B~~ to' Gel.'lllaey ~~~mid in 1914,' each one 

. !-. . . • . . . ,. •. . .. . ... __ . : .• ·. • . . . 

cannot ifford to see' its own regional ally or friend·- Vietnam or Chin~-

'defe~ted or humiliated.·· ~lhether''or"riot.'one ~es rith those who, a bit. 8-libly, 

eqUate Soviet.Pbiioy with Imperfal Qe:rinany1~ 0 the oompari~6~ be~IIEie~ the.;re-
• • • • ' ~;. ' '·, L ': '~ ' ' ,., • • .~- .' .. (, ' ': •' - ' ,. ~' , F, 

1914 period and the ·present is far more .frightening than reassu:ing, as,. __ . 
1....,._ .r.. . ' -- .. 
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Miles ~er .has brilliantly shown (particUlarly when'·he refers ·to •ithe 

complica.tions.introduced by great power riva.lr;y superimposed upon local' . 

·.conflicts", .and of foreign policy a.s a. means of escape from· domestic iilsecurity~~4 ) 
The other :·comparison woulff be ~li:th the· post.:1945 peribd. - a.· period of grea.:t . . ~ . ,... .... . -: . 

instability in the Third ~lorld, since it wa.s the era. of decoloniza.tion, marked' 

by major wars and the involvement or-both superpowers, However, one of the ver;y 

sources of turbulence in the 1980s is the decline or disappearance of the reasons 
·.; .· ' . . . . :· . .. . . . ·. . . '. . : 

why the crisis of decoloniza.tion, and other crises in the Third vlorld,. were 
:· ,_ . . ' . ~ . . . 

handled. reasonably well, The first is, of course, the change in Soviet capabili-. .· ' - . . 

ties: we are no longer in 1946, ~en Truman could force St.a.lin to give up his 
. • • ' I . . . . - . 

claims on Turkey azid his attempt to remain in Northern Iran! a.e men~ioned 

before, the contrast between the Soviet fia.eco in the Congo and the .operation 

in Angola. is stark; The second factor is ·a. certain decline in American power -.. . .. 
a· complex notion, about which one must be Careful. In the 1940s and '50s, 
' ,. . ' : . "' . ' ' . ,. . . ·. . . . . . 

American mili ta.r;y and· economic power wa.e far superior to anyorie else's; and 

there is no doubt that it provided a.· sta.bilizirl8 ·baekdrop to_ turbulimce,. There 
' - . . . . . . . . . ' ' -: . ' . . ' \ 

·ha.e been a relative decline due to the rise of other nations' power, often helped 

by US poiicies. There has ·aJ.so been .:. after the ·Vietnam experie~ce - ls'ss of 

a. willingness t<i l1se overt or covert force, by comparison l1ith the deys of 

Gua.teina.la, Lebanon, the Congo; ·or· San to 'Domiligo~ This, of course, is reversible. 

But ~1ha.t is not reversibie is the inadequacy of mili ta.r;y po~1er. to some of_ the . 

·_threats·.:. :what Ro~ert ·Art · ~eceritl) ~a.iied .. the irmerent ,limits __ of 'miu t~ powef 

to ·achieve economJ.c objectJ.ves:(5 And there has been a. declme in the ability 

· to use another instrument that had ·figured 'prominently in tlJ.e American ar'sena.l 

of: the post:..war era.: .economic assistance',,. for rea.'sons' that are largely internai 

to the US and could be reverse.d. (see beiow) b~t not e~sily, . ,,,· 

However, the most important factor is the third:. the diffusion of p<iwer . -- . . .. . . ' : ' . . . . . 
. to Third Uorld countries. Many.now produce their own weapons (or can diversify . . . . : . 
their sources of supply), They are incr~a.singly striving .for control· over their 

na.tura.l_ resources and ov~.r th!! opera.~~ons of foreign. t~nterp#ses. · The .6il

producing countries have domesticated the interna.tiona.l oil companies,<.> In 
' .. . - '. . . . . . ' ' . . 

other words,_thes_e countries are both more capable .of c~_a.ting,difficulties by . ' . 
their own actions, and more capable of depriving the instruments of power that 

. ' .. . ' .. ' . . 

the US us~d in order to police world_affa.irs in the post-war ~ra, of·their 
-: -_ . . . ' ... ' ' . : ' . : '. : . 

efficacy. Some believe that the effronter;y ,of .the ~pygmies" is a direct :i:esul t 
. ' .. .. . ' 

of. the fa.ll of America's power; they do~ not understand that the fall is a. direct . . ' ~ •. . . 
'result of the rise of t~e. pygmies. The ;Limits on th~ us~ility, .or usefUlness, 

of us power, a.re far more. serious than the. a.lie~d decline of will or the 
• .: : . • . • : ,1 . • . - ' . '•· • . . ., . 

relative decline in the amounts of power. One of the biggest evolutions since: 
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.1945 is a ,transformation in" the· nature of-power which affects; 'partly, its 

ingredients, in .the ·sense 'that~there· is an ·increase both iri .offensiVe -and in 

-,_defensive "capabilities,, which in.tum creates ·new opportunities-for conflict 

r- (think•of"oil, ·or the spread of nuclear·technOlogies}.· Mainly, 'however, it 

r ' !affects. the conditions ·of .the use of. power. -It :iS increasingly ,delicate;·-because 

. . 

., in a complex world of, ·multiple and· diverse actors; it ·depends . eo lai'gely ·on 

external. opport=i ties which· the :would•be user of :power 'can' try .to e:Kploi t but 

,·mey.be unable to create- i.e. his;own·succ·ess is. at-the mercy of cha:nce·s, 

_provided by others :..·as .well· as. on his •own domestic processes arid priorities 

.that mey. al temati vely be . crippling'. or on the-. contrary .dictate unwise . exer

tions of power. Also, the uses of power are increasinglY asymmetriCal; ··states 

that. are above all military machines (the ,USSR, .Vietnam) are not likely to look 
·-~ 00A "~ •0 J 0 .. • ....... -' ' ; ., J,~ .. .. • .0. r' ,,~ .... --

at the scene in thesame WS¥ as states.whose deep involvement in the."economios 
- .... . ' ' .. ~ \. _, . ' ... . . . . . . ·. ~ .. .. .... ·- ~ - .... 

. ofr interdependence" causes a host of constraints: advanced industrial societies 
' • • • j .. I. • • - . • • • •• . ( j ,. ... -· .. • • • • • .; .. ... -; • • • • • - •• ... .. ·~ 

,_ .. which find th~elves_cosseted.and corseted between inflation and recession, 
I • ii.4,., I . ! I ~ ' • ,.. • • , · -. '" 

trade expansion and protection, and have narrow.margins.of manoeuvre, developing 
' • .. • • .. .1·'-· . . - •. - . - ·. • ... - . . • ' - .; ~ • • • • . • , . 

countries.with limited reeources_and _huge needs, ,often obliged to .accept the 
~ ~ o • .. 'I, o .• ' <! o ·• ~- • • ~ •• • I • _.._.J- .J ...-.. ' ' 

drastic.dictates of the IMF. From the viewpoint. of the -US,, it all.amounts, in 
0 

! ; ' • o t \ ') '·· o . 4 I • ,J, I I - - ~ · •· ' • 

the words of one official,, to a having b0th.less to offer,_and.less .to threaten 
.._ • ' ; ~., 1 •. l- ' ' .;, V • • · ·· . · .v,.- • ...._.. ' ..... ~ .. ..._ ·• - ' ' ·- ' '' • 

:~~; .... . · ··t ,_.!'··:_. - .... "'l .\ ;;·". :-:Jt: · & ... • • '; ; ·1J -; .,.,._,.~. · ~- c L~.- .. · 'j 

d This-means that we have' to face. the·f'uture without"much~comt.on frOm 'the 

~t;"_ The key.question is: in a·:world'.of lirultiple·instal!ility'and insecurity,_ 

· ho\f can we. distinguish .. between' threats and. conflicts! that are· of vi tal~ impc:lr-

,. tance, and th"-'-Gthers2-Jiere we firid two:e:ictreme pasitions;'both'of which:! find 
' 

,unacceptable. The first argues that the· only.cwlcy' to.fill' the'gap-between · 

'Proliferating_Western_or·American interests-and aVailable power is-to-redefine· 

·- · .the-former more stringently, and 'to retum·.to a strategy ·aimedfexcluaivel.y at 

-containing_ the. expansion of the Soviet Union ·and of ii ts close allies. There 

are two problems _with.this• ·First, it~fails·to address• itself. to a -mUltitude 

of issues· which can' provoke .serious insecurity: even. in , the·. absence· of 'Soviet 

intervention.(for.instance, in international economic affairs) and which, if 

we ignore them,~could provide-the•Soviets with firie opporturiities for'exploita,. 

tion. lfe would have no other resort than to oppose them, too late;- with

military means, whereas we might have blocked. :their efforts ._or_ dri-ed up the 
1 • • ·). ~ • ·~ ;.)~ S ..!. ~ I , - ·-..... ' J ~ · .J C..~- . ..._ · ·- • .. ..- ...... V· ' 

ponds in which they fish by earlier. _and much less dangerous ,actions •. In other 
o1. ~ •• ·. ~ .. ~ 'o~. • J •• ·- ... ~~. 'v;- • ' I ~· '..t t' '&...J. _.,,. .J ~-.l. ;·.~._... • · i .' •,. ' ... · .. ~' "' -"· "' ~ • 

words, if .~IS, n~glect SUCh issues .. as the .. economic .wellbeing of .Third lforld .• 
-l . .· ..... "-' .\r U I • ..J ...,...._. ~-· ~ •··. # • •• ... 0 ·' ~-.. .... • 1 •• " • ' - . • 1 ..1 

countries, _o;r the tre11tment .of, citizens by _many, of. their governments, or.. o~ 
::·. . •. .. .. : ....... • ~ .J ~ ... ', . ... • • .......... .. .. • • • • ~ ' 

festering regional conflicts, we both allow our.· chief opponent ·to put. himself 
... . r - .• 11: .... ..1 .J ·.. .. ....... .... • ..... •. "'" ............ - . ... - - • -

on_the_,rigbtside _of ,the.1ssues, and condemn .. oureelves to,an-exoessive_-., •. ~ 
:. • .... . .'!.I,. ·~- .. ... . - -. . - ......... - .. . - • - - -~ . . 
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militarization of our policy (about which more later); Secondly, it assumes that 

ani expansion of. Soviet (or Cuban, or Vietnamese) influence is necessarily bad 

for us, and should be checked, Despite the.intention of.narrowing·our notion 

of security, this would end.up extending.it'.to·areas or issues of'questioiial>le 

importance, and give in fact to the USSR the ability to determine· where and when 

we-shall be e~d- and it is unlikely that .the .·Soviets 110uld choose places 

and times favourable ·to us. ·It is the indiscriminateness of 1·rhat might .be 

called reflex containment, and the arbitrary .. separation between the superpowers 1 

contest and all the issues that form the ;vortex into ~rhich they are ·drawn, as 

well as the absence of any ultimate ·vision .of .world affairs or world order, which 

makes this approach unrewarding. · ~"- ~ '· > 

' • # J • • • l .. . . • 

~A second one suffers not from selective Manichasism but from an all-

inclti~ive one •. It is ·a conception that hB.s gained pop~arity on. the American 

" Right (old and new fi· the ble'ssingli of Richard Nixon; and lettei:s of .nobility 

· from Henry Kissinger. ( 7) it. amounts to a kind of uliivers;u iinktige:·· The world 

is seen as divided between those who represent irlternational stability and the 

values of ~oderation (and who, in Kissinger's latest versio~, ~elude traditional 
. . t • ' • 

regimes and their "aberration", authoritarian ones), and the radicals who assault 
- \ . ~ ," .; ; 

the present· international structure and \those rule would spread totalitarianism 

(described as an "aberration" of democracy). Our duty is to resist not only 

·Soviet onslaughts, but-radical attempts as well, since there are objective and. 

subjective. convergences between the· two kinds of. threats. · \'/here the first 

approach suggested that we ignore the domestic make-up of countries and 11atch 

only for the Soviets and their allies, this one tells·us·to look closely at the 

nature and methods'of domestic.,forces, since these will-shape their exte~al 

behaviour, and to oppose the bad ones uncompromisingly - by force if there is 

civil turmoil, or by timely reforms that·will k~ep our-friends safely'in contrql 

either before any turbulence begins, or ·after it has b_een crushed.- or by foreign 

policies designed~to·prove that pressure-on us does not pay. -It is a neo

Metternichian vision, . with the advantage of putting us at least verbally into 

the;position of defenders of freedom (since.by contrast ~11th totalitarian ones, 

traditional regimes are deemed restrained, and authoritarian ones are deemed 

capable of leading ,to democracy). · · • : ' '- . 
. - . . . . . ... ; 

The strength of this vie~r is 'that' it points" quite accurately to the weak- ' 
t..,. _...I · . 1 • • • 0 r . ~~{ . l J • , ' 

ness of the' opposite one: the latter implied that orily Soviet·power threatens 
• 0 i • 0 , _ ... I,.. . r r 

1 
• , • 

our core values; thi's one sta,tes· that il. world domiriated by hOstile forces,· 
. , . , , ' •· ... •' - • f - , L • 

Soviet or not~ would strangle our ability to' pilreile our interests and to promote 

our values, But there. are formidabl~ flaws here,: It t\iins ~' dieitinction, that 
• • • • ..... • • - .... • 1 "'l . ; • 

is often one of degree, or of opportunity- ''moderates" vs, "radicals" - into 
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. . I • ... •. • ' . . ; ~ '. ·~< . ~ ~ I • ~' - --

a ·rundamentai dividEr cast iri concrete, and thus gives· up ·:rather too :wiilinisly 
· · ·;• .. 't, • - • •· . ' '~ ;_ 1 . -. ' .. _-·. '. -~ 4 '~, ,~.J.-····.:··,r .. ~':" -· J•L"t·'· w ''i ' .- _; 

opportUnities to affect positively the views and behaviour of the radicals, in 
...... t ' ...... 

favour of fighting them all over. Thus it is a recipe for extraordinary o-irer-

. eXtension; since it amounts to· Uhdeiwri ting "frieridly" 'regimes~ eveiy{rhere and 

'·since it' would col!iDii t our forces not only' to the 'defence. of 'liordeb :Sgainat 
aggression but to· the· preservation: of 'g-Overnments· ftom: revolution (lia.d this 

View been followed; the·· ·crvil' Wa.r 'would {;o ·on 'in ZiinbB.bi:re~· iind; soinoza and ,·the 

Shah ·would have been kept in. place· by· force ·- at what. cost?). It 'is~ finally, 

· .. a self-destructiw view:· by judging ·ever.;· interila.l. or regional conflict' not on 

its merits, but accordiiig •to' the' state' of"pley beti.reen·madetates_ and· radicals 

or between us and the Soviets; it'' woulai provide. splendid: oppo'rtuni ties· for the 

latter, provoke !Cmajor c:dsis iil':iunericala al:liances; ·and undermine'ltestetn 

influence in much of .the Third'vlorld," ·It lfoUld, '·for~.i.D.stii.rice; make" us treat 

South Africa as·lin ally. Despite'the'attelilp't' to show'that si.ich a policy' is 

compatible 1dth our values, it ignores·the' fact:that many '"moderate" regimes 

refuse to reform· in tirile, rand ·sirice it wants· us to desibt' from "lindimnln:ihg" 

them by·:p_:tessuring -them, it' condones' in faet the kind of repression and:mis

management which breed' radicaliilm, Soviet influence·:_ ·and' dist'rlist 'for vlestern 
double talk or double . standards', ' . . :-.: . . ' r J .. 

. . . ~.,.i~··, .. :··.r···_· _r,-."':~ ·-.,~·-· :.::..i.J;·:')..;:t-· 
Moreover, it is a view based on some ignorance of recent history. .Not only 

.. ·- · ·. ~ · . • .·! ~ .: · ·• t •. ~ - · • -· .:. r · . .- : · 
should we be careful about embracing all moderates; but ~re should remember that 

·not all'moderates·~nult'to be too cioselY embriced'oy us; and tnat'nothing is. 
< 0 ° r oO • f ~ 0 • • 

0 

more capable of radicalizing a regime thlin a clumsy attempt at. forcing it to 

.. choose sides. In the Middle East, :in the; 1950s: "cont8.iimterit failed,' :not". 

because the remedies' us'ed were necessarily iliappropriate; but because''the diag'-; 

nosi's of the disease was faulty ;-:. SoViet ·victories·were largely e.cihleved, not 
in spite of Western regioruil'defensive·efforts, but'' because :of tJ:iem;"(B) ·. 

. ... . . . ' . . ., t ... ' '... . 'l' ~ ~·· • '· -. ( . . • . ;.. . 

A I!roper approach must not begin. from the top - the supe~qwer11' contest -r 
• • ~ ~ • , .• r ~ _ '. ·,~ , ••1 ~ • · . . ,• •· ·:· · · • · '· I • f , 

nor try to fit a complex world into a maddening intellectual straitjacket (it 
,·-• ~-··L«· .. - ·.·,.:·:i·"~ :·:·,.,, •,,·.· 

is fashionable, in the circles that wish for a more "muscular" America, to · 
•r • 

0
': ,• 0"(• 

0 -~ ~.:' •,_.,_};, ·O ', ')'f ', ~: •(,' .. • -~.r .. ·,, ', 

deride the dreary preachers o,f complexity; but history shOifS that the real, 
. ·· _ • i ! • : • • , ·•. 'f .', . -· r ~ ·, __,, •• 4. -- : , ,· _ • ~ 

threats are the terrible simplifiers). \·le have to 13tart from the bottom. Thif!! 
·· • f.~ , f • ' • _.• , · • \:.'.' :' , ~: · ,.._, _· : ..... ; .. r · ' . ; i : ' '• 1 

entails three imperatives. The first one is to .distinguish bettreen those areas 
. :· .• ~·. ·.- --~ ' .. · .. '' ·-, J.·.· ............ ' 't -:. ... ·_··· ¥;·! · ..... ~- l : 

'thiit are not of vital interest,· either because t~ey are not of major a~rategic' 
• • .! ' . : 4 4- ·r,: ~' , (' '' • •-: . . • ' -,_ . . ' J ·r ' . ' . ' 

importance or because they contain no important resoilrces, a."ld the others, It 
.. :-·: .,• ,. - .· .· '. •· ........ -.-: ,.··: ·~ ,." t: ;·t •t• · •• 

is,· of course, a relative distinction: no area is tc:>tally .without _significance, 
.,.,, :• • •. • • • 

0 
• • "'' ,• ," ~ 

00 
,. t ; • • I J " 0 

O • 

0 
0 ' 

arid evan from a poor and devastated. country (Ango;La) an enellzy' _can move into · 
.. •. ~.. . . ,. - • . . . - ·. "' . , r· : . . ' .; , . . . J • -. '. 

: "friendly" territory (Shaba). But the attempt to let the stakes be determined 
··r ·• · . ': ~ .. · ·, · · tt·.&.:~ ~. · .... -~ t,.! .. • .-·· r;.: ,'' 

by the Simple . .fact-o£: a foo'a pj:esence .or influence, or escal.ated by the mere 
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possibility that his victor,r mig}lt have. unpleasant side-eff~cts (which might 
":":- -.. :_"":- · ... .- ~- -:u: .··.J".~ ~ : ,·:-·' :~.- -.. ~.--'\ '>····<' -~ ·:··_:r:-• .!.••;.. . . : 

. actually be !umdled or neut.ralized. at low cos:t aeyho~r) is e. re~ipe. f_or over-
r~.i • ..:-~ .·"- '. · ... -<.') • ••. :o_,_ ...... !-~-- j."' j •• ,_!f,~· :~ ·• •• -... rJ. ·:·: ,_r~_. .. ; ., ! .::.~ r ...,. ~·.,_ .. ;, 

extension. . . . . . , . 
-'1-'\Ct · •· ~- ..... ·. ~!···.;.· .. C./ .'J· ·.J - ·., "' .·~' - ...... -- t .;1., .,., ·t • o. 

J::~, .... Th~, ._second .i~ere.~i V!!. is •to _.di sti~sh• , in. the~ vi tal areas ~spe_cie.lly, 

.).letween .diffe~~t: killds· !)f .t.hree.ts.r~The,-key,qu.est~on Js: what .iS:Ull9.Cceptable? 

.~~t :is toler_e.b_l~?, .. { lfuat:-- :in :between ~--is ,ftange~y.s or unpleasant, ).lut. 'l>.earable 

"·under certain: conditions? fV ,own,list-_of u,naqc!3pte.bles )fOu,ld include·outright 

,.aggression - a ble.tilnt·'crossing of internationally recognized borders:- ·except . \, - - . ' . ' - . . . . ' - - .. '• . - '· . - - - .. ~ . 

, , .. in. the .rarE!. cases· wh!l~).;t .,is .. a,~ h~tari~ i.Jlterv~tion (India:- in Bangladesh, 

-~ ~anza.nia in. Uganda),- and the_ milite.r,r o_ccupati.on .c,>fr.~. country, following· such 

.. an. in~ryjl.ntion. (V~e~,~ Camb~dia.):.or e.ccompacying ,or following a-coup that 

,,put a "frien4J.y" lead~r.in,power (as:_.in Afgha.nistan la~t December)~ .It-would 

... also include· the cutting of vi tal economic ,·resources :by foreign pol4ers or.; by .. ·- - { •-- .. -. (- . . - - . . - - - - - . 
terroris.ts. SUch e.cts_.are unacceptable whe.ther they ar!l undertaken by the, 

. Soviets·· and their allies,. or py others., Dangerous but ;not unbearable is· .the - - . - - .. - ·. 
"COming to power:of·local forces. that are. not merely the egents,or puppets of '· . ~ . . . . . . - ' ' . . . ' 

.Moscow, He,va.na or .Hanoi, yet ·hav~ :received-or.,c;:all f.or·.the suppor-t of ·the· . 

. Soviets o;r, of their-~alli~s. , vl!l., ~e. much too· P,~penden:t · on our own network of 

clients to be able to apply double standards. ,·An.d. yet ,Me scow-oriented,-.·.' 

nationalists are obviously troublesome, especially when the countr,r in question 
. ·._-.. :·.·"':-i.f'... ·· ~ ·;-. ··.·· :.;~ ... r ._,- .......... ·•. ·· ... ~~ \'.t. ·. :· • .. _ 

controls resources of essential. importance to us. .. , 
'J ~ ,• ~-

0 

"_.- J .'.1.. ,· ' •1 1;"; f'' ' '' ,'"'•':"f •r, ' ' ·•'. ··, :.•. "'.' .:·~ ·~•- ~j ,•_: ~ ·, , 1.,• ~-

•,, ... But this. is .. where the :third -imperative comes in: while. ,.,e ·cannot 'almcy:s 
' I'-· . • . l •· - • • •. ' • - --

"align o_urselves wi~h force13 ~hat have histor,r o~:.'tih~ir~side, to use PE!ter.J!cy'1 s 

formula( 9) .- inaey Third,_.lr!or~d·:c~nfi~ctsloccur among•fe.ctions none. of which.has 

_.,..a s.~e .. claim .on history.- .. and while :we sho.\lld·not t'appease" radicals, or condone . .... ... -- . . . ., ... . ' . . - . ' . . 
'· . terror,. because of. some debatable.theor.r ~f political or economic development· 

~r·in:the ~hope.~£ coopting.our.adve;se.r.r::into our. own-designs, we must . •.. . ' '. . . . - . . - . . -. -
start from a clear understanding of the aspirations, ambitions, and problems 
.. . . 1-.-~'· .. · · ....... ~ .... _. . . h ·--:. ·-~ J'- ~~-- .;::· •• ..• - .. ;.,, __ ;. 

of the local forces, and we o\lrselves must understand that their main concerns 
... -, · ._ ' i -~ _ -:-. ,. · ·+ ·.; '. , - ~~ ·.' . ·· . -·~ '""~.· :·•t. ~ · .' ! r C ~:·"' ··-~ 
are not the superpowers' contest, but their own struggles and objectives - their 

.. ·' ... ··' I •·, -~ ~ . .'• •• ••. •,. '.t 'l. :, ·~ t' .. ,• ·,· , i!,.l 

own survival or their own"triumph. l~e n!led, in other words, to _begin bY .. ac:cept-
.. ' ' f : •. . ... . ~. .J'. '.l ._ - • 1 , ,-, • . ... .. . - . - ~ 

ing fully one of the.lo%1€-term effects ,of decolonization: their desire to be · 
. '~" -_...... • ; '' ·+ 1 . r"'" ~ ·•""· ' • I ...,. '·' ~..,.,- .• , ,.. _. ' _. ' 

' 'treated as 'iildependen't forces,' .not 'as 'tools. on'-ihe other .. hand, we ourselves 
.· -~,_t· t" '_-•,. 1:-' ·'·' ,·-~· '_ -~ o' .. • ; --.": ;· _I'· • ~- '.,~ _ · :·._j '. -' .·•,..._ , ··_. 

have our interests, which often transcend a given country: or region. This i-s 
."': ,· ... •h· •• ~···· ·: -~.-:- -~ • ,)• i •· .• ·t .:: . -~ " ::...-:~.- ,- 1.' '· - ·:. '.!:"- · .... 

Why we must combine respect for the ~rill-to-autonomy and for the force. of . 
J. .·:_--·t- _ · . • .. _"1·.;_, r:-: . ·: :_; ', :· .... _. · ··-· --- ':" .... · .··t-

nationalism, with the need to avoid what I have described as unbearabla· out-
. -~' ... ~ .•.. :· :. ~ .. · .•. ~-. • .. ,_,'1 '.._· ·p:._":;.·;· .• , __ ;._ ~- .,· ~:"". JC ,·-:. 
comes, and to make those outcomes I have described as dangerous more rather 

~ ,' , ~ ' -\ • · -. -· l -o ~ • • , ""- ~ • 1 -tr . }:. • ' '· ,' _ ~ ' '· ' · .' •' . 

than-lees bearable (}ireyen't mO're ~as,· ior iristance) •. This requires a w~lling-
t l\r · • · ' · . 1 · I · · -· · ~ · · · ·d t , • · • f ; ·"":r "" • ·. · 

'·rias·s hi)th to influence rr:i.ends whose" policies ar~ ''Su£cidai, ~d to d~al with 
•· ... -,i ';ti --.. !~ _,:_. J ,_-, .f~-l ~ ~ :"". '""' :•~: .. ,_' ~ .... : ..-. IL.r •' :_.!,._;' .. 1.. ~-1 
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adversaries.whose hostility· can still be disaxmed.· This is precisely why·the 

best wey,·to contain the Soviet Union is neither to throw .the. radicals· into their 

ams, nor to neglect· the issues of security; econoJilic development or human 

rights which are the Third·l1orld countries' or citi-zens'. daily concerns, . but to 

address these issues· directly. · And the best~ wa;ii' tO. deal with the dangerous 

demise of the dissociations· .of the past , is not to. try. to retum to them, but 

to· devise the right mix of restrained globalism· and carefUl regionalism. 

Ilt 

I have neither th~ space nor the. competence to .d~scr.ibe h_llre how this mix 

should look.in each.area. Instead, I ~1ill present so~.remar]rs.on,specific 

means. 

A most .important issue iS that of the framework for action. The approach 

. I have suggested implicitly rejects' two theoretical one·s. One is'·a retum to 

Dullesian pactomania. The experience of the "Northern tier"·; of CENTO and of 

SEATO _should not be repeate,d. Incidentally, Soviet experiences_ with comparable 

treaties have als_o. been mixed: fine when . they strengthened or signalled ties . ' . .. . . 

to close allies (CUba, Vietnam), not .so when the ally proved too in~ependent 

(Egypt, Iraq, and even Afghanistan's Amin). It is,_ instead, our interest to 

supP9rt existing regional organizations. such as ASEAN or the OAU. Military 

agreements are worth concluding with those who ask for them- unles~ they also . . . ·~ ' 

ask for a political price we have an interest in peying (cf.,.Somalia1s war 

in the Oga.den, or Pakistan's request for guarantees against India), In any ca11e 

we should not beg others to let themselves.be.protected by us •. . . . . . 

The other unwelcome framework is that which Chinese rhetoric (but not 

Chinese deeds) often suggests: a Holy anti-Soviet alliance· of .the US, '\festern 

Euxope, Japan; and China (plus· assorted anti-Soviet Third vforld. states). · The 

reasons why a policy of balance is preferable to a "united front" strategy have 

been indicated by Robert · Scalapino, Allen \>/hi ting, and others. ( 10) · The latter 

strategy would risk producing unrestrained globalism - by feeding Soviet 

paranoia (and some legitimate fears as .well) and making Soviet cooperation witp 

the \vest more difficult. It Would impose heavy military obligations on the US 

without commensurate gains in collective strength. · Neither Japan -nor ·\>le stern 

Euxope share the enthusiasm of some Americans . for ·the "China card"; · and China 1 s 

military growth mey serve interests that· are not those of the vlest, and frighten 

some of the Uest t s fr.iends in Asia. 
. . ; : .. . " 

The problem of the framework is ·the problem of the Western alliances ... 

NATO and the US-Japanese security treaty.~. It is highly unlikely that .Japan, 

.even if. it pleys a more important role. in preserving :the military balance in 
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the ~lestem Pacific and in providing economic ase~istance to Third World 

countries, will want to formalize .this role, unless a kind of ·1rlestem 

Directorate,is;set up, of the sort General de Gaulle had proposed to .the US in 

September, 195e· (but liith a different membership) • .cThe obstacles to such a 

formula remain large.. The US is .reluctant to endorse it, since it would: acknow

ledge 'the promotion of . powers vlashington frequently annoyed. by describing their ' 

interests as merely regional to a world role --and to: a world role as equals, 

whereas ~lashington periodically exhorted them to transcend their parochialism 

only so that they could pl~ their part in a global enterprise defined by 

America alone. The problem of membership would remain veXing. The desire of 

several likely candidates - Paris, · Bonn, Tokyo ..;. to preserve ~ margin of 

distinction, or at least a nuance, between Washington's Soviet policy and their 

own; and to exploit ·(not necessarily for selfish purposes) the· fact that they 

are sometimes more favourably seeri and treated by Third ~lorld countries than 

the US,is another obstacle. 

And yet at least an informal Directorate is 'indispensable - a poli.tical 

and str~tegic equivaient of the economic Summits (the attemPt to pile. vi tal 

diplomatic and strategi~ issues on top of the vexing economic ones pra~tically 
·sank the last one, appropriately held in,Venice). A great.deal of cooperation 

can take place through bilateral diplomatic exchanges; and within the increas

ingly more cooi-dinated pr~cedures of· the Europeans' political cooperation.· But 

the imPulse_ and general directives will have to come from the top, if one wants 

to· avoid mutual recrimination~, and, in America,' a dangEirous (albeit partly 

unjustified) sense tnat he~ ailies prefer a division of labour that leaves all 

the heavy risks and . burdens - the mili ta:ry . ones - to ~lashington. NATO suffers 

from four handicaps: the partial absence of France, the total absence of Japan, 

more than enough work within its o~m orbit, and the geci~phical limitation 

of the.treaty (an attempt at revising it mignt'open a can•of worms). This is 

why an ·institution other than the NATO Gouncil must be •established. The days 

are gone, when the US could try to provide· both the ·strategy arid the .means by 

itself; it needs the resources of:its allies, as well aa their own eipertise 

in these matters. Indeed, v!estem• pluraliSm is one .of our main a.Ssets. But 

this is· another reason £or the approach I have suggested: neither the fixation 

on .the Soviet-American contest, nor the global ·Manichean view, have· much of a 

chance to be adopted outside of vlashington. 
.. I 

If we tum from the frame~rork to the means~ we find at once a heated 

controverEIY concerning the role ·of milita:ry' force.· The· first necessity is to 

discard· theological cobwebs. · The debate; ··especially in America; has been 

described by .the champions of a greater emphasis on force as fitting -those who 
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believe··that intemational politics remains what it. haa1alweys been'-'• a contest 

;;r;(>f po~rers- against·those.1'1ho believe·in:the'gro~ring. irrelevsnce·of force.· This 
·: . 

is, of·'Cou:rse: ·absurd. ~Most of those who:have· stressed",the;limits.of. force, or 

-~the difference:between·available.po~~ snd·useful power;rhave been very.careful 

-, • ·to· point:out,-·for instance,. thetenormous~importsnce .of. nuclear .deterrence. or of 

··:lregional balance in' Europe.·· Arid those .. who. write'as. if. they believed' that rforce 

.is•a.psnacea have been equally.careful~in:keltlling to1themselves,.their ideas, if 

:.an;y-,- about the specific ·(rather. then generalized) uses end benefits of•military 

· . power, or about.the._precise.composition, 

·1 l'lhich they call~ for. : , :.. 

missions end purposes· of.: the forces 

. •,.'-• . , 
: l'Ic ·- '.A few ·points·~ not 'ii; doubt.' Tha''prJs~c;-of Ameriban ~or~ellieci. forces 

l r .... '")'!~f ~ • r ... , ')· • ~ -,. r- -~' . + • ..... • ~ ·c ; . ,,.. ' } . . ... 
· in various parts ·of· the world csn · pley a trip1'1ire function against a SoViet 

'' • -i· ., -- nr - :Jf· '" • ··• +~ .,':. .. . • ~· .· .,. 
invasion··..:· in areas that are both close eno~ to· the· SoViet Union· to make it 

)f ·. -- -r • - ~ ·i- - •• ,.·.., ~ ,.. .. r- •~'·' ~·"' .. ,_ . ·.,:-, ,.: .. ,." 

· difficult fcir the -~Test to achieve a conventional' balance; end' important enough 
i ... ,..• • r •., • 1 ; ..,_ : ~ ~ ·• , ... , · • • • , .. ' .. 

to the West to suggest to·the attacked' that such en invasion,'if'1t succeeded 
• -~· r..- • ~ . ~ · -.. • · '-4' ·• · •l' •· ··, 

'·in defeating the available Westem forces, might trigger nuclear escalation, 
1 , - -,.., • - • · - , •• ,... - - • ... r :· , -- t . · ~ ~ f 

or' the' geographical ex'tension of the conflict· to a.ri B.reB.'where the '1-Test'enjoys 
.• r~,.._ --~~- .... ·. '•.,._,_..,: ·- .. _,.r -·- ' ...... : .. -... -' 

conventional superiority. ·rt·could also deter or defeat en invasion·by a Soviet 
-,. . r ! ~ • r • • -. r " ~ t [ 1 r- r· . . : 4 • - .._ ... - ·-· .. 

·client. Moreover, a 'military presence can have a general quieting'effect, by 
'" ,f 0 • •• :.,;.', .. , o t• I-~ ,•< _-;..,.,~ "(_ r: ~ ""-$.' '·~' ~ .. I , __ - .-j ·•·• 

creating among radicals or revolut1onaries a fear of We stem· intervent1on, or 
~' • ... ~ - ·• .. ' ·- - r r • ""!· 1..-

by giving Western powers the means to help a friendly regime'deferid itself 

against en attempted'coup.- Showing:the fi!!€1also.has the undoubted·.virtue of 

;·,affecting the. balance-of perc_eptions;_snd .:t!le~e1ly_.possibly .the balance of_ 

· .:.Linfluence•· -'~ .• f . .:.. • . "'" .' .... r ..J. : ... 
' ._ 

.,... , ••••• -, -·--. ·j ,..,:_+. "1..-· -~ ... ~ . 
However; there·are serious limits'to force'as en instrument of policy; 

• ·f • , • .•• • • ..'"T r .. . - · , • ........ ! .... -. -- -. .. • • • ~ • .. _,., 

Not'only is·it of debatable use if the· main threat·is·not a Soviet invasion or 
.r "'11-,. ., -." -r, --:~. ~- . -,. ~" -- • .. ,_ . ..,.. .,. -···· ... ·,·,~, . \ · ~ 

· • en attack by a 'Soviet pro:xy;·--but ·intemal'instability; ·bU:t its ·presence in en 
·I ;• t~- • · .. , · · ·r-" ... • I • ' ; rr . .,.. ~-· • ~ · · j 
·· unstable area could aggTa.vate intemal'turbulence;- tum· the. opposition'into a 

f/l - ~~ • • ,, •• ...... _,..,,- ·_ .. ~, 1 t .• ,r 1 .. ...,. ;·_ .,l.; ..... ..,. 

" Shrilly snti-Americsn or ariti:..~Testern ·direction, ·end tempt the ~le stem 'powers 
. . ... --.- .. . • • .... - ... ·- .., ~ ... ~ r ' ... • • --· •• .. .... -_ "" - . • .. 
into using the available force to coritrol· events'; which might be' a 'fatB.l · · 

j· · · f .. 'r~·- -~- ··· 1 · .. , • ... ~ • · ··• ·• •· · •- t.---~:- ~· 11 • 

mistake.-' ~Then domestic strife is the issUe, or when the issue ·is a regime •·a 
"t•' ' f • 'f "- r ;.- • , .,.. ~ ' ·-' .. j • I' • -~ • . ·r. '.1, r • . ! ~ j 1 •' /, ~.r 

threat to de:ey the ~lest a vital resource; intervention csn be both dangerous -
· ~·:~,.).~- f· '+"r.,.- ! S.o'.-•,·4- .-,f-.,_ • ,•_. ... \,.+ ~-- ~ 

if the use of 'foroe Should, for instance,- lead 'to ·the 'destruction of tankers 

:··:. ;• and bh' fields .;;• and inSUrfici~ht' - i:>ioion8ed '~ccupati~n 'iiie\v :lie'come' necessary • 
... ~ .• -r ;• ~ ·.,, -· •• ... 1 ' .. ~· • o. o :, _.,,._ • • I .... r•··~ ., .... '+• I 

.. Amer1cen or Hestem bases tend to colllllll. t U:s to the support of the regime that 
. ·. 'i .. , ....... • - ~ ~-,., •.. 1·, f' ____ ,,.. • _ -· • ~tr\. ·""' 

' has granted them -· and' thus to depriVe us of mesne of influence; while giving 
·. f ~-· 1.. .._.. ,., 1- .. : - ,.,_""""- ·"'-~rr--- •· tr<· ~ · • • • ... ·• '- • • • .. ·t ·, 

it means of'blaokmsil, yet compromising it·further in the eyes of fts intemal 
-.' .... · • ·~~ · ~ ',.,,~• ... •oJ ·' _, . l'·-(""'1 .._. :"T •"" 

or extemal·opposition. Ultimately; there is no substitute for sound political, 

economic, and social conditions 

bases are built on send. ( 11 ) 

. ~ ..... ~.Lr' ' 
in the area to be defended.· OtherWise, military 
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tJc'lno:.: .r.This.:is not ·a :condemila.tion of !.the r American ·Rapid'.Deployment .Force. UA I 

tdd'' greater Sir J and • sealift. capacity ii a' greater: ability 1 to I patrol·; the seas J ( ~~i thout 

'!:.:> , d,epleting, eXisting • fleets)! are .'necessary;;:: But the . main: threats i·to :He stern: 

!!ll'? security in: the :Gulf: area are :likely !!2i 1to ~ be-:SOviet 1 or; Soviet-sponsored. direct 

'lo -:attacks; ... ~ They: result lfrom !intemal· instability.' corruption 1 or' repression, t from 

c:notradi tional t interstate l conflicts,~ and ·•from .the Palestinian issue. :i To :reducing · 

'll • these d8ngers0 I' externill ~military 1 forces·! can ·.m¥e ronly.~a 1meagre contribution, 

-pdaild ·.they~ ri'sk: aggravating them; >:It :is of.lcourse :true tthat 1the :Hest :has ,awital 

cinterest! ih'. the:.free Jfio~r of :oil!'"! But :there ~are ·t\ro :majo~ !differences :between 

BB3', the American commitment to \1estern Europe and the recent[commitmenttto the 

,..Persian Gulf_are!/o~ ,In \'lestern,Europe, it 1is.a pledge to the,d~fen~e of people a ....... ~"' l!l.l~,,..l,,._, ""''' '"' ·~-:t .. • .. , ........ ''"'~,....,,.,lo.".,L'{. ··•.1.- ,...,\.O,,.V...., -• ... 11 .... 4 V-J.f1 _.,.o,J..o.~o,.>U \I<.J .. ~"' 
a,ga.inst aggression, and it was,given at the.request. of their,governments •. In 
,r __ ...,,.,,.._ .f --· 4 .. ..-• ..__.;·o~ .... !.:, ..... ~, .... l:)..,o.',\-,,!,~•-'' il"t t,":.!t.• U~iol' _..._u__. • u . .J.J" .I.'J Uti _....;IL ~·J'A.J ~· n.t 

•. the Middle East, lt.is,a,commitmen~ to keep oil.flowing t!>_the.,\'le~t;.lt has 
..,.( •• .., .., ..,., ..... J.f~ . .a..., ~~---'-'"-'~·• t.. ..... '"-.# .a.o,_::;,-owva ... ~ ... O.i..J ... f..,.c ---'- .#>#- ... ,.._.,...,,.~ f;..L .& ..... 'IJ.£..v ..... ..a. 

serious divisive effects in the.area, and it does not resolve the isaue of how 
f'._:;'].i'--&'"' .,.,.,.o:..'J ... .._.._..i...._, ~\ ,",.,j,..;-. .... ..{.J 1.·'-''"'1.~•~--w•~C.: -~ .,., ~.._ ... ,~~ ....,_.,. J~'o,. ,._~,.J '"-V• U~.J.z..}~:l, 

to.~act,.say, in,paudi Arab~a, not to. a bungled coup eu.ch.as that of~.:· ., 
briJ..;,...,. .. : -' ,.,_.,. . .i. '--- ,.,.,_ ... ,j_.v, '&4-. .. ._ .... l~J •• ·_ v-.--~-..J ~,..t....:;", "'"'~~ ;,;>.,.:J: ~., .. Jfi.J.•~ ... · """-~ 0 .. -...._·)u ......... '),~ 

Novemb~r ,1979. 'but j:li ~her. to> a' surgically sucPe~sful, one.~ or. to a I revO~)ltion, 
........... _.., ............... --.·""""' .4 -J·.:J.L -.1 o#l ~ ........ ,J ... ~\..1,.1,. .r •. " .... u- .............. ..,.j._., .. ,, ... J' ··-··'·'- .. ..._,,J 1.& ... 

. ,followed ;-.as.in .. Iran- by a depision .to reduce oil,production, .. ~rhich would 
Di(:wi ..... -' .. qw•• .Jtw '"'-•'--' _.,·.1.,.} l-.. :::J- ,,_. .... _.,...,,J .... ...,.,,., ~-~ a..aO .... u••'- .. ,-J ~ .. ·~"'" ....... u'-''·Ju J. ...... .:.,\,1 

-~ .• make perfec~ sense from.a purely,Saudi .viet"Jloint. Also, .access·.to,oil_,is,, . .z..v~~._ .. · \,;- .... -~~-.;if .. -~ ..... , ... .....,_. .... ,} ... _.., ...... ..... 4 "'"''"' ....... _ ...... "'" • ""' __ __.J..,_.,.~ot""·'~ J..t:., .... uo •• -.............. n 
_ inseparable ,from,_ the. very underlying political. conditions in ;that part. of, the 

\ • ., .... _,....,.; ..J'"!.L..,- :J..,...·...; ·' ..il- .J~·-.J ..... ...,.., .... .,., __ ;---.·~•· .. ~ ..... '-( -...~ .. ......_ ... ..,..., t•u,.,, ... _,..,.,, •"'•• . .:._v 

world,-::.conditions in the oil-producing,countries, and .the .Palestinian issue -
'l:C• t ....... ...., ••. )~ "'"'"' ..... .- ........ ~~,!,.. ,., .... .., ..... ..., ... • .... ~ ..... l~,-.i._ ....... ..., .. ...,_ .. _c, ,.-..; ~ .................... <i..i ............. v---'-J::...,. ... -.~ 

whichno 1 militaxy,pledge.,~an cope with.... . .. ·-lt '" •·· . ·,. ·, 1., . ._, 
'---'-...7'1..-...,., ....... ,,_._ .•• _ ____._~ ,.., ;......t. ..... ,..l., \:_ ......... .r. ... uo. !>'. !l'l. J~ r."'t:., ... ~ ,_.z:Lr ·U ",;u 

1? c-.ut~ Those 1limi ts ori 'the' use.f'ulness of Jforce ~ sUggest;t. to: some;~ the ~tisdom of 

what the 1 French ! call ! a: politique ! de 'Gribouille ;-:::If l conventional ; defence; fails, 

we must have credible means of nuclear escalation. But on the one1hand;:failure 
' in that area risks taking t.he form not, of a fiasco. at?;ainst an advanciilg army, .,..t.:..._ .. ,.,.-.;, .&,<,l . -'··-~;._. __ u .... w ~ e.4 \ ~4'V;. {..~ t ........ :J._ ... .-.:..r ...... ) ..... .-,:. •·· '-. ....... t·l."""'"''-..'""~-

~ but of an,inability .. to.prevent.the.coJl!ing to po:wer of forces ~at might,,for .._o 1. .. 1,1.,{...,"4.11.- ._,-411.-'"" £.. \o.a ""- <,~.!,.•,.:0....._~ .... •·'"'-14 -...-o-+ 1.- { ... ..., t.i',;.,(-,._,.t..,,, .. ,,. .4.V ...._ >•.i ,,. .. :a..l.t oJV-

.their,own,protection, turn to.JI!oscow ifthey,find,us hostile, or of.,an.inability n'.• ~·-:_ .~ ... .---t .,,.., . .,.~t .. ~-......... 1~ .... -~~---• .. AJ,.:.;;,J,. ... ,~,_, ··~--'"'-<t .;\o'.l .- .. ~, . ... ,r, -~ ... ~~ ~-.. .' 
to prevent intemal turmoil, in . friendly_ countries ·such as Pakistan. To threaten 

C -..J.:l- ~lU~o,;J..l...· . .- .. j-.,'J •> .. OJ 1.'~'" 1:-... ;:~ ........... .J :.w"' --~0.-.,J,IJ ._ . .,..J I# """"\J..'7..J V~J-.1 ,.,,...._,..,~ J.it·..,J ••\W : 

.Hosc.o~~with nuclear.escalation in.euch,cases,would not be very credible •. .;..And : 
S iw'O.'\,h-!_ ,..;__.,·J~ . .J.' _..,;1-, '''"'- -~·I.# ..... ) t1:t_J ... .,,J .• ·~.;,;.J OO..L-... '1 .. ~ .• -.._. ,,_ 1 .-V tJ_ ~·1.;. · _ .... -._ ....... , (.4• ... -J... , ' 

the logic of the argumenj; le.ads. to an increasingly more <¥mgerous arms :race: a:, 
~. -• .l;. :.:0 ·;~.:u ·I~._;J..,u,( -~•·"''-..oil..; .l.'-'~"''"v-..~ '-'" .~ .. _ ..... -, •• .,.....,.,L_.-.- v.~v L-•••..;..a.o ......... , ... 

spread .. of· tactical nuclear. capabilities, .. and a· major. effort , on ,America's part 
L ..:.~ . .&._J,_ ...... ~..: .._...;..,.._ .. , ~._, .... ..., .. 4 •-J ,.._~vu.' ""'·'"' ._..., • '-~' _; __ ._, v~·.._...,. ... Vo.J ·~..:JI.~·• • ..,.._1_,.,.1 • .--

tO, give. ·itself a counterforce. ability .. against Soviet. missiles and military 
- C.-1•~• . ...-"C..O'-.:..J.J '-·"'·"''u f::u .... .,., ~ • ..., ... .~ ..... -,_,_,~,......, t···..-••-~w.;r.._ ....l,,.._,. • ...., ..,.._., .. __ ,..... \••""'"" •J>' ........ -~i! 

,targets .. (many of .~rhich are close to cities). ~.Should .this ,lead,the USSR to •· 
~.J..} -·~~- .. ..) ·•-:-•<>~..J.,J.,"'~-,.,,, --'•s.o~ t..~ 'J·-~·jl ,t ... ~""'"' ...... _.,.. .. t .......... c, ...... -.~..,~ .............. ~-r ... , ..... J ....... . 

~protect.and.increase.its,olo[Ili·Tar:-:fighting ability, and the. US.react by discarding •'=-· ';;.J ... '-.'Il --...l.l•.J.•lJ ~ . .-...& ~V ... ~D-:t . .J,•C• i. ~ •'--~__.,.._~ '.., .• ,_._ ... _~ .1.,;_._ .... ~....._ - ~ #.;..-o~l.• ,___..,l,. ....,....., 

,the an;ti-ABH treaty and,by providing its .own land-based missiles "~tith,hard point 
;r·.;.;.lLJ l.~., ..... ._._ -~J .;.~• ·' !t,.'i~..., . ..; JL_, ,.,.. • ~&i ~ ,;,· -v~· ..,., .... ~ .. ..;v ............. ~ .. ••• - .. -.~•• .;..,- ~---,_ ....... _ 

defenc~s (if this ,becomes technically feasible), the US.pcsture. (MlC plus such 
-;:-t:.;,l,IJ..,-,< l:l..t-_...~.o!.:../ t'J·_;~i-...Jo/.J.,.&..~: "'-V,,~.,..~,...,~·- ~·i;i.·_._.<;J"I ~ r ......... -.# ........ _ • .,.,.,. ........ .__] ...... .J64.) \.. ........... 

I.ct~~~!~~c~,~)l c~~~ .. ·~Y~~~ !~~~f.01!.S}Yj f'~!_<?_.c~t~y~~(:~ ~~;>~c,o~~c•.·-~~-~ep}c~~~.J;; .:!'·l 
. advantage could be negated by a. Soviet. AB!1 effort.~ This .. is a.recipe.for . 
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. 'There is no perlect solution - no su'i:e' w~ of e'lter closing the gaif between 

mili tBry p<>esibili ties in the Third -~lorl.d, and Possible threats. · This !ruggests 

that. such threats must be· addressed by dirr~rent ·method~; aJ.f of which coUld 

be· called preventive diplomacy. Let'us retUrn to the notion or a mix of 
' regionalism arid. globalism. . Insofar ~a. the. former is conce:i:ned, there are three 

directions to follow. First, there is of.course the familiar method of 

security.assis'tanc~.:. arms transfers to friendly governments'or to gove~ents 
that request them·. ( 12) It can be ~oat' useful ·to restore a regional· balance or 

to help a co~try· against subversion supported· froin abroB.d, or • agamst· internal 

guerrillas. But lthas its. OWn seriouS ~re: 'reading~ escaiating arms 
. . 

race in a region; making a diplmila.tic solution more rather than less. difficult, 
. . 

_helping a regime become-~re repressive or encou±aging it to develop· excessive 

'ambitions. Those who see in arms transfers 'a pimacea should remember llnierica 1s . 
experience in Iran. . .. 

SecondJ.Y• 11ith respect to interstate conflicts that can be dangerous 

sources of international insecurity, a variety of diplomatic instruments have 
'' . . . . . . ' . 

to b_e_ used, depending on the issu~. ~lherever possible, the ~/estern powers 
. . ·- . ' . .. 

should encourage regio~ security arr_angements, limited to states in the area. 

and aimed a.t preserving the mempe:r;s from aggression by extema.l actor!3 - be it . . . ' . . ' . ' 

the. Soviet Union, or Vietnam, . pr ev.en South l).frica., the "cornered. wildcat" 

described.by Robert Jaster. (13) But the initl~tive should ~o~e fro~ ~rithin the 
' - - . . 

area.. J;lila.'j;eral links .such as those that now exist between France and several . ' . . 
of her former African colonies ought to be gradual.ly replaced by such regional 

schemes. The most dangerous interstate conflict involving Third ~/orld countries 

reina.ins the· Ara.~Israeli one •. It' is of course trU.e that. 'even after the 

Palestinian· issue is disposed of there \dll re!Da.iri · tm.ii tiple sources of intra.

Ara.b conflict •. But tl1e Palestinian.· one· is both a. ~jor factor of anti-\-lestern 

Arab (and Islamic) iioli.darity, and a. factor of internal turbulence within Arab . . ' 

countries a.s 11ell a.s ili Lebanon. Creeping Israeli annexionism only further 

streilgthens the ant'i'-American. bent of the PLO, 1-rhlle increasing the. pro-PLO 

fervilur. of the ·o~cupied P~estini~s, thu~ -~ed~c~ the chances· for il. 
"moderate" Jord!inian solution. The ·:c~ D~vid procea's has gone about as far 

as it ~. The. dilellllllli. here is 'that for a European, or a new UN W tiative to 
. . . 

succeed, it needs. a. ~en light fro~ Ha.shington. But a.s long as the deadlock 

is not broken in a. ~ ·that guarante-es' - at 'the end. of a.' transitional period -

both Palestirii~ self-dete:rmtna.tion and inutual recognition betl·men an eventual 

Palestinian state and Israel, it i.s absurd for American politicians to expect 

that. Arab states. ~till place themSelVes under l-ia.Bhingtorir's protection, '•that the 

Palestinian issue ~rill not' wei'gb on the.'politics of oil, or that the Soviets 

can be "e:rpel'led" from the . area. .. ' ~. 
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Thirdly, with respect to intemal turbulence in Third \'lorld countries, it 

.is not enough to ask that the ~lest be associated neither with repression nor 

. with revolution. ( 14) Only if we clearly dissociate ourEi~lv~s from repressive . ' . . . 
regimes, and keep the pressure on them to refom before they explode, is there 

a. chance that the forces in opposition, if they come :to power, will remain pro

Western or rea.sona.bly ''moderate". It is not American "harassment" that provokefi 

the Sha.h 1s downfall, .or the overthrow of _Somoza.; but one of the reasons for the 

different consequences of the two falls is American active dissociation in . . . - . . 
SomoZ31s case •. To be sure, the degree of possible dissociation varies from 

place to place. In Saudi Arabia, it ~well be very loW. But this is where . . 
the other imperative comes in- willingness to deal even with a. hostile 

opposition, (both before and after its seizure of power), not to tske its 

initial ho-stility a.s fina.l, and to tske its own goals and priorities seriously. 

For the US, which can expect a. number .of unpleasant changes and challenges in 

Central and South America., this would entail giving up the attempt at finding 

third forces or moderate progressives (as in Nic~ before the Sandinista 

victory, or in El Salvador)' when they do not exist (any more than they did in 

China. in. 1946 or in Vietnam) and when the· que'st only increases polarization end 

violence. It would also mean formally recognizing the' regime in·Angola (with . 

which a great deal of cooperation has been pos.eibl~)." For the West -e.s a whole, 
. • • • . . I 

the strategy suggested here entails continuing pressure-on South Africa, end , 

cont~ts with the Black oppos~ tion there - even that part o~ it that has turneiJ. 

East for amed support. It also means that where American relations \~i th a new 

regime. are bad (~a in Iran) :i. t ·is in the interest of the West that other ~!astern 
nations try their_influence. 

I mentioned earlier restrained globalism. In this respect, three directions 
' 

are essential. One is_ the consoliqation and preservation. of a. streng inter- · ... 
. national anti-polarization regime,, inten\1-ed through the cooperation of the 

suppliera,·.to slow do~ the rate end limit.the degree of nucle~ proliferation.(15) 

Accelerated proliferation, eapeci~ly among neneiey" pairs" of states (India/ 
. . 

Pakistan, Isra.sl/Ira.q, Argentina./Brazil, etc.) could not. £ail to increase both 

local iti6scurity,_given mutual vulnere.bilities end underlying political 

tensions, end to affect adversely the superpowers' contest-. since·the acquisi~ 

tion of nuclear weapons by the ene~ ~f a.great powe~'s client is more likely 

to incite that great power to Shore up the client, than to mutual dissociation 

by the superpowers, at least in are.~s of vital importance to them. ( 16) It will 

Slso be essential to ·devise the anti-proliferation regime ·in Such a way as to 

. protect the· legitimate energy needs of the deveioping coUntries and their 

interest in the ·peaceful uses,of nuclear power. A strengtheriing,of the role of 

the International Atomic Energy.Agency- where both. siippliers and. clients meet -

is likely to result from the need to balance these concerns • 
. . . 
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·, The second direction- is thil.t of. the intemational economic- system. _While 

accelerate_d economic growth can produce dangerous upheavals in traditional 

· societies, stagnation or ·actual impoverishment are:_ both sources .of intemal 

tension arid. of anti•Westem resentment,-. The problems discussed in the recent 

:Brandt Report( 17) are urgent, ·They have been postponed :by. the West, partly 

-because· of its own' intemal economic .difficulties, partly because the measures 

recommended by practically all the specialists ~f North-South affairs would 

require painful intemal .. readjustments. Three. kinds of measures are needed, 

The. first would be aimed·.at.transferring resources ·from Northem to ·southem 

states, (especially the poorer ones) so .as to promote aggregate. growth. BJ1d· 

industrialization among the-latter- for instance through ~creased develop

ment assistance, mechanism (such as STA:BEX and MINEX in .. the Lom~ .conventions) 

to stabilize export earnings, and above. all greater access of de:veloping 

countries' exports to the markets of_ the advanced countries, a. requirement _both 
"' ' - :: . ~- ._,. . 

for development and for reducing. the burden of debt. A second series _would be 
f • ' - • . 

aimed at dealing with the poverty within developing countries, in o~der to 
. . ' . . . . ' ' 

issue_ the basic needs of the population, particularly in food production. A 
. . ' ' ' . . ' ' ' . - . 

third series would enlarge the role of the developing countries in the manage-
, , - I- - ·-" .' • • - , , 

ment of international economic regimes- for instance. in a new global trade . -. .-· -. .. . . . -· .... ·. ..·· .... 

organization, or through a reform of the n1F and the World :Bank._ For reasons 

e~cellently analyzed by Roger Hansen, (lB) mere "cooperation" of a handful_ of 

developing countries would_no,t work. - ~ ,• . -~ .. 

-The effect -of these measures would _pe :.t.o)~emove, or .to reduce, --one ,of the 

_·chief sources-. of. collective Third World, ·. anti-Westem acrimorzy; to give to 

- developing countries a stake . in the operationEI of a reformed- world economy; and 

. to link their economic growth - particularly through:- increased trade - to .the 

·open international economy,: i.e. to the West. The weakening of official . 

economic. ties between the nations. of the- West· and .the Third World; at least as 

lllllCh as the occasional h.igh-handedness of private \vestem .enterprises in the 

developing countries, facilitates Soviet influence there. 

The third direction is that: of:.Soviet-American relations •• _They are an 

indispensable component of arzy attempt at improving international secu:t"ity. In 

.the past nuclear deterrence has not prevei!ted Soviet attempts at exploiting 

opportunities in the Third_ World ·at levels -well . below arzy risk of ·direct military 

confl-ict.with the us.- In the future,:it.is likely Ilot only that such Soviet 

involvements will_ continue; but that increas.ed Soviet military capabilities will 

tempt Moscow to export its forces more often- as long, -again, .as the risk-of 

direc_t military confrontation with-Wash.ington remains low, either.·because the 

area is not of vital importance to the. \vest; or.because MOscow would have-, 
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. :carefully avoided putting itself in the ·position of an aggressor, and made it 

as difficult as possible for·Washington to retaliate in kind (a.fortiori; to 

escalate to the nuclear level - a. threat. that is credibl.e only when the. most 

vital interests of the ~!est are threatened by. an aggressive Soviet move),· .It 

is futile to expect Moscow to endorse Western notions of stability. The best 

that can be hoped for is not an end· to competition, but the acc,tance by Moscow 

of certain restraints in the intensity and means of competition. 19) And it is 

equally vain to expect either that the Soviets will· accept these voluntarily, 

or be· forced to do so by containment alone. Preventive diplomacy lll!!¥ go a long 

way toward obliging them to restrict the scope of their endeavours •. But if it 

is the intensity and methods that we try ·to affect, we shall have. te make 

efforts to ·find areas of cooperation. 
.. . 

One of them will have to be arms control,· even it it should proceed in 

more· f~entary or modest W9¥S thail. in the past. The relevance ~f the 

strategi~ balance to the contest in the Third 1{orld ma¥ only be oblique, but 

it is not unimportant. First, instability, or a perception of instability, in 

the central balance, mey- tempt either the side that believes it has an advantage 

there to take more risks' a.t' a regional level in: which it also has an edge, for 

purposes of. intimidation-· or to try to compensate for a regional disadvantage 

by. threatening to escalate (to be·~, stability at the central level risks 

"deooupling" a region frOm it ; but coupling would lie neither· credible nor 

sensible in case of secondary interests, and re~s credible in the sense given 

last year by Jl'lcGeorge Bundy ~ propos of Europe ("no-one' knows that a major 

engagement in Europe would· escalate to the strategic nuclear level. . But the 

essential point is the opposite: no-one can pOssibly know. it would notn) (20) 

when a vital interest is at stake). • · Secondly, the more the superpowers. indul~ 

their.apparent appetite for war-fighting scenarios, the mare attractive they 

make the possession of nuclear weapons for others. Thirdly, the continuing 

nuclear arms race . between them weakens the legitimacy and the authority. of the;!,r 

stand against proliferation. 

Conventional arms control ~Till undoubtedly have to wait until after local 

sources of instability' and the opportunities for competitive influence which 

local requests for arms provide, have dried out sufficiently - or until enough 

· states produce what they· need (by which time such arms control w6uld come too 

late). · However, even the conventionil.l arms races fed by the superpowers. could 

be'subinitted to restraints resulting.from informal understandings aimed at greater 

superpower control over the purposes for which the arms can be used, and. at 

limiting damage and casuil.lties if they are used; Even these understandings 

presuppose a greater v/estern willingness either . to deal directly (as was finally 
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done in Zimbabwe)' with· forces or countries that have turned to ·I>!oscow for 

support;'. so· as to •give them an incentive· to moderation, or to accept· the Soviet 

Union as 8.' partner in' the ·search for the· solution of regional disputes in whicll 

the USSR has a, vital interest (and not merely an interest in expanding its 

influence or in dislodging Western influence}. This would obviously not be the 

case in 'the Americas, or in Southern Africa. But it. is in the areas that lie 

close ·to the Soviets' borders ..... 

~e of· the weakriess~s of the two coni'rontatiorui.l a.pproa.ohes described 

earlier iS that they provide only for an intermihable series of tests - as: in 

the ~ld Ache~onien conception.;.;. with a vague hope that the adversary, having 

been checkmated enough, would somehow throw in the towel and behave according 

to our Wishes. · Neither the trends in th~ world, nor his own int~mil.l difficul.,. 

ties,'~· 1lkely to force him to do s~. · The best cllMce for a gr~dual bhlmge 

in his behaviour lies in a. combination of con:tiunment and cooperation. Even the 

cooperation is' likeiy 'to be com!letitive - in a. world of states,' each one, whether 

thrOUgh conflict, self-~1iance,· or cooperation, seeks its own advantage. But . .. . ' 

·even the. confrontation oUght to leave the door open for political solutions, as 

was achieved in the Cuban missile crisis, and as should be the a.:i.m of \olestern 

policies in Afghanistan. These ma;y not be poPular views todil.y, . But nothing is 

more important for a. loi1g'-term policy than a. sense of perspective, a. refusal to 

accept uncritically intellectual faShions end to yield to sudden bursts of opinion. 

The methods sketchily suggested here would encounter not only the resistance 

of all those whose view of the· world is different, but also two formidable 

obstacles \dthin the West. The first one is economic. Uilless vlestern economies 
; 

in general and the American one in particular take strong domestic measures to. 

reduce their dependence on Middle East oil, to fight inflation, end to return 

to steady economic growth, they will face, in case of quite probable turbulence 

in the Arabian peninsula, an unsavoury choice between economic disaster, should 

the now of oil be interrupted or production levels drastically reduced, and 

the formidable risks and costs of mili ta.ry expedition and occupation. And they 

will not have the resources needed to provide an economic underpinning for 

\olestern policies in the Third vlorld. A willingness not to be outspent in 

military hardware nor outclassed in military deployments by the Soviets is 

fine - as long as the effort required does not become a pretext for neglecting 

the loi1g'-term duty to "increase the resources needed to support our diplomacy, 

a. diplomacy designed to reduce the chances our military forces ma;y be needed", 
in Cyrus Vanes's words. ( 21 ) ", 



The other obstacle is intemal' as well. \-lhat is necessary is' nothing. 

less than a-mental revolution: a willingness .to ·di:scard nostalgia for past 

·golden ages (that seemed not so golden ·a.t the time), to· stop ·oscillating, .in 

attitude toward Moscow, from total hostility to· excessive· hopes, and to -abandon 

condescension to~rard the: Third \~orld·. It is· a particularly difficult reconversion 

for Americans,· troubled by mixed ·strategies, more eager for intervention ega.inst 

a. foe than capable of steering for refo:rm, or of accominOdation with partial or 

temporary adveri>Srles, more in,clined, by th!l familiar but tricky ~iberal 

principle of non-intervention, to1.rard endorsing the status quo, anO. thus becoming . . -. . .. . ' . . : 

the victims of their clients and the un11illing artisans· of _their own defeats. 
0 

O Oo LO 
0 

' 

But. we can neither wi thdra.w from the fiel_d, only to re-enter ~Then the Soviets . . ' - ' - .. . . 
and .their allies approach, nor turn the whole yrorld into. that artifici~ 

_division between good and bad guys which produces in crusading spirits such 
' ' . ' . 

emotional satisfaction, a. happy end_ to all cognitive dissonance, and a. 
. . . ·'. ·' ' . . 

formidable releas~ of energy. It is a global contest -.but it_ is a complex . . . : . . . . .. 
one, and not a war. Copinff with international insecurity is not a matter_ of 

winning against. a single foe,· o; ~et. a deadly b~~erhood~~ evil~.'' i~ is . . . . .. · ' . . 
a Sisy:phean task of bringing more restrS:in:t, more order, ~more justic_e_ . . '· . 

-into a world of tur~ulence and violenc_e •. . . 

.... 

. . 

... 
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Oil Count;ies - an Atrpica1 Case of Unde~pevelopment 

The • countries ot the Gulf cannot be compared to the gene~al run of 

developing countries. · Pr~otfcally ·all ue oil-prOducing countries and this 

means that, under present conditione, they have as much money· as they can 

use, and in maey cases more than they can use, to accomplish their 

development. v.'hile in a "normal" developing country_the·availahility of 

money limits development, this is not the case in the Gulf countries. In 
'· . . . -

the average dev~loping country the capacity to ~e money on the international 

market is in itself a sign of development and an important aim. Not so in . . 

an oil country, Development there means simply building something more or 

leas useful out of the money available •. 

This situation.has ita. own dangers, Iran has demonstrated practically 

what were previously only theoretical pitfalls. lve now can recognise that 

there is something \'lhich can be called ''bad qual! ty development" and· that the 

question of quality·is essential to the development process if·it is not to 

break down under ita own weight. Oil-producing countries are particularly 

prone to . "bad quality development" whereas non-oil countries lack the money 

to go wrong. vlhenever the economic quality' of their development deteriorates, 

they face bankruptcy. The market mechaniama contain certain correctives for 

· them which do not appear in the ·case of an oil country. There the money 

mechanism is distorted by the nearly limitless availability of. oil money. 

"Bad quality" iil Iranian development could be seen in ~ areas. In 

the economic field non-viable enterprises were propped up by the state for 

political reasons or favouritism. In agriculture land reform failed for lack 
. ·-~ 

of efficient follow~p aid to the peasants. Socially the riCh were growing 

richer and the poor poorer and real trade unions were prohibited and in the 

field of ecology .cities, water and air. became polluted.· There was excessive 

growth of the cities, moat of all Teheran, and ruin of the irrigation system. 

Politically too there were mi·stakes, Liberties were reduced; the role of 

Savak increased and existing political structures were destroyed to be re

placed only by the absolute power of the Shah and his police~ The process of 
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law was undermined by sO-called military courts and educational quality (both 

in local schools and uni~~jrsi ties) droppf!d. '.There was no freedom of 

intellectual discussion. The net result of. the low quality of Iranian 

development was the Revoiution -~ich has unfortunately prevented arq 

development at all because ·development in the ·minds of the Persians, at least 

in the minds of those who rule at present and those millions who follow them, 

is associated with all the failures ana pains, shortcomings and injustices 

that "development" is associated. with. 

In view of the Iranian failurll, the first_ question to be asked with 
. ' 

. respect to the other oil-rich Gulf states must be: are they also exposed to 
'. . . ·• . .. .' . . . . . . 

the consequences of similar "low quality" development? .And, if so, how 

dangerously? 

The Small City-States 

Each state le different in this respect but, in order to find some more 

ganer8.1 categories, it is possible to subdivide th~ into groups where· 
certain generalisations can be made. ·There are the city-states of Kuwil.it, 

Bahrain, Qatar and the Federation - city-states because they have no peasant 

population (Bahrain has a little agri~lture), their Bedouins having been 

largely absorbed into the cities. Their capitals are the centres of pop

ulation and they are dwarf ·states. They all have .oil incomes (Bahrain's is 

declining). Their small size makes it relatively easy for the rulers (in 

all cases traditional Bedouin Emirs who have adapted themselves to oil) to 

identify and to correct incipient sisns of ''bad quality" development at an 

early stage. There is certainly corruption, but it is not as monumental as 

it was in Iran. There are similar problems of political evolution (Kuwait 

and Bahrain have experimented unsuccessfully with parliaments and closed 

them ll8ain and the Federation seems ready to einbark on a similar experiment 

just now). There are difficulties in turning wealth to productive use and 

in the distribution of that wealth •. The abuse of absolute power and the 

problems of succession are not absent. .The control of foreign workers and 

immigrants presents some problems and they face external security threats and 

worry about the loyalty of thei~ professional armies. Dllt all these problems 

seem to have been identified and can be .controlled at relatively early stages. 

The development has been of better quality than in the case of Iran, 

simply because problems show up early and demand correction in a small city

.state long before they penetrate into the consciousness of the ruler of·an 

"Empire" such as the Shah's. The rulers of those small city-states are better 

able.to avoid megalomania for it is not easy to be a megalomaniac in a small 

country. The city-states, especially Kuwait, have evolved a tight pyramid 
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o£ privilege and power,embraoillg--all .thecpopula.tion from the ruling family . . 

· to the immigrant non-Arab .workers at the bottom and comprising lllllZ\V finely 

graded steps. This helps to avoid the ,danger o£ polarii;,y' between the 

privileged and the ~derprivileged. . In. Iran· 90'% o£ the . countr:r' s wealth 

was in the hands. ot 9'% o£ the population and this was one o£ the decisive 

!actors underlying the Iranian Revolution •.. In the city-states a conscious 

attempt has been made .to let the lowe~ classes of. their own citizens profit 

from development. . ~s was mostly done by giving 1;llem land -to build on, 

thus permitting .. them to participate in. the ~al-estate boom .(which has been 

phenomenal) •. In :Bahrain, where the oil income is not sufficient to provide 

economic cushioning tor all, social tensions are stronger but,. so tar at 

least, the police have been able to contain them with little t:t'ouble. 

Foreign workers are a problem B"iei:ywhere and are v~i'y oarefulii super-
~ . . . ' .. . . . . . - :. . 
Vised. Politically the Arab workers - Palestinians, Iraqis; Egyptians, 

Omanis, and' Yemelu.s - are felt to be more dangerous since they ·tend to 

participate in political· disCussions and a:i-e in lllllZ\V cases subscribers to 

some form of pan-Arabism which postUlates the sharing of the oil' wealth by 

all Arabs, but· they too· are under control. Since the Iranian Revolution, 

the 1mm1grant· Iranians· and the local Shi'ites have become causes of concern 

. and some trcuble-Dilikers. ruive been expelled from Kuwait, :Bahrain and the 

. Federation:. 'lbe other non-llrab foreigners - Pakistanis, Indians, South 

Koreans and people from South East ·Asia- are less dangerous since they 

coioe 'only- ili' order to earn money, do not epeak Arabic and ril:rely want to 

became involved in local politics. 

In 13.11-these city-states Arab NatiOnalism, originally fostered by the 

image and policies of Abdel Nasser and the doctrines of the e~ly :Ba'athists, . . 

Haraka and similar movements, combines Arab ·socialism with strong national• 

is tic tendencies. I{ attracts particularlY stud~nts (upper. schooi pupils 

and full univ~rsity ·s-ru:dents) who tend to have strong lin:ks with their 
. . ... . . . . 

contemporaries in the rest of the Arab world. . The question of Palestine 

pleys a major part in their thL~ing. Gov~rnments make a careful distinct-
• c ' 

iOn between helping those Palestinians who want to give prioritY to "militar,r" 

aetion on the Israel borders (Fatsh) and suppressing those Palestinians who . . . ' . . . 

. 'support ideologies of social chsnie for the whole Arab world (Habash, 

Hawatme etc). 
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Iraa and Oman 

' . 

.:..·the 

'For Iraq and Oman·, development' means driudi!g ·some of thefr ·peasants off 

land and into. industry';· while impr<iv!tig ~ioUl. ture and the lifestyle of 

their peasant 'mS.jorities, I£ they neglect these tasks they risk ·the emergence 

of a: dangerous Usequilibrium iri 'their development! It is llDloh more diffioul t 

to handle thle kind of development than to increase the proaperi ty of an 

il.lready urbanised' p'opulation,;i:: Kuwa:it and. Bahrain. Nevertheless Iraq and 

Oman seem to· be moving' forltlml• successfully after ini till periods of inaeouri ty 

and pol:i.ticar error. Iraq·has:been excluded tram ·the CiU1f' for 'many decades 

because the riCh Gulf states ~iere··:afraid of Iraqi' radicalism •. KuWait 

especially ·has inisgivinga for· it has been claimed at several periods by Iraq 

and has had· frontier ·clashes 1dth 1t· at other t~a.· · Kutmfti diploma.oY has 

been an ·active anti-Iraqi force' in' the whole Gulf bUt Saddam Hussein has 

. recently reqognised that the :radical image of his coun:tr,y (which is grcnoting 
< • - • • • -

daily riCher) impedes the acquisition of aey-real ,influence·in the Gulf and 
f ' . • I . -.. • ' . 

he hae.been attempting to Change it. He has reduced his collaboration with 

. the Soviet Union (no longer .so important, for other industrial powers are . . . . . '· ~ ... 

. ~ only too willing to collaborate w1 th Iraq. even in, the· fields of weapons and 

nuclear power) and he has increased his contacts w1 th .. Saudi Arabia. He is . . . ~ . - " ; - . 

-· .. 

al. so trying to pose as the oh~ ion of. order in .the Gulf. who is willing to 

~t aga.ins~ any attempts by the·!ranian Revolution .to mak:e .. trouble, Iran and 

Iraq are notot b~ tter enemies ~ potential trouble, f9r Iraq can c~e. from the 

Kurds and the Iraqi. Shi'ites (perhaps:manipulated by Iran), uho together 

amount to about 1:\-to-thirds uf t!J.e.population. But • just as_in neighbouring 

Syria - the :ruling Ba' a th minority is . determined to .:.hold· on to power at all 

costs using, if necessary, the instrument of JlDlrder, If 'f\error is the stick, 
. ' 4. . • • - ' . ..., . 

the carrot is participation in the fruits of .d~!!velopment,. The leadership . . . ,, ' . . ,.. 

and the party are well Qlf~ of the need for all. to share in these fruits . . . . . . . . . .. ' . ~ : - . 
including Kurds and Shi' i tea, as long as they obey unconditionally. Recently 

. • ' "1 ~ ' . 4' • • • • • ' ••• 

a parliament of a kind has been elected even if this is only intended to 
··-. . . . . . . . ~ . ' . ! ~ .. ~ .. 

rubber stamp decisions taken eslatthere. .It could .ao:t; as a safety valve for 
• J • . " • "• " . . . ' -~ ·• 

p'oiitical trustratien. The internal 'situation is still tense and any real . . . 
·liberalization would p;obably lead 'to a general bre~-up of the state. A 

~ :.t ·- j' •: • ~ • • -- -. ; • ~ • • • ' • 

policy of the iron fist in the velvet glove will una,oubtedly continue. 
•' ' • . . , ~ . . ~ . '. ··- r . , . 

Iran now serves as a focal point for official aggression as does Israel. 
• . ' . • r . . ' ~ .. • . . ·. . . . .. . . 

Even corruption hae been held in check through fear of the leadership and 

the seouri ty apparatus. 
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· For the Gulf, this means that Iraq is about to become a partner of 

increasing reliability and growing weight •. But a certain suSpicion of 

Saddam Hussein and·the-rest of the leadership will remain for a long time. 

!!he ''revolutionary"· origins and early behaviour of the regime in Iraq and 

the-occasional ·political murder by· Iraqis of eXiled adversaries or other 

Gulf politicians are not reassuring •. 
. ' . . 

~ has moved for~-1ara quite r!l.:Pidly ·from' a si ~tion of extreme 

neglect and archaic social, political and economic circumstances. At the 

same time it has had·to fight a rebellion fostered from autside· (South Yemen) 

and iruiirectly aided by theSoviet Union. !!he fact that it hail man:aged to 

overcome these dlfficul ties, partly with oil money· and partly with foreign 

help (:British, Iranian and Jordanian) gives the present regiDie a certain 

stability and self~confidence. At the ssme time a rather limited oil· income 

induces s·ome reSJ.ism. 'lhere is not so much ·money that· all the principles of 

good housekeeping can· be thro~m to the winds. As long ·as the Dhofar rebellion 

does not start up again, the. chances for quiet. development are not bad. 

·Obviously ·the rebellion could be re-started if the South Yemenis and the 

Soviet Union agreed to do so but at present they seem willing to keep ·things 

quiet: the Russians ··for reasons to do with international tactics (digest

ing Afghanistan, rel!llmching d&tente etc); the Southern Yemenis presumably 

because e.conomic need forces them to seek closer relations with Saudi .Arabia. 

Saudi Arabia - the Crux of ·Gulf Politics 

· · 'lhis le~es · Saudi Arabia in a category of its own. The Kingdom is 

indeed a uriique phenomenon. It is far ri~her thari Iran ever was and has a 

much smaller population to keep content. It is developing at great· speed, 

and many of the negative aspects of "bad quality development" are :apparent -

c~pti~, inflatio~, lack of viabilitY -~ economic ventur~~ ~et up by the 
. ' 

state, intellectual confusion, growing _divisions between the super-rich and 

the poor, student discontent, a "llril.in tb:ain·;, ~ conspiCuous conBUIDP~ion by 

the state and individuals, unwillingness to do mimua1 work and many more. 

·But there is not as yet a revolutionary atlr!osphere. Most people seem 

reasonably content, and the state i~ spending at a tremendous r!!-te to keep 

them so. Practically all Saudis can have land and an interest-free loan to 

develop it. iV'um;y of them 'will be occupied ·in this wey for the next few years. 

On a higher level the authorities are aware that' they have to offer· their 

students managerial positions as soon as they ieave the universities (Whether 

Saudi·· or foreign) in order to keep them content. So they spend huge sums to 
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build up petrochemical industries to be managed in the . future by the 

coming· Saudi elite. The trorkers .will be. foreigners, ·coming from as faJ: as 

SoU'I;h ~Korea. Fet·r Saudis want to ~rork with their hands and fet1 need to. 

How long this Cl!ll last is uncertain:.but no end is in ·siGht at ·present. The 

money is lasting and most Saudis appear to be . hopeful . that they trill event

ually shaJ:e in the wealth. Few are willing to specalate about whether. this 

shaJ:e is fair or not. That will come later tmen more of them have been 

through school. 

i.. . ~e rumblings of discontent so far come more ,from the backwaJ:d-looking, 

. nostalgic groups than from the. "progressive" part of the population. · The so

called Mecca incident of 1979 was due. to ·traditionalists and ·fundamentalists 

who were sngr,r about the corruption of the rulers, and the double standard 

which allowed them to break lll!l.ey Islamic rules ( 88ainst alcohol, prostitution 

and gambling) while enforcing these seme rules very strictly on the ruled. 

Television tras also not to their liking. lY'JOre generally ·they ~rere probably 

confused. and frustrated by the increasingly '.'modern" and "~lestern" lifestyle 

which was brought about by economic development, notwithstanding the care the 

authorities had taken to preserve. at least the symbols of tradition (e.g. 

clothing) and to. keep Islem in .the foreground as much as possible. · 

The occupation·· of the Great Nosque was a rude shock. The main reaction 

by ·the rulers has been to tighten up secUrity even in Islamic circles 

(where it had been loose previously) ~d to impose th.e details of overt 

Islamic life more strictly ( cibligatory attendance .at prey-ere, Islamic pun

ishments, shaJ:i'a law, more sermons and Koranio readings. on the radio and 

televis.ion etc.}. Some political"liberalization" has beenhinted at, but 

so far not pursued. A consultative assembly and a constitutional statement 

haVe been considered. It. is possible that things have gone far enough 

already and that th~· inner te~sions are sufficiently strcnB to render 
. ' ' ~ ' . 

dangerous any further attempts at liberalization. Free speech in an assembly 
. ~ ' . 

of any kind and its publication could destroy the Kingdom. Its foundations 

rest on tightly contrOlled information and privilege for the .royal house • 
. • · • . . ' . . f 

It is basically an "ancien r&gime" ~rhioh has not yet been exposed to 
' ' . ' -

enlightenment. 

When revolution comes, perhaps .in five or six years, it is most ·likely 

to originate in the. Araq. . Theree is no ,other. grouping or institution capable ' any 
of embracing the whole of. this V?St desert country. This is why/manipulation 

of the .Present defence establishment, tmether Araq or National GuaJ:d 

(Bedouin or White Arm:!) is extremely toucby politically. There is continued 

talk about general conscription but this would probably destroy the present 
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• . ' .• , •.•. .1...-. • - ~ ~ •. 
military structures end it might, 11' miSIIIallBge<l, easily lead to a 

'Situation·. Of cUacontent' iilside a· ~ew' Conscript ~ • • Al~o, the excessive 

number of fore~ers in ib:e Saudi Ami( is a toucey i~mie. !lheir presence 

and privilege compared tO ~t of''1;h& ·local~· ('they have to be. p~d a great 
o o > • 0 A 0 ' o • 0 ' ,. •' • o ' 

deal to come at all) can cause trouble. ·It wa.S one of the reasons for the 

early break-'ilp of the IrSnian Air Foree where, for every ~e irazrl.ans, 
• . ' 1:. ~ . . ~- ! ·- - . ' 

one Americ!IZI was employed. 

!lhe 

Iranian, 
'' . 

does not 

negati~ 

' . . ', 
"qual! ty" of Saudi .moaernization is clearly ,n<;»t as bad as the . .. . : ' . ~ .. -' . . . . 

but it is bad eno:tlgh. So far, however;. most of· the population 

seem to have become aware of the burdens and d.ralolbacks which the . - . . - ~.- . 
sides of their modernization are inevitably bringing them. Money 

. . -·· . .-

allows the state to alleviate IDliiliY of the dangers. Inflation is a simple 

example. It exists, but a generous handout by the gove:mment in all directions 

alleviates it considerably. 'lbere have also been attempts in the last two 

years to.oombat inflation. !lhia has been relaxed for the time being, 

apparently in order to. atop the grumbling of the businessmen who desire 

"booms 11
• 

'!he parallel to Iran is significant in this respect ·.too~ .. 'lbere· were 

times im Iran, ·basically iii the ·.years ·before the big ·oil boom ·of 1975 to 1977, 

·when the ·population seemed· content; appeared to be satisfied with their 

progress -(everybody was bcy'ing a· car) and the Shah was on· top of the situation. 

When the boom collapsed, .the Iranians became 8.\-/are of the dra~r~'!>acks of . ' . . . . . . 
. . . ~eir ''bad quality" devel_opment •. Saudi Arabia is n~ at the 1970 to 1974 

~ . . '. - . . . . - . 
stage of Iranian ~evelopment. !lhia oO)lld ~ on indefinitely ·but. it seems 

~ely tQ do so. More likely is _a breakd01m, p~bably precipitating a 

military coup, in the next five to seven years. 
-~ 

!lhe danger to Saudi Arabia··i•a the danger to all the Gulf .states. 

• !lhe smal.l states cannot exist without tlil! protective ·she4ow of the oonser-

. vative "ancien rig!me" of Riyadh~ · Iraq might profit by the breakdown of 

the royal .regiine· and become the. leadfi!g power .in the -Gulf - it at that time 

-the .Gulf· continued to exi·at 'asC a poUtical sub-eystem ll!iloh as. it is toda;y. 

rue is uncertain. Upheaval in Iran brings the distinct possibility of 

Soviet involvement, whether directly or indirectly via one or more of the 

Iranian minorities (Arabs, Kurda, Baluohis). American -iivolv~mer,;i· ~t 
···then be 'tnevitable. 'lben the aul>-eystinn·would·disaoive-'into~confrontation 

of the two mipe~powers. 
' l 

. ' 
' ' 
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The External Dapger: Iran plus the USSR 

The fact that such developments have 'become poesi'ble it not probable 

already weiehs heavily upon Saudi Arabia !W,d ~e Gulf' as a whole. Insecurity 

is aggravated 'by the, fact, observable even 'by non-profesl!ional strategists, 

that in the region the. US . is Presently clearly ~erior to the Soviet Union. 

Nevertheless the US is the natural protector ~ the oil-rich, pro-Westem, 
. . 

conservative Gulf regimes (Iraq plqs a somewhat dit£erent.role), and the 

rulers !mow it. They have really no choice 'but to stiok to their informal 

and tacit US alliance. But.they !mow that it is against their interest to 

advertise this alliance' in arzy" wq. Demolu.trahle ilivolVBIII&nt with the US 

might mark them as targets for the regionally more powerful USSR 'but also, 

and much more dangerously~ it mieht designate them "imperialists" and 

"reactionaries" to the radioaJ. Arab opposition. Palestine plqs an important 

role in this and it· will go on pla;ying this role in the .future because tlha.t 

:riol'lada;ys is called a ''Palestine settlement" will prove to be a chimera, 

whether as envisll8Bd 'by the Camp David Acoo:ci or in an al temative form as 

now mooted 'by the European powers or in some !£ind of larger forum involving 

the Palestinians. It will be unattainable because the Palestinians are not 

willing to. come to a definite peace with Israel, 'but rather will go on 

fighting against Israel from 1matever state they might be able to secure for 

themselves in the future. The Gulf (and the rest .of the world) will have to 

go on living with the dead weight· of ''Palestine" around their necks. 

But in the case of Iran all is not lost. An evolution is conoeivahle 

(even though unlikely) ~thich could lead to a mere or less stahle Iranian 

entity in the future which ~tould continue to shelter the Gulf .from direct 

Sovie.t involvement. · I:ristead of running blindly after an una"!;tainable peace 

betwes:il Palestine and Israel, l.restem statesmen Should give more serious 

attention to Iran. To some degree the Middle East and the Gulf have been 

inmnmised against the Palestine .question 'by. sixty. yea:r:s of polemics. It 

will alwqs remain a strong talkin8-point for the Arabs, 'but it will only be 

solved by the disappearance of Israel. 'lbe developments in Iran are 

different. The whole Gulf might be rolled up .from the .East it .Iran were to 

·. · be dominated 'by the Russians. · 

Some Questions 

Is modernisation destabilising? - The answer ~t be that it depends on 

its quality; the worse the quality the more des"!;abilising is modernisation. 

Can this destabilisation cross frontiers into neighbouring countries? 

De.f'initely yes. Once there is chaos in one state, others will be infected, 

particularly it that state is a direct neiehbour of the Soviet Union. 
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How can the pressure of. modernisation be minimised? -·By the establish-

. Dietit ·of profitable· enterprises and··;ail atisreness ·Of the ·socia.J,, ecoJ.o,sical and 

political ,·aangers of '"bad quality'! development. 'ModernisaUon:means change 

, .· i.e. instahility but, if the modernising·.prooess· is .accompanied by open 

.. 

· .' discussion of every .step ·to .enl.i!st the .liupport of as much of the popillation 

as possible0 .change lliBY be·· orderly•· However,: this ·means ·relaxation'.'of 

censorship. Censorship is the ~ray;:re~ers. seek to control' dissent: :never

theless it :is ·a recipe:·for: revolution··in tlie ·medi'uin or long run:. ·'.!he more 

development .proceeds,. the iD.ore vital is' .it:·to reduce ·Censorship. ' ·!!his 

cannot be dorie Without fostering •revolution if it is done too 'late. 

A1 ternstively the mediaeval order ocan be maintained for a time/ even while 

. the· eoonoi!W' and goverbment bUreaucracy are moderhiiled, · so long as there is 

a surplus of oil money with ~lhich to cushion hardships.'· BUt eventually the 

"ancien r~gime" ~rill probahly crack. A "development dictatorship" can 

maintain stability for a considerable period but it is likely that the 

country ~rill eventually have·to·pay .. for·the imposition by a period of chaos 

after the dictator has been removed. This is because the kind of progress 

achieved will not have received the consent of the ruled. 

Hhere is the next crisis to be el::oeoted in the Gulf? - Probably in 

Saudi Arahia even if it is still a few years distant. It could be accelerated 

and made much more eXPlosive if the present troubles in Iran should lead to. 

Soviet involvement and consequently to the Gulf becoming a region of super

power confrontation, whether military or political or both. 

How does the Hest increase the dangers? - It stimulates oil production 

and with it conspicuous consumption and the corresponding ''bad quality" 

development. The lvest can no longer guarantee regional security. It angers 

the Arah world by its inability to solve the Palestine problem in the way 

the Arahs would like. 

lrJhat should be done to avoid destabilisation? - The Vest - politicians 

and businessmen - must become aware of the importance of quality in the 

development process. This ought to ensure some self-control and a revulsion 

against profiteerL;g, because the medium-term consequences of profiteering 

are collective suicide via oil scarcity. 
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Early and cautious lib~ralisation and free discussion are essential. 

The fear is however that it is already too late in most 'Gulf countries -

except perhaps in Oman. The ~lest must address ·itself to the grawing crisis 

in Iran and in the whole Northern. Tier from Turkey to Pakistan ·and find wqs 

to manage change. ·If order in the states in that region ·breaks down (and 

. they are, all three :of them, not so: tar trom breakdown), the danger to the 

Gulf l1ill be very great. Finally the ~!est ought to reduce the i=itant ot 

Palestine in a realistic fashion. . To the author ·camp David is not a realistic 

a;pproach, and any other "little Palestine" solution will only lead to 

further struggles and exacerbation ot the problem. It·it cannot be resolved, 

the Palestine problem ought at· least to be kept as quiet as possible. 

Unsuccessful negotiations and angry debate about it will merely increase the 

sense ot i=itation and impatience. 
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THIRD WORLD CONFLICT 

AND 

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

Mister Director, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I take -great pleasure in conveying the welcome of the Italian Government to 

the IISS wh~ch once .again has selected Italy for its important annual confe-

rence. 

I know I am not stating anything new, but I am glad to say that it is almost 

impossible in the worJd to mention security, strategy and politics in general 

wit4out reference to the nss, which is considered the most authoritative forum 

'for the discussion of international problems. I believe it, might be of interest 

to you to know that in our country all those discus sing our military policy 

always avail themselves of the IISS texts as an authoritative support for 

their thesis. This depends to a great extent on the validity and realism of 

many forecasts made on different occasions by your Institute, and on the im

portance of the themes on which your studies are based. 

This will certainly be the case f0r the subjects selected for this conference. 

They are of the greatest topical interest insofar as they concern all the critical 
. . 

factors affecting world security. These are subjects which for some time 

now have been on the international scene, and which, at the moment, have 

become more serious exasperating the consequences of certain pre-existing 

conditions • 

The first point I feel I could make in this respect is that the western countries 

have not always perceived ·timely the dramatic evolution of the situation. 

... , 
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Someone has writte•l, in this regard, that "the Western democracies do no1 

stand out for their foresight". I am afraid this is true but, above all, I fes 

that more than one reason for the deterioration of the world situation shoul 

unfortunately be imputed to this shortcoming. 

There is an explanation, or a justification for this: in the democratic coun1 

the just and constant pursuit of welfare and progress creates growing "ex

pectations" - individual and collective in nature - and urges and engages ir 

stitutions and governments in a continuous daily activity, diverting their at 

tion from the overall wide- ranging long-term strategic problems •. 

It has happened therefore, that more'than once in the last few years, we h< 

to tackle the most serious international problems one by one, in a continge 

and pragmatic manner! 

I do not believe that we can afford attitudes of this kind for· a much longer 1 

It is necessary instead to carefully observe and ..•• use imagination, not c 

to avoida passive acceptance· of events, but to influence them, trying to di 

the course of inte.rnational relations 'from the present phase of sharp corifn 

tion and tension towards a new phase of collaboration and ·agreements, 

On this road of analysis and study your Institute plays ro1 important role; 

ticians can fully avail themselves of your researches to update their evalu. 

and make the necessary decisions in time. 

The basic goal to aim at is the maintenance of the world balance. 

This balance is now more unstable than in the past. As .. rep0rt~d by the 4th 

Theme ofyour conference, the reduction in the two i:najoF poW"ers' capabi.] 

ity of influencing 'and controlling the international scene has brought to be< 

in this situation. 

How can we respond? 
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Our transatlantic allies themselves, aware o£ this situation, have more than 

once advocated a ,more clear-cut European identity dlld recognized the· im

portance .o£ such a presence on the international scene. The People's Republic 

o£ China, altho~gh with different evaluations, is urging us in the same direc 

tion. 

But, i£ the European contribution has to be concretely appreciable, particu

larly in the most critical sectors of international conflicts, national eff.l>rts 

alone are not sufficient, although they are precious when they can open a 

small breach in the wall of mistrust and fears separating th~ two.big fields 

into which Europe is divided. 

AEuropean contribution, resultingfrom a coordinated action supported by a 
' ' ··. " . . 

common integrated will, would be more useful. 

Thi~ presupposes the birth o£ the "European Pole", but in the meantime it is 

desirable that through a closer, open and concrete European dialogue, the 
'"· ' 

sound ci£ the European voice that I believe the world is expecting, be expressed. 

From the economic aspect,· Europe is already a reality, but its security is still 

an unkn()wn factor to be tackled. Already in 1950, Churchill asked whether we 

would be in time. 

I believe that we should ask ourselves this question more. urgently in the early 

80s,but to.find at last a concrete reply; it is our responsibility as Europeans 

- as underlined by the 2nd sub-theme of your conference - to create, patiently 

and steadily,.in the context of European and international security, a connective 

tissue enabling us to put our efforts together, increasing their value and ef

fectiveness Ol,l-tside our area. 

I believe for example that we should develop in a more coordinated, realistic, 

open and if possible friendly way, the dialogue with the third w.orld countries. 

The North-South relations exist, but we must recognize that the East-West 

tension has often led us to underestimate them, thus making us forget that, when 

' 
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security is involved, today one cannot but think in terms of global interests. 

In fact, for a long time now, the survival problem has come to light. 

A survival for which access to resources - 2nd theme of your conference•is 

undoubtedly now one of the most critical aspects for the western world, whose 

development cannot be fostered by national resources alone and which there

fore depends largely on the international political context, 

Depriving us of resources 1or denying our access to them 1can in fact be a v:ery 

effective means to reduce our capability to resist and indeed to exist. A new 

type of threat is thus born: no more the frontal one which opposed East to 

West for such a long time, and that we have peacefully faced for thirty years, 

but an "encirclement" threat. Thus a new dangerous means of indirect strategy 

is born. 

Therefore, it stands from the foregoing that in the future deterrence and detente 
' 

cannot be sought only vis-a-vis the. East. The problem shifts, affects North

South relations, reaches other areas where certain interests of primary ma

gnitude for us are focused, 

This new reality poses new questions. It is right that NATO commitments 

remain unchanged: its defensive and geographically limited nature does not 

change, b;ut new situations can arise outside the NATO area of responsibility, 

vis-a-vis which, if the military pact machinery Is not valid, the principles of 

the political Alliance can apply, and lead us to find - for common problems .:. 

agreed solutions safeguarding the irrenounceable principles .of national sove'- · 

reignty, and permit the highest degree of effectiye and peaceful responses •.. ··· •· · 

It is in this perspective that Italy accepts to increase her coni:rtbutionto the' 

overall security of the areas closest·to us.; for these reasons .therefore ·our 

actions and our attention will. turn to the Mediterrane•an ur·:more prec.isely to. 

those countries which at their discretion will be r:eady to consider and appr~ 
. ' ·' -. -, ,.:.- . 

ciate the Italian availability to help them, 
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·A more evident Italian presence in this area can in fact constitute a positive 

element for reducing the tension in the region. 

However, security in the third world countries - 1st and 5th theme of the co~ 

ference - cannot be based only on the collaborative will of our countries,· 

but will have to rest above all on the political and socio-economic solidity 

of the individual countries and their possibility and determination to manage 

·their own security; facilitating the achievement of these goals is therefore 

the the primary commitment of the West. as a possible and acknowledged guarantor 

of the principles of national individu·al sovereignty, intangibility of frontie 

non-interference in internal affairs of sovereign countries. 

The spontaneous growth of the developing societies should be followed, en

couraged,helped, without interferences, through the cooperation requested of 

us and that we will be able to provide, within the framework of a clear and 

balanced general policy. 

In such a framework the different causes for confrontation and tension cannot 
. . ' 

but decrease, thus giving a concrete thrust to the process of detente which, 

initiated a long time age, has always proceeded at a slow and uncertain pace 

and today seems to be deteriorated, 

As for as Italy is concerned, I should conclude telling you that the Financial 

Times was right when it stated : "Italy is has shaken off her defence lethargy". 

We are considering, more then in the past, the problem of national and collec_! 

ive security; we are determined to carry out a more active and responsible 

role in the development of international policy. In my new capacity of Minister 

of Defence, 1 have delivered a long report on these pointsto the Italian Parlia

ment last June, and from that time the debate on defence problems and the.~. 

ternational role of Italy has become more lively in all fora, from parliamentary 

chambers to the press. Italy is a,country which is facing now a lo.t of difficulties, 

but I beg you to believe that our Government feels .to possess the necessary 

means to enable Italy to demonstrate to be a more active protagonist than 

in the past, in the efforts made for the maintenance of security and the 

strengthening of peace. 

' 
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When Shah Pahlavi was forced to leave Iran in January 1979 two know

ledgeable and pi-ominent Americans publicly offered strikingly differe-nt 

interpretations of what had caused his political downfall. Henry :iassinger, 

former Secretary of State and a personal friend of the rheh.1s, argued that 

Iran's fundamental problem ~/as a inismB.tch between economic development and 

political modernisation. As Iran experienced the enormous influx of p&tro

dollars into its econo~ as a consequence of the quadrupllng ot oil prices 

after the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, forces-for economic development were set in 

motion that were felt 'in every corner of the society, force~ that liere 

accompanied by desires for increased political participation that 'the Sheh was 

too slow to appreciate.· i'lhen political demands went unheard, opposition to 

the Sheh Is regime grew. 'I'hen, according to Kissinger, mismanS.gement of the 

situation by_the Sheh, coupled with extraordinary demonstrations of weakness 

end vacillation by the United States, led to revolution and the collapse of 

authoritarian rule. 

George Ball, formerUnder-Secretary of State, who had been called in by 

the Carter Administration in December 1978 to provide. en independent assess

ment of the Iranian Situation, sa11 matters differently. He claimed that the 

Sheh had a severe case of-megalomania that had led to his g,ystematic alien

ation of most· of the key elements ~ Iranian socie-ty. Bitll judged that the 

principal ·cause of the Sheh Is megalomaniacl!tl· behaviour was the ·enormous 

quantity of sophisticated ,.,eapons !ran h!id received from the United States 

since the early 1970s. By placing great reliance on Iran to be tile police

man of the Gulf , .. a.s part or the Nixori policy- or using "regionaf he~oD.ies" 

to protect American_ interests, the United States _had uimittingly, according 

to Bitll, transformed the Sheh from a minor despot to a leader with great

pOiier aspirations. In the process, the Sheh became intoxicated with his own 

power, surrounded himSelf with sycophants, encouraged corruption that became 

pervasive; promoted domestfc economic and social policies to suit -his o~m . 
purposes, isolated himself from the crosscurrents developing within Iranian 

society end, thereby, so~1ed the seeds of his own destruction. 
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Observers of the .. Iranian scene without political. axes to grind or 

reputations to protect would readily admit that all of the characteristics 
- -· . .• . -. --· 

cited by both Kissinger and :Ball were prevalent in Iran. There .!'!!!!, rapid and 

disruptive economic development that, in part, clashed with traditional norma 

and values. The growth of political participation did !!2!, accompazJY economic 

progress, and there was little evidence that it was likely to in the near 

future. The Shah .!'!!!!. perceived by IDBliY Iranians as a corrupt, autocratic 

ruler, installed with American initiative, who permitted and even encoura,ged 

the uee of secret police to root out and torture political opponents. He ~ 
have great-power aspirations encouraged by the growth of potent military 

forces a:rmed with the most advanced American weapons; he .!'!!!!. out of touch 

with sources of dissent in the society; and he was conf.Used and ultimately 
. . -. . 

let down by conflicting advice and dec~aratary policies offered by high-level 

U'S officials. What is far less clear, however, is what was decis.ive in lead'

ing to the Shah's downfall and ~that was peripheral. What mixture of economic, 

social, political and milit~ developments really determined the Shah's fate? 

How, if at all, could the United States have acted more effectively? More· 

importantly for the long term, how does the Iranian illustration of political 

instability in a developing society relate, if at all, to other manifestat

ions of the same behaviour? Are there common threads between the Iranian 

case and Somoza'e experience in Nicaragua, for example? ~t can we learn 

from the demise of Haile Selassie in Ethiopia or even from Castro 1s success 

in Cuba twenty years ago? Indeed, are there diso.ernible patterns to political 

instability in developing countries or is every case sui generis? . 

Most importantly, what can .these historical cases .tell .us about the· 

future? . ~/hat is the likelihood of poli t~cal instabili ~ in Turkey, 1) S!llldi 

Arabia, Mexico, the Philippines? What changes in domestic .conditions or. in 

the policies of external powers could reduce the probability of instability? 

And is the reduction of this probability uniforlliy · desirable? 

1) . . . 
Turkey is a Peculiar case and, argua:bly, should be omitted from this 
analysis. In economic terme, as measured by gross national product per 
capita in US dollars in 1977, it fell near the midpoint among 54 states 
classified as "middle income countries" by the World Bank. Its GNP per 
capita is lees than that of Mexico, Jamidca, Lebanon, Chile, Panama, Iraq, 
Iran, Trinidad and Tobago and IDBliY other· states in this category. But it 
is primarily a EUropean society, it has a democratic form of government 
and it is, of course, a member of NATO. 
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These are enormously important questions for the student of economic and 

political development, for international business executives, for the citizens 

and governments of developing countries _and for policy maker~ ili :the United 
' . . ' ' . . . 

States, the Soviet Union and other major powers. _ This paper does not provide 

the-answers to these questions. It does, however, offer a way of structuring 

the issues and provides a set of propositions that cieserve further invest!~ 

ation, 

Clarii'Ying .Some Concepts-

.:Because the problem of political- instability in developing coun~ies is, 

on its face, one of overwhelming complexity, it is useful to clarify w~t is 

relevant to our concerns and what is- not, . The· political ·systems of the 

roughly 150 nation-state~ can be divided into three categories: democracies 

{about 25); communist states (about 20); and authoritarian-states (about 100), 

More than ~0 percent of the "developing countries" of Asia-; Africa and Latin 

America have authoritarian governments which, ·according to ~lebster, "relate 

to or favour. a concentration of power in· a leader .or an elite not constitut

ionally re~onsible to the people", There are no provisions for the legal and 

orderly transition of power in authoritarian governments, and their leaders . . ' . . . . . 

11111st, therefore, necessarily rely on force of arms to retain power. This _in 

turn means that any demonstrable sign of discontent or opposition to the rul

ing elite is in itself a tHreat to the ~xisting social and political order, 

Strikes,· ilntigovernment demonstrations,· riots, major cabiliet shifts and crises, 

vocal questioning'of the i-uling political party's legitimacy, and arrests of 

opposition leaders can all be clasSified a-s manifestations of "political 

instabil:ity" in authoritarian states. 

But these actions take place all the time in developing countries, and 

most often the ruling elite r!des out the problem without ~~at illfioulty. 

Therefore, "politicai lnstability'i !W~'iS not the principal focus of our 

concerns, ~/hat is of interest is leadership ohimge that is followed by 

significant alterations in the domestic and foreign policies of the state. 

Authoritarian regimes have traditionally been prone to two forms of leader

ship change. The first, "political revolution", may be defined a-s a major 

alteration in government and society usually embodying .a departure from the 

old order and typically carried out l4ith violence. _ The second, coup d'&tat 

or "stroke of state" is the sudden overthrow of an existing gov:ernment by an .· . •. . ' . . . ,· 

individuai or small group, usually with only limited violence and_ sometimes 
- ... '! . . . • 

with none at all. The coup d1&tat most often results in the abrupt replace

ment of leading government personalities but, unlike a revolution, it 

generally does not alter basic economic and social policies. 
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Coups d 16tat occur with gt"eat .t'requency in developing countries, Iatin 

America in particular. Bolivia, for example, depending on how one counts, 

has had several hundred coups in its histo:ey as a state. But aside from 
. . ' . 

Captain X replacing Colonel Y, very few substantive changes in domestic or 

foreign policy have followed as a consequence of these government changes. 

Because of their frequency of occurrence, because they most often affect 

little of note in social, economic or foreign policy~ and because they involve 

few individuals usually acting with little advance notice, coups d16tat are 

not at the centre of our concerns. 

It is the phenomenon of political revolution, carried out over a'period 

of months. or evcm years, that is our mein concern. It is this form of extra

legal regime change in developing countries involving the use or threat'of 

force that leads to social transformation end fundamental policy shifts, 

often adverse to vlestern interests. It is this form of protracted political 

upheaval that provides both sufficient data for analysis and time for govern

ments to act end react. 

Consider, 

analyst: 

therefore, the multitude of possible combinations facing the 

A. Manifestations of political instability that fail to lead to social 

or economic transformations or to extralegal regime changes - the 

seizure of the mosque in JV!ecca, Saudi Arabia; the armed insurrection 

against the rwcos government in parts of the Philippines; the 

student strikes against the South Korean mil:ttaey.government, are 

recent examples. 

B. Coups d16tat that, after significant time de~s, lead to major 

domestic societal changeS and foreign policy sb!£ts - the actions 

subsequently taken :well after initial . sei~ of power by Nasser 

in Egypt in 1952 and Qaddafi in Libya in 1969 are examples. 

c. Major domestic social change and foreign policy Shifts without 

an,v extralegal regime change - Sadat in Egypt in the 1970s is a 

·prime e:xamPle •. 

D. Political instability that leads to extralegal regime changes, 

social transformation and foreign policy Shifts - the Iranian 

revolution of 1978-79 is the latest illustration, with the 

·Nicaraguan ~i tuation after Somoza perhaps not yet fully 

clarified to be so labelled. 
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He are not concerned with developed countries, and therefore the 

experience of' the .American, French and Russian ~evolutions are not likely to 

be of' help in the analysis. \ofe are not concerned with centrally planned 

economies because the political and economic structure in such states is . . . 
markedly different from_ those in an_thoritarian systems &d because, in most 

oases, thsy are peculiarly susceptible to the thre~t of' _direct Soviet involve

ment. Hence, present difficulties in Poland and possibly future troubles in 

Yugoslavia, for example, are outside our purview. We are not concerned with 

major domestic or foreign polic,y shifts initiated by standing governments, and 

therefore the problem of' "realignment" is not what we are addressing, We are 

most directly concerned with A and D above,. We wish to know what mixture of' 

characteristics of' states in Category D permitted· the flourishing of' suooes~ 

ful revolutionary movements· and how governments in Category A have baen able 

to weather severe political storme, 

C!WI.alitx. Prediction and the Problem of' Multiple Indicators 

Students of' political revolution have traditionally sought to understand 

the revolutionary process in different social contexts and, from their 

analyses, to derive "causes" of' revolution. Despite a voluminOWJ literature, 

however, the explanatory power of' the postulated theories remains low and the 

predictive power virtu~lly non-existent. 2 ) Intimately connected to the study 

of' revolution has been the effort to examine the process of' political modern

isation more generally. Samuel Huntington and others have argued tha_t the 

process is complex, systemic, global, lengthy, phased, homogenising, irrever

sible and progressive, But even the most intellectually compelling analyses 

of' political modernisation provide little guidanoe·~s to how Shah Pahlavi 

could have avoided his fate or why President Maroos, faced with seemingly 

similar problems, has withstood successfully assaults on his .rule for so 

long, .· •·. 

Since theorists of' revolution and· analysts· of' political modernisation 

have failed to provide much useful policy guidance, those interested in such 

matters have resorted to either ad hoora.cy or to selective oomp"arative 

impressionism. In the former category are many government officials intimately 

familiar with a particular•sooiety Who argue that e'very case is unique and 

that there is nothing to be learned from, for example, an eXBmtnation of' the 

Iranian case that could be of' acy use ii1 understanding and assessing the 

internal situation in the Philippines, Since it is obvioUsly the case that 

2) . .. 
A useful summary of' the evolution of'· this literature liiBir be found in 
Jack A. Goldstone, "Theories of' Revolution: The Third Generation", tlorld 
Politics, April 1980, pp. 425-45~. 
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every state has certain unique features - geographical location, cultural 

composition of its populace, relations with foreign powers - there is some 

sense to this perspective. But at the same ttme policies must be formed on 

the basis of the meet sensible predictions that governments can formulate. 

'"ve will do X because we expect Y", and the derivation of the expectation of 

Y should not be restricted to the characteristics that are sui generis to a 

particular state. It should be informed by a search for patterns that cut 

across the multiplici~ of modernising societies. Only if a systematic 

effort to uncover such patterns fails to identit.y any meaningful conditions of 
/ . . 

commonal:i. ~ can the emphasis on ad hocracr be sustained. 

Recognising intuitively that some common characteristics msy be present 

between states in Categories A and D, some observers have leaped to the use of 

analogies based largely on astute but nonetheless impressionistic observations.3) 

By selecting points of commonali~ end ignoring crucial differences a case can 

be built to support many persuasive argwilents. But it is largely a political 

shot in the dark that could hit or miss its target. And this is no wsy to 

conduct informed policy analysis. 

Moreover, the problem is complicated by the realisation that profiles of 

countries that have experienced extralegal regime changes are incredibly 

heterogenous: large and small states; those at the richer and at the poorer 

ends of the economic spectrum; among populations with varying religious orien

tations; and in virtually every region of the globe exhibiting a wide varie~ 

of topographical features. 

Given the difficulties experienced by others in taCkling this formidable 

intellectual problem, certain guidelines emerge •. 

1. The analysis should aim at producing probabili ~ estimates of regime 

change,( given the presence of certain conditions, rather then. 

emphasizing causal!~. Just as meteorologists do not have to 

understand fUlly the interaction of complex atmospheric and 

environmental conditions to be able to predict the weather with a 

reasonably high degree of accuracy, students of political 

instabili~ should seek to identif.y the conditions that most often 

accompany regime change and should not focus on the development of 

en all-encompassing theory that identifies the precise causal 

relations among a set of. complex and dynamic phenomena. 

3)See, for examp~e.- John B. Oakes, "Like the Shah, President Ma.rcos", ~ 
New York Times. July 6, 1980. 
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·2, ·Economic, so.cio-cult:ural, political and military indices pertinent 

· to. the socie~ and measures of the role of external powers must 

all be considered ·potential contributors to the likelihood estimator 

that any state would experience an extralegal regime change ldthin · 

a specific period 9f time, Multiple indices· rather than a single 

dominant "issue" or "force" are the focus· of· the research, 

3. :1-iultiple indices· of a dynamic rather than ~-static nature are more 

likely to be helpful in assessing the likelihood of regime chanee. 

It is not the absolute value of the state's GNP or GNP per capita, · 

but trends in these statistics over time and.the.expectations these 

trends create among the populace that are important,. A population 

that has long been ruled U,V a regime widely appreciated to be ver,r 

corrupt, the norm rather than the exception in many (even most?) 

developing countries, may be indifferent to corruption as a 

political grievance unless, because of. new-found we_alth,. the. 

corruption spreads but certain segments of the population remain 

outside the reward s,ystem, 

4, A re~earch design is re~uired that examines a wide range of 

indices for eaCh developing countr,r over a. one- or two-decade 

historical period, Historical breadth is necessary to develop the 

most statistically robust likelihood estimators, 

5, The research effort would benefit from two levels of analysis• 

Utilizing macrostatistical dat!!, and Bayesian probabili~ formulations, 
. . . :' -' .. . 

quantitative assessments can be generated .of the probabili~ of regime 
.. 

change given the presence of certain conditions, based on the 

historical record (after all, \~e know which states in the last two 

decad~s had extralega;l regime changes and which d:i.d not). 'lhen 

utilizing these probabilities we c~ calculate the future likelihood 

of ~eilmei c~e if a i.f.ven set of conditions are present,· These 

probabilistic ro:rmulations'(not statistical correlation coefficients) 

· can be 'refined based upon the work from a second level of analysis: 

. detailed case studies of states in Categories A and· D, The richness 

of detail of historical case studies can provide major insights 

unreachable from the first level of analysis. They can assess the 

cumulative effects and non-linea.rities among· indices, They can 

identify catalytic events· that; in· retrospect·, seemed crucial in 

isnJ.ting opposition to the regime in power,· And -they' can assess the 

roles of external powers in the state 1 s economic, .political and 

military affairs prior to; during and after the regime ohange, 

J 
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This is a prodigious research effort barely outlined above. 4) It requires 

country-specific expertise and reasonably sophisticated data handling and 

analytic capabilities. It is inherently limited by problems of data quality 

and availability. There are intellectual minefields in linking results from 

the two levels of analysis. There are normative problems if, in addition to 

predicting-regime change, the orientation of the work is exclusively to suggest 

policies designed to thwart social change in developing_societies. 

Each of these problems-needs to be addressed in considerable detail. But 

the goal of the effort would be to offer the following observation based on 

the analysis of two decades of historical data and the generation of perhaps 

a dozen detailed oase studie_s: 

Given that conditions x1' ~· ~· x4 and ~ are present in Country 

X, the probability of political revolution in the next year is P
1 

(or, the probabilities may be grouped into qualitative categories 

such as "virtually certat.:.', "highly probable", ''highly unlikely", 

etc.) 

Probabilistic formulations could be offered for a. large number of states. 

»asides those analysed correctly, the classical ~to types of statisticBl error 

would be committed: some revolutions would occUr that were not predicted, and 

some revolutions would be predicted that would not occur. :By constantly up

dating the data base'and refining the probability estimates, improved estimat

ion capabilities should be perfected over time. 

Moreover, in a subsequent phase of the research that focus'ed more 

explicitly ·on the role of outside powers, it is conceivable that a result of 

the work could be: 

Given conditions x1 ••• xn' the probability of political 

revolutioD; in Country X in the next year is P 
1

• But. if Country 

X takes action j 1, thereby eliminating CondiUon x
1

, the probability 

would be reduced to P 2 (where P 2 is less than P 
1 

) • 

. Should the 1mole effort fail to identii'y patterns of conditions leading 

to_regime change and should the correspondingly generated likelihood estimators 

be consistently_ of low accuracy, this negative finding would itself be of use. 

It would reinforce the intuitive notion, held firmly by some, that only countr-.f

epecific expertise is helpful in tackling this problem. 

4)For more detail on an ~ngoing effort that follo~rs- the:Se guidelines, see 
Steven E, Miller, Stephen M. Meyer, and Michael Nacht, "Everything You 
Ever Wanted to Ask about Patterns of Political Instability in Developing 
Coun~ies and their Implications for American Policy but lfere Afraid to 
Know", June 1980, mimeo. 

.• 
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Some Preliminary Insif!hts 

Researchers .of political phenomena should be a.S S€;!lOStic about the 

directions in which their research takes them as those· in the natural . 

sciences, although, this· is an admittedlY formidable request that is adhered 

'to -tar too ,int'requentlY. The research design :outlined. above is currentlY 

being implemented and no explioi t findings have yet been established. But in 

an initial phase that has been completed, ilever"al preliminary insights have 

emerged that are guiding the selection ot .indlces.·and the structuring ot the 

case. studles. These are SUIIIIDarised below• 

1. · Icieologll' ot Opposition 
' .. .. _,·,. 

A regime is effectivelY challenged by an opposition movement onlY 
- . ! 

if the opposition can_ articulate .both a set of convinoing,grievances. 

against the regime and a body of ideas directed at rectif'ying these 

grievances. Jorge Dominguez, who analysecf-'tlie Cuban revolution in great 

detail, ·identifies the necessary ingredient as •art .. "ideology of opposition". 

In the preliminary work completed to. date it has become apparent· that an 

ideology of· opposition can be based on·-rectif'ying the trampling of religious 

oustome and· traditional norms, as was the·.case in Iran; on proViding a 
preferred economic alternative to existing economic inequities, as was the 

case in Nicaragua; on providing a more "just" political alternative to the 

present system, as is the case· in Taiwan. The major point is that an 

opposition•mcvement must be able to make ·a·persuasive·case· that"(a) their 

.. grievances a.re -"valid" ,within the given social context;· and (b)· they have 

an effective remedy for these grievances• ·. " 

2. OriW ci.r Regime · 
. f , ... 

"' 
A vital tool for opposition groups is to play on the illegitimacy 

' ot the rulillg elite. This illegitimacy' argUment is s~e~~ned greatlY 

it the leader is not a home-grown product, it he/she was i'installed" ·by 

en outside power or if he/She b.S.s characteristics clearlY alieri to 
.· . . . . , ' .. • • . .. -. ·.r ·. < - - •• 

important segments of the populace~ A French;..epeaking, . Catholic,· _urban 

elite controlling a: Vitirtnamese-speak~;· Buddhist, :Pe~ant 'society ill 

South Vietnam,'·for example, did not ease S~igon's 'problem ot winning the 

"hearts mid minds of the people". This. charge of illegitimacy, therefore, 

oanriot be levelled· easilY agai!lst ·sada.t in Egypt or the Royal FamilY ill 

Saudi Arabia, whereas the case was 'much e~ier agirlrist Shsh Pahlavi (a 
"product et the CIA"). 
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3. Economic Performance 

There are a large number of indices worthy of detailed study in this 

oategor,v, including the. extent of rising inflation rates, the rate of· 

· increase in unemployment, fluctuations in food production, and certain 

meli.sures of income distribution. In several instances (Cuba, fOr exaillple), 

a revolutionary movement was great~ strengthened after a·period of 

sustained economic· growth had been halted· and a significant ·economic down-

. turn ·had· set in. ·. This behaviour is close~ related to the "J Curve" 

phenomemon identified in the literature on economic developlilant. It would 

appear that improving economic conditions raise people's expectations 

great~. Once the do~mturn sets in a great sense of disappointment 

materialises and the. oredi.bili ty ·~f the regime becomes ver,v suspect, 

providing fine recruitment opportunities for opposition groups. 

4. Sooial/Demggraphic Indices 

Preliminary efforts suggest two. important indicators in this 

oategor,y: the growth of urbanisation and the growth of university 

enrollments. The seeds of eeveral political revolutions. are to be found 

in the large influx of population from rural to urban areas· and the 

tremendous overcrowding that ensues l1ith attendant· shortages of housing 

and jobs. Urban slums. are natural breeding grounds for political unrest. 

The more rapid the rate of. urban migration, the greater the"likelihood 

that the existing economic and social structure will be unable' to aooomodate 

the· de~ds placed on it. Concomitant growth in university enrollments 

is important since institutions of higher learning serve as· intellectual 

bases where the ideology of opposition can be formulated, refined and then 

promoted to target population&. 

A thirii indicator. that emerges more selective~ is ethnic conflict. 

Many states are ravaged by. cleavages between ethnic groups. But in lllS.DiY 

instances the clash is between a ruling elite representative of an ethnic 
. . . I " ' - • • - . 

majority and a disenfranchised ethnic minority. The opposition of such 
' ... ' . . ~ - . ' ' . 

ethnic minorities most often takes the form of a separatist movement that 
' - . . - . 

_seeks the establishment of its ow ethnioal1y homogeneous sovereign state -

as the Ibos in Nigeria, the Basques ~.Spain, the Croats in Yugoslavia, 

.th~ Kurds in Iran and Iraq. Such .groups far less often pose a statewide 

challenge to the regime's authority. 

• 
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5. Corruption 

Corr11ption, that i$ "impairment of integrity, virtue or moral 

prtnoiple" or "inducement to ~Ong bY. briberY or other unlawfUl or 

improper means" is certainly ve:ey ~ldupread.· thr~out developing 

. so!)ieties and is, izi and of ltsel'f, n~t a potent force to be levelled 

against the ruling elite •. 'lhe. corr11ptiori argument does becQine p~t~nt 
. " ' ' . 

under one of several conditions: if the corr11ption is restricted only 

to a small circle of friends, relativefl.'.and.:colleaaues. smaunding 

the leader and this state of affairs; formerly confidential, becomes 

Widely known to the urban elite; -if the COrl'\lption is .pervasive and 

well known but then grows suddenly · in magrll. tude w1 th 11elected groups 

remaining outside the reward system; or if a ruling ell te b~¥~es its 

legitimacy in large measure on,religious.piety but,it then.becomes. 

widely perceived and publicised that it is also,highly corr11pt. :·· · 

Either "selective corr11pt1on'.' or the contrast between professed 

religious morality and demonstrated ~conomic:: immorality ('!<he latter 

seems to be a growing phenomenon in, Saudi Arabia) can make ,'!<he corrupt-

.ion issue an explosive political .force. 

6. Repression '·. 

,Repression, like corr11ption, is pervasive throu8hout developing 

societies. Use of secret police, imprisonment of political opposition 

leaders, methods of torture and cruel and inhumane punishment, and 

SUIIIlllarY executions carried out in secret' aie ·the norm in ioa'ny. develop

.illg countries. A sUdden departure 'from practices long extant, however, 

~an seemingly promote opposition. If the circle of repression widens, 

· it cBJ1 generate· animosity among groups formerly thought to lle "safen 

:f'rom reorimirie.tion or part of the· estabiisimient. :Easing of repression, 

especially •by ·a leader under· siege, ~ often .encourage opposition 

Dioveli'lents that the leader is weakening and that their ·cause is winnabJ,e. 

Indeed,·leaders who seemingly ease repressive measures solely ·to $atisf1 

the demands of other governments, as both· Shah Pahlavi and President 

Somoza did at the urging of the United States, ~have weakened rather 

than strengthened their regimes as a consequence. 

7. '!he Catal.ytic Event 

Just as budding young actors often need a ''break" to make it big -

the star becomes ill and· the understudy ·atep·s·· in and gains stardom - so 

revolutiona:ey movements usually benefit from an unplanned event that 

triggers the growth of political opposition. Such a catalytic event can 

be the imprisonment or execution of an opposition leader; a gross violat

ion of ethical or religious norms by the leader of the regime; or demon-
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stration of a spectacular economic extra>"S89Jlce. It is extraordinarily 

difficult to identity such an event in. advance of its occurrence, but in 

retrospect analyses of the regime oh8nge often point to a single excess 

by the ruling elite as prcividlng the necessary momentum to bring about 

its own downfall. 

8 •. Behaviour of External Powers 

!lhis axea has not yet been well explored in the ongoing research 

effort. BUt the one crlici!il contribution that keeps recurring is the 

provision of arms or even combat forces by an extemal power to an 

opposition group. The role of. military assistance to contending groups 

in a domestic politiciu. struggle is an important and complex slibject the 

analysis of which deserVes quite separate attention. But in preliminary 

analyses of a few selected cases there is a striking contrast between the 

Soviet ability to deliVer large numbers of high-performance weapons on 

short riotice to contending groups within developing countries and the much 

slower and less reliable response rate by the United States under similar 

circumstances. Moreover, the Soviet use of proxy forces and military 

advisors has been a major determinant of the outcome of some political 

struggles and has placed the United States at a significant disadvantage 

in several oases. 

!lhere are many additional indices within each category that require 

further investigation, and it remains to be demonstrated how crucial regional 

differences are in influencing the pattern.of regime change in developing 

countries. Moreover, the complex pattern of interaction.and influence among 

several of these characteristics has yet to be ad~ssed. 

!lhose engaged in this. reseaxch retain their agnosticiSm about where 

.their· findings will 'lead. But their agnosticism is perVaded by optimisin 

·that useful predictors .will 'be able· ·to be generated and that· both 'ad hoora.oy 

and selective analogising wi1l be fall back positions that in the future at 

least they will not have to fall ·back to. 
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Since the early 1970s there has been a great deal of discussion as well as 

a . great de.al of anxiety in the industrialised count_ries about the . security of 

supply of the most important industrial raw materials. It is interesting to 

note that there is less worry in the rich oountries about supplies of food

stuffs, 11hich are', afte~ all, ultimately the most tmPo~tant commodities of all. 

The developed countries have devised incentive syste~~ arid.fa.rui support 
. " . . . . 

measures which not only rule out the prospect of any seridus shortages but 

aotually generate regular and emba.rrassmg surpluses. There are political 

explanations for this with some i!Ji.plicatioris ·for minerals policy, which will 

be touched ~ later in 'this paper. 

These worries aboUt raw material supplies ar~ not new, but have recurred 

in the industrialised countries over the years. There ~ras general an:Y..iety in 

the face of the sharp rises in prices set off by the Korean war 'in the 1950s. 

This'generated a.spate.of reports on. the danger~ of'Shorta8es end measures 

for dealing ~~ith them. ez;e consequence ~~as a s:reatly expanded acquisitio~ 
programme bythe General Services Administrati~n(GSA) in the USA, 1'/hose 

stockpile of minerals and metals continues to be a major factor in a number 

of markets. 

Most major iiidustrialised countries have gone through at least one period 

When the security oi future suppiies has be~ri a major source of worry. I•IOst 

often the ~lorries have been set off by the ~ing down of the domestic . . ' .. . . 

commercially exploitable reserves of some important non-rene\~le res~ce. 
Indeed, the present level of concern around the world is at least partly due 

to the fact that .the last major _boom and the. oil pric,e rises which marked its 

end coincided 1~i th a marked_ decline in the self-sufficiency ()f the USA, the 

biggest consumer of almost eve:eything, 1~hose praiseworthy. habit ,of discussing 

its national worri_es in .public has helped focus attention on raw materials 

questions. 
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. . . 

Other countries less tteli ·e~dowed ~rith mfnerBls than the USA faced 

similar crises in the past; In the case ·of the United Kingdom, overseas 

sources had to be reso~d to in the first.~ o~ th~ 19th century. We axe 

so used to this now that. it .comes as a surprise to leaxn that until then the 

United Kingdom tfas not- only- self-sufficient in most of the minerals it needed, 

it was also a significant exporter ·Of minerals;· and remained the largest 

producer of primary copper until the middle of the century. It is soaroe:cy 

less startling to recall now tha:f until 1955 Japan met 100 percent of its 

copper and zinc consumption and 80 percent of its lead consumption from 

·domestic mines· and scrap sources. Host of the older estB.blished me 'tal smelt

ing and refining" industries were set up_ to t·rork local ores, but have deveioped 

· and auririved on overseas materials. 

A supp:cy of metal concentrates is olear:cy a necessity if a metal smelt

ing. and refining industry is to ate¥ in _business. To gain a oleax picture of 

dependence and vulnerallility it is necessary to discuss first how far such 

supplies - and supplies of other raw materials ~ are a national necessity, or 

hotf far nations trill behave as if thq are national neoessi ties,. then to look 

at levels of self-sufficiena.y and finally at general availallility. 

~lost of the attention in previous discussions has been concentrated on 

assessments of reserves, locations of economic sources and measures for .· ' . 
securing supplies. Rather less attention seeme to have been given to the 

primary questions of what makes particular materials important, and whether 

consuming countries must necessarily remain not only dependent on supplies . - . ·. . . . . . . 
from particUlar sources, but in need of direct supplies of .Particular raw 

materials at all. 

Furthermore, there is a very important distinction to be made between 

the immediate position and the longer term. It may be possible to_reduce 

wlnerallility by developing substitute sources of ~l!stitute materials, for 

inetanoe, but this could take man;:y- years, and even ~rhen man;:y- sources already . . . . . . 
exist finding immediate supplies is often difficult in a sudden crisis. 

Dependepce 

vle reoogilise What ol:-diriary necessities are, the supplies tfe need to 

sustain ordinary life, end our living standards~ Iildustrial processes also 

"have a requirement for particular materials; necessary for "their normal 

function.iilg. Thus, ratf materials ·neecls in 9n eo~no~ fall into two classes: 

' 
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··- Satisfaction of final demand - providing ~that• consumers 1·rant: 

food, fuel, clothes, furniture, shelter, or .services (.~Thich 

mq depend on machinery, tuel, etc.). 

- To enable "economic activity" to be sustained - to. enable 

industries .to earn a return by adding value through process

ing, fabricating and· distributing raw materials and their 

: products, including selling them abroad, to PB\Y for more 

industrial supplies. encl. for consumer goods and services. 

'lhe list of materials which mq give rise to anxiety varies from country 

to country, as the list reflects industrial structures as ltell as final 

consUmer needs. For example> the Japanese ecan<>Jey was built up after the 

Second ~!orld 1•lar by a huge expansion of basic iridustries, with a gradual move 

downstream to more advanced manufacturing. It remains heavily dependent on 

its basic industries, and this is reflected 'in its consumption of ra1'1 materials ,. ' ;· . 

per unit of national output, higher in almost every case than any other country 

(see Appendix notes). 

The list of requirements for a particular country·· varies over .llm!!, as well. 

This is because dependence on a particular raw material is ·not related to the 

raw material' itself but to the special ·properties it contains be it energy, 

strength or the· supply of proteiri; Since these properties :are often shared by 

other raw materials, demand for one or other' ra11 material will al t~r depend

ing. on technical suital:iilit;y', cost competitiveness and availability. Thus a 

country's industrial structure changes in response to the availability or 

relative cost of major raw materials, and this changes its potential demand. 

Changes in structure ~e usually slolt but can be surprisingly fast. · The 

availability of cheap oil supplies from the l?tte 1950s stimulated energy--· 

: dependent and petrochemical-dependent industrial expansions and structural 

changes which very quickly resulted in heavy dependence on oil, ·exploited so 

effectively by suppli.ers since 1973 •. This comparatively recent development 

can·be reversed; but siDe. the dependence is a result of 20 years of oil-biased 

oapi tal and consumer investment, the . cost of rapid change awey. from oil is 

likely to be similar .in scale to those past investments •. 

Energy, and hence oil, presents a special case. Its applications are 

much more generally diffused through all economics than even such common ,· · 

materials as steel and copper, and it is, moreover, a material consumed by 

final users and by manufacturing industry, fully in daily. uses, ratlter than 

embodied in equipment which subsequently has· a long useful life •. As a result, 
. . . . . . 

there is an urgency about immediate supplies oi energy not felt in the case of 

mazv other raw materials. · The dependence is, ho~rever, on energy rather than on 

oil. Oil is convenient, and it used to be cheap, so it became the preferred 
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energ source ·during ·the perfod of rapid economic cie~elopment after the Second 

lc!orld War. Other sources have been domiilant in the past, notably coal, and 

change a\~ from oil is already taking place (although perhaps at too slow a 

rate) in response to prospect~!! .of ever hiB'ler. prices. 

Change a\~9¥ from more specific ra~r materials is also possible, although 

it mq impose special difficUlties and ~ costs in the short term. This can 

take the .form of pure substitution (aluminium for copper. wire for telephone 

cables) ~d.teohnioally~based product change (satellite communications elimina~ 

ing some cable links altogether) or. changes in industrial structure (buying 

. \iire rod from overseas integrated copper· and aluminium. producers instead of 

operating smelters and casting lines) which \iill make mahufaoturers only 

indirectly dependent on primary materials supplies. 

The secUrity of suPPJ.y can be improved by changes on the production side. 

High prices call into production orebodies hitherto commercially unattractive, 

or.oan just!~ increased exploration efforts; or can stimulate researoh and 

development which makes more of the potential sources commercially attractive. 

In this wrry the very ~ice rises ~lhioh follo\-i. from an impending chronic 

shortage help to correct the market. However, there are often imperfections, 

. and the time taken to bring ne~1 sources into production results rather in 

cycles of surplus and shortage than. continuous response, even ~Then a large . . . ' ' . 

range of near economic sources are known. One of the diffioul ties . for oil 

consumers has been the ~ride difference in produotic;m .. costs bet\~een OPEC oil 

and ne~1 wells. else\~here, .\:lhioh permits OPEC producers to add a large element 

of "producer rent". to their prices. 

Direotly·or indireotly'the industrialised countries depend on primary.· 

exporters •. But then in a sense they have chosen to be dependent. They have 
. . 

chosen, and in some oases have . developed, sources of supply for their cheapness 

and convenience, and have bUilt income-generating industries around these 

supplies and a particular cost structure. 'In the short run their industries, 

their .income and hence 'their living standards are vulnerable to cost rises and 

supply interruptions. In the long run there mq be a prospect of reducing 

vulnerability through 'changes in sources, in the materials·reqUired or ln the 

industries they rely on for their international income. 

Vulnerability 

Dependence on foreign sources. of supply, hO".rever, need not· imply vtiiner-.. 
ability, so the natUre of vulnerability 11111st be considered in the context of 

ra1·1 materials more closely, to see hO\~. serious the dallgers mq be. ·The 

vulnerability of the industrialised countries can be summed up in tive ··· · ' . 
questions: 

' 
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I 

- · Is there going to be a scramble for world resources? 

- lUll important materi8J.s supplies be controlled by producer cartels? 

- \!ill primary exporters reduce supplies of raw materials and establish 

their own processing industries? 

- Vlill there be political interference in supplies? 

- '\'Till war or disorder or simple.- teChnical inadequacies cut off supplies 

or. subject them to frequent· ·interruptions? 

vlill there be a scramble? 

The question raises memories of 19th century· "resoUrces" t·rars, has under

tones of fears of exhaustiom of resources, and has been asked increasingly in 

the face of the So\riet Unionis rising import requ:Lrements in recent years. 

Alarmist ideas of a_world scraping the bottom of its barrel of resources 
' ' . 

with increasingly violent conflicts behreen nations over what remains should 
. . 

certainly be abandoned. r1ineral resources do nqt occur in discrete bodies, 
;· 

but in various forms of concentrations and diffusions in the earth's crust, 
' ' 

which b.ecome workable sources under certain conditions of demand and 1~i th 

particular assortments of technology. Companies and governments are anxious 

about their security of supplies and would no doubt like complete control of 

plentiful lot1 cos'!; sources. Htlrl!ver, they. no longer asSume that they have to 

fight t~ars and extend empires to guarantee access. The Japanese Government's 

reaction to declining self~sufficieney in materials in the 1950s was to 

stimulate and encourage exploration ~d investment in new areas. As a result 

ttorld reserves and supply sources have been imded to. Governments elset11here 

have since fr~d policies on simiiar lines, although on a more modest scale, 

and some new projects are not11 beginning under . these scheme~. The EEC Commission 

has for a year or so been trying to coordinate and extend the pro~ammes of 

.member governments to improve the security of overseas mineral supplies. 

The case of cobalt illustrates how a market can be transformed by new . . . ' . . . 
development. The 1110rld has for years been tl.ependent on Zaire for abaut a 

third of its 1!11.pplies of this metal, I'Tith Austra~ia, Zambia, Hew Cale.lonia 

and the ·illvJE:A ( COMECON) co~tries providing much smaller quantities. It is an 

important alloying element in certain special steels, and is virtually indis

pensable in the manufaCture of small high-pO\'rered Jlla8!lets used in weapons, 

suidance systems, microphones/loudspeakers and similar applications •. Designers 

have optimised the use of cobalt alloy JDa811ets, and are unable to change 

designs at short notice. Hence, during sho;tages, · u~ers will c~rtainJ.r 
scremble for'the small amounts of cobalt they ne~d. High prices and the 

prospects of continued dependence on cobalt have transformed sub-economic. 
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deposits into commercial prospects. Production has expanded in Zallibia; 

and-a new mine in Canada will shortly add large quantities· to supplies. 

In the longer. run; cobalt by-product recover,r from ooean nodules could dwarf 

the output of all present mines taken together• Indeed,· this highlights one 

of the important developments in the pattern of raw material availability since 

· the Second ~Torld l<lar. Sources of· supply have been increasing as more and more 

countries have become first-time producers of minerals end metals. 

Despite the possibilities of finding and developing new supply sources, 

the_se still have to be real_ized end, if efforts are pitched_ at too lo~r a 

level, there will be insufficient additions to resarv.es to guarantee supplies 

to meet projected demand.. For a time this _could produce shortages through 

lack of exploration and investment rather than through lack of materials in 

the groUnd. '!he current arudety is that short!l($eS in the mid 1980s resulting 

from depressed prices for most non-fuel ra~r materials and consequent under

investment in new capacity in the second half of the 1970s will be exacerbated 

by the growing needs of the CMEA (cOOcON) countries. From being mainly 

sellers of rat~ materials, especially minerals, they have recently become 

net buyers. 

Too little is published or known _about the main pr(lducer - the USSR.-

to knotf whether this will be a P.ermanent position. Certainly it can be 

expected that the countties of the CJ.17EA (COMECON) ~rill continue to develop 

industr,r on lines similar to industries in the ~lest, at~ay from dependence on 

basic extractive and transformation industries and towards-more emphasis on 

do~mstream industries. This ~rill result first in a fall in their primar,r 

materials and basic metals exports, and later in an import requirement for 

these. Hill they be content to compete ~ri th Uestern countries on purely 

commercial terms? l:!ill they t~ant to remain dependent on outside· sources in 

the long run? ·on the supply side there has already been some quasi-commercial 

involvement by CMEA (COMECOl~) countries in miner;.ls developments abroad. 

The Hungarians are giving technical assistance in alumina production to 

Jamaica and India and to a ne~r development in Greece (t:rhere _the bauxite has 

similar characteristics to Hungarian deposits). East Germany haS in the past 

cooperated in the plaiming end development of 'African potash deposits, and 

there are CNEA (CO!-!ECOi~) countr,r technical assistance schemes in other 

countries in Africa. 

But in the short_ run Soviet purchases of lead and copper, and a decline 

in Soviet end _other C!lm:_A ( CCJllm<JON) exports of aluminium ingot and other 

primar,y metals have helped to keep prices up •men they ~rould othert-tise be 

languishing during the present recession. 'lhe changed position may be purely 
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temporary, 'reflecting slO\f development' of 'ne~r mines . and production difficulties 

in mi.zles ilnd Slliel ters. 'lhe USSR in p~ticular seems constantly short' of 

· ordinaey production technology, design capacity and skilled· labour. Exports 

'of rlestern te'clmolotty and. equipment mav be one \fay to correct production 

shortfalls, which woti.ld be a double advanta..ooe to the Hest JUlde~ presept 
' . ' 

conditions. 

:But to return to the main point, if there is no danger of terminal short-

98E!S of ralf materials through the exhaustion of resources, ~lhich \fould set 

of£ a ~rild scramble and price risae~ere other causes for concern? More 

· apecificaily, is there· a danger of OPEC-type producer cartels being established, 

· able to restrict supplies and. manipuli!.te prices and hence ~1ith the power to 

exert international lever98E! in that wq? 

Ilill there be more cartels? 

Cartels are not made effective simply by producers setting up a club and 

calling. out a price. A number of conditions must be met by members of a 

successful cartel, and they are rarely found together: 

- they must control a large proportion of supplies; 

- these shotild include lolrer cost supplies and any. large sources 

which can be increased at short notice; 

- there should be no easily-used ;eulisti tute~ · at least in the 

· short to medium term; 

- they should have enough .feeling of identity of interest to 

accept disciplined control· of output. 

OPEC met. these. conditione, ai though even its members have protracted 

arguments about policy; partly because some membe:ts (e~g. SaUdi Arabia, 

1!:ut18.it)have an interest in long-term .revlm\le mSximizatioli llhereas (in the 

past at least) o'thers have had an intere~i 'in maximizing sho~t-term earnings. 

0PEc haS mail;V" iiuitators, but none has equalled its success. Morocco, holder 

of the largest reserves of phosphate rock in the wo~ld, tried single-handed 

·to transform the phosphate ·rock market ·in 1974. It was able to raise prices 

by e:X:ploi ting an ·inelastic market in the short run, but the rise provoked an 

expansion of production· elsewhere and .the.-price soon slumped and remained 

-·low for some years. 

Unlike either OPEC or Morocco, the metals producers have to ~ontend with 
' ' 

scraP-based supplies, 11hich are necessarily presEmt· in qUantity in estab-

lished consuming countries and as near perfect a 'Substitute as can be 

imagined. Few producers enjOy the same obvious cost advantage as OPEC 

88Binst a1 ternative sources. '!his is reqUired if demand is to prove as 

inelastic-as oil demand. 
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Whereas a scramble for resources ends 111 th ~rinners and losers among the 

· cdnsuiners, all the consumers ar.e losers. when _a cartel forces prices up • 
. ' -- .. -.' . 
The •effe!lt is to transfer im:ome to the cartel members. ·- If this transfer is 

<very· large it aots as a denationa.ry true on the con,Sil,lllers' ecollOlllj:es,: and in 

. the absence of sufficierit camp~nsatizlg ~~di~~ b; the cartel memb~rs. the . . -~" . . ' . ',. . . . . . . - ,.. ' 

consumers; 'econOmi~s wind 'a()~in and require 101'1 levels of ralf mat,erials. 

supplies. ~lhen price rises coincide with recessionary pressures, a supply 

surplus soon builds up. This happened with oil .as the 1'/orld e.cononw went 

'. into recession in 1974:..75 and 1~ happening ~ no~r. 

AlthoUsh- there mq l)e some satisfaction in seeing that economic forces 

·' • -• de/set U.1nit~- t~ ~e level to which even oil prices can rise, the oil surpluses 

. that have been ~een in ti-ro recessions are a source of danger beca.Use' they have_ 

led to false conclusions shout the loii€-term supply position. 9~1- is,as 

near indispensable as any industrial material can be.·· !ts ·former 'c'h~a~ness 
.- •. , .,and c:ontinuing convenience in use has resulted in its lfide diffusion through 

. . . ·' ' . 

all ,econOII\ies, antj. lives and. industrial processes have 'been adapted to and 

be~ome depe~dent on its availability. - Hence demand for oil is vir~hr 
"price inelastic" _in the short term ~-a price rise d()es not result· in 

reduced consumption. Hcn1ever, for much the same reasons,' it is highly 

"income elastic" - consumpti~n rises and :t'allfiJ a.l.1nost exactly im proportion 

to changes in national income level$. . . :- •, 

The industrial nations can reduce dependence on oil, particularly depen

dence on OPEC supplies,. by developing- alternative fuels, al temative oil 

sources and using different fuel-conSuming processes and· equipment l'lhich 

either dispense _~rith oil or reduce unit consumption. J'Icn'lever, this is an 

e:l..'Pensive and time-c.onBuming exercise. _A, start. has: been made, but the. oil 

surpluses of the mid-1970s' ~ffi980 and 11eakening pri_ces have reduced the 

immediate incentives for pressing on yi th _ ()il replacement programmes. Yet a1iJ 

·soon as economies revive, demand 11111 rise ~ and restore a sellers' 

market. 

· 'lhere are no prospects for other rm.r material cartels with the strength 

of OPEC because no other commodity or producer group fits the requirements so 

perfectly. For example, the International Bauxite Assooiateon (IBA) ·can co

ordinate members' pricing policies and negotiating terms and thereby improve 

revenues, but the most significant move in bauxite markets was-made by a . . -. : . . . . . 

single producer, Jamaica,_ which did no more than exploit its special· 

position as local supplier to the US market. Its first bauxite export tax 
almost precisely matched the difference be~reen tile costs of p~duction and 

transport 'and·the potential c.i.f. (cost, insurance, freigllt).price_at US 

bauxite ports of supplies from other sourc9s. In economic terms, Jamaica 

took (and is taking) the ''producer rent" on its exports. 
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Other IBA membere can equally··exploit special positions, and the exohange 

of ideas aJI19ng IBA members ·helps them recognise the market possibilities, but 
. ' - . . . . -... ~ ,. ; ' . ,:, . .• . -· 

these: rali ra:r short of oil's poesibilities, mainly b~.c.ause or the scope for 
.... -~------~ "''·<"·--··· 

substitution. This is possible at: 
-~ ·: . '"' , .. 

- The raw material stage. The technology of alumina production :t,'rom 
. -· ' . . 

non-bauxite sources is known and tried (USSR up to the present, 

Germans in Norway in the Second ~!orld \va:r, etc.) but expensive by 

comparison and it woUld, of course, take time. 

- The fipished metal stage. Aluminium sales have expanded faster than 

economies as a whole through gaining market shares, often on cost 

grounds. It could equally lose on cost grounds. 

The aluminium example can be multiplied by reference to most other 

materials. However, the absence or conditions f'or a· successful and long-lived 

cartel through control of supplies does not mean that producers will not be in 

a strong poei tion f'rom time ·to time during 'the business cycle through demand 

rising faster than supply; 

Such demand-induced shortages give producers temporary power which may 

seem similar to the power of a strong cartel •. This power may. be used ollly to 

raise prices, or it may be used for longer lasting eff'ects, such as requiring 

assistance in establishing local processing. This general move to more pro

cessing could have the effect or reducing the availability or raw materials 

supplies to dependent processors, irrespective of' the. total materials output. 

How serious a threat will this be? 

Local processing bY exporters 

This is declared policy, .and .one wh;ich is already in evidence in both the 

rich primary producers, the LDC primary .producers and the USSR. In the short

to-medium run .it will cause difficulties to industrialised countries comrili tted 

to a large primary processing sec~or. These will race rising supply oosts, 

and ultimately can expect to reduce their scale of' operations unless they have 

some apeoial skill to off'er which is not easily acquired - such as the treat

ment of dif'f'icult metal concentrates, or high rates of recovery of saleable by-. . . 
products and elements ·present in small concentrations. 

In the long run,. these basic industries could be expected to decline in 

the industrialised countries anyway, and the switch to processing at origins 

will only apeed these .changes. Dependence on raw. materials will be replaced 

by dependence on refined .. metals, .ref'ine.d petroleum and so on. If processing 

at origin is efficient, can be done at low cost and deliveries prove to be 

reliable, the consumer countries may be no more vulnerable in .future than, 
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say, European companies currently importing steel from Japan are vulnerable 

now, The conclusion is obvious: technica11Y experienced companies from the 

advanced countries shou1d bid to desim. install and, if possible, operate the 

new processing plants. rather than seek to discoura&l them, 

Political !nterfgrnnee 

The more serious problem for companies and illdustrial. importing countries 

to deal with is interference in trade from political motives. Consumers are 

vulnera:ble to two kinds of political interference:· 
., 

- The effects· of government ownership of control in primarY producing 

countries. 

- The deliberate disruption of supplies b,r enemies. 

Since the 1960s there has been an increasing tendency for governments to 

take control of national mineral resources. This has disturbe.d supplies quite 

accidentally in some case_s, New proprietors require time to learn their 

business, and in the process make some mistakes - miscalculate the effect of 

changes in tax and equity ownership rules, fail to appreciate the nature of 

prospecting and exploration and so on. There is ·also an inevitable decline in 

total flexibility When a business formerly operated on a worldwide basis is 
. " . 

changed into a series of sepa,rate national operations, The prospects of 

profitable new finds are mathematically diminished when exploration work is 

confined to a single country, There are also short-term effects; SUIIDDed up 

with respect to· the oil industry in a recent Shell pubHcation: 

"One of the strengths of the integrated ,oil qompanies was their 

a:bility to accommodate the very substantial fluctuations in delliand 
.e 

level!' in the consuming C<?UDtries. This flexibility enabl!!d them to 

·· fill supply deficits resulting from· technical Or political problems 

as well as matching the more predictable seasonal demand variations -

worldwide, up to 8 million b/d between SUIIDDer and winter levels.- and 

the corresponding change in the balance of demand for· "different oil 

products", . 

But apart from the more accidental repercussions, the involvement of 

governments can also lead to more deliberate interference in supply, or the 

threat of it, for purely political motives. · But agaih, for permanent political 

pressure of this sort to be effective, the same conditions .have to be met as 

for a ,lCing'-:lived cartel. So, except for oil, it is only the. possible short-

. term dislocations that governments dependent on foreign sources of supply have 

to worry .about, 

is to stoclqi!;Le. 

If these are considered serious ·enough, one obvioUs solution 

But, as with any insurance policy, the benefits have to be 
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traded off ~st the costs of building up and lila.intaihing such a stockpile, 

though the very existence of the stockpile tdll reduce . the chances· of politic

ally motivated disruption occurring in the first place • 

. 'lhis leads on to the sort of supply disturbances which are essentially 

unpremeditated in origin, but neve~theless can be fairly disruptive in their 

effects. 

Supp~y'Interruptions 

The accidental disruptions to supply which reEIUl t from transport break

downs, technical failures at mines and oil wells, civil disorders, industrial 

disputes and local wars are as damaging as deliberate. interruptions. They are 

not new to mining, but th~ mB¥ have become more.frequent as a result of resort 

.to remote and under-developed mining areas, and the localisation of ownership 

and management and a co11sequent lack .of access to experienced staff. Product

ion. and deliveries from the central African copper mines have been the most 

frequently disturbed over the last ten years. Indeed fears for copper supplies 

at the time of the illegal declaration of independence by the white Rhodesians 

prompted the :Sri tish Post Office to embark on smbi tious and successful pioneer

ing work in the development of aluminium telecommunication cables. The dis

turbances were neither as serious not as long-lived as the Post Office engin

·eers h3.d feared, but they now depend on a more "reliable" material, with more 

predictable prices, and can oount this as a benefit~ 

In IIIBey' countries these disturbances to supplies are regarded both as the 
. . 

most likely and the most damaging prospect for the.1980s. Reports on national 

exposure have usually concentrated on vulnerability to disruptions 'resulting 
. . . . I . 

from war and civil disturbances. This can fairly be referred io as the 

"Southern Africa effect" in view of the unsnilliity with which stdckpfie reports 

· .. recommend holdirig tonnages of ~erais, suppli~'s of ~hich are dominated by 

South Africa- clironiite, variii.diuin, platinum, ~ese aria so on. 

Since disruptions to supply are nothing new to the raw materials industry, 
' ' . - . . . ' ' . . 

the market and the users have learnt to absorb these shocks by maintaining 

stocks. As long as disturbances are no more frequent or severe than in the 

past (or than expected), industry ana Dierch~t~ between them could be expected 

to deal with the~, whether the causes ·of the disturbances are purely technical 

or political, but not if th~ are worse ·than expected. 

It is this risk, that the market will not take precautions. for very 

speculative possible disruptions, or will exploit a strong sellers market, . 

which prompts governments to investigate the prospects and scale.of disrupt

ions and devise weys of adding to stock levels, so as to. iron out price peaks 

and avoid shortages. However, there is a danger that simply setting up a 

government stockpile will actually be counter-productive. Companies and 
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stockholders who would othenrise raise their level of precaution!Uzy' stocks 

. might actually reduce. them and rely on the availability of government ·stocks 

in a crisis. Fears of this. effect have led to such proposals as the 1irest 

Gexman government's financing scheme. This requires stocks to be held as an 

_ addition _to normal stocks. by traders and_ consumers, and gives loans at pref-
• ·!· •' . 

erential interest rates for the additional stocks. 

In a free market econoley' it is difficult to recover the extra costs 1-rhich 
. - .. 

would be imposed on users by resort to sub-economic sources of minerals while 

supplies from cheaper sources are available. However, old established 

industries with political influence (and importance within the econoJey") may be 
- ' 

able to convince their governments of the need to support a domestic minerals 

procurement prograDime. With the obvious exceptions of USA, Brazil, USSR, 

China, the ·industrial consuming countries are mostly too smill to hold a 1dde 

range of potential mineral sources,-'but if they operate in larger economic 

groupings they may have scope for collective self-sufficienCy in a nUmber of 

minerals. 

It will be interesting to see how attitudes will develop in the 11nlarged 

EEC. There the great political influence of the agricultural sector has 

enabled it to achieve a degree of protection and support for sub-economic farms 

which generates regular gluts, which are difficult to di_spose of for a Il\UIIber 

of reasons. 

There are many differences betl~een minerals and foQd production, of 

course. Even sub-economic resources are far less evenly dist;t"ibuted around 

the world than good farm land, and no mining and metals .sector in the. advanced 

countries could expect to match the political influence. of the agricultural 

sector. Holiever, the difference beween market prices and estimated costs for 

some sub-economic deposits is no greater than the difference b.eween .some of . . .. . . . ' . ., . . - ' ' ,', . 

the EEC support prices and world ~ket pr,ic_es. _ For. general cop.sumers. the 

restricted occurrences of orebodies would at least have the advantage of sett

. !ng a natUral limit to an EEC Minerals Support budget whiCh is lacking in the 
. :- .. ·· 

case of the CAP!. 

Although nothing as extravagant as the CAP is likely to develop, the 

mood of protectionism in advanced country industries opposing the drive for 
.. . . . . : .. 

industrialisation based on local. processing. among the primary exporters could 

extend into mineral production. In closing, we should consider ~rhether the 

ultimate· result of fears of dependence and vulnerabllity in the de~eloped 
countries will be not a growth of interdependence through international · 

division of 'labour, but a more protectionist world-dedicating an excessive· 

proportion of Iabour and income to raw materials, and suffering more frequently 
,. ·. '. ·. •. 

from surpluses than frODi shortages. 
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Conclusion 

In assessing the dependence and Vulnerability of the industrial countries, 

and h01'l conflicts in the Third l!orld could affect them, the following main 

points should be borne in mind: 

i 
' 

- Dependence on imports for raw materials supplies does not amount to 

Vulnerability unless major supply sources axe limited and alternative 

sources or substitute materials are ver,y eo~ensive or difficult to 

develop. 

- The major industrial countries have become increasingly dependent on 

foreign sources for their ra~t material supplies, but, other than in 

oil, this development has not made these countries dramatically more 

Vulnerable than they ~tere one or ~to decades ago. 

- Oil is a special case because it is of sucp generalised importance 

in all economies. Dependence on OPk~ oil supplies has persisted 

because industrial structures 11ere built up on cheap oil in the 1950s 

and 1960s, and oil surpluses li< recessions hexe deterred single-minded 

development of alternatives. 

- As for non-fuel ra~1 materials, short-term diSI'Uption to supplies is 

more likely and more damaging than lonom-lived squeezes on supplies, 

but can be insured against by stockpile investment. 

- Reducing vulnerability in the long term requires financial and 

resource-using programmes now. Supplies of some important raw 

materials are effectively secure because of past development 

programmes. Development of s,ynthetic materials or changes to the 

industrial base are usually e~ensive in the short term but effective 

in the long term. 

- If policies for reducing dependence are pursued too vigorously, the 

future ma;v be disturbed more often by ra1., materials surpluses, and 

1'/aste of productive resources in WCs, than by shortages. Feaxs that 

this could happen are already detectable in discussions on ocean 

nodule exploitation in negotiating· sessions on the La1., of the Sea. 



APPENDIX 

Notes on Commodities 

/j!bis Appendix makes use of ~e t!lrm "intensity of use". 
This relat __ e_ s th. e_ materials· conaump_ · tion or a count:q- _to 
its_ national income (Gross Domestic Produ_ot or GDP). _ 

-The<:tigures· used are ·rorecasts for 1985 taken from 
''World Demand for Ra.w Materials in 1985 and 200011 , a 

. report to the US Department of Commerce prepared by 
·- Proteinior w. Mal.enbe.Um and assistants at the ~Jharton 

School of Finance and Commerce, Philadelphi11,, Pa, USA •. 
The report uses a GDP unit of US $1,000 million in 
constant dollar terms. Estimates for world reserves· . 
are taken from the annual publication of the US Bureau 
of Mines, ''Mineral Commodity Summaries'-.J · · · 

Iron and Steel 

Iron and steel are or great importance to all economies, but iron is 

also in pbenti!ul. supply. -It is one of the most abundant of elements in the 

earth's crust. More important for the metal industries, 'workable commercial 

deposits are .widely distributed around the world, and the very high intensi

ties of use should give nobody sny cause for alarm. The most dependent of 

the rich countries is Japan. It hss very little workable resources of its own, 

but has no dittioul ty in acquiring large quanti ties of high grade ore trom 

large deposits in Australia and South America. Indeed in- this commodity, 

Japan's hl~Be. requirem~~ -~!'! giyerl it -~!"ll-t ___ b~ p_o~r_.-- The Chinese 

eoOilOJIW requires almost as 11111oh ;l.ron and steel for each unit of GDP as Japan, 
. . . - ' . . 

deapite thei:r; wi_de differences i~ total income lev!!l• _ As could, be expected 

in a country as large as China - and one so far relatively under-developed -

there are large usable iron_ ore. deposits. The shortage, here !lS,_in other 

Chinese industries, is rather skilled labour and technology than materials. 
. '' 

The high Chinese requirement for steel during the next twenty .or thirty 

years or industrialization amounts to a heavy dependence on imports, either 

or steel or technical assistance and industrial equipment, or both. 

The strong emphasis on basic industries which continues to mark the 

economies of the USSR and the .European members of the CMEA (COMECON) makes 

them.almost as steel-intensive as China. They are equally unwon;ied about . .. 

iron Qre supplies, as over 40 peroent._or explpred reserves are within the 
. . . ~-. ... . . . ,.· - .-. . . . .· 

Soviet Union's borders, _and they are better placed to equip. and lll!lintain . ' •,· ' . : ' - . . ' ~- .. , - . ' 

their own steel_ p;J,ants. In f'act, _the_ ollief cause of' ten!I~On.in.-this sector 
is the accusation~ f'rom ~le stern Eruro~~~ steel produoere. tMt ()MEA, ( COMECON) 

. . . ' ' '. ' . - ··' ' - -~ 

steel is being otf'eredat "dumped" prices in Europe, a sign of.the.general 
'. ' ~ ., . 

over-capacity and over-production _in world steel. 
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. IRON and . STEEL 

Intensity or use.pei unit of GDP 1985 (thousands of tonnes) 

Iron Ore Crude·Steel (Fe content) 

Western Europe .. • . 95 
. '~: ' . 

135 
Japan 180 260 
Other developed Countries 125 135 
USSR 150 190 
Eastern Europe 95 190 . 
Africa 70 75 
Asia 60 150 
Latin America 80 130 
China· 175 . 200 
USA 60 100 
World 101 148 
Poor Countries. 95 147 
Rich Countries 103 148 

. ' 

Reserves of Iron Ore (Millions of tonnes) 

USA 17,272 
Australia 17,781 
Brazil 21,230 
CSnada 36,578 
India 9,144 
USSR 110,750 

,. 

World Total· 258,071 . · .. 

Attempts ·,;y iron ore producers to form a united front to extract· higher 

prices for their product;• 'or·to obli,ie consuiners to take semi-:Pro~essed ~re. 
~ a8 to increalle import reveml.es through adding value, have had'little success. 

This has 'been dUe mainly to the abuncla.n08 or good reserves (and mining and 

· sbippizig capacity} but stagnation in the· older steel indUstries has also con

tributed to a ~r's market.· There is n6 proSpect that either deliberate 

or accidental interruption of ·supplies from a partioular eOuro'e woUld 

serioualy disturb the market or cause embarrassment to a:tr3' large consumer. 
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Mansapese 
- . . ' . 

The .steel industr,y is the ~st ·imp~rt~t ~~nsume~ of manganese. It is 

used both as s. process chemical (inhibiting steel reoxids.tion) and a.s an 
.· ' . ' .. . .... - ' .. --· 

a.lloying element (improving strength and other cha.ra.cteristics). Its intensity 

of us.e .follows roughly that of iron and steel, except that the poorer countries 

tem to use it 1110re intensively than the rich, and by fa.r. the most intensive 

user is the USSR, This divergence from the steel pa.ttem is explained ma.inly 

by price and a.va.ila.bility: manganese is relatively cheap, and the processes 

using it relatively unsophisti.ca.ted and cheap. The USSR has enormous produc

tive resources. India. too is well-endowed, 

Commercially exploited ·resources a.re unevenly distributed around the 

world and this is one of the minerals where South Africa. and the USSR. a.re 

together by fa.r the most important suppliers. As in other ca.ees, this makes 

an effective cartel unlikely,: f'or political reasons, but also subjects 

supplies ·to the daneere of a..wsr in Southem A.frics., from which the USSR would 

make immediate commercial gains, However, there a.re large mines and reserves 

in Austra.lia., in Brazil and in poorer African countries which could meet some .. _ . ,-.... . , ...•... ~--- . .. ·-·- . ·-:•'·. ' . -~-- -- . ~.' . - . .,. 

of' the shortfall and the vulnerability is strictly short-to-medium-term. 

Manganese is the predominant constituent of metalliferous ocean nodules, which, .. , ... ' .. 
it is .. va.ri~usly estimated, could supply 260 million to 18,000 million tonnes . ··: . _, - _, . . '- .. -~ - .. - - .. ,. .. . . . . . . ' . ' - . 

of manganese, SUpplies from the oceans would have such an impa.ct on the market 

f'or.an already 1110destly priced product that it will not be worth exploiting 

the.·nodules f'or manganese alone, However, several consortia. a.re keeping the 

possibility of' recovering copper or nickel commercially and these see manganese 

a.s a. source of' additional by-product revenue. Production is highly l.Ullikely 

before the ver,y end of' the 1980s, but is a. strong possibility for the 1990s; 

In this case dependence iS ma.inly on South African and on: some SoViet 

supplies f'or the OECD steel industries during the 1980s, with the USSR in a. 

ver,y secure surplus position. Beyond the 1980s there is s. group of poorer 
. . . . '· . 

countries vulnerable to a. collapse of ea.m:lngs from manganese exports. These 

longer-term oonsidera.tione a.re items on the agenda. of the discussions . on .a. new 

La.w of' . the Sea. to a.ppl.y to minerals production. The positions adopted by the 

participants a.t these discussions have been. entirely predictable .a.nd almost . '.• ,- . - . . . . .. - . . . . 

entirelY a. refiexion. of' their national. economic. interests - whether they have 
' - . '• . . . . . . . . . 

minerals to sell and whether they depend on imports a.nd have the technol~ 
to replMe thc;se imports by recoverlng. and treating nodul~s. .. ' . 
. . . - . ' . . . ' . 
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MANGANESE and PLATINUM 

Intensitz o-f' .. QSB per .unit of GDP 1985 
' · . . M!l.nganese 

(thousands of tonnes) 

vlestern Eui-ope 4.0 . 
Japan 6~0 

Other developed Countries 4.2 
. USSR . 10.0) 

Eastern Europe 5.0) 
Africa. 7.5 
Asia. 7.5 
Latin America. 6.0 

~ 7.5 
USA 1.7' 
World 5~0 

Poor Countries . 7.0 
Rich Countries 4•6 

Reserves 
. 1-- . l. 

Manganese 

'(millions of tonnes) .. 

. f :; 

.. 

Platinum 
{Troy oz) 

675 
BOO 
1450 

925 

600 
800 
250 
950 

1450 
·1444 
629 

1595 

(thousands 
of tonnes) 

Australia 
Brazil · 

Gabon 

·299.4 South Africa. 580,000 
86.2 · USSR 200;000 

149.7 
·India .. 59.0 
. South Africa. 1996.0 
Socialist Countries. 272.1,6 

.. , 

World Tot¥,. 5443.1 
' • •• - L. 

790,000 
. . ~- ... .';. 

Chrome· ore . '; . , ~ '• ',. 

Chrome i~ an 1Jiq,ortant ing;edient ·i.ri high-perforlilanoe' :st!eel.'iU.loys and 

stainless steel as. well as a.. decorative plating metal for steel . and brass. 

Its int~sity of U:se fo:!J.ows c~osely the ~orldwide il.istribution of special 

steel production areas, l~d by Japan, but technical developments have affected 

the pattern in the laSt ten years and the pattern will continlie to change. It 

is an interesting case for illustrating how technology can, in a. sense, sub

stitute for scarce resources. New developments have enabled steel-makers to 
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use lower grades or chroms-oontaini,.ng !IIS.tQ:r.ials and to uee lower quanti ties 

or chrome metal per unit of special and_stainless steel output. ~s has 

been a iiisPons'li'to' the 'scarcity:' oi high gX-~ chro'mte -supPiies, reserves or 

whi<1t.!"~- concentrated in South -Africa, Zimbabwe and, to a lesser extent, in 

the USSR. . .-

Large sections or the world steel industry continue to be ~ri tically 

dependent on South African supplies, directly or indirectly (because of the 

influence on- price exeroized by South African mines), As chrome_ is nee.ded in 
- ' 

fairly small quantities but is indispensible, chrome ore and ferro-cp.rome 

figure on mOSt industrial COU1lt:ries I lists of materials for stockpiling or for 
' '' ~ 

supply diversification. The Philippines, as one or the few non-At:r;ican _LDCs 
> :. • ; 

with known -resources, has attracted new investment and long-term supply .. , 

contracts from consuming countries. Smaller deposits in Europe are also. be~ 

developed. ,· 

As it is 'important in the production or hish perform&nC(! ste(!ls, _chrome 

is an ingredient in the very industries which have developed in advanced, . 
. . .. • -~- L· . . _., ' 

countries as the imPortance (and profitability) or basic metals iiiduetries ~ 
- . -

declined, For thi!l: reason it is quite rishtly regarded as of cri tic8J. imPor-

tance_, - _4l though .. the -i'igures- f-or intensity or ·uee in the rich cauntries ~ a 

whole have declined, and those for the poorer countries'have b'een risi:Dg' ' 

rapid,ly, cP-rome o~- :t'QIJ!ains overwhelmingly a "rich economy" requiremer{t'.' The 

figures for .intensity. or use shown here relate dnly to chriime'ore.' ____ Ii_ii.Ccount 

is taken or trade _tlow.s or partly treated ore (rerro-chrome) the vaities would, 
.·- . 

be closer - .~apsn .is- a significant supplier of terra-chrome to the USA and 

Western Europe,.,_,,'PJ:ia.t -.is, .while Japan is clearly dependerit on 8u:PPHes or ore 

from South Atri'da{'USSR and Pacific sources for its processing plants and 

metals· industries, USA and other Western metals industries· are 

the same'' areas directly and through Japan. 

dependent on 

: ··--. 

There is wide agreement on the critical importance or chrome ore, 8UPPliee. 

The difficulty or diversifying awl!¥ from heavy dependence on chrome is 

demonstrated. by the fact that the USA; which has lilade strenueus etrorts to 

>diversity and .has had a great deal more ·success in this respect ·then other 

.. , .co\lll~rie~ !!till. has GSA stockpile goals which have not been met· ili auaii'ty ·. 
. . - . . . ' 

texms -~ GSA ~ldings are up to targets in tonnage terms, but are Partly made 
' ' . . 

up by _interior grade material. _·Dependence on imports will be i.DescS:p'able for 

rich and poor countries alike, and within the· .1900s at least there .is little 

prospect that. technology will free industrial processes from the need for chrome 

supplies. . Indeed, it is. likely that as fast as economies in uee ~ be iiltro

euced into existing applications, the qualities chrome steels offer will be 

required in new fields, 
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CHROME and-NICKEL -

Intensity of use per unit of GDP 1985 (thousands of tonnes) 

Chrome Ore Nickel. (metal content) 

Western Europe 2100 175 
Japan. 4200 355 
Other developed Countri,es _ 4100 95 
USSR 800) 

157 
Eastern Europe 3500) 

Africa 750 55 
Asia-· 1000 . 25 

Latin America 700 40. 

China 1700 - (1) 

USA 800 125 

World 1702 . 1492 . 

Poor Countries 1034 n •. a. 

Rich Countries 1827 n.a. 

( 1 ) China r s figure included with USSR and Eastern Europe 

Reserves (in millions of tonnes) 

Chromite 

Zimbabwe 

South Africa 

Socialist-Countries 

World Total 

Nickel 

998 

2268 

21 

Nickel (metal content) 

Canada 7;3 

New Caledonia 13.6 
Other Market 

Economies 25.4 . 

Cuba 3 .• 1. 

Other Socialist Countr_iea . 4. 4 

3356 54.4 
. · .. ' 

. - Japan also has by far the highest intensity of nickel use, -as a result 

of· a rapid build-up' of a. nickel-dependent industry which began in the late 1950s 

. (when it was no more intense a user than the average Western'European economy). 

Although this intensity of use is falling slowly (in common with all· developed 

countries), it will remain double the average for·west and East Europe and 

nearly treble that of the USA throughout the 1980s. -Nickel-using induStries 

are overwhelmingly concentrated in the rich countries and nickel use·plQ¥s a 

very small part in the average less-developed economy. .. ·. ~ •' I. 
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·. Of. the' richer countries only . Canada and Australia have large reserves, 

but the dbtribution of. reserves presepts no ·serious problems to consumers, 

·There are huge (admittedly higher cos-t!) reserves in New Caledonia and other 

market economy countries; large quantities of. nicke1in unexplored lateritio 

deposits and in ocean nodules, all of. which could be in production it the 

price went high enough, The CMEA (COI'IJIOOON) is also well-endowed, with substan

tial known reserves in Cuba and the USSR, 

Cobalt 

Japan again has the highest intensity of. use of. cobalt and will continue 
' . ' ' ' .•. 

to be a big user in the 1980s and 1990s. Cobalt is used in small quantities 

in special steel alloys and also, which is a highly specialized use, 1n alloys 

tor high power JD88!1ets which .are used particularly in electronics assemblies, 

tleapons and airoratt guidance systems and instruments. Africa has a surpris

ingly high apparent intensity of. use. This is wlinly a statistical effect 

reflecting some local processing of. local production, . CMEA (COMECON) intenaity 

· of. use .is lower than ·in Western economies and at much the same level as the LDCs. 

Reserves are well-distributed· among both Western and CMEA ( COM!i}j()N) 

countries, However, cobalt is mostly produced as a by-product of. copper (or 

nickel in' a very few areas) and this is dominated by Zaire.·· The price rose 

'reoeD:tly because disturbances in the Shaba province of. Zaire reduced output 

·and, as small quanti ties of. oobal t fulfil a vi tal role in special masnet produc

.. tion and production of. some asro engine alloys, users were prepared to ~ very 

high prices, The supply crisis was very Bhort-lived. The eXjlerienoe was 

enough to stimulate by-product recovery rates in Zambia, Canada, etc ••. 

In the long run it is possible· that ·there ·will be a· sU.per.-abun.ciSnoe of 

oob8:Lt resulting from by-product recovery at plants treating ocean nodules Cor 

their nickel or copper content, 

Tungsten 

The pattern of. tungsten use is ·interesting because it Bhows a response 

by users and potential users to the supply position. Japanese intensity of. use 

peaked sometime .in the early 1960s and is now below that of.. Western and 

Eastern Europe, although double the very low Cigure Cor the USA. 'li.mgsten is 

used especially in tool steels,. in armament ste.els and alloys and .in electric 

lsmp bulb filaments •.. In tool steels and tough special steels .it can be replaced 

by other elements, notably molybdenum, and the fullest subst_itution use of 

molybdenum_ here has been achieved by the USA, which is a major source of 

relatively low cost molybdenum, and Japan. Westem European countries have 
' . . . . 

some secure sources of supplr, both in Europe itself and in Australia, and have 

no special. access to molybdenum supplies, so that their higher intensity of 

use is not surprising. 
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.. - · The production. and. reserve position explains. US .·anxiety to minimize 

. ' 

.tungsten use •. ·. About half of the wo.rld's reserves are in China, which accounts 

for about 40}~ of current production. Some. further .reserves are in CMEA (COMECON) 

countries·, but they depend critio'al.ly on Chinese SU;PPlies and also have high: 

· intensity. of use. Since tungsten is indispensable to the production of arm~ 

piercing shells, and .certain other military equipment, this dependence makes· 

it perhaps the most highly political metal in the. world. Although it does not 

figure largely in the main exchange between the rich and poor nations, it is 

the responsibility of a special price stabilization study group with UNCTAD 

(U~ited Nations Committe~ on Trade and Development) • 

. Copper 

Japan ·has the highest intensity· of use· of· copper. This intensity grew 

rapidly in the late 1950s and 1960s, which coincided with the period when it 

first had to import :copper concentrates in large quantities. It peaked in tl:le 

· mid...;1960s0 whereas US intensity has declined more or less continuously since 

the Second World War. This is not surp~ising. There is a high copper content 

in goods and equipment associated, with periods of industrialization, heavy 

electric equipment, cables, plumbing fittings,_ all kinds o! non-corroding 

fittings !or buildings, machinery and marine equipment. On the other hand 

these items figure proportionately less and less in, an economy already at an 

advanced stage of development, as Japan is now. EstabliShed industries will, 

however, ensure that Japan ~tains higher intensities than other countries 

t~ughout the 1980s and 1990s. 

Western Europe continues to have a high· copper intensity, which no doubt 

reflects its strong export-oriented capital equipment industries and their ' ,. . 

. sale13, successes_ in LJ)C marlcets as well as .it!! domestic consumption. Copper 

intensity in China is hi~ and on a st~~ly rising ,trend. It is_ not 

surprising, therefore, to hear o! both heavy buying {o! metal and concentrates) 
. .· . 

and the award of several contracts to Westem consortia to deVelop·Chinese 

· · domestic copper o:tebodies and related ·metallurgical plants. · Copper has been 

given a priority not far below that o! oil and• coal production in China. Ore 

reserves are reported to be adequate, but lliine and emel ter development capacity 

is lacking. ·These are the items in which China is generally import-dependent. 

CMEA (COMECON) copper intensity is generally lower than in the· OECD. Both 

Poland and USSR have substantial· reserves, but· the CMEA (COMECON) as a whole 

is not self-sufficient. 

Reserves are widely distributed. The number o! Copper mines and prospec-

tive mines around the world has grown rapidly in the last twenty years. There 

has been resort to ever lower grades, which generSlly implies higher real 
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COBALT and TUNGSTEN 

IntensitY' of use per unit of GDP 1985 (thousands of tonnes) 

vfestem Europe 

Japan 

Other devel()ped countri.es 

USSR 

Eastem Europe 

Africa 

Asia 

Latin America 

China 

USA 

~forld 

Poor Countries 

Rich Countries 

Reserves (thous~ds of tonnes) 

Cobalt 

New Caledonia 

Philippines 

Zaire 

Zambia 

Socialist Countries 

vforld Total 

''272;2 
190.5 
453.6 
113.4 
317.5 

1451.5 

Cobalt Metal Tun~mten Metal 

6.2 . '. 
14.8 
8.o 
3.2 
5.0 

10.5 
2.8 
2.8 
2.0 
6.4 

6.0 
3.6 
6.4 

Tungsten 

USA 

Australia 

Bolivia 

Canada. 

South Korea 

Turkey 

Socialist Countries 

. 

12 
10 
3 

.10 
17 
10 

5 
8 

39 
5 

9.9 
14.6 
9.1 

124.7 
77.1 

39.5 
215.9 
45.4 
77.1 

1270.1 (incl. 
. China) 

1995.8 

mining costs, but at present grades there ·are maziy potentially workable ore

bodies in existing and new areas. Although there will. be. shortages from time 

to time, they will reflect lack of investment and mining capaoity.and not 

reserve limits. The wide availability of copper, and the large source for 

·meeting production shortfalls represented by large tol'ina8es of recyclable 

· · copper scrap, make it unlikely that ei'ther a cartel or a poli tioal squeeze 

on consumers would be effective. 
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COPPER ·and ZDlC 

·.Intensity of use per unit ~r GDP 1985 (thousands of tonnes) 

Copper ... ~· 

Uestem Europe 2450 1550 
Japan ~150 2400 

Other developed countries 1900 1650 

USSR 1500 1~50 

Ea.stem Europe 2200 1750 

Africa. ~50 ~50 

Asia. 600 1150 

Latin America. 1500 1200 

China. 2200 1~50 

USA 1550 950 

~lorld 1870 1~64 

'Poor Countries 1245 1120 

Rich Countries 1985 1406 

Reserves (mill:i.i:ins' of tonnes) 

.Copper Zinc 

USA 97 USA 22 

Canada. 32 Australia. 19 

Chile 97 Canada. 28 

Peru 32 Socialist Countries 17 
Zaire 24 
Zambia 34 
Poland 13 
USSR 36 
Other Socialist Countries 11 

~lorld Total 498 150 

The pa.ttem of !ntensities.of zinc is similar to that of copper, but at 

lower levels, Zinc is encountered .in many similar applications, indeed, in 

the same applications, when both combine as brass, .Intensities in the advanced 

countries have been falling and those in LDCs rising, to the point that they . . 
are already close. The USA now has a. low apparent intensity, This misrepresents 

the position in terms of final consumption, but reflects changes in the US 

industrial structure. In particular, there has been a. rapid apparent decline 
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as a result of the decline of US production of galvanized steel. From being 

a net exporter the USA is now a net iniporter. Some of the exports have been 

lost to local production lines abroad and to Japanese suppliers,. who also 

. export to the US, High Japanese zinc consumption and rising LDC consumption 

have resulted, 

Zinc is unusual in that the main reserves are still in advanced countries 

rather than in LDCs, who, with the 'exceptions of-Mexico and Peru, are not 

large producers. Demand growth has been slow overall. · There' i:s little 

pressure on resources, so zinc is an \mlikely item for conflict over resources! 

or. for concem over import dependence, 

Aluminium 

Aluminium is one of the most abundant elements in the earth's crust, more ,, . '. ' . 

abundant even than iron, and widely distributed with the even more plentiful 

silicon in silicas, clays 'and sands around_ the 11orld. However, _the only 

commercial source of alumina ·(from which alUminium is :Produced by electrolysis) 

is _bauxite. High grades are, holiever, plentiful and fairly widely distributed. 

Aluminium is one of the few materials with a rising intensity of use ·in all 
. . 

countries, and the trend is still upwards, although at reduced rates, in the 

1980s. 

Thus reliability of supplies, although ·~oat all the conSUming countries 

.import heaviiy, has been a factor helping aluminium to gaii:l markets and its 

rising ~core of iiltensi ty. of uee reflects this. The USA provides by far the 

biggest market (aithough Japan scores higher with iiltensity of use) and its 

domiilating position enabled its main supplier of bauxite, Jamaica, to raise 

its export prices ill the mid_;1970s 1 and to require US customers to refine 

alumina 'locally. The prospect or continually rising bauxite prices stimulated 

US experiments with domestic non-bauxite sources of alumina, but so far the 

Jamaicans have been skilful in keeping their effective c.i.f. prices (on an 

alumina equivalent basis) not only below the cost of competing non-bauxite 

sources, but also below the landed cost of the cheapest altemative alumina 

(from Aust~ia) •. The US is now increasingly becoming an alumina importer, 

rather than an importer of bauxite, although so far bauxite tonnages still 

predomiilate. 

The high electric power consumption of aluminium smelters has made many 

Japanese smelters une·conomic since the 1970s oil price· rises, and the country 

has voluntarily increased its dependence on imported aluminium ingot (after 

being a net $%;porter on occasions in the past). ··Under a govemment-sponsored 

scheme, a third or-more of smelter capacity remains closed despite continued 

rises in consumption.,. In contrast to the earlier Japanese campaign in the 
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copper sector which has given access to copper concentrates from abroad, 

Japanese industry has invested in overseas alumina refineries and aluminium 

smelters in areas with secure cheap power to guarantee supplies of' ingot at 

acceptable prices. 

Japan and China lead in intensi ties of' consumption of tin, Rates have 

fallen. rapidly in other advanced countries, l]lostly probably because of the 

establishment of tinplate lines abroad and. because of a decline in export

oriented production together with improvement.in tinplating·technology which 

has permitted a reduction in plating thicknesses. This technological change 

has been incorporated in tinplate industries in LDCs and shows in their 

declining intensities. 

Tin tends to be a small but indispensable part of the products within 

which it is incorporated, which has made switching to alternatives difficult. 

However, aluminium cans, for instance, have taken much of the growth in the 

packaging m<U"ket which would otherwise have gone to tinplate, particularly in 

the USA, which has virtually no tin reserves (but has esta)?lished a huge GSA 

holding). 

China is a major producer as well as consumer of tin, and is a prospective 

net exporter. Ot.b~.\~wise tin reserves for market use (rather than own use) are 

concentr:ated in South East Asia, South America and Australia, There is not 

so much a. p:eospect of shortages as of sharply ris.ing prices, even above the 

high leveL they have alreaey reached. The lower cost, dredged alluvial deposit£! 

worked ill Thei.la.:1d, MalS¥si.a and Indonesia are thought to be near exhaustion, 

and high2-:.:: ::oet hard :t"Qok mining (as in Bolivia and Australia) will have to be 

resorted to in the 1990s. 

Platinum 

As a precious metal also used in industry, platinum (and closely related 

high value minerals including rhodi~, palladium, etc.) is odd metal out in 

this list, It remains important because, to an. even greater extent than high

graae chrome ores and manganese, supply is dominated by the USSR and South 

Africa. I:t is uniquely highly prized in Japan for jewellery, which' accounts 

for the very high relative intensity of consumption of platinum even by 

Japanese standards, OtJ:lerwiee its important industrial uses depend on its 

inertness and high melting temperature, and its catalytic effects •. Used 

especially in the chemical process industry, which requires catalysts which 

are especially resistant to chemical reaction, platinum has been a preferred 

catalyst in motor vehicle converters fitted to comply with pollution control 

levels. As such part of its use, particularly in the USA1 could be dispensed 
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with at the cost in the short run of higher atmospheric pollution, and in the 

long run of whatever the higher installation and running costs of alternative 

pollution control equipment might be. 

However, in most other uses it is either indist:ensable or outstandingly 

cost effective. One advantage of its chemical inertness is that it can be 

recovered as scrap, but the scope for developing new sources is limited~ Users 

will concentrate on improving rates of recovery as by-product. Platinum is an 
extremely rare element, rarely found in quanti ties worth mining as platinum 

sources, but occurring in other economic ores, including copper and nickel. 

AL'ffi!q:NIUM and TIN 

Intensity of use per unit of GDP 1985 (thousands of tonnes) 

vlestern Europe 

Japan 

Other developed countries 

USSR 

Eastern Europe . 

Africa 

Asia 

Latin America 

China 

USA 

World 

Poor Countries 

Rich Countries 

Reserves 

:Bauxite 

(millions of tonnes) 

Australia 

:Brazil 

Guinea 

India 

Jamaica 

Hungary 

USSR 

Other Socialist Countries 

~lorld Total 

6,400 
2,500 
8,200 
1,600. 

2,000 

300 
200 
600 

27,000 

Aluminium Tin -
3,300 60 

5,600 110 

3,200 55 
2,450 25 
3,750 65 

600 60 

1,500 35 
1,900 35 
1,950 90 
4,400 35 
3.397 50 
1,635 52 
3,722 49 

Tin 

(thousands of tonnes) 

Australia 330 
Boliyia 980 
Brazil 600 
China 1,500 
Indonesia 2,400 
Mal83'sia 830 
Thailand 1,200 
USSR 620 

10,000 
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The the~e of the Institute's Annual Conference is conflict 

and security in the Third World. To the implicit question that 

theme poses about the future, the generic answer is quite simple: 

the prospects are for increased turbulence and instability for 

the balance of the century. The basic reason is also simple: 

the relative decline of American power and; associated with it, 

the reduced will of the American people to play a combined role 

of international guardian and self-appointed moral preceptor -

in sh ort, the end of Pax Americana. Though the outlines for the 

future remain dim, we are in a period of international transition. 

The old order changeth, yielding place to the new. The balance 

of the century will have an as yet undeter~ined character reflect

ing the slow unravelling of a framework of international security 

earlier provided by the United States -- partly fortuitously, 

partly through deliberate policy -- for a period of thirty years 

after the close of World War II. As in many periods of transition, 

the seas ahead remain uncharted. 

The ultimate outcome will reflect the resolution of 

identifiable but presently unmeasurable forces~ The first is 

the degree of realism among Third World leaders -- and their 

willingness to limit ideological posturing in exchange for concrete, 

if limited, advantages • Next is the character of th e post-Brezhnev 
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leadership in the Soviet Union -- whether it will be moderate or 

aggressive in the use of its new found power position. Third is 

the orientation of the People's Republic of China -- whether it 

will continue to lean against the forms of turbulence that can be 

exploited by its arch rival, the Soviet Union. A fourth element 

will be the emerging policies of the principal European states -

whether, having discovered that the United States can exhibit the 

same irresponsibility and parochialism that has characterized 

their own policies since World War II, they will gradually abandon 

the Atlantic relationship in the futile quest for a Europe that is 

simultaneously independent and strong. Finally, and perhaps 

most significant, will be. the future policy of the United States. 

Will the American people once again acquire a renewed sense of 

mission -- and of realism -- or will they continue in the slough 

of preachiness and withdrawal? 

For we must bear in mind that, given the realities of power, 

the evolution of the Third World during this period .of transition 

will be to a large extent determined by forces impinging on it 

from the outside. 

To a considerable degree, the world has become a single 

strategic stage -- with its separate strategic theaters inevitably 

linked sometimes tightly, sometimes more loosely. The policies 

of the Chinese People's Republic affect the whole. What occurs in 

the oil-producing regions of the Middle East will, to a large 

extent, determine the ultimate outcome. But Middle Eastern 

developments will, in turn, be significantly affected by the 

policies -- deliberate or h~phazard -- of the United States and 

the Soviet Union. Even the outcomes in other Third World regions --
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the Caribbean, Southern or Eastern Africa, or Southeast Asia --

will to some, if a lesser, extent affect the overall balance. 

Yet, it remains almost axiomatic that shifts in the Third World 

attention-grabbing and suggestive of international trends as they 

may be -- are unlikely in themselves to be decisive. 

II 

In order to anticipate the future one must understand the 

past and the process by which we have arrived at the present. 

After World War II developments in the Third World to a large 

degree reflected American policies and American predilections. 

Initially the United States possessed a nuclear monopoly, and 
. 

for a long period remained the world's dominant military power. 

Under the aegis of American power, a framework of security was 

established in which international trade and investment flourished. 

As a consequence there occurred an enormous worldwide expansion 

of trade, investment, and income affecting directly many of the 

nations of the Third World. That astounding growth of the 

international economy,. shared in rather unevenly by nations 

in the Third World, was based upon that more or less unquestioned 

security and upon the exploi tat:lon of cheap energy. It i's perhaps 

unnecessary to add that neither of these prerequisites for 

international economic expansion remains fully applicable today. 

The oddity was that the American nation never fully understood 

or even embraced the international order of which it -was the 

principal, if unwitting, foundation. International security was 
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provided by a democratic people whose historical experience 

precluded a visceral understanding of the meaning of insecurity. 

For one hundred and fifty years, it had been protected by two 

oceans and its remoteness from the centers of international 

conflict. For the next quarter century, after its emergence as 

the principal world power, America's military position was 

inherently so powerful that no challenge could be seriously 

regarded as a direct threat to its own security. Indeed, in 

the 1960's and 1970's, after the passions of the Cold War had 

begun to ebb, a generation arose that simply took security for 

granted -- an inheritance, rather than something that had to be 

earned anew continuously. 

Furthermore, in its long period of gestation, the United 

States had developed the belief that its institutions and values 

were a suitable model for all mankind. Sporadically breaking 

out of its isolation, it exhibited -- as in the two world wars 

a missionary zeal for the redemption of the old world from its 

wicked habits of power politics. In short, the United States 

considered itself a secular New Jerusalem, with its varied virtues 

to be enjoyed either in isolation or in extension to other people. 

After World War II, this pent-up idealism burst forth on an 

industrial world worn down or devastated by war and on a Third 

World still under Colonial rule and generally economically 

backward. That American idealism became embroiled in a steady 

flow of both resources and technology overseas-- to help resus-. 

citate both weakened allies and vanquished foes. It was reflected 

institutionally in the Marshal! Plan, the World Bank, Point Four, 
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and a host of other examples. For the Third World it was reflected 

in developmental and technical assistance and a numerous institutions 

for the provision of multilateral and bilateral assistance. These 

economic policies must be borne in mind, though I have insufficient 

time to develop them. Instead, I shall mention some of the major 

political elements bearing on the Third World. 

First, true to the American Revolution and to the precepts 

of Jeffersonianism, the United States pressed steadily for 

decolonization. Sometimes those pressures were quite direct, 

as in the case of the Dutch East Indies, more frequently indirect. 

As the process of decolonization unfolded, the pressures from the 

United States diminished; but even at the close of the period, 

tacit pressures on the remnants of the French and Portuguese 

empires could readily be discerned. The process of decolonization 

was recognizably the chief force in shaping the Third World of 

today. 

Middle Eastern nations may boggle at this suggestion, and 

will insist that Israel is a dramatic and, for them, a most painful 

episode of Western colonialism imposed after World War II. Even 

if one were to accept this somewhat strained interpretation for 

the introduction of an external population in the creation of the 

new state, the case of Israel does remain unique. The motivation 

that lay behind it can scarcely be viewed in terms of traditional 

motives for colonization. It reflected Western feelings of guilt 

and the desire for restitution after the tragedies in the period 

of Hitler's rule. If one puts aside this distinctive and contro

versial case, one can categorically state that the evolution of 
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the Third World was determined by decolonization, a goal both 

practical and ethical pursued by the United States after the close 

of the war. 

A second element, pursued intermittently and somewhat fitfully, 

was pressure for.democratization and the enhancement of civil rights. 

These pressures tended to coincide with Democratic Administrations. 

Under President Kennedy, the Alianza para el Progreso concentrated on 

Latin America and foresaw measured progress as the standard for 

assessing movement toward these political goals. Under President 

Carter the pressures have become more general and universal, and 

not so directly concerned with specific time and circumstance. 

A third element, the counterpart of domestic reform on the 

international scene, has been the historic American stress on 

legality. Subversion or coups might be tolerated, but sending 

forces across recognized international frontiers was considered 

unacceptable. This continuing emphasis on the inviolability of 

international frontiers made the United States the natural, if 

half-conscious, protector of the independence of national states. 

It led to both the American involvement in South Korea and the 

unsuccessful attempt to preserve South Vietnam. 

Neither friend nor foe, practiced in the standards of realism, 

could anticipate or understand either the American tendency to invest 

such moral enthusiasm into strict legality or the vehemence of 

American reactions. The British and French (and the Israelis) 

were nonplussed by what they regarded as the quixotic American 

response at Suez in 1956. Similarly, the Soviets were quite 
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unprepared for the vehement American reaction when their forces 

crossed the border into Afghanistan in 1979. After all, politically 

a far more serious development -- the Taraki Coup in April 1978 

that raised the red banner over Afghanistan -- had passed virtually 

without comment in the United States. The Soviets might readily 

believe that a supplementary action, justified as an extension 

of the Brezhnev doctrine, to sustain a socialist state, would 

scarcely elicit a reaction so sharply different in kind -- so 

plainly at odds with easily recognized "correlation of forces." 

No more than our Allies did they recognize the emotional depth 

of the American commitment to the sanctity of international 

frontiers. 

Curiously, this neo-Wilsonian moral enthusiam reached its 

apogee with the Carter Administration in 197•7. Some might suggest 

that it represented a second attempt by a southern Protestant to 

redeem this wicked world from its sinful ways. Certainly the 

Administration came into office rejecting the (sinful) power 

politics embodied, in its view, in the figure of Henry Kissinger. 

Other nations apparently had simply lacked the opportunity 

to hear the advantages of human rights eloquently extolled by 

Americans. That such nations might be more concerned with the 

maintenance of order or with political survival was simply ignored. 

The Soviets, so the be~ief apparently ran, had until then simply 

been seeking an opportunity to divest themselves of the nuclear 

weapons -- in which they had made so vast an investment of national 

effort. It was just that nobody had approached them in the right 

manner. In the Middle East, the failure to achieve a comprehensive 
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settlement had simply reflected a prior lack of necessary will and 

enthusiasm. The disputes between the industrial and underdeveloped 

worlds reflected not concern about interests or resources but 

rather a lack of communication. 

These neo-Wilsonian impulses shaped the initial responses of 

the Administration through a series of natio~al setbacks and 

humiliations, including the fall of the Shah and the seizure of 

the American Embassy in Teheran. They still remain a powerful 

if temporarily suppressed force -- even after the Soviet movement 

into Afghanistan. 

The policies of the Carter Administration represented simply 

an extreme manifestation of endemic American beliefs that had, 

in large degree, shaped the post-war world. Nonetheless, the 

decline in America's relative position in the world, particularly 

after the Vietnam War, inevitably meant that the influence of 

these cherished American views had waned. Perhaps not surprisingly, 

the Americans were the last to recognize this unavoidable reality. 

Americans had long taken security as axiomatic. In part 

this reflected a widespread American conviction that our inter

national influence reflected less American power than the purity 

of American motives. And it was, of course, flattering to hear 

the purity of those motives praised-- so long as America's 

power was preeminent. 

As a world power the United States had oddly but. steadily 

neglected the creation of a necessary base structure with which 

to exercise its military power worldwide. This reflected its 

firm belief in national sovereignty and a touching faith that 
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in times of troubles other nations would adhere to our banner 

because of the rightness of the cause -- irrespective of political 

risks that they might incur. Especially after the Vietnam War, 

America's underfunding of its military establishment, upon which 

the security of the Free World depended, became almost a case of 

willful negligence. The premise of the political left that the 

United States had been too powerful for its own and the world's 

good was then put to the test. The outcome is hardly surprising: 

as America's strength ebbed, so did her influence. 

With the decline of American power, America's moral impulses 

were increasingly directed towards those whom it could reach, 

namely friendly nations, allies, and dependents. Hostile nations 

-- the Cubas and the Soviet Unions -- could turn a deaf ear to 

America's exhortations; her associates could do so less readily. 

The force of America's crusading impulses as a practical matter 

thus were directed against states like Argentina and Brazil, Iran, 

and South Korea with whose foreign policies the United States had 

no quarrel -- only with their internal arrangements. 

As a practical matter, the United States could do little 

for Soviet dissidents. By contrast, it could effectively -

if only temporarily better the lot of dissidents in Iran. 

Needless to say, it was only where the United States was most 

effective that it succeeded in inflicting the most grievous 

wounds upon ·herself. 

In the practical world of security arrangements, the value 

of an American alliance -- once virtually absolute became 

discounted. Perhaps the most suggestive milestone was the 
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American response to Brezhnev's provocative warning in November 1978 

that the United States should not intervene in Iran. To this direct 

assault on America's alliance system, there was no Truman-esque 

response warning against soviet intrusion, no reiteration of 

America's fidelity to her ally or reference to the CENTO alliance 

that the United States had been instrumental in creating. Instead, 

Secretary Vance meekly responded that the United States had no 

intention of intervening and, by noting prior Soviet statements 

of intent, implicitly called on the Soviets to exhibit a similar 

sense of responsibility. The intent, no doubt, was to reassure 

the Soviets, but the mild response provided reassurance to few 

others. 

One wishes to avoid exaggeration. This episode clearly lacks 

thedramaof Munich in 1938. Yet, its aftermath offers some 

remarkable parallels. It was only after the Munich Conference 

that other nations began to edge away from the protection provided 

by the Western allies and toward Germany. After September 1938, 

the Soviet Union abandoned its quest for collective security 

against Hitler's ~ermany with the Western allies and began its 

approach towards accommodation with Germany -- which ultimately 
• 

resulted in the Hitler-Stalin Pact. Similarly, Rumania, Yugoslavia, 

and Hungary -- and later Slovakia edged away from the Western 

allies and towards Germany. And, similarly once again, since the 

fall of the Shah, America's partners -- in Europe as well as in 

the Middle East -- have edged away from the United States in a 

search for alternative arrangements that would provide security. 

And that brings us down to the present day. 
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Ill 

How should we relate these broader international trends to the 

specific theme of this conference, the prospects for security and 

conflict in the Third World? In light of the vast extent and 

variety of the areas under consideration, generalizations do not 

come easily. Those generalizations that do come lack concreteness, 

for they must be distilled from highly distinctive and localized 

constellations of income levels, resources, rivalries, and power 

balances. A us~ful initial observation is that in security matters 
• 

the term "Third World" is less appropriate than the older term 

"gray area." The latter provides more accurate imagery, fcir in 

these regions questions of security are inherently difficult to 

define with precision. 

Nonetheless, two generalizations do appear relevant. First, 

the partial dissolution of the security framework provided by the 

Unit~d States for a quarter century after World War II makes the 

entire world -- at least outside the Soviet Union and its immediate 

satellites -- far more unstable. There is no longer so effective 

a natural protector of national independence and of national 

frontiers. Consequently, one must anticipate a heightened 

willingness in the years ahead to move across national borders. 

The heightened instability which follm·Is the decline of 

American pmver is perhaps most marked in the region of the 

Arabian Gulf, for on th;]t region the rest o:E the Free World 

depends for its supply o:E energy. Ye·t, that region is also 

noticeably close to the main sources of Soviet power. Until 
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quite recently, the dominance of America's strategic nuclear forces 

and the clear-cut superiority of American naval and mobility forces 

provided adequate deterrence of outside threats to the region. 

Now, however, that strategic nuclear superiority has disappeared 

and American naval and mobility forces no longer possess the 

clear-cut advantages of times past. As a consequence, the region 

of the Gulf is susceptible to political-military pressures from 

the north to a degree not heretofore known. This heightened 

vulnerability, combined with the dependency of the outside world 

on Arabian Gulf energy resources, implies both a degree of risk 

and a contagion of fear in what has now become the vortex of 

international strategic conflict. 

Second, the increased insecurity worldwide flowing from the 

dissolution of the post-war secu~ity framework bears with particular 

force on other gray area nations. Few such nations possess great 

inherent strength or international weight. Consequently, disruption 

within such a country or even its loss to one side or another does 

not immediately affect the vital interests of the great powers 

or their coalitions. It is a reflection of the grayness of such 

areas that even shifts of allegiances will not significantly 

affect the overall coloration of the world's political map. It 

is this attribute of grayness that allows sharply increased local 

insecurity without substantially affecting international political 

risks. In the industrial world, by contrast, lines of division 

and greater political weight imply far greater risks in the event 

of major damage or of bold act·ion. 

Quite clearly, if the nations of Western Europe, Japan, or 

China were to shift sides this would imply a major, if not decisive, 
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swing in the equilibrium of power. The eastern frontier of the 

Federal Republic is a clearly demarcated and highly sensitive 

dividing line. The risks of incursion are consequently enormous. 

In the case of Berlin, the demarcation is clear. There is no 

grayness. The risks of disturbance are high -- far too high for 

any prospective gains. But in the gray areas the risks are low; 

incursions, subversion, pressures may occur without any major 

impact on the overall balance of power and, consequently, no 

great likelihood of their inducing major hostilities. Low risk 

is an attribute of grayness, and it helps to explain why heightened 

world insecurity will tend to be concentrated in these gray areas. 

There is, of course, some limit to the ebb and flow that 

might be tolerable. Territory implies the possibility of bases. 

It implies the prospective establishment of advance positions as 

stepping stones. It provides the potential for geographical 

infection -- or falling dominoes. None of these need be fatal. 

By contrast, a threat to Europe, Japan, or (for different reasons) 

the Arabian Gulf could start a process without limit. In the 

face of events prospectively going out of control, all powers 

necessarily will remain prudent. That prudence will not inhibit 

actions elsewhere in the world. 

These two points -- the heightened insecurity flowing from 

a weakened international security framework and the concentration 

of that insecurity in the gray areas -- provide the necessary 

backdrop against which the inner dynamics of Third World countries 

may be viewed. The direction and pace of such internal developments 
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are critically important. For example, despite the climate for 

decolonization fostered by the United States after the war, the 

timing and nature of independence movements depended primarily upon 

indigenous rather than external forces. But after independence, 

Third World nations had to face innum.erable internal problems that 

previously had been subsumed in the cohesion of the independence 

movement. Ethnic rivalries, for example, were legion, resulting 

in severe internal conflicts. Alternatively, since boundaries had 

been determined for the convenience of the colonial powers, the 

overlapping of international frontiers by specific ethnic groups 

resulted in unresolved and bitter border disputes. Serious internal 

disparities of wealth existed -- causing further conflict. Too 

frequently the overall impression was of a new state with an 

immature political system, great internal divisions, and weak 

leadership. 

From the standpoint of many Third World nations, a great 

advantage of the Pax Ame.ricana was that, it provided a stable 

background against which many of these .problems could be temporarily 

compromised or worked out relatively benignly. A consequence of 

the decline of the international order represented by the Pax 

Americana, therefore, is that these internal problems come into 

stark relief. They must now be worked out in the face ~f heightened 

competition from other regional contenders and in the absence of 

an international order that is even clear. Quite obviously, this 

is a prescription for unrest. For a time it may seem that a 

confrontation of the South with the industrial North can serve as 

a substitute for order and a disguise for unrest. But, given the 
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disparities within the South reflecting particularly the divergent 

flows of oil revenues, the North-South confrontation becomes a 

charade that must ultimately break down. Claims against the North 

cannot for long mask the discontents, tensions, and unrest in the 

gray areas. 

Revising Voltaire, a third generalization may be suggested: 

in the light of the remarkable differences among regions and of 

local power balances -- all generalizations are false. The 

structure of military-political power is far too variegated and 

each region so differently affected by the international structure 

of power to attempt anything other than a differentiated treatment 

of each region. 'The key ingredients will be proximity to the 

sources of Soviet or American power, residual influence by European 

states as in Francophone Africa, and the presence or absence of a 

locally dominant military power. Very broadly, the Third World 

can be divided into the Eurasian periphery of the Soviet Union -

with particular notice of the Middle Eastern portions stretching 

from Turkey to Pakistan and including the Arabian Peninsula, the 

Western Hemisphere, and other areas visibly less marked by great 

power influence or threat. 

Soviet military power provides a massive threat only to ~he 

areas on its periphery. These areas have long been the focus of 

Russian, and now Soviet, imperial ambitions. The rise of American 

military power after World War II precluded for many years the 

furtherance of those ambitions, reflected for example;in the forced 

Soviet withdrawal from Iran in 1946. But the subsequent growth of 

Soviet military power and, in particular, the development of its 
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mobility forces have once again created a possibility for the Soviets 

to contemplate movement towards the Indian Ocean. Unlike Vietnam, 

there can be little question that the vital interests of the West 

are engaged in this region. It is the coincidence in this region 

of the potential for Sovi~t military action and the existence of 

vital Free World interests that provide the potential for 

conflagration. The Middle Eastern region alone provides this 

potential for an uncontrolled clash between the Soviet Union and 

the United States. In the unlikely event of a Soviet assault on 

the oil fields of the Arabian Gulf, the United States would have 

little choice but to resist with whatever military means were at 

hand. That is a simple politica·l imperative. 

Yet, one must also recognize that the deterrent posture to 

forestall such a Soviet move is not now adequate. The Soviets 

may continue to be restrained by political prudence and, perhaps, 

the belief that time is on their side. But the military forces 

presently and prospectively in place in the region are not 

sufficient by themselves adequately to constrain Soviet moves 

if the Soviet Union were to become more aggressive. Whether 

there remains sufficient cohesion and trust between the Middle 

Eastern countries under threat and the United States to arrange 

for an adequate military deterrent in time remains to be seen. 

Nonetheless, an appropriate military deterrent in place remains 

an indispensible ingredient for avoiding collapse in the Middle 

East. That is the simple military imperative. 

In the Western Hemisphere, on the American periphery, condi

tions are quite different. The United States distinctly remains 

the dominant. military power, Despite the irritations of recent 
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years, most nations in Latin America retain sufficient fidelity to 

the Hemispheric system, as exemplified in the Rio Treaty, and little 

desire to see the prevailing tranquillity upset. The most notable 

exception is Castro's Cuba, a Soviet satellite, and the ambitions 

that Castro represents -- now quite apparently bearing fruit in 

Nicaragua. Nonetheless, the reality of American military 

superiority in the Caribbean remains accepted by all. Cuban 

behavior exists at the sufferance of the United States in the 

same manner that prospects for liberalization in Poland depend 

on the sufferance of the Soviet Union. Indeed, Castro recognizes 

this fundamental reality. His actions over the years since 1962 

have been carefully gauged to what he believes ·various administra

tions in Washington have been prepared to tolerate. 

From the standpoint of this conference, therefore, perhaps 

the other regions -- especially Africa and Southeast Asia --

are perhaps the most noteworthy. Since the fundamental interests 

of neither power bloc are obviously engaged, there is far greater 

latitude for shifting relationships and for the tolerance of 

general unrest. These are regions not readily susceptible to 

Soviet military action. Despite the growth of Soviet blue-water 

naval capabilities and the improvement of her mobility and 

intervention forces, they remain generally less capable than the 

military forces of the Western world. Whatever the shifts in 

the balance of power around the periphery of the Soviet Union, 

American naval and air capabilities elsewhere remain generally 

superior. The sustaining of Cuban expeditionary forces in Angola, 

for example, ultimately remains dependent upon an American dis

inclination to intervene. Paradoxically, it is the reality of 
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low potential gains and low risks that makes these regions especially 

susceptible to a set of low-level military activities. 

While the Soviet Union has created an immensely powerful 

military establishment, that establishment remains notably 

range-limited. Unless the United States permits its forces to 

erode far more rapidly than now seems likely, the Soviet Union 

cannot prudently contemplate military moves in these regions in 

the absence of invitations from inside. 

Political penetration will provide the principal means for 

acquiring positions of influence. Yet such political penetrations 

will in the longer run depend on the acquiescence of those in 

the regions. Since political attitudes are notably susceptible 

to change, it would be wise to anticipate a pattern of shifting 

allegiances and shifting confrontations over time. The dramatic 

reversals of allegiances in the Horn of Africa over the last 

decade represent one likely model for the longer term. 

This appreciation is somewhat modified by the presence or 

absence in a particular region of a locally dominant military 

power. Vietnam, South Africa, and Israel come readily to mind. 

Yet each is subject to special,constraints. Israel is limited 

not only by American pressure but by its sense of siege -- and, 

one may hope, by the recognition that military victory only 

intensifies problems of control under conditions demographically 

unfavorable to her. South Africa is limited by its severe 

internal problems -- and the recognition that foreign adventures 

if exhausting -- could only intensify its problem of internal 

control. Vietnam is perhaps less inhibited, yet it too must take 
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into consideration the presence of China to the north and the 

American commitments to Thailand. Nonetheless, these local power 

balances do pose special problems, and the presence of respectable 

military establishments implies much higher costs for outside 

intervention. 

Yet, taken all together, we may recognize a high degree of 

fluidity in these gray regions. Considerable leeway for unrest 

and for trouble-making will continue to exist. The outcome will 

largely depend upon the sense of realism in the Third World 

countries. After the first blush of revolutionary fervor, Third 

World leaders have generally demonstrated a keen understanding 

of the need for rational calculation. They have recognized the 

need to maintain associations with the Western nations -- for the 

latter will remain the principal source of developmental and 

technical assistance and the principal market for their products. 

Aside from military equipment, the Soviet Union has persuasively 

demonstrated that it has remarkably little to offer. 

Thus, hopes for economic progress will rest on reasonably 

friendly relations with the in~ustrial world. But these hopes 

must also be sustained by some degree of confidence in the 

adequacy of security arrangements. The western nations have 

the capacity to provide the minimum semblance of security 

arrangements that are necessary. No Third World nation can 

ignore the realities of power. Therefore, the perception of 

military capability does remain important. Third World leaders 

will closely, if quietly, examine which nations possess the 
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military chips. The Western nations will be obliged to maintain 

appropriate forces to provide sustenance to their friends and to 

constrain the ambitions of those who may be hostile. 

In the gray areas there will remain great latitude for unrest. 

But there will also be the knowledge that there may be limits to 

that general tolerance in the event that gross disturbances are 

fostered. Unquestionably, direct intervention should be employed 

very sparingly, if at all. Yet the knowledge that the military 

capability does exist and might be employed may be the necessary 

condition for avoiding the descent of particular regions into 

chaos -- and for the preservation of reasonable chances for 

economic progress. 

For the Third World there is no longer outside insurance 

against internal irresponsibility. For the West there should be 

a recognition that neither universal guidelin~s nor blanket 

slogans can guide its policies. Its reactions will depend upon 

particular times and circumstances. 

For progress to be maintained, there must be both a minimum 

of security and a continued association with the industrial world. 

Neither that association nor economic progress will be much 

enhanced by continuing illusions and rhetoric regarding a new 

international economic order or the massive transfer of resources 

from the industrial to the underdeveloped worlds. Neither is 

going to occur (aside from the ongoing massive transfer to the 

oil exporting countries). By and. large, resources will flow in 

accordance with ordinary commercial arrangements based on supply 
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and demand -- and the creation of a reasonably promising climate 

for investment activity. Illusions to the contrary will certainly 

not foster economic progress. In all likelihood they would only 

add to a climate of unrest which, under the best of circumstances, 

will likely remain the hallmark of the gray areas for the balance 

of the century. 

IV 
/ 

It is time to draw a few conclusions. 

The partial dissolution of the international security frame-

work has not only increased instability worldwide, that instability 

and unrest weighs particularly heavily on the Third World. The era 

for the relatively benign resolution of disputes ended with the 

Pax Americana. The Third World is now more on its own -- to 

grapple with its internal tensions. Given the internal dynamics 

in the Third World, inevitably the level of unrest will run high. 

The degree of success in tamping down the unrest is critically 

dependent upon Third World leadership. If there is a willingness 

to avoid feeding the flames, if there is a realistic appreciation 

of economic opportunities -- however limited -- and a serious 

effort to work with the industrial world, then modest economic 

progress may continue and some minimal level of security maintained. 

' 
Failure to exercise restraint and patiently to cultivate economic 

and political ties with the industrial world may result in condi-

tions approaching chaos. 

At the outset, I underscored that the world has become a 

single strategic stage and that the interlocking theaters affect 
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one another. The future of the Third World depends not only on 

its inner dynamics and the quality of leadership but also upon 

forces impinging from the outside. Whet~er the uYtimate outcome 

is satisfactory also depends upon whether or not these outside 

forces are relatively constructive. 

The world is now in transition to a new geopolitical 

equilibrium. The character of that equilibrium will depend upon 

the future decisions and actions of the more influential players 

on the international scene. 

A major ingredient, needless to say, will be the character 

of Soviet policy. How will the Soviets utilize their enhanced 

strength and stature in the world? Will they refrain from the 

direct employment of their f.orces in the Third World? This 

question becomes increasingly important as mobility and logistics 

improve, and as the reach of those forces expands. If those 

forces are employed extensively, then the likelihood of chaotic 

conflict arises. 

It is perhaps too much to expect that the Soviets will not 

continue to subvert or influence Third World governments. Backed 

up by an increasingly impressive military capability tha.t danger 

will become steadily more serious. The chief responsibility for 

resisting such efforts will lie with the Third World nations 

themselves. To the extent that they collaborate, the likely 

result will be the spreading of the kinds of troubles observable 

in Angola or in the Horn of Africa. 

A second ingredient is the evolution of European policies 

and attitudes. Will the major European states allow the drift 

away from the Atlantic relationship to continue? Given the 
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realities of Soviet strength, along that path lies neither security 

nor long-term independence. A growing division between the two 

sides of the Atlantic would encourage further American disengage

ment from the affairs of the eastern hemisphere. The result would 

be further to weaken the existing security framework -- and would 

thereby affect the Third World. Moreover, growing competition for 

political influence among Western nations would add to Third 

World unrest. Augmented unrest would intensify those problems 

arising from the further weakening of the international security 

framework. 

Perhaps the most critical ingredient is the future direction 

of American policy. Will the American people, given the inherent 

strength of the United States, acquire a new sense of mission and 

of responsibility towards the outside world? Would such a renewed 

effort be marked by greater realism and lessened expectations 

about long-lived gratitude? Or will the United States follow the 

path of preachings and irijured feelings -- the sour fruit of 

the Vietnam era? 

It seems likely that American policy will be characterized 

by a higher degree of nationalism. A cynic will suggest that 

idealism is the luxury of the powerful and secure. American power 

and American innocence seem destined to decline together. The 

probable result will be a diminished search for the grievances 

of others with the concomitant belief that, if only thsoe 

grievances can be revealed, they can be satisfied. There would 

be more painstaking attention to national interests and greater 

indulgence in traditional types of power policies. All in all, 
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the results may be healthier worldwide than a continuation of 

high-flown'preaching. 

Such a change would result in greater clarity in American 

policy. One can hardly blame others for being confused about 

American policies, for the United States has contributed to 

that confusion. When a principal American spokesman can refer 

to Khomeini as "a kind of saint" or to the Cubans as part of a 

stabilizing mission in Angola, it is hardly surprising that 

others are either bewildered by or attempt to exploit this odd 

combination of guilt and confusion. It was Bismarck who observed 

that the strong are weak because of their inhibitions. One might 

even suggest that the United States in this era has been weak 

because of its illusions -- and from the neuroses that stem 

from Vietnam. 

One final observation on a matter critical for Third World 

stability. An illusion that has been particularly pernicious 

has been the hope for instant democratization. The task of 

dealing with the Third World is more complex than conforming 

to a checklist developed by the American Civil Liberties Union. 

Maintaining order in conditions of unrest is not a simple task. 

Any approach to dealing with the Third World must grapple with 

the centries-old issue of liberty and order and the need for 

striking an appropriate balance between the two. It should be 

self-evident that an appropriate balance between liberty and 

order necessarily will vary as between one society and another 

and that consideration will always have to be given to local 

conditions, historical experience, and public attitudes. Yet, 

this has not been self-evident to many Americans who, at base, 
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are inclined to believe that social customs akin to American 

institutions are not only universally desirable but, more 

importantly, universally achievable. 

It serves the Third World ill to base policies upon this 

fundamental misconception. In the future, the Third World will 

be better served by deeper understanding of the relevance to 

the Third World of that hoary political issue of reconciling 

liberty and order. 
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a. • •• ·- ' .. • ' • • .... ' ... j 

historical process characterized'by numerous coni'licts;·the driving forces 

. c oi'{nat~one.lism in Europe led to a o sort, of· "land. consolidation", in which the 

.~ natione.l eta.te is largely. an· expression ooi' .!'na.tione.l "-'pretensions and· this . 

• · has re.sul ted ~ the inner consolidation· of: single states. ·In the Third World, 

however,: the externe.lly-imposed divisions into·natione.J.··statea have set going 

processes in ~Qh newly-created~ "na~cne.l pretensions"- come· into conflict 

with tra.ditione.l. structu;-es •.. :Wha:t thiaomeans~in practice in the Middle 

Ea.a_t,:to take.one example;ois that ·the·division cf,.the community oi'-Mualiuia 

and Arabs into numercue nation eta.tee-sinoe tll,e First-\iorld :War ha.aonot Only, 

to 0 a.;. large extent, ignored the tra.di tione.l · ethnic -and religious. groupings· · .. 

but has e.lso resulted in the gove:z:mnenta oi' the various natione.l enti-ties 

starting to lodge claims which are almost bound to lea.d to coni'lict with other 
.-.; ·.,)..,..,, .. ·· ',!' ~: .. , 1 ,• ,,.,,I. . . ··~ •, '.·•; '';) ~ .• ·b.~·- " 

countries. The fragmentation within these emerging nation states coincides 
£:.J.·.· ·- ....... _. --~ _,._-- · •. ,-, .... -- ·-- -. J . .'- ...... .. _,· "J -~ 

with the''geopolitipal f'ra.gmenta.tion oi' the Third.World itf;lel~ - ethnic ... - ~--'-'··' .. '; ........ _ ... · ....... ~:-- .. ,.,-_;~. ' .. ' '; .. --~-~-(,~- --·:.·· '.; . .;. 

Jl!inorities and' sectarian divisions are the consequences oi' this development, 
..I.J •:,;.~;,::;-.j,., . .-:,.; '~''!'':· ~·-· -~ l i' ,;• I__. • o I' 

0 
• ":.2- !.·· ____. .. • 0

, J,..l 

as are many of the coni'licta between ata.tea a.a well a.a the domestic . . 0 • 

:;_~:"'~·. _ _;ll ~- ,; ~.~.•.u . . ,o,.t_r·..,· · ··.-··.--.· ·,·.,~,;.·~ •.• l-f·.·· .• .A 1' ·;T 
oopfiiota within particular countries, . in particular. demendE i'or autonomy • · 

;' ' _., __ ; , . -. <ol' , ,J I .) ,0 ~ ... ' · ' ,·· .. ' .• : • - •. : . , •. j_ ~ ·•' ·,, • ' '. t , ' 

+ ' • r '-. . -- ... .. _. j .0 ': . -J ... ... ~·1· : 0 ., 
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1.t'.!'7._t•; • ... •t- . ..,., ... ,.~ r '"l'r 1 ·• 1· ...... ,.r · ~ _, , ... 1rt"··~~'-~·, ..,~+ • ....-: ;.:. ,.tr ~""'Q' .v• 
A· sec:Ond and no less fund&mental' cause or cOnflicts· in the' Third World 

can be summarized under the he~ ''probl~ ir' de',;kllf~t". 1 
The: t~:rm· · 

covers a whole range of problems of an economic, social;·· and.,politJ;cal.nature. 

Pn the one hand, there is the.fact that .tl;le majority. ~f. the. Third,World coun-
_.,_. ' . ~.. . .,..,...,..., -~ .......... ~ . ... ... _ "" ....... 1·J~J \.•·· ·~ ~ .,_. 

,t~es are b~;tY),~!'J?~!!.?fJr~~.:a_l,~l !>f.e~n!>~c;dsv!"l!>PJ!l~t;whers. 

e~ .. t~~,b~~;ne,e~.:~r,~~-P~~~i?Jl. ~e"mej •. ~s.,~~tl! .w1~,~he fact 

~~,no_~~:-in~ the ~~.~orld .?.an. esc~p~, ~~J~~e~ ~ pur~e;the,~_!>cio
political and politico-economic values and.objectives.of .the. industrialized 

.:;....... ,. . • . ;..:.:...-~~1 .. '··· ~:J'.. ~ -· . .. v .. + ~ ··.- ........ ,_ •• •'. ' -··· ··~ 

countries., They.must,try ... to increase_,per capi_ta.income_, provide,for a fairer 
- - ~ - - .1. .•• .. J ... - ' - • .. • .., .......... ~- t . • '" .... .... .. - . ' . • • ••• -

distribution of income and :wealth,.and, at. least ,to. some,extent, move &WB<f. · 
~ .... .,._J ... ,) .. ; .-.. .• . • ...-.. ~ • - -...-~ ........ (:.•· - ~ ·--- . . .... 

from. dependence on the, industrialized nations. , Thus, . the. Third World, becomes 
"'" .......... ;: .. ,;,,. -~ .......... -;..• ••• 1 ....... ~ ;.,-· ~--··""-"""' ~ .. ~·-... • ........... -

·~-the_scene of unrest and impatience wtp.ch.causes.ren8)fed power .. and political 
'~, o.U•• 0.- .. _ ,I, , · '•, ."' .L•';.'"I'o. _ 0' -"" I • .... . .. , V .., ..... ' • o ' \,. '"'" ·• '' -

.~~~~1end ~t~~r~~s,the .c~~ct .b~~e~ ri~ t~~~~~e11·.· ~ ·r··~:> 

·Y!s ·• Yet the:problEimsiCf'dsveloJiment are not'.only to:be'fotind:at'an economic 

level. Msey of the tensions end conflicts' arlse·rrrom· .the lnabili ty of 1'1ll.ing 

elites to pay due regard to the demands of individuals, social,eroups cr .• 
.. · .. ·_,:_ :_; . .:..,;-:'.::. .. ~-----~~ -~ 

religious and ethnic o()I!JJI!lmi ties for greater participation in political life, 
,.. .. '·' • . ;"" • .,_f-~ ... ... -.1"~"" ......... , •r. .• _.~·;··· . ~r. -.,;t •. j..,.., ;. 
·'demande·which arise'a.s a result or·the"procesii cif economic ·and sociaJ. trans-

- ..... t\ :.- ,w-r -~ ... ~, .•. .,..· r t• ( {'! r • -.. ,. . .., '::-j('·r~!~ 'i, ' • i 'It 
'formation, itself"a by-product of industrialization. In most cases, such a 

P> • •. • "'l• ," i"!:"t -... • r r{ -~, ~~ 'r ~-'- - 'r "1:1 ·"~,_ • ~ • 'Y •r-: r ,. I!'::O!' ' ' · t-;::,_ . ''(· 
process of modernization has not· been accompanied by a strengthening of 
.t .... ~"'"•--,,..., •""''"' ·v'll,,_'~f;._, .,.i~ f )ft:·-1'"- ,.,)'~,-,Tfr:' ,t_' , ..... ·~·-';r,fl'·•,,) 

appropriate political iniiti tutions or by a. i'airer distribution of social and 
• p .... ~ .... ,..,_ • j .J .... ~~--·' ~ t - .t •. ~"!"- ···--·n..u "Ti.. -· 1 .... ... -:~ :~·-·-·! '.'1'' --~ .. 

economic assets in favour of the individuals, groups and cOmmunities which 
cOuipriSe""'tbe St&.t~;' ~,~.i'.tl~" ·""~l·!··I" .. " ·• i ';') ._;,. ~:'C: -~,~ 1 "' :r..r .!:... nJ. ·-.~-~ -... ~ 

~.. ...; 
··~ ,_ L \} : ""1J. , . ~- ' .. 

Cul tura1 Clashes 
. --;-:-,.-: ~tf:t" •f' :-• .. j . .;,;;'' .-l;:·""'.' ~-~··C..: ..... ~··-·~-·--_.; ... _ ....... ,.., .. J 

··~-Patterns .. of conflict· .'e.re· developing ·at< the • cul tural>:level·• e.lso. ·These 

have found their· most extreme·.expression ·in Iran arid-oan -onlY ·be detedted"" 

.,distantly in other parts ·or·.the :Third ~forld;•q For ·the 'present; it is most 

clearly expressed by the· catchword "re-islaioization" •. r AlthoUgh "the 3::-;c.:c •·. · 

.~.emergence of .tensions ·at a~culturallevel cannot be ·separateti\rrom ·the .'inain 
·~ll·boey of development .problems, culture.and Teligioil do o·onstitute ··a Unique" . .' 

-"'factor a.s· mobilizing ~laments~· The .sui"Vival: of •cultura.lr traditions iD a '· 

rapid process of modernization and .. the manner. in which .'the masses .'are ·; :("-, ~ 

mobilized differ from rev:olutionsry processes ~th a purely social· or,;economio 
0 ','

0
, 1 u • .; ao L • i ..... ,.J .. ~ • 

0 
'A •& o 0 ,_., -- '"•' 0 On._ 

background. Western-style economic ratioll!!li,ty, .the cultural foundation of. 
I 1... .. I , J > ''),I .J.. • .J . ./~ :1. -~~ .. ··~ • • ·~ ... , ... _ ' ~ •'! ' ' •• _.. ,.,, .i 

the Western course of. development and Western civilization are all rejected. 
t;-,.,,·f1 ·•·' • . ~ • , .. 1-.J f..,l'·.l .._:'; ·,.._ • ;, • ·•· ,.- ""i....i \,_.., •. ,.._.._ • o' ,_...._ •• L\J ~. ~ 

Instead, the a1)n is to rsvit.alize _the native,.culture,and .. to adapt i'!; "omewhat 
.•• -t ......... v ,,·~~,.~ ),.:l_! ... ~.l-' ........ -..... :!. -~ i (,1 ....... .....- ......... ,_ ... ~ .. ... 

to the needs of the modern state. This conflict of cultures is expressed.,., 
"- 'J :· ~... + ·•': .i.._'!,"{., ;_, • ---1.,~- .1. L ;__. -.•:- • • . ·, • _ -... - L • ...,...., , .... .... , -"' - - , ..... 

within the oountry itself in the confrontation between native chauvinism on 
<::(>. ; t:.-~~ ... .J. ~ ........ • ')...__..._.,;_ 1 __ .;_J.._;.,;..._,_.. - .... ) j...,l' •• ~- ····•·-'-loo•. - ··- , __ :... ....... -·.;. 

the one hand and westernized elites on the other. An international dimension 
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is added to the domestic through the rejection <!f .Bll~~Jg;e#i4 ~ueiic~.:-eil.d 
power •. llclwever, the ~rience or developments .in Iran teaches us that within 

,,' "· . " , ' 1: • ,~'...,._. "•,:.(,..·•., I ... .i' ,." ·, ,. '_<~'!1,. ;•;.t;\ ~ ... O:j :,• . 

a chauvinist ~~:~~~ ~oti~e ,9an _arise!: .• ·-~ .. ~- _, _, ~- _ 

,_-;Liberation Movements:'~._._ .· , , · ~ ·~:. ' ~ ~r. : · --r ~ r '·. --
--~- ... ' •.• ' • ,-.~; •• : .•. _ •• :·.---· -:_.,• _,_ '·~ J ••. ' 

· · · · · Al thoush ~ asPects of liberation movements overlap or .border on the 

first three c~tegorlee;·1ft' m1y be "helPt'uJ.' tO int:l.-odU~~~'hber~tio~ movement~ 
.. ~ _.'·' • ... • "'::···~' ,_ ... , -~~- ... _.... - .,- .., __ ro .... _~·-.·- .. • . 

as a· fourth - ·end thus separate'- cause of cori.fiicts· ln the-Third World. 
- • ·- • .... • ' " ............ ·:· . - ' • . . . • ,., ' .. • .J f'"':'. •• ••;· '. . . 

Generally speaking, liberation· movements aim to remove cpotitical· fremeworke 
• ' ' •' ' .I", • , ' '• . <- ., o , • • r . ' • -,- > .-. !"'\•' ' . ~I • I. • ' 

established 'during the ~s- of colonial rule; They include· such 'diverse' aims 
.,.. -- .· ··• . . ~ . . .-.-· r .,. ' • ,. •_• .,~ ... ~ ·I ' . ' ' ) -. .. ·- • '.- . 

'"as the achievement or independence, She.kiilg orr the rule of white"minoritiee, 
. , • ,, , ,. • ~ • •· · t _· · , • ., ', .- r I <· ... ' • ·, • ' • :• J · -~ r 

breaking e:wrq from 'eXisting national entities or the instigation or • ·- · 
•• • -·~- • ' • • • ... ,-· • •. ." , •. • ~ ~ ... • •• ' •• : r •. • .• • r .... -r ........ ,. i• ~-,.. '"-
upheavals of a eoci~revolutionary nature~ · A chS.ra.Cterietic feature of · ·· 
"'.· ·· •· .. _ .. "' .r.••· ·, ···r··-.,·,, ';' ~ ,l·· ·~ ,.,.,.. ·,. .... 1 ,. ·, 

liberation movements is that--they are often supp<irl&d' by a group or Third vforld 
t . .... • ; rr. .. · ... • . _ • .., . • . ..,.. . , .. _. • • "1 • • . ""; ~- ~. , ... 

countries, the 'reasori being that the objectives and. intentione or liberation 

~movements themselves often,rerfeot the uneolved·.political.~problems which are 

characteristic of many parts· .. Of .the Third -,World.-. . ·_· -~: J.1 ... • ' 

. •. . • C: . .._ 'I . : >:: 

'.1 s.:' -.. ':., ·; -~.t1 -~· ·r.;; ·-·~•- ·ltt·:-~·>• :,·:, .· .. ;-,., 
. Cat~B~?.ri~ati!J~ '?£ , the, ~o1;F~s 

1 
of , c,onfl,i~ts. -~ the -~~ I·Torld, sh~s. how 

the element~ of ?onHic't: ar~ .. ~:Ss~~ ~_,and _b~~.we~n. ~ Ttf-rd ~ro::~d, state~. 

l!y l~~ldng a~ . actual eJC!IIIIPle~ or c;~nflict 1 th~ 9.£1P ~,~. 1 "!een _s¥!gl:-! or. in . . 
combination. The pa.ttem of conflict based on nationaliSm can be seen both ' .. ' ~-:.:_.t... . . ..:· .. ' ' .. ! 4 .1. -~--·~. ..: '. ~· •. } __ ,., .. •:, ·. • ... ,• .. 

in wars between_. states and in domestic struggles Where the government .or .a 
· - · •' ' .. ~•- ·~-. ~ t ·-' : · .., _, . L. • .: • • ~ •• i. -, - _, . , 

countl.y is at war with parte of the population living within the countl.y1.e . '; '. . . . . 

boundaries. There have been too Dl8Zly ware between states and too Dl8Zly tense 
......... ,. ,.- ~·-

confrontatione in the Third World einoe the end of the Second World '11ar to-

make .it neceesacy. ;to· _etl\1111erate ·them all... In the last :decade· alone ;troops 

occupied part of -Kuwait"·in· 197}, there" vae--.border conflict between the two ' 

Yemene in 1979 .and :there.:ie a· permanent .state of .tension· between Ira'q arid :the 

new regime in Iran ... In· Africa-,; there ·has· been war between 'Ethiopia and ';-:: 

Somalia· ( 1977/78 ).and the. invasion :or Uganda by Tanz~a. . In South-East Asia, 

the _persistent. conflict between -Vietnam, Cambodia and,·Thailand .reneet the fact 

that the politi'cal· boun~es ·left·behiitd bi the colonial·pcl1ilire con0ealed'un

reeolved disputes ,and -out·:acroes ethirl.c lines.· 'l ,-.b.i:o"'-'·' ··~ -- · ... 
<J'~'"' ...... • 0•,;,_- •F•. ·_,,< ·~·,-o,, '.·"' •• , .... ~ ... , "•'1 ''#<ol' I' 

· .. · The intemaJ. oonflicts lirieing from nationalism have nearly ·alwrqs been 
·:" t~l-1-_ '"· •• : -: t--""'.... . !~- . ,, . ~. , . ,,,~:- ··~ . _.. .. t 'lti 

c6noemed: with the 'problems associated _with. 'the integration of ethnic or 
. ,. '·-;. ' j.r :~ ..... ·. - ;,"',, • ··.·,.. ·.•' •. ·--•,; ":''r, J.·~f",. 'f'. ,...,. -·· • . ~-.>1 

religious ·groups ... Generally-epeilldng the pattern or eta test which has grown . . -=----- ' . - - , - . ,• 
• uidn' tliE{ Thil:d Worl:d-;mi:ftng 'the :Past. deCade~·llas riot 'been consOlidated• - •, 

Ban6-lad.eeh' e bree.k' ·rrbm &kis~ ~ 'th8 moiiii piroround ''mariiresttitic>h ·or· ' t 
· \ • ;. ···-··· :·~ ··~ · · ·. ·.;. ~ -.'.-f ... ·'- ... • ...... - ·{· ... + ,_;-., ... ~_r . ..., ·r · , .; .T.._ •• , 

eeparatiilifl but in the Middle East the problems of. ethliio. and religious groups 
j;, ~-4-~o·:: '"it'·_' • .. · "0,) ,,..l. : f ' b:. •: ; ..... r_ '• I ._, ' 

0 ~" • -~! 



have recentJ.Y· increased; ·The· extreme~ tensione'!or·J open· ·confiietii·' ili' Iran;·:~ 

Turkey; Paldsten 'andl'Lebanon (~'menticn· just-the' moat ch'!iinStic .'oa.ees)'·bave 

eilbjeoted·the·.conetellati'ort •of·na.ticn'-states- ill 'the'Middle East' to' a,;:eevere 
test, Looking at Africa, although the Sudan etend.S'as "a. z;a.riF~XamPl~ o:f a• 

, (eo far) . eucc.ee~ .. solution. en. the basis of autonomy for .e.thnic ~ups, in 
,.. . \ ...... ~. .• • :~I J... . -~--· .. ~ •• ~ \~ . ~--- , .• 

~h~ ~D.l of .:.!f;J..~a.; en elq)~Osi ve _ ~~eis1 ~~- ~\'Yel~~d_1~:u-e ~~.r.e~5 -separ_tLtiem 

in E:thf:op~a.,,~d ~ SomalLirredenfi~ izl ;th4! ~en.: ~ .~9: Zair~.~-~e "" 
~er_exempl~.e _or1 j~t.,how ~~red ~r,~ca e~i~~ i\J.~ j;he rie_k,.()f~~~hnic 
coni'licte, at :time~ .. heightened .by religious differences •• A_.lack of ,pa.rticip~ 

t r ... . • ..; - .l~ . • , • . .,., .. . ..,_ ... . - - •. -~ • "". ' - ~ . ·- . 

. ticn, in decieion-:ma.kizlg, -the fact. that all. do not. enjoy __ equal, .rightefendrthe 
,_ ..... •#·'···. ..;.. --~--' ... ,. : t ·.'t-''''.- •. _. •4- ... -~---~ .._ --. ·.>.- ~ .......... . 

absence of a.utcnomy are the main reasons why there ha.ye ~een n~ero\le ~a.eee 

of minority ethnic groups not identifying themselves with the states to whioh 
• · • ., ,... ,.,_ 1 " 1:' .~ • ~ '. ' J ~-~.r t'\• ' 'I f '-~• ' ' :•>-· J' r - . f•·• :t t'• r 

-thei belozig. · - ·· - ... · ·" · - · · ... · ~--· · • · ~-· 
.., .. Z..:.· .. :J~} ~"t:··; .. f'· ~.t,.·' , .• :.. ' ~.~: ., '· .-... 6 ......... :, . :-o· .r-1·· ..1:. .. .J "-' .: 

•. . To a. considerable, extent internal confli()te end tensions in Third.:VIorld 
-~- • -. p \. • <' • ' -, ' ... _ • • •• ~ - ~-- • .. • ·- _. 

countries arise .. through _failures .in_ economic. end .poli tioal ,development; Putting 
, ' •• ,._.,!,, · ,I :,- ... •_ .... t,.~· .. J V ·! •' • - _, '"'" • - • - - ' • .,._ • - ~ - ._. ' 

it bri'efly some,_ or all.of.the f6llowing phenomena. are ol?servable~. 1 ,.. - ·t , 
""' • ·- - •- •• t_ • ' • • • • • • • ... - • ~ •• -- • • ·- ~ -

_ .. ~ ,1 ~he economy's wG~ese le~ ~O.diBCOD;~e.n~,, proyo~ 11i~J!Pa.~if!nt':. groups 

; ,in eooi_~ty .t~ a.t~e_lll];)t._to eie~ll. :power; • ~~.- , , ..• ;..,.... ., .-
- .week tiolitica.l_,inetitutions are.deetroyed by rivalforcee .. within the,,. 

• ·_ • -- - . . . . ·, .\., I 't • .. ' ~·-- '. -' - -: ':-

t ,_ 

. 
' j ~.:... 

St~~e; ·::, , ,•· _ .F': ~.:·..( ~: f•·~··,~ u;_ · .(cl ··;·t:,.. •'!t.'l~.:;·_~{ :.;:-~ ~ L: r-~,--1 
existing socio-political end ideolog!cal~concepte are -.called.- in. , ; 'l-;.-.-. . - .-_ :·-- .. - . --- ...... --·--i '~ --·· 
question end new "revolutionary" ideas are introduced;.,. . . -.· , '·, .- ..... 

"\o .• .; l;. ·. \ ...... ·,.; . ..; . ,·, ... . ...... . .: ...... ,f • ..< _I • • -

- out-of-date, tradi ticnal social structures are replaced by the forces 
~- · ·of. ~~Dii'zB.tiOni _, - - ~- · .. :...!: -: · .l · ~-:.::.,::~ .. ,. - -~ :.- ~- ·-·ri.~-: 

•. - .. ··::·· .... l· 1 ~·<,r ;:,. .. ~l-- "'"i • ~-~""!' ~-"' ;.:;"',.J!,_>; 't.· ••·• .• . -.:~·'"Yr--.~~- · . .::-· .. :_-:,. ... _. tr..C-:! 
_·- tlie pa.rticfpa.tion· of the va.rioue:..e:thirl.c or regional---8r9..YPB in the : 
~ ' ~, ,. j • ' I :)' ~ ..,.. .,.. '? t •- , ' _ I ·,· -.- '-- : "' ' _ . ~ • ' ' . • ·.-: 

economic-and political lite of 'the state 'is nEtgieOted, leading to en . 
• • • - ;' ,, ~ _·-~· ... j ... ~ .'. f . .....·, ... --.{ • :f-)· , \ y :;Jl r~'· __ ,... ~ 
• intensification of tensions • 

.. ·• !, ... " r~ .1 .,,'- ':_,, ~,"o '·! J.,;_ J· ......... --';"'._! ...... -.r',' .)~,' "11-,.~,""-~':•r' 

Latin America. offers .classic exemples.o.t' .the .• interaction of economic , 
·'4• ', ,;.,.,._ c•· .. ·. t ,,, • ,-... ···' ~~:~ " .• ,- .. ·•· ·:· · ... _.. ... ~,.~ •- -·· , · • • ' 

\f!3a.kn~ee, __ etructurally flawed .politic.al .systems ·end poli-ti~ la.bil,_ity,. .~e . ... .. -· - -- { "' .. . . . ._, -'·" , . ~-- ... - . .. ... ~ - .... ~. - . . 
_ 1 .D10~t ~c':llt ~.den,~e, fo:t;; . .itpi~ is, euppl~ed_by:Bo.~ivi~, ;.One C!JZI.~~o point·.

to .examples .in the !'Uddle ,East during the. 19.50e and 196oe .end in .Africa. 
• ' J .• • .•••• ~- .·',...l ••. , ..... ..: ... ~~.... . .~ .. ~ 

_._tp._e coupA1.Sta.t in Lil!eria in April 1980 is only. the 11!-teet.of a. whole series 
.•• ·.: . • - ;• .J, .. • • · •• --· . _.:.; ,.. • . -~ • • ' ' ' • - - • ,. • • . -

of Qcnflicts.. The .. origins_ .of all these .are to. be .found .in ,.this ."dev,elopment 
:-..• - • .. •• ·'j,.-J ' ....... , •. • ••. :,_ .. ' .r ~ • . - . .. •• 

defic~t" •.. 0n':__co~0d .. also.- ~d to this .. lie~:~he re:vol:,uti~cn if.J Ethi,opia., the 
two. cc:~upe in Afgheniet~ (19D .end 197ey), the uprising directed against Idi 
.. ;~4-.• ·v ..• .,__: ,-.._~. •- •· .. .1 ••• ,, ~--- .. ~ -~ • ~.J ·-··· ----~ ... _. 

Amin in Uganda. end the overthrow of a. number of other. dictatorial African"" 
• · .• _, ..... \~-" \' ••• ' ·~ ' "" ............. _ ·... - ·~ ... ~ _,;"_1 , ••• - ;,., ! '.>4 J ... _,.,~.. ... ·--... - ·-

~tenta.tee,. in. ,~e ;r;ec~t., PB.flt~ .. .t-~. ~- o~. tp.~, ~~lee ~l!le~t):o,!le;l t~e Army. 

was ~volved :because ,the armed forces enjoy a. privileged, position due.to ..• 
: •. ~ -.~ .J~-· "- "" ' - • ., f' ,_ ...... - .. - • ... .1.. • •. • • . 

training en~. education of their._ members end because,. as· one of .. the relatively 
• .r ... •• \, ' : • : • ... . . . . . ' . - • •. ' • .' ... !..,., .. <- •• ~ • ~.. • • -· • • ... 

few orgenie~d, bodies,. they are. in a. position, to .. pl~ .a. decisive_ role .in 
•. _..::~ ... J.'··*--l ... - . . -~ .• . ..,., _, • ~----~ ...... 
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c"!lDtrie.s;_wt;lic!l.ilave, in llllley'_ ci).Bes, t onl.y,wealc-~d 'Wlj!table·politica];, ~ . .r 

BYi.B.tB!DB• · Just -~, .sever.e:ly .Ill!-. econOJ!11c 'orisi!l .C{Jn 'liPSet·• the . fal!ri() !WBJi cif 

99'W1tries with l:'elati vely ·!DI!.ture .political. systems is 'Jihown· by· -the. curr!lrlt . 

4es"t!Wi::!+.~tion of Turkey.· .,. .. ,. .... ' . ' :.- · . ·· 1. , . :> :c:"" '. ~- -~ ~ c . ~' , , ', · · ;. 

·' 'The·· "dEW'eiopuieilt P:t9biem'' inti-ude~ into -rorei.Sn · ~lic~r8i{d inte~ti.oiuu. 
_..; 'pelltlcs 68nerSUY when' the'att\impt''isi~ _to··a~rt ~ilEt~cul~ i~e~lo~ 
7' or W81tlin8obmiung ail 'with Nas'Seri s attempt ·tO· eXJX)~ his :VersiOn. of Arab · · 
~f~ooial.iSDi·to ali parts ci£'the·hab world ae·tb,e' necesii~'p]:$requlsite' fo~ 

~ .. ~ • , • ..-, - , \ ., . - ) ,... . r ~ ' . ~ : • , , .. ..s . • - ': t ·. . ; . - , , 
· r'"tb,e mademtzation and resurgence of Arab countries.· Nasser•s ilisoiple, · 

_.,. ;._ ... ,..., .·,· - ' . -·· ... ·, r,.., . -. _.,• ·, - _, __ ." .. '"'''' ~~--- .. rr .... ' 
Colonel'·Gh8ddafi;· is·follow1iig in·h1s footsteps; BJ.thdtlgh lie' is operating with 

rJ • . • ~ .' .. :• ;; 

:·;-.,. .•· ,.. :-·J -~ . : .f, • .._r-~~-- : : ~_r ~ .... l'"f"•fH _... (. ;·,-•"\ Ol•&.' ' 1 ._.&.'. "\, • '· 0 

Cul tura1 conflict has arisen as a reaction against a course of develop.. - - . - - --.- - .. , .. -- . . -- - -- - '' - --- : _.· ·;J .· ;; : 

men1; which has too often been based on ~e Westem model. Such conflict has 
. . 

• ··-.-~• '[.: • -,.· ' - ·. ·'' -~· .,<,,~r .,.. ;·~· . " . ,· 'jl''_., ! .. , ... • .. 

reached' a o# tics.'!. stege cin the 'shape of the 'so-:oal.led "re-iSlilmization" and 
l-FT I • ~ •• ,._· -,."",-· . ,; ,r-: ·'''"·I" ' ......... •. ,., ';. 
· ~ indeed· i'or the first·time brolcen· 011t into an 'op11n conflict ~ ~. 

~· ,-. • - ,">-• ' '' ; ._,- ~" ', ...... f."' '"f~ ~ A • ,_ ••• 

Islam, witli its':sintl).esis of ~l,tgious beliefs and social organization, off13re 

· ~a-i)olit1'o8J:•·il.lte:r:iiativEi·wh1ch·'ciaims to'be~a'bi~ to catch u.P'on'.the We~t fn the 
. ..._ . ~ , r .,J ·I • ' ,.. -!· · • o· T 

field of development. C:ertsin e;Lemen'!;il of the oorifliot · which has broken out 
. _.I i- ·. - • - •·· .. _!. ~- •' .. ~ • ·- -," .. 4; .• '.' l .• • L;. ... -: . ' . • 

in Iran can ~so be observed, 'in· a more 'or less pronoun~ed fo;rm, in lll8ll¥ other 

Ial.amio OO'Wltries. The Islamic ~vival ~ resulted in the destab1iiZe.tion 
•• .. .. • . -. . . • f I". ":- ~ t . . • r. . · ... _ :•...., ... -; ...,., ... 

of large parts O'f·the Middle· EaSt and the symptoDIS of tb,j,a process ·oari also be 
~·-·: .... , .................. ,,,.__..,~ ··~· .... ,,. 

seen 1n F.gypt and·syr1a ·as well as in the secUlar state of Turkey. ·· 
~ ... -.· ·~ ..... .- ( ._ ... -:-· •·j,·:; '·. (~ r--.~ •. ~: >~.· .. . ..._:. .. ; 
:J:.iberat:l.on IDOVSIIli:!I1ts in the Third ~Torld have al.WII¥8 ,aMraoted. b;y far th13 

most wo:ld;-:wi~ .. ~~ten~~n •. ; Ip, ~ ~fon . to. the, ",~l~s~oal: ',' , ~~~!,r&u~ .!JIOV~ 
menta such as the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) and the Palestine 
Liberaticin -~~zati~ (PLO{whloh w~ 'r~uncied in the. ~~l.Y, ,1960'~'; lll8ll¥ 

) . . ..... . ~"~ . . 
<!ther organ115a.tions have emerged in the course of the process of deooloniza-

~ ~ - • •. • ' .• ,. '- ~ •. ' ••••• • . •. . ,· (- ;.,. - f'• ·, .,. 

tion haVing ·Widely· differ!DB aimin riumerous· movements operate· in Ethiopia 

'tcir the ·overthxOli :or "Ail!hSrlo ooiciniaJ.iem" ·(in oth9r wO~s;' 'tiie diuitrUotilm 

of 'Etl'iiopili) ~ ;l.iberilticin. in'o'Veinents u{ south&=' AfriCa call ior the -t&zmination 
.. • < • ... • -- • • • ..J ... ' '' -·· • • .. .. ' ;.. • . . .! -:. . • . . . • ' 

of wh1 te suprelli8c;yj · tne PoliBarlo are f16hting for the -independence qf What 
. ~iid tO be the- Spani'eh saha.ra::··.~. -~·the'~'·aii'iibek.tion·mo~lnits 

"Which ~ diriioted against the former white' 1ooi0nists/"'ii th'e~ diriotly-~or "') 

indireotly,''enjciy' the iooai. and "omet'imee prilctiClu w~rt.:of a lergJ part 
. . .. , '~• ..• ,....,., .. ·r., ·: •' '\ ........ - •;i-•· ·,! :~· ;-:""·"\ •·.·. 

o'f the ·Third World.-· In oontmst, the ~ts 'which' aim" to destroy partl-
- .• - • ·, !"' •. • • , , -'.., 1 • f - :.. . . .. , • . • . , , • •r , "'. · • .,- · :'c., , •. -, • ·:. cular· political.· structures ·ui'the ·Third WorlQ. find themselyes in an ambigil.Ous 

~-- . ·- . ,• -- .... ·' ·.'' ·, ,_·"')·'"" .. r,(··· .... +r-····' 
posi'Uon;.· 'Polarization Within' the Third WOrld follows and this can lead in 

~ •' . ' .... ~ ;·.· ... ' . ' ... . ' ': -.··-·-~1..... it-' .. ,..~.; ~~-~' 
turn to the aggravation of ·conflict as,· for example; 1il Ethiopia. This is 
· • •t-•' ·· ........ ~ ..... • ·-··· _ ·•·' .. "'r'·. · ...... t-\•. • 

··also evident where the pall tioal. regime ha!! ohly elt:Lsted tor f1. very iiliort 
time a& in. Moraooo•s t~V&r' of'wba£used to·'.be ·the. ~eh 88ha.ta. , .. 

•. 
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Generally speaking, hotfever, it remains true that the most obvious ~nts 

likely to bring Third lforld conflict into the international;~:e.re·:~ :.·~·-

Nevertheless, 'conflicts in the Third World can rarely:be traeed'-ba.ck to 

c .. _a single cailse.'~:It is rmich nearer-the truth to •Sey;that iii mOst cases··the 

various Oa.uses intennfngl e .and -are mutually reinforcfrig.' 'For example, the so

called "Islamic revolution" in-Iran-grewrout·or a sociillly and politically 

.1 based oonflict but it was- Onl.y·atter .-tlie ·religious element hB.d been:broUght 

in that was possible to-Diobilize:the masses irito:active opposition 'agB:inst 

. the Sliah.' . In. the oase :or conflicts 'invol vilig ethnic ·or' sectarian 'groups- -the 

national·<confiict ·pattern~-is ·often ri:llated 'to ·shortcomings in the process' of' 

• ·. development.· • Nationslist pretensions and. interests ·are only :•conjured up •·in 

·. order'to legitimize-the pretensions of' ·a. particular-party-or individual as, 

' 

, f'or ex8mple, in the cas-e of' Ai'ghani:stan's recurring -claims to Pushtunista.n· or 

when -the. armed forces of' a country dress up their ·s-eizure -cif' ·power in 'the ·cloak 

of' "national interests". Conversely, pciwer politics at the natioruil. 'level are 

quite of'ten legitimized by demands f'or social change in other, countries; f'or 
: -- ~-.... .• J. ... .- ' v. -· ' ~ . ... - ... • .... ~~ -- • -

years, Na.sser .linked his claim that ,Egypt should pley a special role in the 
.............. t •• ~----·- ..... -•'. 

Arab world.(with him as leader), tdth ,the, propagation of' the progressive doctrine . .. . -... ... . . . "'. .. .. .. ... .. ~· - - . . 
.of' Arab socialism.. In the conflicts in Indo-,China,, particularly with regard 
, . :. ... ·- .. ... - . -· . ... .. --- - .. . 

to _Vie'!;nam' s policy _towards Cambodia,, a mixture. of' aggressive nationalism and . . ...., .................. -. ,--··-· . 

. ideological justif'ication is appar6llt •. . . .... . ... .. " . --,.. ........ ~.-
·Attempts to'·: categorize' the causes -of' contlicts :..-·iri any case-a question

able undertakiJig .., :become totally inSdequate in the case' of' '.auch':.B._ooiJ!lllicated 

regional conflict as the Arab-Israeli confrontation. · The underlying pattern 

Of' COnflict refiects, Without doubt, _the, structurslizatiOilo ~f the,Middle East c. .. ' ~ . - ' ... w.. .. ...._., _, . ~~- ... ' • ~ ... • • ~- • 

al~ national lines wl:tich took plac!l. after the First World.War. The division 
• • -- .• • ...... - ....... _ ..... --"1 .•. • -~.... -- - . . ~ ~~ • ' 

of' ~e ~ regi~ ~~? _ nat~on st_ate~ .. and .. ~.e- cr~atic:>l_l ~f'.,!'he state of'J Israel 
.... . . -

, meant .that two mutua.Uy exolusi ve sets . of' interests had been created. , The. 
• -· • • • ... - ... ' :0,. - ' .A. .. . .. " •• • .. • . • - \ -... • •• ...- • - • 

.... :I~amic_vi~1 tha~:_.the ~'territory.o~,I!'~~·-• i.~ ~2:ivi!"i~le and cazu:~t ~~-, 

~je_?ted. to f!CJ:¥ f'orei~J!?_ rul_!l .~~o~ve.s:~ t~e~f' into_~~ ,.!'_alestiniana \~~!l.im.. to 
a state of' their own. The undertaking to settle the Jaws in the "Promised .. ... . ... . ... 

Land", which f'orms the basis of Zionism, meant the existence of' the state of' 
1-.r~_~.-- • ..~- 1 ... , ..... ,... "··'- __ -.. _ . :.::• 10 .. -~rr~- .... --~~ _,, __ .,;. ··- , .. - .~ ._ 1- ~ 1 
Israel.- As if' this were not enough, the internal instability of' the tilajority 

<o-. •• ·: '", .f''f"{~., ""; ~ t"• ;").&.f.'·':"", 0
] I~'', ~-·l,.·-~~··r• .. I. ·t•"-,••' f.'''' 

of' the Arab' regilliesl · the causes of' WhiCh are to be f'ound in their "development 
"'· • "' · .. -~-~ . ' · I~~· n • • ~ .·. ·~-"f" r ~ t ·; ":l ';"- ..{ ~ ~- · : r : • . · -~ · _,....-

problems" iD. the"' broad sense. of', the term 8.a used above; i'urther ComPlicates 
• ""'"'" •- ... ~ _,.. -"'t-"" · '1 -.. ~1' c· "'tn ...... _.,._- 1' .. ~ ' .,.. __ _ ..• : · ~ ... (, '· · ,..t 
the ·issU.es~ ·en m8ny'occiasions dur!Dg the recent past,' these regimes have tried 

. ._,.,.•:r ....... ~ ..... .... ~'"'J(\.,_rr~ ....... ,,_f, • .......... J t._.-.~. .. -~· 

to use:the· fa.ct'of -the existence of' the state ·or' Israel and the Palestinian 
--..-- .. ~J ., - '. lf •. .,.,,f .. ("'" j -· •!· . . ... ;-_ ... 'T ~ ' • 

·problem to legitWze tlieir own Nl.e. ''The Palestinian liberation movements 
~""" t hv, rr .... .-n·~ •.., "• -~·""·-·t· _,.;')-,,· ... _;""' · ·· · - •,....,., · ? 

. repiesent'an attempt .:~in view of' the' inability of' the_ e'stablished Arab states 
(,.""I · '· • ~ ., ... ,- - 1 • ·'.~ • .r..,. - ..... ·.: c1 ·" . -- "~- ., .\ i ·, ~· ~- 1 1 f " • i ro · · 
- ·to solve 'the problem in the interest of the Arabs - to undertake to solve the 

problem on their own. 



;;:t"'l"";:" ~ ct."?rtdo he .!I r,~ :tJuH eu:::t o.al:-!::>:I ;t!: t -i:GVo'l.' J:\ • <}:'! t"'l6 1'l ";,!!c'le!!:.O 

DARKENING·PROSPECTS Lt!;:rxotni. crLt o:!"nl: t:;.Ubo:> !J, :to1:1 .n'l:l..-1'1' ::~d ot 'tlt".J.i:I 

The prospects for a long-tr.rm atabillzation of the:·rur<lrwoffci:'-are"ricit 

oJ encouraging.- , The_ra • are 1 a· number of J symptoms. which . point ,tor a· ganeral'·

deterioration:of ;stability, o:One:ia that ~the :number of people lwho,lae •a:result 

-c-:l of : bila~eral confli~ta: or: domeat_ic· • violence, J have , been: forced~ to: leave • their 

homes :.to J become retugeea has. :reache.d ~an ,unpreoedentedly 'high :level·: !.Vietnam, 
'· - . - . -

;Cambodia,,~Thailand, Somalia;:._Ethiopia, ·.Sudan;; Djibouti;· Chad;:Uganda, rAfgha.niatan 

and.•Pakiatan.ara_,a;U,involved .in more: or ;leas .serious refugae:problema; a.t 

er Pale_atil!J.an. ref'ugeea: too 1 grea~ly·' complicate , the: politics of.~ the. Middle East. 

~~Qn fthe ·.O~e :hand, l~B :iB ~evidence ,of.,the ,use ;of. mOre :z~cal:.methoda' On ~the 

1p_a.z:t· of~som!l 1 regimea-in~the ·Third\World .. whan JlUl'.BUing ,their.:own;inte;cesta 'or in 

,seeking .. solutions \to :e_:dsting ,pro}>lems. a 10n, the ,-other;hand,~.:the •flood :of.-re:t'ugees 
. . . 

"l' :J brings 1 enormous economic , problems r for. moat , of . the. countries , which 1 admit ~them, 
. . -' - . -

i.£o.1rProblema ·.whic? ·,they~ cannot ,sol ve.Jon. f their,· own ,and: which :their· otm precariously 

~·-:.~balanced I economies cannot. wi th_stand,! t ".l:OO:'l:mrr.:JO • "c:t:<!o"U;! 1".1 !£tt;lJ'.r.;::t" 1o 

·:ol 1 :., IieEiPH'ii' e:·~iDinal. ( ilicir'ea.s'e· ili' ·dave'lop'Die'iit 'r aii( irciut''tlie' · ih"dust";fa.itiicf 
A~tions•6r tiie' ~test r and'fro"in"' the oli=p~o'~iliit'c'Ountrie"B; ... 1iil;.estDient reiDafne 

onl:rJAnifch•'t'i>-o":f'emall ( tii1~taili '·a rate" jf';'de'Y'"a"io~e!lt., ih ~"the~~hoi~"or 'the"' Third' 
''~torld 1thllt ·w';)u1d.'· ... ·s"olve" -~he'.:'d.e;:e{oPDtent'p~hiema"'ihea""e co'tnt;:i~a~-fa;:;-~r"to 

bt~· --~r-~ rf,..· -- -·"" -... __. .... ~ .,.__ -,.- --~-··•~- :1W· ~-~- .. ,, .. ~..- ..... --.+ ,:.,., ... __ • ·-.. ·--lr .. :'t ,.+ 
have a" fundamentally •stabilizing effect-. Only very few of the developing· 

®:untries..hav:e the resourcea_to reach the·";itiige·bi'' 11ta:ke:.orf":'· The UW:jorlty 

oofi.will· -~ . und~developed.n. The ·gap. between'· these: c_ountriea and·. the. induatria

bo~ lized nations· can, only, grow .wider ,·and .,tensions· between lllalliY' Third ltorld ,t.<f.o -. - . . . . _,. 

n countri~s :-~, likely,: to increase.·t mil .1:!. ~~ui-dS"::.<i. orl.l" c 3 :'· 'll.'lt:o::l .frc;i.r,~:r 

+-~~ o['""' nl • -~._ ~ .... ---J -.. ·' ...... 4" • __ _. ...,,r.._ _.,,..r,~,..., ... ~."'1 ...... "M· ,..-...~;1A.M.-- +'"'Jo""*'- .... .-""' "!!o· 
'~· · The high price that·the 'developing countries have' to~ for oil•ia also 

· I'!O.l~r tndiOi!.tion> ~t~'tJleoii!.pri>'duoirig"l nati~na·;c·a.~sPi t-:t T thei~r b~l~ 7-lri, moat 

LJ'Caa~,;·:. ·t~<the"~ or'- d.!iveioiiiilg .. -couiltri~'B. rt~i, ''Chi~ciy"<ciin'Certechfiih 10 
rr-' ............ , .......... F"'...- ")· .t .............. ~- .... ~cl •t,.. ft...i..~- ')'-"-~-' r, .. t ....... r ... ,:... ........ _ ..... .,.a_ .,. ·-.I+ t.-...... ... 

~ . furth~r~-~e1i: o~. r.(~;-~;:~;a~. ·A-~or;·~~ .'~~~~?.~l~~~=:~:U:!!t"·~~-:t 
solving the· exiat~x.e.lQP.J!!ent problems appears· virtnaJJ;y non-existent;• · For 

""the • rorEiaee;u,ie ~,h~e;t iU!Pati~ce~ and'~diliappoifltment twill grow~:t 1'e~'1''tc; 
···" ·-n · " · ' --,ot •-'• :J!•~ .. ~ o·• ""·b·-·~··"n·r ~rt·' ~o ~·!·-'• lo ~·ft .. c I!J rurther·confiicta.-·ft ,· •JI.J,J •• •Q • ·-- _J __ , __ ~ .~ ··- • ~·... v-~ 

· lo c::-~:tc e.c!.t l:.~ c:::,·:t.nlx" cd3 tn."l:.."' .~.tt:oi.Z ~-. al~c·d -:rlt ":=.to't r!olrl~1 • ''.t:rr.r.t 
The iriherant and, persistent inatabili ty of. the. maJority of Third .World 

~ t"l'_Ot.:-:...., t'rh J.O "t-.t ~i~~;:JJ -a..:: .... -.. ;:·:-1.· .nt1.1. ~-u..~ 1 l~"u ... !t.J J tJu c.:.1 .;.u:... .1.._ e.t. .J.•J: .. J.&-_. .... 

states h8.s ·meant the establishment of. s.r1J!9d forces of relatively large, dimen
:ttre.,.._:JoJ.:.v-Ju· "!..lv&.a L"LL !..!t:J,.; ••. u. u·J w !:;'J;. ~ ~.£uv to t:~~ ..... ..,.., .,11J' ~~~.,:-..:·_,-J. d.i-~- ~ &.'J 

aien~. to enable re~ a to hold on. to power,. ');o . hold the ·state together. and 
r:.J:T l:J..J. __ .. ___ _._ -~·-· ..... - ;;--. _. ___ ..., .. , ...... ~ ~- .... - - _... ....... - -

boi.tJ' defan~ i: .?J.?a~~ t?~ _ ~~mpeting cl~. of'. other natiop.a •. ; F.~~epj~~~s .,e~ 
greater threats at home and from abroad ·lead to the aaSUIDption ;that in f'Utura 
.,....,J).fl..LJC;)J. 1. t~!"~f .t,;.;~ J.u.&."":"''J.J .to UJ'1.J': ~.t.o..J ,.~ tt!Jht•l;.;~·AB ~-.w -u .. :.nl• .... -J ~.JJ,J.;' ...,_.~ 
an evex--iilcreas · · · ional expendi tura. will be. ent n a:nnamenta. 
t_;:r::>r.:-::-.. ..;...., .~ ... _,.;.,. • .., . .a..e. ..u.:J~·~.~-....,.,.........,. - ,... . ---... - ...... -.. """' ........ -.- . -

.This is true not only of .the oil-produo , atea whichtcan afford,the colossal 
ao;.!~Ht c~-~\ ._ .. ~.,rc:"J-V.:lJL. .. · t·~,..J 1-'.J ~~.~ .. .t.J. ... ._ . ...; ~.~.· . .: .~ · .. ..,...,., ••.!. - · .. 4. ........ J...-.Q ~-- ,...;;.J.~:)-..,'i. .iJ ... 

sums involved (Saudi Arabia, LibYa, Iraq, the Sheikhdoma or. Indonesia) but also 
f'.rl.J u.!o::.r Q..r ...-.::__..l..t-Hw ow - ..._. ::.:1:\ ... u .... .L.u ~-0":=..,.,."\..o. 'o;ttw ......... ~l-v'-'•-;. .......... ..-- ~.;,..._(i,a vJ 
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of pi)or, coimtries,CJ'Eiuch: as Ethiopia;: Somalia:; ·India: br; i?ald.stan;·: This not 

only meailE!">'Stl iilcreased::·econoiuic ·bUrden but :it-- iilso 'heightens the·: perception 
. . \... 

;i~1 -Of. mUtual '·threatTwi t!i• a wide' raZlge' of' poli tioal' OoneeqUEmOe's'o . .[Oil -tne.'ane'>hand, 

'erlemSJ.f.thhiats. can: be··exjloited >to distract- attention-- S.Wa:y. fr6m liitemai 

:-:• ·tensions and d.eveioi,linent problems:~ -This' clearlY ·hB.s'the-'ef-fect'-of- fui-tller 

•auravatirlg'mutuaV-i:hreat perceptions~ · bn the: other liailO:Pm'Aruw ar~s': 
::represents a dailgeri'to '-fragile pel:itical''sti'uotures' such: as ''Elxisttin "the ;Arabian 

··~i>EminSUJ.a· or in' A!rica{: The hea"Y e:kpenditure~-by the ·Sbiiht_cin-·the armed.:roroes 

·"ii£' l:rm{wasrused•ulti.l!l8.tely as·a~·weighty a.rguineri.t~ a8Biriiit h1.in tor 'they.oaiue to 

be. :Seeii DiO~ aS ati iiop±Oper' wastlf'bf inoney. and' aS e.ri; instrument of: a'-hated 

·regune'-'than:as obntributirlg'to" th'e-'iiiiuhtr,Vt·jf seoUrit;'~-::·I . .-~'· .. ,,._ • <- ~ · · 

t"•i'·":l .... .. · .- ··> ~~L,.r-::+ .. r-.· tr. 
GREAT POWER RIVALRIES 

J •. ~ !- · . .- .... ·:·tJ,.,_ .... ··· •_-.:!' ·::r.··:· ....... ... ·~:- ... ¥.-~ .... r.~ · •• ~. ·::·-1t~":},r n:. .. :.; .r,_·;,[ 

·.' ,c Th~:in:t~rv~~tiO!'--Of the _great.,p~wer!J. in.regiona.l ~;:~-~90~. oonfifcts,is 
. no new.o.ocurrenoe •.. The histo:cy of the.1950s,and.1960s is ~l .. of interventions . ' .. . .. ... -. . .. -' • . . - .. .. . .... ·'" ~ . '• . . ' • . '-" '" ~~ -~ • <- ..... 
,of. a. direct or indirect· nature ·by ... the USA and the forme~ .. colonial powe~s •. ; 

• t, •. • ~~ ..., • ·' •' • J ···' ••- .. _. ~ ,. ' • . ~ .~ ·- • • •• • • ~'-' • •·• "- -'.' . .·v 

Iran (1953), Suez.(1956). and Lebanon.(195(l) .form-a ,ct)ain of,even:ts which.oame 
. -· -· ,., ..... -- . ... .. . ... --~ .. . . .. - ~··· . . .. , ..... 

, .t9, .. a.-.c;:~1J!ta:xd~J Vietrulm."'' Ye,!· thes.e il).te~t.io~s -~~!6. ~!W~E ~ble. j;o, stop 
.,forces. of1lfl;leration from gainirlg power-in.~ pa,rts of -the Third )'!<irld, .forces . -----·''":-·· .. ·~ ·-····~~· •- -~-.-· .. _ .... •--

which associate .the_.~lest with imperialism ancj. colonialism- and see .i,n' fa~urable 
•. - ... •. .•. • - ... • . . .• .... . ·• _. - ... '1. • '··- • . • - ........ -. .J..,.;_ . • .. 

relations with the Soviet Union the chance of pursuirlg an independen'j; . political . . .... .. - ..... 
course or more rapid economic development. By the beginning of the 1970s, 
.,., 'l'"•'"" '\. t·~.,~ ··r · ... , ,~- .- · ·"~·' •t:•"·l .·.:·.·' ,,: . .- o-,a'" ·.-. ... ~ .:, ... ,..T 

th~ ~¥e~ trni~ had built up '~ llilli ~a.ri 'cap~i ty. '( oomb~ed. with~ the-political 
, _ - .... , ~ . .1:.· •.. "1!" ··:~ ~-\.. ...,1~r:-- .-.[.. :-., ·') :•; . 'l.f. ~:-: •.:t'-. :•r!'!M' .-. .,~1 .,_,, • .' ''!'!-
Will to pl~ the role of a world power) which made it possible for her to 

•••. .,: .. ..1. · ..... ·~·-·~.t ' ... · ... :. j~ J; ·. ·.~.r.~j t·r .r .•• . .:..:-:.r .. :. /·r.~.: ..• · .... r. 'I' •; ''";··o .. 

safeguard her influence in the Third _World by direct means .. with the help ·of 
.. ; \ .. ~·· .. ·t ...... },- _·,-.1._: .•• ~.:·· ..:t .. ···;.:!::~' ~.-r-o. :.....-:.:. _.i;j·:.:-. '' 1 •. 1' .7:"1'.:.,., "!' ·••· .• 

a variety of political, economic and m1lita.J:7 tools, .It was no accident · 
-;··J .•·· .·····.:o ··- ;·(·~: !,·.r~:-~ ,· .. · .• . .-:·1 ,._,,, ··.r ".~. "'·~ · .•. : . . ·;.- ;·: .. ~ . .{ ::.---'."' ·!~ : -. ·~t· t'·.··~-~ 

that it was in the Middle East that the two ~perpowers first came to face each 
•. r' _.,. . • :-.·~ r .. -~ . ·•.;:.:' .f'.!:•":.:'.''f.J.~ ,, .,. ·~~ ·:,-.;,: '( J!:--:o·: . {.. ·~·· 't,.. -. -~,:., ·~~- . .' • ._. .... _-::~---~ .. ;, 

other ·directly. The occasion was the fourth Arab-Israeli War in 1973 lfhen the 
"1:? ·><.~' • .• : .• : • ~~ ~~,.· ... , .• -:;_ i'·.-··. i.· rr -~-r~ ... ,·"'·) ... =:ll' ._1--::-.· 1 ...... :· · •. :·.·; ~ .·-~'-~··C",:.: 

US armed forces were put 'on alert in order to deter a possible 3oviet interven-
~·"::::-.1: .. : ... • .. : • .:,.~. · .. ·,'\.~ .-:.• t.' .,. .. _ ... f' .... ,.1 .;·.. . • .• J ·::: ~-<~·-~ [·.: l-··J·.:· .. J;·'{~~.- .. 

tion on the Arab side. The Soviet-Cuban intervention in Angola, which .eettled :. =:. 'J. ~!f..J:•, ·~~ :•},l, • ~;..-' •:• '.'•-:- ' .. ',, .. ,· • '• .. ,-·•c'~-:. 
0 

0
• '0 ( .. ~:-'~ .• : ~- '(",,., .:~. ·, ~1. 

the power struggle amongst the rival liberation movements in favour of the 
• ' • ..s ,;:_.·,I, I ~:-~d '"·'l' ~, . .,";-*..,:.·r •I ·-••·,'.[ · .. - ','.!, 'j.., · "''.·.~:.~;.'j;>: ',• ···{. ~~,,.~'J 

Marxist· MPLA, was the first indication of a new interest by the superpowere 
·-~"'·, .. ,..).':._ .. ·<,._;t.··_·;·~.,. 'l:~f :· ... ·r.:.: ~.··~ ":i :·rr· ; .... --:.·:r···t,.~·-·..-.. ..... ·' · ~ <..i. • • 

in developments. i,it tlie Third Vorld. _-Since then, the ~ .., after • some years of 
".:"O!},":: .• _ .... ~._ ·• .. : \~.-..·:·~--.~-·.·· .":.': J::·.·L:·~·.:.r... ·.: rl:·:.: -··: ""~ . . t. ~ .. ·.; .... -,~ ·- •. · ·cc 
non-involveme~t in the Third World as a result of the. Vie~ exper~ence .., 

·,t C)''' • ·.· • ·;,·• ~·-···rl '"( 0·· ... , ..... l. "'•t'•)!.·:--.- -~ .. • •• ,·-tf·.·•-•,.. n,··· 

have begUn to show ~siderallly more :i.nter~~t in"Afi.iea and'. eisewhere; ' The 
t.:::· ~: ·.!~· ·-~- r"'· •. '•(.:'J. .. : . .- ·. ~; · · _ .. ,.,_:;.:..; ···"''· -~ · ·'; t·:~."' ... ,, • . : · c .. · r ......... ·· ') 
analYsis of the sources of conflict in the Third World haa taken on a new · 

·*· .. ·~'T.·.~ .... ·JJ't:-,{ .... t·.:...·:·:- --:-·. · ·. · -:"· ... _;_.,..,·_ .... ·-~·'; .. '::·l'\:•ir.~_ .... ~·.-~ ""'"='r",~t··:--
dimension. · Superpower rival:cy is increasingly affectirlg what used to be 

e1JnPJ.y higton8JJ~raire· and 'tlie rivBJ.:ey.-~fa~Ukel.Y;tO liitenaity'ttie··c:ontiiots. 

·-·wlii6h 18.lre8cy-"·eldilt.· The·reverse linrue'also. · Beoiwse':the silpkx-P;;i.;eri(" 

re~( ihii: Tlllrd Woria ·in the" conteXt of Eas~Weiit' reiaticiils, r ;reg:~ 6na:j ~ oOnniot 

ts 'likely to' increase: the danger 1'of e. d.eterioration of:relation~ 'betWeen' 'tham 

because of their inVolvement, 
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The rivalry'"between·the superpowers·in'.the Third World:'varies.· •It is 
!)pviously, . at .its ~et •intense: where . political . or .. economic i.Jiterests a.re' ... 

I . • . • . ' . 

. deeply invol~d. It 1!! ags.1n no accident .that .. i:t was·in the i"'dddle. East that 

tb,e. superpowers first competed for influence. This is easily explained by 

.the ·geop()~itical significance of. t:be· regl.on end, especially for·the West, its 

importance for energy ·supplies •. In the ''North!!m Tier", in· the Gulf ·end in 

the ~i.en .Peninsula. there a.re very_ direct .\)Onnections. between fundamental 

~glonal instability end international .interest. The· potential for. conflict 

.. is great .end the .causes. likely to be. extremely COIIIPlex. ;:. Social end political 
. . . -··I 

ccizlp.ict·s, bo:th gpen end beloJ~ the .surface; a.re present· in Turkey·, in . .rren 
·. . ' . 

end in Pakistan. :Border. Ptcidents be~en Iraq end. Iran· a.re commonplace . end 

. there is a. great deal of speculation about the sta.bili ty. of the ~ien · . 
' • I ., '•,. '. 

Peninsula. in view of the increasing strains between eci'oriouiic incidel:rii.Za.tiori end 

social end political conservatism;· Through the invasion of Argheni~ten, the 

.·Soviet Union h8s shi'fted. the political end military b.alence of pewer in the 

whOle region somewhat in its favour~ 'Any further ~estabiliia.tion.of any one 

· of· the coUntries of the ·''Northern· Tier" could indeed result in fundamental 

chariges 111 the international power balance. The Soviet Union: is interested 

... in perpetuating thi'a sense of· 'crisis for it. tends to' favour the forces which 

went to abolish the erliiti.ng political' structure in fa.vo1lr of··~ocialis~ · · 

orientated systems. 
.., 

.... In the past there seems to have beeri some sort of unwri tt~'n aS:reement 

· ~oncenrlng the sphere~"of kn~ce ~f the 'su~rp;,w~rs. in th~'Tbird World. . . . . . ... ' ,. . ... -. .. . " 

. According to this; Latin America. wa.s just a.s mU.ch ·a.. p.a.rt of. the· ~ericen . . ' . . ' . .· .... •. : ~ . . '. .. . . . .. 
. sphere of :l.ilnuence as the GUlf. or Saudi Arabia.. Afgha.nis'!oen1 on the other 
~d~ ~e~s to liave' be~· trea.t~d a.s .if, i;;].~· .;,!~ the sO~let sphere ~f . 
• ' '' • . • '. . • • • . • . • • '.· • . . • : • • ~ ..• J ·:' • '·. • ' 

influence long 'tlef6re the recent invasion. Africa. wa.s, to a. large extent, en 
~ked~ ~p. The w~~t ·has . indeed be~n al~ed. b; ·~he· ·soviet 'inva.~i~~ of· . 

. ··_u;ghenistah ~~ci.-; ils 1i were, ~at a. ba.~k<lrO~··~f the &v1et ~t~~uons 
"~ AilgOl~·and Ethi~pie.', the lo~st~d£;g lk,.rl.et ~~sence in sOuth Y~~n and 

-.. . .. - .. ·'. . . . 
the rapid.destsbilization'or Iran. It would therefore seem thSt a. new era is 

b~~ ush~red ~ c~teriz~d ~re by rivairY then by a.c~~~tio~ ~ th' 
. . . . . . . - ( . ; ;.- . . . . .. · .. ·• .. . . .·. . . ·. . . . . 

'both sides seeking to increase their influence in a.rea.s which they consi,der 
·e.re ~lltic~l.ly end. economioiill.y rl tal. ~· ~~ ~iter where.· The~fo;e· 1 i . . 
ca.nnOt be ruled· out tbe.t't~ Soviet Union will ine.ke eff~rls t~· exploit the 

~wing in~taliili tY' 1li. L~tin ~erlca. in ~rder to elq)end .its infl~en~e ~ere. 
;· • . • : .. - • ·_c'_ • ' • . . . '• • ' ·. • • . •. ~: . < ' • '.:: • • • ~. 

· The Soviet Union ha.s .used, conflict in parts. of the Third World - ·more · · · . .. . . . . . . -;. . . . . ,, ... 

then tpe . West - :a.s. a., means of exerting influence. The growth of·. f?oviet · a.rm£V· 

:·.deliveries to''uriCa..ci.ui-ing th~ 1970s (end in pa.rtioula.r since 1917)·is a. . . . . . . . - . . ~ . -· . . . ' 

··significant .'-l1dica.'!;ion of Mos.cow1 s determination to increase its influenct;~ 

. ·-. .: :: 



over the regimes.!iilvolved.·· · Tlie•:Soviet--Union, iili .follonng:·:tfus ·Policy;· ie . . 
.; r ::•·-: .. -prepared n6'j; .=ordy. to accept :the· coni'llcts··tnat·. ·ariae!out'·e..ten to take some 

\:'::·risks for: they see. conflicts;a.S a way. to'promote the ,·establishment' of:.·oentralized, 
./, . I 

.;.·:' ··j, -:~~-This \rl:±i~ei~:crii''tiie ·Jiart'tk th~ 1Sdviet·oocinrt(f;iq;ioi-t'·c~~:&t~ in 
\f' ·,_"····-~""- .. i·'- ;-,.4 r;:.:,.;~ .~.-··--,..,--.... 1! 1_ ~_, ......... _ .. ':"! ~- ... :""r~ _:. ... ,...,._·;· •cc ... l: ( . : .... : 
· ·order to increase i tii irlni.tence · hae increased· tensiOn uf m8ny parts of the 

Tlii'fci. ~c5J::id:~!T_rT!i:is'':i.s"tr,li;" for 1ii~'ti~aili\.li1 .oi Ai:i-i~,'·f~r 'ihe Middi{iast 

.. (~her~ th~''sortt!t ttrd:6n 1188 'GtEiriened'"iri i'ebtiiit ':fem) 'iil.iia r!J~ 1Af~~tan 
•"';·~--... t.,-f',...,•"''"' -~ ~·}; ,_r· ...... t·:.-i -- .. -:~ .. --_~ ..... _~·-;•rJ ~,-y,-.1-, '- -~--~-- r_r, ' ... ·., •. 

• ··· where the 'intemal resistance· to the Soviet presence threatens to involve the 
:,,,. .. ne.i:gbbol:lritig ~t,tes~''. ~ ·:Ewti~ia, ~ ~oii~ -'A:ta1i" state~··~ i.nirbl ;ed-t~ \heir 

..; .... ~r~.,-, ,..._,••n·":.•·. ~"' ~-<;-·, - ..... -. "'~(· , .... _··.·c r-,_. ...... i-.., rr.:..· •. ··t:•.·. , ...... :-~-· 

support-'for liberation Iilovements especially in' Eritrea~ · Iri IridO-Chiria; · 

- "Vietnam,-·.supported:.by :the Soviet·,Uilion;,'is irbconflict -withfalmost'all 

z, ·: . •·:.neighbouri.Iigrcolintxies•including'the People1s ·Repulil:ic.of Chins.~· Evan if: one 

· ~.- ··· may'j'listifiably ask howdong :the Soviet Uniori.·will•be ablll'.to Pii.v the high 

· ·costs, of 'su,ch·• a policYc, ahere. ate· no ::reasons to believe· tnat 'they will. now give 

.·up .what.has-::been, .,until.now; a-qW:tir~successf'ul strategy,•i-- ·- :. ·--' . ' 

i£ ..• • . t", "..:'.- :..~ • .~; __ 

"' ·:. . .:..::, ~:.r· .. '":: :, -:_. / • ~~~ , .. •- ·:· ·t"-"":" ~ .... 'J ·. ) t·} -: . ' 
. , . -Deepite :the determination of-. the superpowers. to. incrllase .. their influence 

, _ _. _.. -.· ......... ~ •• -- .. J: ••• ' ... -.=--~- -·-· ......... ~ .· .- ... ' '--~~·- .... - . ... . •. . . . 
ovf!!r .. ~cer!;ain, oountries in -the Third World, :t}l_e , !pr~es of chsnge.,defy, to. a. 
~.r. l,.,.~ ·' ·' •• _. ~- ••.• ~........ ..... .. ..... . • -• ~, -~ ...... 

considerable degree, the control and direction of extemal powers. :But because 
• .., ... · , •·. "•, c· ~ -,. ~--· ~~f._~ .. ·{·' · :t< ,._..,. ...... _·. · . , ~-r" · 
. Slmost :.!ill '.in'temSl i:Onnic't's ·1n the Third World . are betWeen "'orie groUp seeld.Dg 
-'t6 -~: tli~--~t~~:;quo and 3Jru;t~e;·gici"u~'-'heliiing'1to':~iek i{, th~ s;;'Viet 

. :. ~ union::·ha"~-- d~el~pedl' a' re~iliie 'd.e~e 0c:f ·fi~xiblltt;f tif ~'-to. ~iile. 
['_ •. ,..,,.... ~ '-1·:· · •t ·· - _ _r '· • -~ •,'' •; ... _,,h'- ·; •!- , ~, .. , "" t'"\j_ ~ .'' . • ( ·,·Ye; j.:~.·· •' . .;_ "!' 

. ·,.with the 'forces of cnange. The ·west, on the ·other· hand, as hae become 
••• .-•• :~.-.~ .. -~ • ~- .·, •• ,..- • ••• -~, ...... A ... -~ -t-· --:·'·i,.-,-_ ··•· -~r,--~ .. f\,("~~ ~:·~·· • -:. -r~-~ · 
· ·perfectlY clear in the case of ·Iran, .. t'riee to· collaborate w1 th regimes :which 

" · · ·aie ·raeW··~Wi.rii'irit~fii;;J 'oko'si ticiii' rti~· tlie · ~il.k~· tir' tli·~- ~{aliiu :tY ~f ihe 

·, rei!<fri.0 · This:.dil~ ·is ::LikelY: ~ be ~~p~aiaif i~ :_A£A'ci'a;- '91~9~ :tn'-iha· 
..... -. ...... • , • _ .,., ·),-· ~ ~ :·· ,., ·, · • •· ····~- _,.\ ··"f~ •.· r·'l ~ ·:·-7 ~ ._;· •.-:· ... _.-, 

'· Middle ·East and maybe eVen in Latin America. This- ridses the question whether 
•. , '."i.." ,.,_ ,•.:...,.._·,·, _,., ... .., '•...-.. ·•~-- '• .• ·..,:~: r~ 

the Waste= concept of stabil'itY''(fii the sense of maint~' the status tiiw) 
:, .:•is.- in .. fact·; .adequate ·in· view of/.th~.·,structural ·chailges· which s.re· bound to 

.- ;take. place. in'·.the• Third ·World•:.-, In the past,- the.:Westeril ni!itions (and especially 

·:~erica): have. tended' to ·fobus: 'exclusively on; stil.bili tY' as ·the .desii-able· .. aim. 

!:: .. c. · .. This .. baa·.le.d to· efforts. to. illai.ntain '(existing' and •superfiei'alily' "ritabl:e" . 

political systems a:t the· cost''rof losing.:influeiicif·'over. alternative· poli'ti<ial. 

. figures-. and' movements;•······' :. ·.t;·' -~ .H. •·· . 
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would: be, particularly: helpful..).£ L the; i-egional': orgilni.Zations·' could be r ~s~.:, - --------~----~--~--~----~--etrenathened. f!r For' ell· J. te: weakness, l the: Arab i League, for·, e~ple, t has :repeatedly 
~ 

,.:: .. ~ll:.r.:l!roved :during·; recent: years~ that Ji t:enj<>Ye •at ·lee.stLa~eg;ee of:morel authority 

whioh has enabled it to influence the management ·of; some l conflicts: of • both an 

JL' ~~~~"~"~~~~~}~~~~1,_.~s~is~~rue.elso,of ~e.,Organi~tion,for Afri081}. 
~ty (OAU), for.the prinoiplee contained.in.its Clqarter reduced the tensions 
Lr;o---::--- -t. t_J-..-~l 1-'-'-.... ::. .... .o...;-- ..,...,c~J..O>v ... ·:...•<&.., u.,.,.,, ,..,_,...,.., • ...,.i~ .... u"" .o. -··..,.;,.....;o.o....,~£ v .. ........ _._._, 

whioh oame to the surfaoe when fomer colonies. gained. their' independence; r 
tc;.-~. u.r . .;...OJ.... .i.• 't·..;.&. .~ ... •-'·-'•A 1.., -.w '\' ..... J....v.Lo~ ... ~.- ....... 1 .... ..,.:.. ,...,...,., ~- '-·.._•~- .. }._ .......... ....,-... ~ .... ~< 

K~;ey potential boUndary diaputee have not developed.into cc:c.fiict •.• In Latin 
l4L,...i"--C-.: .. ~• oll.l~ .o..J..;.;_ \, .. .__,·;. ..... ..:,:~~--.a. "'""' ....,~,~.o..~-., 'l.~•o~.u . ..- ot...-.. 1 u.V..I-4•'-' " ........... ~ .......... v••:- .. .-l . 
America.elso, multilateral organizations,have enjoyed.a fine,record. Finally, 

ead;) ,,.,. i..l'tloaJ~ ow.1 :..£~:-;;o...':.1·.;..;.w :: ..... ...,;.<l:..~ .... "l.· .,~,~.,~.,.v .... ·..~ .... tJ~ (...- ... .;.~ • .:>"" ~ ........... ;.·v••'- ..:">ON ~ ... ~ .... .. 

in South-East Asia ASEAN has demonstrated .the .stability which can be e.Chieved 
'"l:lt:·fi.t :t~,o,v.,. .•. } ,_..~,;lfJ..;..~s:• ~'..:;..,;. '"':'.o.,uoJ:.i. '-'" .,. .... G l;;' • .i:V..:t ..... ~···d.u .. u .. ,.,.._ .. ~o•.;.J,•'V "'- ........... ·.L....,""'(,_."'-1 ... ~ ....... 

when states. with. similar. interests work together .to reduce . oonfiict. · 
ti. .. ;.~o.;..£.,,--'""-!;. .. ~ 1i..t.. oU-..r~Y..l.._. L o..u, ~J.-o..'":..-<.A.·"L1·,1 -<~U....._.~\:~ &4.J+--oi-I~..IUO!I"""-'· _.._.._. ..,-rOQ_."'TJ"-.... 

• The! second~ avenue~ to: explore I should'. be : guaioantees "Oft the ··independenc:e of 
. . ·--

t'·l;~the countries ;of the: Third -.World ;and' non• involvement: of: external·. p01orers.'"'tAl thoush 
t}lere · arelfew,grounds rfor ;optimism this :muoh:is rcleara only• genuine: independence 

~ .;;!. and al~'hande-off~~.attitude on the:part,of~the :great .powere can:put:antend·.to 

the vicious circle ·.in :which . local: instability b·rings 1 superpc)wer: interference 

whioh then increases instability. Such a policy \"f~~.1,;,.~~e i to. ~e;..~~~~~_,on. a 
system of agreements not to intervene and respect -for theiiOVereigntY of other 

.,"'"" .. ,,-_I .. 1-·"",. -.., .......... ; ,..4. --. ·_-....,....,~- ....... -...t-4- "'." ·r-:-.,._·;."*;-.,.; ... r ,;·-f+ ,. .... ~~~ .. fj 
• ··states. ·"Only through a· reduction· in· the level- of ·regional tension and percep-

tions 'of : ihreat' ·"c&i arm'a"·r~Wee .'in f the' Thi~:~lor'id 'b'e r~nt'i:Oii'eci :ox:~reduced. 
""-~r,. .... ~J ..... ~-,~ ~ ...... ,.~,··· r---.,._-:--~~-, lo ~lf·~~,...,.;b '·r.·l ... 'o~+~· .......... ,.. •'I. "'':Y.t:!" ,,:, !J!"'·.,~:..r,il ... C.~") • -·-"'"' ...>U ~~ •·' .,...J...- '·' .,.. ... _._..,. . ~ "._,_ ..... .,.._ .L.J •· ~.,,. • .._,-..~ ... ,._.; .... -......-- \I-• .._._._ 

, Finally it is ~ecessary to attend to .development needs as a· decisive step 
r.·t~:·~-c-~."! (!~h.~~- .... ~1') n·: . .,.r ........ --.:t.t ~ ··~ -·---·· __ ., -- ·-.- - ..... - . . •• ~ ' .• ' ..• ·l 

. .:towarde..:the-stabilizatiOJ!.of.lllllllY countries. of the Third World.,_ SiJl.~e .it is 
.tt:l ..... .;s; ·.1· ,.;.t tx•.;.--• ..;nJ.•.;.;w (_;J· -;.;,. ...... • .. l.t~i ... fw.....-l •• -...\,..:!t..;\.l .. l...:. o ••. ~ b;..:J u...,;.i .. •u t·>.! .. · • .._,...-.:.-iJ ~'"" 

hardly posSible for most of them.to develop on_their own, it is .vitally .important 
;,j!J..•~:; ~J ,..:uJ. ·a..~.: . .u..r, ~.f...!..i.!..•.z..X. .. .L..:. 1..1 t..".r ..... "",J;.; . .JJ,.\."->•·J..:~ . ..-_. :..~ .__.~J:'-~"..;.~ --~-' 6 • ..: .......... 

that development aid be increased. considerably. In the'lOllS":tem~ it is possible 
c ;::-.H•'.' -!~! u.:· , .. ~..:tr::"..:.t·~·.J.;::.;u ';-"1' ·u·.o~ ~"'lO.:a• ~,..o~. .... ~ ... -..... f~ ..... -:; ~'-' ... &;,···- tJ .. .\.v-, ..,_ .. __ , 

. that this will prove to. be the Hest' e strongest card eo far as relations With 
tl'"l.>.".l',f l .·.~.'!~,._. •J.l- · ~J """:.:.u•.'::.J..t~ U-.1 t.Q•'.t.o~ t··~~- .J.!o.oi b._;.;. .. r b:.l.J .u...;. •,.,.._ -•·· l,_....,...,,_,._.t ·. 

the. Third World are concerned., Development aid ·should proceed Jn, thin . the context -
,,.,~ "'-~"• ·: ... rl . .Jo. ... AJ..· • ..: ~-: .. :..l .~,,, ,...._. .. o,:: ._J '.;.v• .___.;-~..c-.o\o.':..fu\.1 ..;:...;.h•-·"".._ i......_.-..t,;,._,~ . • -'-.· . 
of, ,the. North-Sou:f;h_dJ.eloB\!8 and ,aim .to_ se~ up: a new ~rld economi.c order ,wpich 

· · ·~ ._.;.....,.J.~-1.4. --:::=-.. ... •ww. ""''i·_,J.. t,t" ".., ~- "'""-• u ...... ..............-... ..._.. . .o...J.•- .~ J .... , ~-. 

would. give the Third r1orld a,fair share .of. the .world's ·resources ,and would open 
'!t.t.:f.t· ..• 1 .t .. . --J . ... Ua tt:-' u-,.,..t..:......w u.I.1;:;A. ~.uJ ..... ..;..:., 1.;...:. .. ~.~ ......... ,~ ........ ,. ~. ..... . .. ....... l.-,.. --
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INTRODUCTION 
. ·. 

· A view from the Third \{orld on the nature of conflicts in it and 

international security as elucidated in this pap~r is"ba8ed on observations 

and experiences of the Southeast Asian region. Subsequently; an attempt is 

made to dra~r relevant conclusions for other regions of the ThiTd ~lorld. In 

those conclusions,. suggestions will be made as to the desirability of an 

international order for the future and the role of the big powers in that 

order, as seen from the perspE!ctive of the Third 1Vorld. 

CONFLICTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

To understand the nature of Southea·st Asian conflicts and the problems 

of its security one has to look at both internal and external dimensions of 

those problems as 11ell as the links bett1een them. The hypothesis suggested 

here is that these links becomes stronger with the deterioration in the · 

resilience of-the individual Sou1;heast Asian countries. Thus, the greater 

the threats to security 11hich originate domestically, the greater would be 
,..,_ --- ..... -~-----
the E!Xternal_ threats faced' by. that country. - Sources of domestic instability 

are political, economic, social, and even cultural and ideological· in nature. 

Therefore, the realm of security in Southea,s1; Asia involves a wide spectrum 

of affairs and is not solely a military matter in the conventional .sense. 

The nature and degree of i.D.ternal conflicts in ·the Southeast Asian 

countries depend upon the success -of the respective governments. in. meeting 

the: rising -demands anci expectations of the populati·on, which· means. a 

successful implementation of balanced development,,encompassing all-aspects 

of life and taking into consideration national' stability and social justice. 

This taak becomes all the more difficult when external forces create an 

environment which necessitates the respective governmente diverting their 
. . - - ' ·-

attentions and resources from implementing the wide range of development . . . ' •" . . . . - . ' . 

programmes. 
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External threats to the' Security or' SoUtheast Asia are considered to be 

of a secondary nature, in the sense that infiltration and subversion could 

become effective only 1men local communist parties or other rebellious groups 

are present. 

To facilitate a closer look at the above problems, the following 

discussion on Southeast Asia will ·be confined to the ASEAN countries, 

Although there exist many differences amongst the ASEAN countries, the 

follo1~ing observations hold good for most of them: 

- They are concerned with national development with all its side

effects, such as changes in cultural values-Qf the. society and . . . - . 
unequal distribution of the gains of development; 

' ' I 

they are concerned with the estab.lishment and development...Qf. 

politi~al and. social institution.a as ~Tell as improva'ment.s in· ' . . ... ____ --· --=:---:--
the implementation or· the rule of law and human righ_j;s_;_ 
C· 

- political suc9J).ssio~ is a major challenge to the stability and 

continuity. of the state and nation, 

Each will be considered in· turn. 

National Development 

A main problem which arises from any development effort 'is to ensure 

that it ·can be sustained so that governments could fUlfil their promises. 

At·the same time, it is only through their achievements that governments 

.can maintain their legitimacy. 

··During the las't tO years the ASEAJ:~ ~ountries ha;e been able to achieve 

high growth ·rates· in their ·economic development,· between 5 to 10% ~ly. 
However,· recent uncertainties· in· the international econo~ mey affect 

performances of the ASEAN countries. Continuous increases in the prices 

of energy create pre,ssilres upon Thailand and the Philippines especially~ 

Still, becauil!l of the substantial abundance of natural resources, the 

situation· over the longer.term·may not be·critieal. It is likely that 

short-term measures could overcome these difficulties• · 

Overall, ho1~eve:i:, it mey be less diffictii t to susta~ high economic 
' ' 

growth rates than to deal with the side-effects reeul ting from the 'very 

successes of economic development. 
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Changes in cultural values which accompany economic development require 

a search for a new national identj:ty, Ide,ally, this will incorporate both 

traditional values and new values coming from abroad.. It may take. some time 

to find the proper balance between them, Reform in the educational system 

could smoothe this process. At present, no ASEAN country has 

accomplished the process of ·cultural ·assimilation; In this period of 

transition, it is ·eicpected that a. certain feeling of insecurity tiill be 

quite widespread among the population, Hotiever, in view of the history of 

the Southeast Asian people, one can be· quite optimistic that this problem 

can be overcome. Several cultures - Hindu, Siiiic, and Islam - have been 

absorbed in the past. 

Development also creates other problems: explosion of demands; over

consumption; and inequalities in the distribution of income. To some extent, 

they are inherent in the development strategy· adopted, namely open economies 

.relying.upon market mechanisms, 

Governments have launched efforts to correct.those defects by: 

. ' - . 

diversities arid these tend to have socio-political implications. At present, 

the Philippines faces ji%~i~~ t~i th her Mosle111 minorities· in the .south •.. 

Malaysia still ta.Ces,Attith the r.ralays (4596) and the Chinese population (35%). 
. . . . . . . . . 

Singapore is still struggling to build a Singaporean nation. Thailand has . . . .. . .. 
many minorities along her borders. Ind.onesia,. too, consists of many ethnic 

groups. 
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Nation building thus becomes a necessary task for all ASEA!T governments. 

Through this effort, it is hoped that ethnic or religious minorities could 
. . . . ~ 

'be fully integrated .uito society, Past experiences· h·ave shown.· that minority 
. . . . 

groups ~ould eas'ily be e:xPloited by autside forces to create. internal unrest 

and instability t~ith the aim of overthrowing the government. 
' . .. . 

~eligious fanaticism is another disintegrating. factor. Initially,· the 

Islamic Revolution.of Khomeini in Iran was an inspiration for some Moslems 

in Southeast Asia. However, having seen the uncertain consequences of this . . 
Revolution, its influenc7 has .declined, 'lhe majority of• the ·Moslem leaders 

also acknowledge that the situation in Southeast.Asia is different from that 

in Iran and that Islem as practised in Iran is different from that in South-. ' . . 
east·Asia. More importantly, they realise that religious elements alone 

cannot be used as a base fo::: any alternative Government •. 

. 'lhe crucial factor determining whether a. government maintains the . . . . . . 

.support of the population is the. d~gree .to which their demands are fulfilled 

as well as the extent to which they participate in al~ aspects of develop

ment. 'lhe socio-political implications of religious fanaticism can magnify . . . . . 

and complicate the.problems f~ed by the governments; but religion alone is 

not the determiii.ing fa.Ctor in whether to replace ·the 'government, 'lhis was 

shotm with the Darul Islam· caEie in Indonesia. 

Some governments in Southeast Asia have had to take into account the 

role of Isl~ in the formulation and ~lamentation of national policies, . . . 
because the majoritY. of ·tile ·population are Moslems, especially in Malaysia 

and Indonesia. Nevertheless, ·a distinction must be maintained bett~een state 

affairs and religious affairs, otherwise religion could become a source of 

disintegration for the pluralistic societies in the ASEAN countries. 

National Participation . . 

Political development gives the population a grea~er sense.of participat

ion, and of being involved in the process of policy making, 

Yet it cannot be denied that every success creates more diversified 

demands and ~eat~r expectations. Economic gains are not enotl8h. Demands 
~ r • • • 

for a genuine rUle of law, for political participation, and for a wide 

spectrum of ~ and ~ivii rights will contirnl~· and grotf, It $ould be 

noted, 'ho~re~er, that. ir; a de~loping._.co~'!;ri-(·~_el_p~V_!_t is important 
' . . . . .. . . . . . ~ -~ . - . . -. -

tp_achiev.e-the_proper-.balance-bett.reen-indivlduai-riglrtl!-and-communa.l rights. 

(This balance .d,epends u~~n economic achievements, political st;l.bility and 

{ national unity. 'lhe \~astern model and values cannot be adopted_, 

indiscriminately for this would only create new demands which - givan the 

prevailing scarcities and constraints - cannot yet be satisfied, 
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Nevertheless, it is never too early to embark on thE!. proqe.ss of establish

ing political institutions. They provide a mechani~ for _absorbing or 

. deflecting the. side _ef.t"ecb of economic development. . Political partie~:~ are 

not .the only important political institutions. Other social institutions 

have_ important functions - labour and farmer unions, youth and women organ

isations, etc.. The mass-media, .. students and intellectuals have to .be given 

special _attention because they are the .most vocal groups in the society. 

In sum, sound political development adjusted to the stages of economic 

development ,is a 1roy to over.come _the negative implications of development, 

Gover.nments, together with the leaders of society, must design and implement 

a long_term political development _plan. 

The Problems of. Succession · 

Democragy works When the transfer of power can proceed smoothly __ and 
~--- -------~-------" 

· constitutionally. The existence of established socio-political institutions 
c_-_.. •. . . . .. 
tendsto guarantee the continuation of development, with the fate of the 

.·nation no longer dependEint upon a single person • 

. In the 1980s, all ASEAN countries will_ be confronted with succession 

problems. For all their shortcomings, .the present leaders of the ASEAN 

countries have been able to further the d~velopment_of their respective 

countries. They have exercised strong leadership from a broad base of 

popular support. 

The existini!' political institutions,_ which must manage the smooth . . ~-~ ~-- -- . -- ·- ----.. -- __ ..,. __ _ 

transfer of power, .have not _been tested... It is. for this reason. that in 
' ,- ;.. . . ------- " 

Southeast Asia today the importance of political institutional, building has 

been widely. ackno1·1ledged by the leadership, by ~e political. parties and by 

politi9al organisations at large. It is perhap~ the PQilippines·which give 

rise to the greatest anxiety, 

In solving the inter.nal problems faced by the ASEAN member countries, 

it would appear that 'l;!lJl.....!Q.l~~f domestic_ forces _ is more_ important than 
·- ' . . --~ -' . . -------

exter.nal factors, . Although extemal factors can. exert a great pressure 1:n' 
~---::-:-' - -______,- ' ' '. ' - ' ' ' "' . 

a national crisis, the fai~ure to master_. the intemal_ situation magnifies 

and complicates the problems faced by the country as a whole. The military, 

l'lhile importanti cann'ot deal with 

encompaning all aspects of life. 

seimritY threats.· 

the compleXity of ~a:tio~ development 

They can only handle intemal and extemal 
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. The External Dimensions 
~ . . . r 

To :ASEAN todey, Vietnam constitutes the most immediate threat to security, 

·'because of th~ direc-t effects· upon Thailand's internal situation resUlting 

from Vietnam's military involvament in Kampu;hea. 'Although an invasion of 

Thailand by Vietnam is not likely to tak~ .place in the ·short te~, the threat 

to Thailand Is' borders remains resulting eith'er from hot pur'sui t against Pol . . . . 
Pot gue=illas or from supPort given by Vietnam to rebellious groups in 

Thailand. 

In the longer term, the possibilitY of inva~ion cannot be discounted 

because Vietnam 1 s ambitions ·ma;y go beyond· heiemoey over Indochina. She ma;y 

decide to expand her sphere of influence to inclune the 1ihole of continental 

Southeast Asia as officially stated by the Ieo Dong par'j;y. __ In the Shor.t .. term 

Vietnam could be unlikely to implement such a.pl~ because She faces great 

difficulties internally and has suffered drastic set-backs in her economic 
. . . -

development. She also faces difficulties in absorbing and integrating the .. . - . 
South. The burden of Vie-m.un• s military involvement in. Kampuchea is becoming . . -' 

greater as time passes and this ma;y make any involvement with Thailand 

infeaSible. Apart from 'long lines of communication which Jiru.st be secured for 

such an operation; there ·is' no support from ~ri thin Thailand, largely because 

the Comilliinist Party of Thailand's orientation is towards China. Pro

Vietnaniese factions 'l·rlthin Thailand are fuSiSnificant. 
1 

However, to return to the short term, Vietnam could affect the stability 

of Thailand. · If in hot P=su.i t th~ -Vi~tnamese Army were to be confronted by 

Thai soldiers (as ·in: mid.:.Sune 1980) or they over-ran the Thai arrJq along the 

border or if Vi~tnam occupied certain parts 'of Thail~d (for example the 16 

· provinc~s which have allr~s been a disputed area ~etween Thailand; KBDipuchea, 

~d ~s) ·political pressures 'on the Government in. BM8kok 'would 1Iicrease. 

Instability could arise and the internal sitUation in Thailand would become 

much mo~e complex. 

Vietnam couid ·also affect Thailand's stability 'bi puShin.?; ~efugees out 

of Kampuchea and Laos and into 'Thailand. Thaiiand is a.lieady. h~avily ~dened 
by the 6oo,ooci re~es alr~ady in the co-Untry. 

' 
Vietnam is indirectly supported by the Soviet Union through the Treaty 

of Frie~dEhlp and, Coope~ation of N~vember. 1978, whi.ch inv~lves .logistic 
. . ' . . . ' . . . . ' . 

support, the provision of intelligence data and political_ and economic under-

pinning. The increased Soviet military presence in Southeast Asia (at Danang 

and Cam Ranh :Ba;y) is also unsettling. 
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Because Southeast Asia is the ar!ma for ·Sino-Soviet competition, an 

additional compiexi ty is introduced. Both ~iill continuous}¥ tri to increase 

their ·spheres of influence in Southeast Asia through' their "proxies". 

China's involvement in the Indochina conflict works in two ~mys, First, 

she has· demonstrated her willingness. to applY physical pressures on Vietnam, 

and in this ~Tay she is relieving. some 'of .the pressures created by Vietnam . . ' . . . 

upon ASEAN. . Second, .. China could magnify the . Sfuo-Vietnamese conflict to 

induce the greater involvement of the. Soviet Union and drag in the United 
'. . . 

States and ASEAN as well as. by expanding the area of conflict to the region 

of Southeast Asia as a ~Thole. 

~e immediate threat to ASEAN, however. 

greater Soviet threat lihich looms behind it. 

remains Vietnam because of the 

China, on ;;~~th;:-e:-:r::>h:-:anc::-.-d,-d"'e"'s==p=J. i;e 

some convergence of interest with ASEAN becaUse of its role in. maintaining 

a power balance in Southeast Asia, is still considered a potentiai if remote 

threat to ASEAN. 

Tpe 
attitude 

convergence of.intere~t betWeen ASEAN and China, the more moderate 

of China 1dth r:ga:i:~·-to ~ome~tic ~d fo;~i; poli~ies_,--th\l . , 

tendency of the Chinesepoliticalleadership to pl!!-ce greater emphasis on 

governmen~to-government, rather than party-to-party relations, as l'lell as 

the unde~standing of the need t~ support the efforts of ASEAN countries in 
• • . c ,- .,. 

solvfni their' o~erseas Chinese problems, 'may all have an effect upon, for 

example, Indonesia's _attitude liith.regard to her diplomatic relations ~Tith 

China, : It has· been argued that ASEAN would be able to take diplomatic 

initiatives to influence the situation· in Indochina on}¥ after Indonesia 

reestablishes -full diplomatic relations· with ·China~ At the same time, ASEAN 

should try to-improve relations with Hanoi. ·stability in Southeast Asia 

might· be guaranteed if ASEAN.were to adopt ·an active and more balanced 

relationship with China and Vietnam. · 

ASEAN's diplomatic itlitiatives vis-l-vis Vietnam ~hould try to achieve 
~ . . . - . - . . -· 

. . --two objectives, namely: 

- to convince Vietnam that in order to develop_ economically she 

cannot rely eolely up_on_the-.So'l(!et Union and COMECON, and that 
·~--- ....... --~- . ·-

to ob~ain assistance from the international-community she ~Till 

have to adOPt a genuine}¥ cooperative attitude towards.ASEAN; 
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r - to convince Vietnam that she must find an acceptable political 

.. solution in Ksmpuchea because by mili~ary uleans~Slone Vietnam 

caimot solve her problems there .in :the next one to two years.-· 

Apart from ~e burden ·to Vietnam's e~on01111, a prolonged mili1;ary 

involvement by Vietnam in Kampuchea provides legitimate reasons . . . , . . ;··· . . . ' 
for ChinS. to continue to increase her influence over Indochina 

and Southe~t Asia as a whole. 11"10reilv~r, ASEAN must point out 

that this adventure c~ o~_lead' to the deterioration or 

Vietnam's rela.tio~ .liith ASEAN, destroy the Khmer nation, and, 

ultimat~ly, total~ isolate Vietnam from th~· internati~i 
community. !!he attitude or the iilternational co!!D1Jimity in the 

United Hations should have reminded Vietnam of this. 

· A political solution in Ksmpuchea would, ideally, involve ·the 'with

dra11al of Vietnam's troops, a referendum of the ber peo_ple·. under the 

supervision of the United NatiOns, and the estabiishment of l>opular_ 

government. 

One has to admit that the possibility of an immediate political solution 
. . . 

is rather remote. one wey or another, the situation on. the ground must be 

solved r~st; this may.be-~compliShed either through the nearly complete 
. . 

destruction of the Pol Pot forces or an increase. in their capabilities 

1-lhich might force the Vietnamese into a. position in ·which they have to . . ' . 
carey: increasingly heavier burdens in Ktmlpuchea ~nd this would u1 timately 

force them to look fo7 a compromise. 

!l'he central ·Pr<>bl~m here .. .is __ to_reduoe_the~onfrontation between 
- --- - . -------- -~-~ 

Vietnam end China. ~-could_pley,a diplomatic role.here by ~eeping t.he 

'dialogu; going ~i th-bo~ !!ides •. ~e ~cre~e~ pr~~~ce of -the Soviet -Union 

in this region is mainly due to the _conflict,. end it is still unclear as to 
whether .the .Soviet Union intencl.s to. support efforts to solve the conflict 

and thus o.ecrease the tensions in the region. It is also unolear .. whe'!;her 

under the present oircums~oes Vietnam could afford to decreas_e i te 

dependence ·from or to ·loosen 1 ts ties lfi th the . SoViet Union b_eoause of the 

pressures from ChL"la. As noted earlier, for the first time Vietnam has 

announced -the possibility of ·giving permanent facilities to the Soviet 

Union in· Cam Ranh Bey and 'at Dansng. · !!hey· have also established a joint 

operation for orr.:shore oil operations. It is important to note that both 

Vietnam and· the Soviet Union are becoming more and more interested in the 

South China Sea and in the islands there. 
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·Diplomatic moves towards a solution in Kampuchea.will obviously involve 

· a complicated web of related actions encompa~sing ASEPJq and Vietnam, Vietnam 

and China, Vietnam. and ·the Soviet Union, the Sine-Soviet relationship, as 

well· as the· United States and Japan. · 

l1part ·from diplomatic initiatives, ASEAN shauld also b~ prepar~d_to 
respond militarily in. the last resort. !Ibe military capab.ilities of the. 

ASEAN countries should be enhanced. gradually to the l~v:el required by .. 

external threats. Cooperation among the ~T countries in this field is 

likely to be strengthened although it will not become a military:. pact •. All 

the ASEAl~ countries. are a\'/are that a military pact would .. not be the proper . . . . . . . . ._, . . 

.. response to the :l.mme.diate .. threats they are facing, for most of. those .. 
. . . ' ' - ' . 

originate internally. Rather, they: ~till pontinu~ to 1Iaprove cooperation 

on a bilateral basis for this is likely to be seen as sufficient for dealing . - . . . - .. . ' . ' 

with external threats in the near future. If 'lbailand faces a real threat . . ' . . ' . 
along her borciers, the other four ASEAH countries could independently provide 

: . ' . 
the necessary assitance, for e:rample by supplying strategic materials such as 

. . . . . . . 
oil and food. 

J)lnhancing ASEAN 1 s mil;i.:Ji~ c~p_abilities~l'lilLof--necessi ty__be _grad1181, if 

they are not to create great burdens upon economic and social development. 

In the short and medium· term militarY improvenients l~ill be confined to 

increasing ·their' capabilities to deal with increased subversiori &ld 

infiltration. In the longer term, namely 5 to 10. ye~s, they can be stepped

up to face potential threats from outside their borders. In this respect, 

the US could assist the ASEAN cOWltries in texms ·of gua.ioanteed ·and orderly 

_military sales, similar to recent arrangements .1'/ith !Ibailand • . - ' '. . ' . . - ... 

~!1 s efforts to continue with economic. development'and to increase 

the extent of economic cooperation also e~e a necessar,1 reeponse;·in addition 

to the politico-diplomatic and milita:cy-seoi1rity efforts alreQrly discussed. 

Cooperation among the ASEAN countries in the economic field' seems to have 

lost some momentum precisely because of recent events in Indochina which 

have a direct bearing upon ASDAi)!' s sec1iri tY. · 

A· strong Bl!d broad based economic cooperative effort. c~d, .in the 

·. longer texm, <,'Uarantee the viabiUty of ASEAJ)T. An enlarged .structure of 

.economic cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region co¥ld further reinforce 

ASEAN economic cooperation through increased economic relations 1'/ith the 
• • , ' • • • • • • • I • 

industrial countries in the region ~rhich are their main trading partners . . . . ' ' 

and source of capital and teChnology. 
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To support ASEAN1s efforts as discussed above, ASEAN should attempt to 

. maintain a."l external environment in which there· is a balanced presence of 

the four major po~rers - the US, the Soviet Union, the PRC, and Japan - in 

Southeast Asia. Such a balanced presence should enhance ·the stability of the 

Southeast Asian region. To achieve this objeoUve, . a particular stru.oture 

of relationships needs to be established with each of the great powers. . . 
The United States 

The US seems to have reversed the.trend of disengaging. from the Asia---... -.- . -- - . ·.• ·•--:,-----
Pacific region follot~ing the Vietnam debacle~ However, in the near future, 

it· is not to be ·expected tb.S.t the US presence wiil b~ inor~ased from the 

minimal level prevailing tocley. Closer relations between the .ASEAN countries 

and the US Co:tJgress' a.re··needed. There has be'en some rekindling of American 

public interest in Southeast Asia, but this must be strengthened further to 

support a continued US presence in the region. The US should be enoour98ed 

to maintain her militarY presence in Southeast Asia (at Clark Field and 

Subio), as well as her· presence in the Indian Ocean. · 

To support ASEAN 1s efforts to achieve a political solution in Kampuchea 

and to solve the refugee problem, the US could: 

- use her lever98e vis-~s, the Soviet. Union an(l. China so as to 

prevent them from expanding the Sine-Soviet conflict further into 
. ' 

the rest of Southeast Asia; ... '· ' . 

- lessen the dependence of Vietnam on the Soviet Union by taking a 

more flexible attitude to~rard Hanoi. 

Increased· economic assistance to ASEAU in the form of Overseas Develop

ment Aid ( ODA} and private investment and greater access of ASEAN manufactured 

products to the US market would be very important measures to assist .ASEAN' s 

resilience· and it· is important that the United States maintains a \~orkable 

mechanism of consultations ~rith ASEAN as a group as ~rell as with individual 

ASEAI~ countries. 

Japan 

Japazi could assist il.SEIUT ma.iiuy in the economic field, either through 

investment of capital and technology- or through trade. Japan is and will 

remain .the major economic partner of ASEAH. Japan could neW at.f6rd gradually 

to increase her political role. She could mediate in the North-South 

diBlogue and support ASEuu~1 s diplomacy to~iarae apeaceful solution in Indo

china. Japan should intensify consultations with the ASEAI~ countries. 
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~lith regard to Japan's possible military role, Japan should openly 

discuss the matter and consult with her friends and_ allies including the 
·~ • • •' .. • I 

ASE:AlT countries. Openness on the Japanese side is important to avoiding 

misinterpretation or even opposition by the countries in the region. 
. - . i . • . 

Ult~tely, Japan will have to move towards greater milittiry :i.nvolvement, 
. . . ' . ' 

· but this Should pi;obeed very· gmduallY~ Defence of her own home!~ and 
. . . . . ' 

. . ·.•, _. . ' . .·. ,} ' . .. ' 

home waters is the first step, but, at a later stage,- Japan will have to . ' . . . . 

consider the security of vital sealanes aild this could.im'olve im arrange-. ' -,. 

ment for a' division of labour with th~ countries in the rei!on, such as 
. . . ' . . . ·~ . . . 

. AsEliJ:ij. ASEA.N would not oppose sUch a. development . if Japan ware to pley it 

gr8.dually, withiil the defEmce S:rr~nt~ ,t1i th th~ United States. and after 
. ~ .. ' .' . ' ' . ·, . . . 

consultations with. the· countries· in the region. 
: . . 

China. 

China can become a balancing factor for Vietnam end' the 'sOviet-Union 

in the Southeast Asian region. , To ~ce China'.sa.credibility Vis-~~vis 

the .ASEAN countries, she should prove that she is/trustworthy partner by 
·' ' • J . • . • 

placing greater relian(le on government-to-government relations rather t1:)an 

party-to-party -relations •.. Also she should .. maintain an ~iguous policy 
' . ' . . 

to~1ards :the overseas Chine_se in Southeas_t Asia.. China should also restrain 

herself from fuelling :f'urther- the conflict in Indochina_. ·. To participate in 

multilateral efforts to maintain stability in Southeast ~~ia, qhina must 

damonstrate that she is genuinely willing to·play by the rilles or the game 
of the international ooii!DIUnity~ 

The Soyiet Union 

The .Soviet _trnion 9lear:cy. could contribute. to the stability of Southeast 

· ~sia by restraipfng Vietnam from attacking Thailand. . The Soviet Union could 

also cre!"-te an atmosphere in which Vietnam could coexist with, .ASEAN. The 

Soviet presence_in Southeast Asia is now a reality .but the Soviet Union•has 

yet to prove herself .a trustworthy' partner. Only recently :the Soy-iet Union . ' . . . . 

has reveraed her attitude towards A~T, and this mey only be tao.tical. 

It is also crucial. that the Soviet .Union demonstrates self-restraint with . ~ . . . . . 

regard to the Sino-Soviet conflict, for an expansion of the Sino-Soviet 
' . . . .· . . 

conf:J.ict into Southeast Asia is most '!llldesiral:>le for ASEAN and it is· this 

that has prompted ASEAN. to tel!;e a. neutral stand as between China and the . - .. . . 

Soviet Union. 

In the longer term, the Soviet Union m!Bht come to be resaraed as a 

balancing factor vis-&-vis China. The .ASEAN countries, for historical 

reasons, tend to fear China not only because of the overseas Chinese but 

because China is the only great power in the region. 
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ToWards ·A Regional Order 

The ASEAN oOWltries 4esire stability and. peace so that they oan develop. 

This is the main ohallenge faced by the ASEAl! oOWltries •. Therefore it is in 

ASEAN' s 10ll8'-tem. ·interest to oreate the basis for regional order in South

east Asia, a ~1orkable order, complied with by all the parties oonoerned. 

The existence of regional order implies the absence of aoy great powers' . - -·-- -~-- -
hegemoey -;;a_-fre~d~ for eaoh ooun-b.-y in the region to develop in acoord-c---- . .. . . . ' 
anoe with its cWn aspirations and character. Th~~e§tion of Whether or not . ' . . ' . . -- -~ .. --:--- - ......,..._,._ 

", -~ outside powers woul.~~OJW.t this p~osi tion be:omes irrelevant ono~ _all 
countries in the region beoome deteJ:IIlined to realise the objective of --- ---· - ,---~ - ' 

re@.onal order. Adherence to this principle would minimise, if not eliminate, 

the opportunities for outside intervention and interference with the internal 

affairs of the region. 

'It should be stated at the outset that a ·regional order in Southeast 

Asia need riot perhaps be based on foJ:IIlal written agreements beoa:use the 

idea rests upon 'the oonV-ergenoe of felt needs of the · countries in the region. 

ASEAJ:;r has evolved and gro1m precisely beoa:use it has maintaiiled a higil degree 

of flexibility and has not been shackled by striot rules. The-realisation 

of a regional order, hotiever, depends upon Vietnam's future intentions. 

AN Al~TOMY OF THIRD ~lORLD COl,lFLICTS 

Certain features of the Southeast Asian security dimensions migilt be 

applicable to other regions of the Third Uorld. Factors whioh oonsti tute 

sources of international oonfliot in the Third World differ from one region 

to another -beoa:uSe of' differences in geographic iooation, strategic position, 

·history, the dynamics of internal developments and natural resource potential. 

Nonetheless, those factors Whioh are. relevant to the internal development of 

the ASEAN countries are also relevant to other Third Horld. countries. The 

intensity and complexity of !lhird World problems differ according to the 

stages of eoonomio development, the establishment of socio-political 

institutions, and the degree of national unity. '!he ASEAN countries are in 

this retip·eot sOilleWhat ahead of the i!la.jority of Third Vorld countries~ In 

teJ:IIlS of· the existence of an inte~oountry meohanism fOr oonfliot resolution, 

AsEAN ~be well ahead of other groupings, suoh as the o.AU for Afrioa, the 

Arab League, and the smaller (and perhaps more effective) cooperative 

structures in West and East Afrioa. 
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Con!iicts in the ~ird l!oi-lci '~~ basically ;;flect:i.6ns of inte:r;na.l 
. . . ·.· . r. 

l·reakriesses. !lhese weaknesses can be exploited _by the ~ig .powers for their 

·~-interests. Intemar l{eaknesses can be the 'resUlt of the troublesome . . 
process 'or gi-S.a.uaJ. or sudden decolonisation. · ~c:'ent el::smpies are Angola, 

·~!ozambiq~' and Zimbabl{~. ''lho·~~ ·.weaknesse~ could. also ~lee because of 
._ . _ , · • , .. , '. _ . • _ ••• · ',. • • • r , • 

·poll tical struggles among the various groups 1</hether based on ideolClgical, 

rel!giaus, or ethnic gr(n;nda.' Ethiopfa ~ Afghanistan provide examples. 
. ... . . i '. . ... ,- • -. .· . '-·' 

Intemal ~reaknesees can also be brought about by social revolution, focusing . .. •, 

on the problems of change in th~' ~~try's leadership coupied 1dth .an .. 
. . . ' . . .. 

ideological movement such as Islam (in Iran) ~r lefti~t socialism (in 
Nicaragua.).· · . ' ·.· 

Conflicts among countries of the 'rurd llorld 'also ·arise be~ause of 

terri~rlal diSputes, often datiDg .b!i.ck to the arbitrarily~alm b~ies 
. . . . . . 

of the colonial 'period ·or traditional ethnic 'rivalries of the pr&-colOnlal . . . . . . 

period. i1!aey ethnic groups which, £'or historic~l reaso~, have become 
. .. . . ' . . . . . :. . ' . . 

separated and are living as minorities in neighbouring countries have found 
0 

, ' I 0 ' ' ' I , I 
0 

;;( ·') ' • , • • ~ 

a new urge to unification (irredenta), largely because of their dissatis-
. ' . ' 

faction· with the goveznments · ~f the countrie·s in 1<1hich they ai-e ncni living. 

~ese problems are often mixed up 1·ri th intemal instability and poll tical 

strue"gle ·and· are complicated ·by the 'involvement of neigbbourwg 'countries. 

Such situations prevail in Indochins- in. East· Africa (Ethiopia and· Somalia), 

. and in rlest Asia betl<~een' Af@lanistan, Pakistan and Iran in connection With 

the demsnds of ·the :BaJ.ullhis to ruwe· .'their own nation-state~ 
'l'h.icl World cbnfiiots htvolrtng ~iside ~ow~rs 11h;!.~h compete·~ the 

'"baais of' ideoioSical ~t~iU~ l'lley not be of. ~ Ee.st-lvest tYPe al~e but 

~olvemsnt of the bfi.pwers~ eith~~ b~cause ~f ~lenges ~reated by their 

global riv8l.ries"or bee~~ ihey lle;e. ib-it~d .to become· ~olved by th~· 
.. . . ,,.. . ... ···- . . . ' .. 

conflicting parties, 'telids to worsen· the situation. Hmrever, .the presence 
' . 

of the ~at powers does not necessarily increase intez:nal. or _regional 

~on.flicts,' provided ·that they !J8re~ td .kinia.ih regi~nal or international 
. ~.!~ . . . ?-~- ' . . 

order in the area. In the case of Zimbabwe, the great. po11ere Pa,v_e ~o~m 

sonie restrtdnt in involving' themselves ~- tt,~· intemal ooni."li~t. ;• In. the 

Korean Peru.riBul.a, all the big 'pcl{ers ·in·· the region ha~ 
ma1ntai:O.:i.ng the existing b~anoe.' 

. ' 

an interest in 
" . 

.. ' 
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.. ~: -
I~ational vulnerabilitiee tend to result i'rom an intermix of unfavourable 

internal factors. Because .of the oompleld,ty. of, the domestic scene, conflict 
t.:·•:""':""_:-· ... o f"'i.~•(=~-tt •. t···-~ ~,;.:.._o.~··.(L.sr! ·--' ... :.·,. .... ~ ..,-_:.. ~ ~.. .,.,.'..,,...~,..._ .. ~ ... · 

resolution in the .'lhird \forld has become a very delicate and diffioul t 
•.,.:jc;••·; ·..;~ . ."! _.;.-f<:~~\'~'!'} ;~( .,..t·J ·'1 t.iafj(.'J. ~I • . .' 'J ;.· J....,-,:;~, -~- • .... ~ .... ~~!.. • .. ~ ·~'"-'"'...,_ >C 

matter. It has become all the more complicated in areas where .. 1:h11 regional 
t~~ .. '"'·.t.~.·~~r ·"-~ ·o ,;.1.1':.!(' .... E.:.r :_'"": · .. ~:i ···,.: ... -::..~\'1 •.. ~.·-~ .+;,. ... ,, ·_.; __ •·• 1 ~· -•··· 

en•Tiro:runent is not conducive to solving the problem, and \others, the .E?at-. ~c:., :., .. ----~--~ .... _.1.7_n1·~; :t:·~··:.,;· . .. -.: !"J ..... -·:.~-.... \·;~: :1 -"' ..! •• ·....:.: _o .1. -~. ~-•·: ..... -~ --..·.- ,.~. 
\·lest and the East-East conflicts are most pronounced. Given the vulnerabilit-

~ .... r • ... ·~· tf ,-,.,·•~t' ~··l~ J:."•'O~.., (!r:·, ..,, .. -··()' '·, .... \,;·.:._· .0),"\.i~·-·•_c, '• ,_ .. (,.,-. .• ~ ..... o1o 

ies ·'ill ~- 'lhiid' ~!or id ~as, it· is· here where the East-West co~ict is 
1 j-,- ... i..(·JJ!"•n.t. ~~~) !.'.:.._:t!:. -~·.- .. ·re·'"~.::·': Jo:~J~-r.:-,:..~' J11;;.:: ... ,"~·F.;._, ·~~~~·M.:., 1.: .. -.:..._ - ... ~~- ... ~.--._.,_,,.,_,,'-

likely to find its outlets, not only for. politico-strategic reasons, bu'!; 
.. ~l·:c .. .;.·#·"'"·-•.., J."'.'•"'!'l {!..~:,.'!;./O":r-.-z_1 ..o.\ !:·!!."1 J.'l.i.L.!:;.~ .u.t.1 

.. 1...._~~J.~ .... ·~._·,~=:.. ~ pu'-'rr.;.· ..... ,-

increasingly, because of economic interest •. The 'lbird r/orld.has bec.ome.a 
-..-·~~H":.~-~· t,"1(-: 'J.,_;-Jji il:;l~C~• t-J J-;.'t,'': J•'!~',O/~,":;::J !_.'J ~-,·rl.i , • .;_:; "-'l'w ... .,..,;. ·~·I 0"••·- • .,_.~ 

·· more vital source of energy and ra~r material"! .as \otell as a,market for , 
::;n [t"":'_ .... ,r l~f;;,l, J...'Yj , .!.br!•;·"d ..... H. _ r:, -;-.:.,_ t:.!;Y~' ··u.: .•.!. •1".,_}-· .. •.J;.::) ,~J ;!·J-.u~.J."'t -.u tt-.• 

industrial countries' ,products. . . , ··' • . . . . . .. ,, •. ,. _ .. 1, .. 1, •c ,, ' 
_ ..... "I" ··~.,.,..,.,.':11 •.• .--.j . ._'·'l. ".;. ,r:;·:-z· t;·l t- ... .1· .. ~ 1·. !1-:"~ ... n .;,._ ...... - ",-,').o~. -- 1 
~Jr,...IJ,\-, ... ,....._..,_.~ . .,. .,__ ,._ ~ """ 

As noted, conflicts in the Third l'Torld involve the complei,interpley 

of political, economic, social, ~tural and i_deologioal factors and there-
--!, .• , .u.;~_; )'J t~~ __ .... , ! -!. -, ~·.:.~·-· t • ... ~.--..:. ... ,..... ..:. t J.r.., .. J:.uJ~...... .. .... __ ,. ,, .... ~.-....... 

fore they can be. resolved by. the ccynco.miem .of indigenous eocio-po:).i tical • 
'•·- J ·~.f1(;i"'lt f:_; ''•-.. 1· i· _,.J:..':t~ • .. ··~ tJi,t' ·.H··' ":)'L.t..;·_·...,." u· .• ; •" o.o "-' -··~ .. _ _, ·--·-.,.,.,,_..,., .. ,• • 

.. J forces', aiw.'reeo.luti~n depends to e. large extent on .national resilience. 
i' if"t 0 ... ~- ·r·· r:• ',(• f."o•"tl '\•J:.~ ~-~-!_~J,· J._·· a•·-.;~ ,•;..:. .. •.J.,.· ..... _;.,,,• ~-··.,.,•.~._. ..... > T_.. ... -•J 

-I,TatiOi:w.l.- r~eiiience oan be prOO;oted or destr07ed by the involvement ofl. ,., 
-"lo···~-":• ")t.. •.v~u t..:r . .r.a.· .. J.·. _. r-J~'-J..;'! ·:o .. ,:.~ =- .. ~ 1 .;..·.- •• -,,.,·1.-J:o, ........ -\ ,·_-'J .. ._ •• 

outside powers. The e:r..erciee of unreasonab;Le and 'WmeCef!ee:cy,preeeuree . 
!:::.i·..-~:-i. ~~v··n f•:.:··~..:n~:·?n ..... ,:'!',·'l.-.'"··;,u,., .. PJC. ,..; .. ~ . .;.--1 ._~, )~~- • • ... 1.;.~ ... • •. _, ..... _.. •·· ~' 

upon 'lhird \·!o:;-ld countries or intervention, whether, or not underta)ten llithin 
- _;;y ... ,_,1 t. 't-1:•.'1.~ ... " ·!'.'.J re.:-·~ ;:-·1 ·\,.v~;"'1.1-.L ~\: • • ;·?\•.'.;.~l_:!!.l ~!-.1-L ... •t .!" ... 1 ~ ..... ~ ..... 

the framework of , euperpO\fer riya.l.ry, will tend. to be da.maging, to . national 
•f..!"'J,_l-r_. ~ · ··:~. '"-r-;!.-:- .._l;.,,L 1,.., 4.~.~ -::~·..:,;,·~-· ••• :- .,;.lo.' + iJ>~'~:..;.::.~.Jo.;..~<"~"~ .•.. .- •• ~--~· o, . ._._.,__J-#• 

resilience. 
Lh~.l.;:-J',t.O,T r;,Y> y::l~:1::o-:.-r .. .t j .... -.•-''l.i: ;:! .. t" r:;.: f- ln :--')jrto O"l''J e:~~_;. "•"l' .. :;,_~<"'\:_:·:· 

• : .. ~ 1 ... ,<Jonp.~c.t!!, amo~ .\'lhird }'lorlcj.: C9Uiltriee :have·, their roots ~in •.nationalism 

, (.·.~~ pro!J~emel~f::the)eurvival!of. the nation-state~ ::'lhey•are ·no 1·loiJser ~often 

Ac;eo~~gi~~-ly .. motivated, 1and thus ,.;major, conflicts: among cOIIIIIWliet countries, 

as in Indoohirul.,.ican.ariee. ,,Theee,conflicte;are not:only;based' on political 

motives, but include economic interests. and the struggle for resources. 'lbe 
•• 1 !.~ J4~"' t. .. ~(."•J..J r·:i'.'·-: ~"l.~;~.roq ~.l~.L.;··,;o ;:-:u.i:;J·',iJ.' ·~_,.'-'•---4 •• •· •'-' ... ,;,.~ .. -.. 

big powers can obviously pla;y either a positive or a negative role in such 
~".Jj ""''"•'')'' ,;cr'J.I' :•••'. ·. :j,: _.;· '!.f.1 0.!': .-._r, ;,..;,:~·!_ v-: ;;_,.· ... ~-;.,•').-<IC,., - ·-.>.,.;'•· ,.-• .;, _r:_ -~ ...,..,. 

conflicts yet intervent.ione by the big pcnrere can only. be of limi~d .value, 
.. ~.:-u'~ , .. _;· :-_~~·~·"t' .. ) ·,·.,,,(!:."'!•J.·:.••) 1-"; c.,,.t_,;,;;;-:,~·0::. -~ ~ .•.• ,'J_t)l 1 ~.-.-:,...H•,.O:: ,•• ~• rni a.{, "'•··--..,,.J . .., .... , . 

. for tbXee reasons •.. Fir~t; be~ause. their capabilit·i~s are .not ,al\-TeyS ~··o ~-
~1:• • .-,f.._. . .,.·'~' , ..-,,'1-•'1:>". , l·w·,,. ~-;.-·~-· "(.".-.,,,! ~- ·,...;;'.•.:- ;.r .·;·•- .... ~-•-"- ..... :J • .._ 1 

suited "to' the re'solutio~ of 'lhiz:d World conflicts. "Second, b.e~auee .world 
l·~--:~"'}~"'~'\i .~ ... ,t ,'"':"-''"'.:c.:1 .~1 ~t.;r:U"r .;__ .. x·: n··" ... -;...: ·.: .. ~ .•. :)., , .. u._ . .!·"' ............. _ ..... · 
opinion will alwa;ys be_sgainet the use of force Poc.a big power.in.oonflict 

·,,...,~!1-.,..,,...-"'.l•· t·.;-,"t ~l·:.. ~,~"J'.:J!iL '{J.:.•-,."(:::,.·_~~.J,' t;~· .·.•·.•o.•· ........ '·. ··h...,-..)-··•- · 

reecilutiini ·in the .'Diird ~lorld •. And, third, because the use of, force ,by.the 
~1:rtf•iJ •r·-..-r..t"",i. .,., •·-~·~l'-·~·· '·-lA•.!. .·t .:f rq'l.'.~,.; ~a.., ooli-~l •., .... ·'l.• ~ ~~·--~ ..... .i ·• 

big iiowere. til local' contlic'ts could escalate into a global, confroz!,tation •. 
u.---r··-· trl,.rt -.. -- ... - ..... -~ !""'!:o:r.::l iJ1'\;.~ '!0',-f'J.;.~·.::··) ~{.· .... ~!l:' ;· •_) l--- .--;-,. ,_._..., •. ·' _.,.... .. , .... 

It follmo~e that efforts to resolve 'lhird ~!orld conflicts ehould.-b.e under-.,..+ ·tt t,J•_I j 1 :· ... ,.--(.J"Or• ." .-1: ~!·:}·1-.L"';;:-.--·"- .- .•.•• .._- •·-···.------...;..._... 

ta.k~n 'liy dOmestic .. or ·regional forces. Outside_ILoyrer.s_oanJll!J.P .the,. ,..., ., . 
-- ,r-o"fl':;r .. J,:.~;~;~-:-r- .. -::· .. · ;:·,t.; -:~~ ... '"': .. •• -~.-... ........... ! ,.-.· - ~1.·•-- ·~- • .. 
si~ exercising' restraint themeel:V~,e:..:Bfl~. by1 ,r~str~.?~.erl!..t._.~ 
from becoming directly involved by example or persuasion. In the process, 

it ma;y well be that the big po~rers are asked to provide assistance but this 

could beet be given thrOUEih diplomatic means, humanitarian aid; or economic 

aeeiatance. 
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• 1, ·, .. 
A more urgent need, however, is to find tteye ·of pr?venting 'lbird ~!orld 

conflict~ from a,;ieing. Given the tendencies of Ea.St-tteet ri~ to 

increase in the years to com~, the ·~~~ation of .regiona.i order in Third World ... -

areas mey be the moat profitable averme to explore. Initiatives Should 

preferablY come from the 'lhfrd 1-!orld':oountriee themselves. · 'There inight be 

a. role for the big powers in helping to maintain regionhl order in' meey 

parte of the 'lhird World. Even intervention can 'become· a subject of 

: negotiations, eo long as there· is a shared und.eret8Jlding of· the circumstances 

. in which such im ·instrument could be applied (ita terms and forms) ,and eo 

long' as· this is acceptable· to. Third lvorld countries; intervention can become 

a legitimate instrument. Increased:East-r!eet conflict; however, mey not 

help in· the· creation of such· an· understanding. There· are even· strong· .fears 

·that growing East-vlest conflict·'ltill only tend to magnify ·local 8Jld regional 

conflicts· :tzi. some parte or the ·Third lforld·and. also encOurage net~ conflicts 

to· arise. . Thus, a kind of "detente" is seen as a prerequisite for the 

creation ·of stability •in the·Third·l·lorld, althOUgh it should have a much 

broader base .than before. · 

The use of mili.fury fo~ce, the establishment of inilitary alliances and 

large scale sales of military hardware. tdll neither bY themselves prevent 

Third rlorld .conflicts from arising nor:wili they resolve Third ·Horld 

conflicts. · Sound relatione between Third ·uorid countries and 'the big 

.powers, in the political and economic 'fieldi'J as well as in the oultural ·· 

field, are· much more profite.hle·avenuee to 'eJ..-plare. ·It cannot lie denied 

.I 

that a militruzy' .. balance is often B. ·necesei ty ·in preventing big pot:r~r inter

vention in a pal:ticula:r area or to prevent a. Third lforld ·country f'rom being 

invaded by a neighbour but, in the long run, Third l·lcrl-d conflicts' .'are 

unlikely to be . .solved by military meSJlB alone. , .. . - . ' ' . ; . ··.. . . . . 
. . EAS~-WEST CONFLICTS. TB::~· THll!D WORLD AND INTERJ.I!ATIO~lAL SECURITY 

'··-
Recent intel:na:honil. ·tensions seem to encourage a new round of_.East

~leet ·competition, and'·thu~ incre~~e the .. likelihood of conflicts in ~e .. 
. . 

Third World, largely because no clearly defined spheres of influence of 

spy one of the superpowers haS been eetabUshed. 

Increased teneiime be~·teen the United Staiee and the SOviet. Union 

result from chargee by both eidea'·that th~ other party does riot' abide by · 

· the rules ~f "detente" •. The United 'States cliaz.ge~ th~ ScVi~t Uirlon with 

contiriuing ita strategic and conventional arms build-up' and as haviilg a· . . . . . 
greater propene! ty to intervene in Third \·!orld areas· to upset the global 

balance. The Soviet Union Ohar~s the Uri!ted Stat~s with not ful£ill~ 
I' • ~ , - ' 
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her promises in the area o£ trade and finance and with £ailing to :ratif'.y 

the SALT II agreements. 'lhe So.viet Union believes tha'l; the erratic policies 

o£ the United States ere responsible £or the emerging misperceptions. Given .. ' ... ' ' . 

the mood o£ the Ame:ric.an public, . a new round o£ s.rms raoe s!'ems a £er .from 
'.' 

remote possibili~. 

'.lhe. major!~ o£ 'lhi:rd ~lo%ld countries formally adopt a neutral or, . 

"equidistant" attitude .with regard to. the East-\Jest oompeti tion. . :Basically '-- . ' . 

and in practice, however, most o£ them retain more intensive and extensive •--- ·-- --
relations with ~lestern countries. In the political field, the relationship - - -----
is SO!Ilewhat ambivalent in nature ·because IDBllY ere . ex-colonies o£ the· \1est. 

In the immediate post-colonial period they strove £or complete political 

independence, implying an anti-Westem attitude, and thus were· attracted 

1n1 tially to the Soviet :Union. But the second generation o£ leaders in · 

IDBllY !lhird ~Torld cbuntries, having been through the various revolutiollSl:Y 

stages o£ national development, are now more pragmatic· and politically 

more neutral· towards the ~lest. Relations will become even easier i£ the 

lfestem countries make more e££ort to understand (and take a less a priori 

attitude with regard to) social systems, systems, o£ government, societal 

valuss and the dynamism o£ changes in the 'l'hird World. . . 

Relations in the economic field ere already quite extensive. It.is 

obvious that the ~lest possess great· "leverage" vis-A-vis ·the 'lhird \!orld-

in this respect •. 'lhe need to restructure economic_relations,' as stipulated 
·------~~ -~--- -- -._____.:;-

in the Report o£ the :Brandt Commission, . is_ an_important task £or both sides. 
. - - '- .· 

Although the Soviet Union has hereel£ almost nothing to o££er in this field, 

. _dissatis£aotion on the pert o£ 'lhird ~lorld States with their eoonomic 

relations with the \vest can easily be exploited .by the Soviet Union £or her 

own political gain. 

'lhe \lest is also a major source· o.f science and technology tor the Third 

~lorld. Yet the. transfer o£ science and technology is a delicate matter £or ...... ,. . . . ... -· . ~ . " . -· . . . . . -- . - . 

it touChes upon the socio-cultural values o£ the receiving socie~. 'lhis 
~ . . - . . ' . . . 

calls £or close cooperation and great 1lllderstanding between. the Third World 

and the Westem countries. 

As stated earlier, r~_lations_in. the military f:_ield. are not-likely__:t()_ 

be the dominant £aotor. From the 'lhird World perspective, it is expected ------ - ._ -_--.....,....--..-~-- ' . - . -_ ' . 

that. the United States and_her allies will try to maintain alevel o£ 

military presence whi(!h balances . that o£ the Soviet Union. It is also hoped 

that the West. could_ become a "consistent" source o£ military eD~S ,but the old 

pattem o£_militery relations, whether in the tom o£ military pacts or in 

the tom o£ overseas bases, has become . outmoded .from the 'lhird \llorld 

perspective. Thus, there is a need to find new forms o£ military cooperation 

whiCh are more flexible and respect the sovereign~ of 'lhird lvorld countries. 
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!!he relationship between the· 'lhird ~lorld and the West needs broader 

foundations and this implies, first, that Western countries, (and especially 

·the United States) sh~ld fo~late more cmiiprehansive, consistent, credible 

and loll8 term policies 'towUd.s the Soviet Union because the relationship 

between the United States and the SOViet Union. remains the most important 

fa.Ctor in maintaining world pes.Oe and security. It is a relationship that 

1111ist be hBndled with ·great care and sensitivity for a host of contradictions 

are embedded in it; the need to COOperate !DilSt cceidst tdth inevitable 

competition. SpecificallY the conclusion 'or SALT U and preparations for 

SALT III are urgent tasks, beeli.Use they touCh upon the iliS.iJi issue ill the 

relationship. betlteen the superpowers •. !!here also needs . to b.e arrangements 

to ensure ,a balance in conventional weapons and to regulate arms sales to 

the !Ihird tlorld. Relations in the economic fields should also be promoted 

with a view to lessening the tansions between the two countries. Lastly, 

. there is a p.eed to seek arrangements 1;hroueh· which .both sides' could support 

the creation -of regional order in the !Ihird 1-lorld. !Ihese would limit the 

ri~ts of outside powers to intervene end aim to prevent either· superpower 

achieving d~ce. 

At the seme time the United States and her allies in lvestern Europ~ 
end Japan !Dilst restructure their relationships to conform to the new 

realities. The United States is no longer the dominant power that me was, 
either in political· or economic terme, and IDilBt share the·responsibility 

with allies .which implies·a relationship o~ a more equal footing. Structur

ing this relationship mq not be easy because, ·at least ·in .the· area' of 

defence, ·both l1estern Europe end .J!l-Pa.n are still dependent upon the United 

States. 'Ibis, however, can be circumvented .if new mechanisms of consultat

ion could be developed between the United States, Western Europe and Japan. 

The issues affecting the relationship. between these countries has expanded 

beyond t}leir ~aditional concerns. For example, the security of the Persian 

1 
Gulf can n,o longer be separated from the security of \1estern l!brope end 

·. i. _::;.. ~e~: .• ::;an:~v::i:;w~~J=~~:~:·:-:::e;:l:::~eand 
security matters were both discussed, mq . indicate a desire to reshape the 

Western (mid Japanese) relationship.· 

. It is equally encouraging to see the -elD!IrgBE-o! of a division of· 

responsibilities between the United States, Western EUrope and Japan. France 
is ''t-;;king ~e -;,£ the s~~ity .of h~n~ Afric-a-·en_d_m_a_in--:t-ain~s-a--.:f::-le-e-:-t in 

DjJJlouti. West GeZIIIfllliV is providing greater t~~onomic assistance to Turkey 

and Pakistan. Japan is increasing her political role and has supported 

ASEAN in its efforts to stabilise Southeast Asia. 
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Overall it can be 13aid that the .oape,bilities of the ~lestem countries . ' . . . . 

in tQtal are still very oredib.le provided . that tlley can. cooperate oonstJ;uot-

ively and can fo~ate workable policies regarding. the division. of respons-·- .. . - - . . 

ibilities betwee11 them in the political and economic fielde, in the transf"er . . . . . . . . . . 

of science and technology, and .in .the military field. :BecEU,lse the divisj,on . . . . . . 

of labour includes an increased defence oommi tment by '\'le stem ~ope and 

Japan, th~ resources o£ the United States can mere readily be diverted to 

maintain a po.wer balance in the. Persian cGulf. 

Lastly, relations between the !lhird rlorld and the Uestem world in 

various fielde must involve more.ccnorete cooperative programmes. To ensure 

long-lasting cooperation, mechanismS of dialogue and fora £or consultation 

must be permanently establiShed. ASEAN, for instance, can be most usetul 

in this respect· for the Southeast Asian· R~on. ·· Also, the division of labour 

amongst the rlestem countries and' Japan 11111st ·be extendSd to their relations 

with the 'lhird l'forld. 'lhe United States cannot alone take care of all the 

areas of the world. Furthermore the too obvious presence of the Trnited 

States. might be disadv!llltageous ,in some circumstances. 

All this will depend to a large extent upon iriitiativ'es ·originating in 

the United States. It is there that ildjustments are taking place and. they 

\dll affect the .. processes o£ decision-making and the American political 

·dynamic. To cope with these adjustments, the United States needs a more 

consistent leadership, a better relationship between the Executive :areDch 

and the Legislative :Branch.· Equally important is ·the performance ot· the 

-US econC~ey" • In all these re&Pecte the allies 'and friends of the United 

.States must give support. It should not be forgotten thli.t the United States 

has contributed massively to the maintenance of an intematiorial order Which 

has brought relativ-e stability to the ~rorld for the laet ~5 years. In the 

years to come the United States Will face great challenges, and it is 

the interest of all that e. cali cope 'with them 

'lhe. Soviet. Unfon -on the other liand does ~ot have the potential to a~siot 
. ' . . . . . . . ·,.'·;:: . : .. > . : 't::: 

the 'lhird l·Torld iri their search for prosper! ty. 'lhe Soviet Union ~s respected 

only for her military might. Newly-independent countries ~ initially be 

attracted to the Soviet Union because of the anti-colOnialist flavour of 

her poll. tical propaganda but most 'lhird World cciuntries see the Soviet Utlion 

only as a balanc·ing power when ·such· a balance :i.s considered necessary or as 

a _source of military hardware; · · 
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It is likely that a decrease of US presence and credibility in a 

particular area could create a situation in which the countries of that area 

feel the pressure of the Soviet Union directly. Such is the case after the 

Soviet invasion into Ai'ghanistan. This was seen by most Third v/orld countries 

as a violation to the sovereignty of an independent, non-aligned, developing 

country. Whatever the reason that lay behind this action, most Third '1'/orld 

countries reacted strongly against it. 

Nevertheless, this does not mean that the Third ~/orld does not admit 

the leg! timate presence of the Soviet Union, for the Soviet Union is a super

power which cannot be discounted. It ~ even be necessary to invite the 

Soviet Union to join international efforts directed at maintaining some form 

of regional order in parts of the Third tlorld. The Soviet Union could become 

a balancing factor in some regions, such as East Asia or Southeast Asia, 

especially with respect to China. 

On the other hand, concern:s are expressed in the Third Uorld ·with regard 

to the future direction of Soviet global policies. Great uncertainties arise 

from the fact that the military power of the Soviet Union could be used to 

obtain distinct advantages, eopecially in the last half of the 1980s when 

the Soviet Union is expected to undergo maey diffioul t internal changes · 

perhaps involving radical adjustments in policy whether arising from a change 

in leadership, from economic stagnation, from resource scarcity, or from 

demographic ehifts which create imbalances in the ethnic composition of her 

population. 

Therefore the Third 1r!orld argues that all Dlllst have the courage to 

continue to work towards the creation of an environment where detente could 

\fork. In such an envirOnment, the Third 1r!orld could find the opportunity 

both to develop and to participate in international affairs. The development 

of national resilience helps to guarantee world stability for it can prevent 

the East-liest conflict from esca;tating through the exploitation of the 

national vulnerabilities that exist in many parts of the Third ~/orld. 

Consequently, the Third vlorld could become a stabilising factor for the 

world as a 11/hole. 


